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The Governor of the Board: Gentlemen, I suppose the

petitioners, being the moving party, will have a right to open

and close. If there is no objection to that course of procedure

we will call on the counsel for the petitioner.

Mr. Francis A. Brogan, Counsel for the States of Nebraska

and -:yoming: Ue have, I understand, an hour on each side?

The Governor of the Board: I believe that is the limit

we usually fix.

Mr. Brogan: And we may divide that into opening and clos-

ing?

The Governor of the Doard: Yes.

Dr. A. C. Miller: We should not object if you abbreviated

the time limit.

ARGUMENT BY MR. FRANC IS A.BROGAN, OF COUNSEL FOR NEBRASKA

AND WYOMING.

Gentlemen of the Board: I appear for Judge McHugh, who

prepared the brief for the petitioners. Tnis is the petition

of substantially ail the member banks of Nebraska and Tlyoming

to be transferred from the Kansas district to the Chicago

district. It was, perhaps,a little unfortunate that practically

all the information that was Iurnished with any decree of earnest-

ness to the Organization Committee on the hearings was on behalf

of cities which were seeking the location of the regional banks,;

and it is especially unfortimate in this instance that at the
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hearings in the West this part of the country that I now rep-

resent, had two candidates for regional banks, Omaha and

Lincoln, and naturally much of the effort that was put forth

to present facts and statements and opinions before the Com-

mittee was confined to a showing as to the claims of those

two cities. I have no doubt the Committee itself sought and

obtained information as to the needs of this territory, inde-

pendent of the ambition of one or two of those cities, but

on behalf of the banks themselves there was no earnest com-

mittee procuring and furnishing information and presenting

-pressing reasons as to where this territory ought to go, after

the decision was made that there should be a bank at Kansas

City, Minneapolis and at Chicago. Those are the three banks

that might have been concerned in this territory.

I think it is perhaps appropriate to call your attention

to the difficulties which the Committee itself found with

this territory in the explanatory statement made by the Com-

mittee on Aril 10. In a letter addressed to the Senate of

the United States, I find at page 369 their discussion of the

Kansas City district, and the reasons for locating the bank

at Kansas City, and I want to say that with that we have now

no dispute whatever.

after disposing of the claims of Omaha and Lincoln and

Denver, the Committee says:
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rtow just what it was, what were thee ircumstances, and

what were the :rounds on which that was deemed inadvisable, of

course the Committee did not have time in that brief statemant

to explain fully, nor have they been explained, and we are

somewhat at a loss except as explanations may suggest themselves

in the argument here. It is suggested here, -- I do not know

whether that was intended as the reason they include Nebraska

and 7iyoming in the :Kansas City district rather than in the

Chicago district, -- that after the district had been outlined
a

as it was formed it was found orypoll of all the banks located

in that district that the majority preferred Kansas City over

any other location, that is, over Omaha or Denver. Now, of

course it would be natural that a majority of the banks, if

we include all of Kansas, Oklahoma, and part of ::_issouri, when

put against the comparatively few ban:/,:s in Iowa and Nebraska,

would decide in favor of Kansas City as the location, and that

may be used as an argument for that location. But on the

other hand it may well be contended that, althourth fewer in

number, still, as representing a large and important area

covering the two States in question, the interests of the

ball]:s of Nebraska and -Iyoming shr,uld be given most careful

consideration, although they do not aggregate a large per-

centage perhaps of the entire number of banks whose votes were

obtaineu for this large area; because, in the first place, the

banks of Kansas and Oklahoma and the other Lortions have not

expressed themselves as to whether 7yoming and Nebraska should
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be included in that district, and have had no opportunity of

doing so, mid moreover would have no right to determine that.

If that argument should be given any force whatever, it would

be sufficient to justify any political gerrymander where the

district is made up for the express purpose of securing votes,

or favoring any action desired. So I think we are justified

in not considering that as a real argument as to the question

whether Wyoming and Nebraska should belong to this district,

leaving it rather to the banks of that district themselves to

decide the question.

Now I wish to invite your attention to that part of the

United States which lies between the Mississippi and the

Great Lakes on the east and the Rocky Mountains on the west.

Of course, as you know, it is the great granary of the country,

and I am dealing now only with that part lying north of Texas,

between Texas and Canada. It is cut up arbitrarily into state

lines, of course, but natural trade conditions have divided

it into three great zones, or trade routes. They converge

at Chicago, but west of Chicago they divide themselves naturall

and in the regular course of business into three great trade

routes, -- one through the gateway of Minneapolis westward,

and having as tributary territcry, Minnesota, North and South

Dakota, and Montana, and to a large extent 7ashington on the

Pacific coast. There is another one on the south, passing

through the gateway of Kansas City, and having as tributary

territo4yZansas, Oklahoma, parts of Colorado, New Mexico,
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and running through to Arizona and Utah and the Coast. A cen-

tral route begins at Omaha as a gateway, and includes Neb-

raska and. Tyoming. These are not only trade routes for trans-

continental traffic, but they are also natural zones for

trade th,t originates in th t territory, and so we have three

parallel routes conducting their business and having their

activities entirely distinct, independent and separate from

each other. It is probably a little difficult for one not

visiting or living there or going back and forth in those

States to realize the extent to which they run along parallel

lines, without intrmingling. There are variations; there are

exceptions to this; there are sporadic cases of traffic that

crosses this line, but the fact remains that the great bulk

and quantity goes east when we deal with the products of that

region, and goes west when we deal with the imports into that

region.

There is one other feature of that region that I wish

briefly to refer to. Probably there are but few parts of the

world as compared with Nebraska alone in which there is aa

great a volume of export and import trade relative to the

trantactions as in Nebraska, th=;,t is because, -- and I might

as well include Wyoming in this statement, -- because Nebraska

and Wyoming are exclusively agricultural and pastpral, more

ad) in reference to Nebraska than any other part of the United

States. Nebraska produces nothing except the products of the

soil; the great wealth, amounting in exorts to hundreds of

millions of dollars each year, comes from the soil. Nebraska.
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produces nothing else Tor its own consumption except from the

soil; everYthing of a manufactured article that is consumed,—

substantially everything, -- it imports. The statistics will

show very handsome manufacturing products at Omaha, but out-

side of one smelter which happens to be located there--because

it seeks a lower level, I am told, -- there is no ore pro-

duced in Nebraska outside of that. The manufactured products

are simply those which consist in a partial preparation of

the agricultural product for exportation elsewhere. For in-

stance, the packing houses in South Omaha simply turn the

live ctock and hogs into meat,. but not for consumption into

Nebraska, but for trans-shipment east; and that is true of

everything.

Now it is obvious that if 'conditions, -- that is, if the

restrictions of the law upon which these regions were formed,

had permitted them, the logical and natural solution of the

situation, would have been the creation of three districts

corresponding to these three zones that I have described,

with Omaha as the center for one, Minneapolis for another, and

Kansas City ior the third. A little study of the claims, how-

ever, of these three cities will maze it apparent at once that

when it was -- that even when it was decided to make twelve

districts instead of eight, it was impossible for all three

to
of them/have a bank, because there is notiributary to them

the banking territory that would justify it, and we concede --

I live in Omaha, and I am willing to concede freely -- that

because or the greater preponderence of Kansas City and
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Minneapolis, if there are to be but two banks in this region

that I have described, those two cities were entitled to them,

and the controversy as to whether Omaha should have a bank is

entirely out of this matter, and it must be, because there

is no room for a bank in Omaha, with the conditions prescribed

by law, when there is a bank in Minneapolis and Kansas City,

so we come simply to the question of what ought to be done with

Nebraska and 7Iyoming as territory tributary to some other bank.

Now I think I am Stating a mere truism, that is assumed

throughout this entire discussion, that bank exchanges exist

only because of trade. If Nebraska consumed all it produced,

and produced all it consumed, i can imagine no reason for bank

exchanges anywhere outside of the State. It is because of

trade between States and countries that bank exchanges exist.

They are concomitant; they follow the existence of trade

relations; and I think this is true as to bank exchanges tor

the greater volume, for it greatly predominates over others.

There are no bank exchanges between communities that have only

occasional trade transactions. For instance, there is some

traffic between southeastern Kansas and Omaha, because of pro-

ducts that are not produced in Nebraska, but there are no bank

exchanges between southeastern Kansas and Omaha business men

in that part of Kansas. They may have transactions with mer-

chants in Omaha, but the banIts located there would not think

of keeping an account in Omaha. For that reason they would

naturally observe the course of business where the Volume of
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trade had naturally led the bank exchange.

Now there is some minor dispute here as to the extent to

which Nebraska's traffic is east and west. It is pointed out

in the argument that there is some shipment of cattle from the

southern part ox Nebraska into Kansas City and into St. Joseph

which lies between these two cities on the Missouri River; it

is also pointed out somewhere that there is actually consider-able

trarric in milk and eggs from Nebraska and Kansas to DenVer; and

some other matters or that kind may be pointed out; but the

fact remains that the great preponderating volume of the traffic

is directly east and west, because not only is that country

cut up into these zones that I have described, with all its

traffic running east and west, but Nebraska is likewise cut up in

to three parellel lines by three great transportation systems

that handle practically all its traffic. In the center is the

Union Pacific, running from Omaha and Cheyenne, and connecting

with Chicago by means of traffic arrangements through two or

three o/ the trunk lines between Chicago and Omaha, and naturally

Turnishing traffic to all of them. North of them the country

is occupied by the Chicago and Northwestern, which enters at

Omaha, and also north of Omaha at a junction, and goes through

Wyoming, and nandles products from Wyoming through northern

Nebraska and Chicago south of that. This furnishes the only

modification or the broad statement I have made. South of that

is the Burlington system entering at Omaha, and also at a

junction south of Omaha, and going across the entire state to
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Denver, with numerous branch lines, LI.nd a connection to St.

Joseph on tne river, and through St. Joseph to Kansas City. Now

-t at one line of the Burlington -- it flas two or three lines --

one line runs through along the state line. In fact it is only

a tiles from the Kansas line, anE serves the towns in the

southern tier of counties, and there is some traffic, I concede,

between that one part of Nelraska and Kansas dity. It divides

that trafftc with Omaha, but the fact remains that a large part

even of that minor traffic goes through St. Joseph, and on east,

instead 02 to Kansas City, -- probably divides in some respects.

Well, then, the ouestion is, how can the facilities which these

banl:s were intended to furnisn the local banks best be fur-

nished the bans in this territory?

I want to call attention here to the two maps that wore

presented on behalf ot Kansas City and Linneapolis in the.hear-

ing before the Committee. The Kansas City -bank map is found

on page 17b or that 'report, and the Lannea.bolis map is fouid.

on page 23b (produces maps before the board). They are raner'

significant on this question. The lanneapolis claim, you will

see, recognizes the existence of this zone, -- or one of the

three zones -- that I have described. It ma::es its claim for

a district with Linyleapolis as the reserve center near the east,

running clear across to the l'acifie. Kansas City makes its

claim for a district somewhat similar to the one, allotted to

it, but it runs it along the same general theory, although it

does not mace it as elongated as the other. It must be re-

membered that both of those maps --both or these claims --
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were presented at a time wnen it was not known whether the Or-

ganization Committee would form eight districts or twelve dis-

tricts, or some intermediate number, and both or these claims

were on the theory that tnere m-j47ht be only eight banks, and

that each might be entitled to one of the eight, and naturally

they claimed a larger territory than they would have claimed

,had they known that twelve banl:s would he established. Minneapolis

claims clear across to the Pacific, including 'jashington. I

think the Committee cut that down when they decided to form

twelve banks. Although the district allotted to them has some-

thing like five and one-half million dollars capital of its

banks, yet it would have had over nine million dollars capital

if it had got what it claimed, -- but that is a minor consider-

ation. They prepared this map, pressinp: their claim for one

.of'the eight banks, and also included this information evidently

from the ban Ir accounu8 in uhe territory carried in ,_ansas City

• banks. They nave made up tnis descrition of the relation of

• 

'

the county to :Kansas City, and have dotted the territory that

they claim with the location of badks that carried on business

•with 1:ansas City bans. You will see while they absorb all the

banking business of Kansas City, and do considerable in western

Missouri, and practically dominate in Oklahoma, and reach into

Texas, New Mexico and Colorado, they onl:- claim to do business

with a small portion of southeastern Eebras7,:a, and make no claim

as to :yoming, and do not include -,3yomin in the circle of the

proposed district when they were claiming to be one of the eight

F districts, showing as to more than five-eighths of Nebraska
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there was absolutely no banking business carried on with Kansas

City at the tine this claim was prepared.

In the discussion also in the brie' presented by _Kansas

City, it was intimated, while they wore claiming to be one of

the eight banks, that if the Committee should think wise to

locate Omaha in some other district, -- it could not be assumed

that Omqha :ould have the banll-, 'cut that Omaha should be locate

either with Einneaoolis or Chicago. :hen the applicants for

Kansas City conceded they would only claim the southern half

at Nebraska, but even tnat would include a great deal of this

territory in which they had at that time no banking business

Now there was no similar map prepared for Chicago, but

from figures we submit here it is evident if you show the re-

lation of Chicago to the territory west of it in the same r_anner

that the Kansas City rolation is shown by these dotted maps,

you willS, find Iowa and Nebraska and considerable of ':-;:oming

dotted over with local banks that carry accounts i. Chicago and

carry on regular business there, and did so all through.

No.: I do not need, I to take ul with counsel here

a discussion of the minor questions arising in controversy as

to whether trade in Nebraska flows east and west; tho' is so

. well known and so well established that one could almost take

it for granted, -- as we say in court that the court would take

judicial notice of it, -- but perhaps we do not need to do that,

because on page 370 of the report made by the Organisation Corn-
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mittee, in discussing this very situation, and the reasons why

.17:ansas Cit, cliculd have the bank and Denver should not, they

say, the great  pre L)o_iderance in the movement of trade in Distric

Number :en is to the east. OI course, they are merely stating

a condition known to everyone familiar with trade conditions

in the United States, and connected by these

Counsel presents here an extract of the

in Lincoln, when Lincoln wao j_ving, proof in

'claim for the bank, that trade willflow north and south when

the canal is opened, that .the products of Nebraska will go

south to go through tht,canal. I do not Lnow where they would

go, nor what they would do with them. They are shipped into

the eastern part of the United States and to Europe, and no

place else is there a demand for the products of Nebraska ex-

cept in the great centers, where

to the same extent to which they

food stuffs are not produced

are consumed. It has been a

dream of that Dart of the country for some time that north and

south traffic could be developed in some forced way. Everyone

Iamiliar with conditions there will recognize that attempts

have been made to organize north and south railroads. Efforts

for developing barge traffic on the :,-..issouri have been develop-

ed, but as a matter of fact any puny efforts of that hind always

nave been and will be ineffectual, because trade moves towards

causes that are greater and independent of any artificial.con-

ditions, esoeciall- a trade of this kind where the product is

almost wholly exported and the consumption is almost, wholly
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Now we have presented some figures here; I wish to refer

to them briefly, because counsel makes the point that they ought

• not to be considered; but they merely illustrate the proposition

that I have been presenting, and which is established from so

many independent sources.

In the preparation of this brief a compilation was made

from the cards carried by the banks of Nebraska and 7ryoming in

the Bankers' Encyclopedia, a recognized authority published

in New York City, and the computation made up is as follows:

That of the 220 national banzs of Nebraska 136 list a corres-

pondent at Chicago, 194 a corresi:ondent at New York, 199 a

correspondent at Omaha, 39 at Lincoln, 36 at Sioux City, 17

at St. Joseph, Missouri, 11 at St. Louis, and 10 at Kansas City.

Now of the 32 national banks in -::yoming, 20 list a correspondent

at Chicago, 31 at Omaha, 29 at New York, and 1 in Kansas City.

It is conceded however, that there is some other business with

the banks. They may carry accounts for the purposes of collect-

ion, but these are the listed advertised banking relations as

pointed out here, and we think it is significant as showing

, that the banks throughout these two States understand and believe

and expect they will be called upon to furnish exchange and

• 
banking facilities directly east of them, because of the flow

of trade, and will very seldom be called on; only a few of them

in one part of the territory will be called on -- to furnish

facilities in Kansas City which is outside entirely of the zone.

There is also a compilation of a large number of the banks,

but not all of them in Nebraska, made up during the past Year,

1
1
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•

showing the number of items handled in the course of the busi-

ness. The volume is very large east, and almost none north

and south.

Counsel complains of them that it admits a small part of

7ashington.

Judge Goodrich: Practically all.

Mr. Brogan (continuing): Practically all of that tier

of counties I have described ashaving a railroad which connects

with St. Joseph and through there with Kansas city.

Judge Goodrich: Three railroads.

Mr. Erogan (continuing): Oh, yes; there are two other

railroads. One is the Missouri Pacific, which has a few lines

in southeastern rebraska in this territory that could be con-

sidered as common; it is about one-sixth of Nebraska, and be-

cause it is seeking north and south traffic. It is a well

known fact that the statements furnished by the Missouri Pacific

to the Railroad Commission in Nebraska show that its revenue

from that part of its line does not pay operating expenses alone,

to say nothing of returns, and the same is true of any line

that attempts to go counter to the natural flow of this trade.

The north and south line, the entire trade of that country

west of the Missouri or west of a line half way between Missouri

and Mississippi, will get no traffic,

operating expenses, but assuming that

items handled in and out of the banks

portion, that strip of counties along

yet it shows that as to all the rust

or not enough to pay

this statement as to the

does not include that

the south of Nebraska,

of this territory there
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is practically no business whatever transacted with Kansas City,

and all the business comes east or goes west.

Now there is one other proposition that I want to urge

here, and I think it is very important and very significant

that of the 218 banks in Nebraska that have joined this associa-

tion, -- this bank, -- 203 have signed this petition, and have

asked to be transferred to Chicago. Of the 30 banks in 7:yoming,

member banks, 28 have signed this petition. In other words,

out of the total of 248 in that territory 231 have asked to be

transferred. I assume that these banks that are there to serve

the trade, there to serve the public with banking facilities,

and who have been trained all their lives to know how the

public required to be served, and how it must be served, in

banking business is to flourish, that they know where their

business must be done, and where they ought to be located, and

to what bank they ought to be related. No other reason can

be suggested for their joining in this petition except the con-

ditions as they find them, and as they believe this is no long-

er now the question of an ambition of the particular city or

anything of that sort,.-- nothing like that can enter in here;

and it seems to me the remarks of the Committee in dealing with

one other controversy were very pertinent here, and I want to

read them. In disposing of the claim of New Orleans for a

regional bank, the Committee says,at page 368:

"New Orleans selected a district-extending from
New Mexico to the Atlantic Ocean, including all of
Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Florida,
Georgia, and that part of Tennessee south of the Tennessee
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:.aver.

Now the Committee proceeds to deal with the objections

that arose from that territory by New Orleans:

"It was represented by Texas that it would do
great violence to her trade to connect her with New
Orleans. It was claimed, and evidence was submitted
in support of the claim, that her trade was with her
own cities or with Yansas City and St. Louis. In a poll

of the banks of Texas made by the Comptrollerof the
Currency, 212 banks expressed a first choice, 121 a
second choice, and 30 a third choice for Dallas. No
bank in Texas expressed a first choice for New Or-
leans, only 4 a second choice, and 44 a third choice.
The whole State protested against being related to ITOW

Orleans."

That was considered a proper element to take into ac-

count in deciding against the claims of New Orleans that the

territory they must include was protesting, and showed its

business currents flowed in another direction.

"The banks of Alabama generally desired to be
connected either with Birmingham or Atlanta, ohly
3 expressing a first choice for New Orleans. The
banks of Georgia desired to be connected with Atlanta
none expressing a first or second choice for New Or-
leans, and only 12 a third choice. They repreSented
that it would do violence to them to be connected
with a city to the west and claimed that their
relations were mainly with Atlanta or cities to the
northeast."

And so with rlorida. The banks of that state apparently

felt that if related to New Orleans they would be doing violence

to the trade currents, and so would Tennessee.

"Generally speaking, the only banks which (Tesired to
be connected with New Orleans and expressed a first
preference for her were 25 of the 26 banks reporting
in Louisiana, and 19 of the 32 in 1:lississipfi. On a
poll made from the comptroller's office of all banks
expressing their preference as to the location for a
l'edoral reserve city, 124 expressed a first preference
for Atlanta, 232 for Dallas, and only 52 for New Or-
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leans. xne views of the bankers were supiortel by
chambers of commerce, other business orgnizations,
and by many business men.

'It w.11 tnus be seen that -II the committee was
to give weight to the views of business men and ban::ers
in tne section or.' the country aff..3cted, to consider the
opposition of the States or Texas, Alabama, Georgia,
Florida, and Tennessee,, and to be guided by economic
Considerations, it could not have designated New Or-
leans as tile location or a reserve bank to serve
either the western or the eastern -oart of the district
that city asked for. The course of business is not
from the Atlantic seaboard: toward New Orleans, nor
largely from the State of Texas to that city, and if
Dallas and. Atlanta naa peen related to New Orleans
a better grounded complaint could and would have '
been lodged by tnem against the committee's decision
than that made by New. Orleans."

. Now I think that is an important consideration, that

whether you are dealing with tne question of locating a bank.

at a certain city, and the necessary territory you would have

to give it in order tnat it might have a bank, or whether you

wore dealing with the cmection whether a particular -%erritory

should remain in the ban!: to Mich it was assigned, or should

be transferred to some ot,icr district, the wishes of the banI7-

ers, based ul,on the supLtantial 71-ound that tr_de curr(mts

ilow in the direction to which they wish to be related, is

The most important consideration that could be presented to thi

Board.

Now I do not mow any reason wily tnis snould not be done+

Qiio re]:resentauives of the Dank, in their brief give no reasons,

except tney dispute the completeness of our statements; tney

dispute our sttements as to tne totality of tne Ilow of

traae east and. west, and as I say, we snow that in minor points
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there are variations an concede that there is a little territorL,

along the south line or-Eansas That .is disputed ground, you migh-9

say, as to the trazzic zrom Omaha and, east of Omaha and Yansas

City and t. Joseph, DUI; it does not at all modify the main

, idea that. the groat volume and bulk of tne business goes that

way, that the great volume and bulk oz the proper bank exchanges

! ought to go with tne trade.

4 There is on -IL: tnis one additional suggestion to make in

that respect, and that is as to what effect this will have in

zne Kansas City !Dank itself. I apprehend that the mere selfish

desire or a bank, as a local entity, to h-ve as large a hold.-

lug or stock and as large a business and be as prosperous as

I possiule, should not weigh for a moment against the needs and

welfare of a particular territory, ocause that was not the

purpose of the organization of these banks. It was primarily'.

to serve tne public through tho establishment or a new method s

oz bank exchange to tne banr.s oz the country. But we only

take out oz the Kansas City bank about a million six ndred

.thousand dollars of banking capital if the entire States of-

Nebraska and iiyomin::; are transferred from Kansas uity to

Chicago.

The Governor or the Board: would tnat leave the

capital at Kansas City?

Brogan: Close to four million.

Judge Goodrich: The basis of national banks would be

only about three million, nine hundred thousand.

Brogan: Yes, but with the additional subscrfptions,
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it runs a trifle over Thar million, and I want in that con-

nection to cell your attention to a petition by certain banks

in southern Oklahoma to be taken out of the Dallas district

and added to Kansas City, because they say their business is

Ilargely with Kansas City rather than in the direction of

Dallas.. 'Mile it is not proper for me toefer any suL; .est-

ions as to whether that matter will be decided in favor of

these petitioning banks or not, still this 3oard will necessarily

consider the two petitions together, and if found that upon

a sligaing in tLis.matter that a large part of Oklahoma,

that part which Kansas City showed was directly eithin its sphere

in t is map, -- you will see their claims for all hinds of

bank business runs dawn to Oklahoma.

ITow the petition is to take net all, leave a little

corner here at Dallas, and. they clai-a between that and the

present line which will add a banking capital of three hundred

and sixty or ei ;hty thousand dollars to the Kansas City bank.

I '12.bmit -tht that question of the sufficiency of banking

capital is a question to be determined independent of the questi

where ITebraska and -iyoming should go. Surely it is not to be

contended that an intermediate territory like Nebraska and

'Yyoming is to be sacrificed in its banking and business interest

in order simply to secure the Luacess of a system. If the

problem arising in connection with Kansas City and Lalla and

St. Louis cannot be othereis,2 .,orked out than by sacrificing

ilebraska and 'yarning, then ther is something wrong down there

that should be adjusted. That it is is not for us to say, but
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the difficulty ought not to be saddled onto Nebraska and 7yomin5

It is right and propof that Omaha should be denied a bank in

vie of that situation, because a claLA of a -prticular city,

to a bank is not a claim entitled to any consideration on

account of its interests ill it, but a claim of a territory to

bank service is entited to the first consideration.

ilow just c, wor6. bout the powers of this Board. I assume

you will take counsel with your legal advisers on that questio

but we note the rather e::traordinary claims made here in the

brief that this Board is without power to take this action

unless it is charged in our petition and proved by our evidence

that the action of the Org,nization Committes was due to some

fraud or gross abuse of power.

Judge Goodrich: Hardly a fair statement of what our brief

contains. If you will read it, I will have no objections.

Lir. Brogan: I will read it; it comes very close to that,

if we do not state just that. However, if you wish to dis-

claim it --

Judge Goodrich: I do wish to disclaim it in the language

you used.

Brogan: All right, let us see. (Reads:)

"The rule ordinarily applying to the review of
the action of Boards similar to the Organization
Committee should be appliee in this matter, and the
actiot remain undisturbed unless it clearly appears
that its decision was so arbitrary as to be palpably
in disrezard of the evidence, or Jas not made in ',00d
faith, or was the result of fraud."

:Jow that is th claim.

Judge Goodrich: Yes, sir.
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Mr. BroganqcontinuinG): and I take issue with that

proposition. That is a total misunderstanding of the language

of this statute. ;.-Dection 2, providing that the Organization

Committee shall organize these districts, states:

"The determination of said Organization Clommiti:ee

shall not be subject to review except by the federal

Reserve 3oard when organized:"

Now the district thus created might be re—adjusted by the

Federal Reserve 3oard.

"-provided, ThE,-L the districts shall be apportioned

with due regard to the convellienceand customary course

of business and shall not necessarily be coterminous

with any State or States. hie districts thus cre_ted

may be readjusted and new districts may from time to

time be created by the Federal aeserve,Board, not to

exceed twelve in all."

Uhy I think it is fair, and I have no doubt the legal

adviser of this Joard will so advise you that this is an

original grant of power, that so far as legal powers are con—

cerned you have precisely the some power in readjusting these

lines that the Commit ee had in making them. You are given

you get direct from the act of Congress power not just simply

to sit as a reviewing court with narrow technical powers, but

to do exactly what the Committee ought to have done, and to

do it on your independent judgment and on the situation as

-)resented here. I do not think there is any room for dispute

about that.

Jow there is one other point I want to call your attention

to, -- the languae of this act. It would not be advisable

for me to at eupt any broad statement as to the purpose of the

statute, but so far as concerns this case itself, perhaps it
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is absolutely concluded by the language of the statute:

"The determination of said Organization Committee
shall not be subject to review except by the Federal
Reserve Board when organized: Provi.ded, That the dis-
tricts shall bo apnortioned with due regard to the
convenience and customary course of business "r *

That is a mandatory provision of the statute; it was mandatory

on the Committee, It is mandatory on this Board, that these

districts, -- both the location of the cities and the fixing

of the boundary lines of the districts, -- the assignment of

territory should be with due regard to the convenience and cus-

tomary course of business., In other words, it was not in-

tended, as Kansas City is bound to argue, that a new relation

can spring up, that a new course of business may be artificially,

created by the location of the bank at Kansas City. That was

not intended; Congress has forbidden that, and has expressly

declared it and has declared it emphatically. It is put in

here as a proviso, -- provided that the district shall be

apportioned "with due regard to the convenience and customary

course of business." Now if it is impossible to do that in

cases of small particular pieces of territory, why of course

that is one of those things that must be disregarded as minor

matters always are, but here is a territory comprising two hundred

and eighteen banks, with, as I have pointed out, an immense

traffic in proportion to its wealth and population, an immense

traffic due to the fact that it exports practically all of its

imports and exports, practically all it consumes, and that all

its export traffic is gathered to the Yissouri River by these

three great systems of railroads, and carried along east from
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there, generally converging in Chicago. That is the condition

of things, and that's the customary course of business which

the Organization Committee and this board is commanded to have

due regard for in the fixing of these lines,

ADDRESS BY JUDGE GOODRICH, OF ROBIJSON AND GOODRICH,

COUNSEL FOR THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF YATISAS CITY, MISSOURI.

Gentlemen of the Board: Mr. Brogan apparently. miscon-

ceives the point made by counsel for the Federal Bank of

Kansas City in the brief, with reference to the manner in

which this matter is to be considered by this Board. As we

interpret the provisions of the act creating the federal re-

serve system, Congress did delegate to the Organization Com-

mittee the duty of dividing the entire country into twelve

or less districts. It enjoined upon them the limitation that

they should apportion the country with due reFard to con-

venience and the customary course of business. It did not

enjoin upon them the sole duty of apportioning the country

with reference to convenience, nor the sole duty of appor-

tioning the country with reference to the customary course of

business, but instructed them to take into consideration both

of those factors. Now the terms "due regard" are terms that

have well defined legalsignificance, and as I find them to

be defined, they mean that it was the duty of this Organization

Committee to have a just and fair regard for all of the facts

that appeared before them at the time of their respective hear-
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ings, of all facts of Which they could take judicial knowledge,

and of all facts which they themselves knew.

41 Now this proceeding is in the nature of an appeal from the

decision and finding of the Organization Com,littee. These gentle-

men come before you as the final arbiters, and they say to you

that you ought to disarrange this district as created, that you

ought to segregate a part of the territory from it and put it

elsewhere, because the lower or subordinate body, whose action

you are reviewing, was guilty of a violation of the duty enjoin-

ed upon them. Therefore, I say to you that the rule promulgated

by this Board on the 28th of August, in Which you outlined the

system of procedure in a ease of this kind, was a fair one, and

10 it contemplates that you gentlemen, in considering this matter,

simply review the record as made before this Committee, as an

appelate court would review the testimony of an inferior body.

And I say that when you examine the record, you are bound to

reach the conclusion that the Organization Committee discharged

its duties well and wisely.

The Organization Committee has told you the formula or the

plan whereby it attempted to perform its difficult task of

dividing this entire country into twelve separate and distinct

districts. That appears in the letter of April 10, and I need
110

just to call to your attention, for fear that you may have for-

gotten, the summary that I have made on page 14 of this brief,

as to the factors that they say they took into consideration in

arriving at this apportionment. They say that they first took

into consideration the ability of the member banks within the
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district to provide the minimum capital. They took into con-

sideration, second,

"The mercantile, industrial, and financial connec-
tions existing in each district, and the relations be-
tween the various portions of the district and the city
selected for the location of the Federal Reserve Bank.

"Third. The probable ability of the Federal Re-
serve Bank after organization to meet the legitimate
demands of business.

"Fourth. The fair and equitable division of the
available capital of the Federal Reserve Banks among
districts created.

"Fifth. The general geographical situation of
the district, transportation lines, and the facilities
for speedy connection between the Federal Reserve Bank
and all portions of the district.

"Sixth. The population, area, and prevalent business
activities of the district, whether agricultural, manu-
facturing, mining, or coinrercial, its record of growth
and development in the past, and its prospects for the
future.

"Seventh. The Committee endeavored, as far as
practicable, to follow State lines."

I want.to call attention also to the fact that the Comptroller

of the Currency for the past eighteen years has classified

Nebraska along with Kansas, Oklahoma, Colorado, Wyoming and

Montana as the "western states." It's a natural classification.

It's one that's based upon the prevailing industrial activities

of those states.

Now we find that this Board was beset with applications

from thirty-seven different commercial centers in t.3_e United

States, each one clamoring for its place as the appropriate

location of a federal reserve bank. We find that in this

identical territory the banks of Colorado came forward with

Denver as a candidate. The banks of :ebraska were diviced in
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their allegiance bell-men tve eiy oi Lincoln and the city of

Omaha, and Kansas City was put 1-or::ard as a candidate. Not one

11 word was said before that Organization Committee b:y anybody

who appeared before it from the State of Nebraska saying that

the state of Nebraska ought to be linked with a federal reserve

bank at Chicago. Not one word was said by anybody who appeared

before that Committee at that time claiming that Nebraska would

be outraged or its commercial industries ruined if it were not

linked with Chicago. When the vote of all of the banks in this

territory was taken, only nine banks in the whole District No.

10 voted for Chicago as their first choice, and four of those

banks were in the State of Missouri, and five in the State of

Nebraska.

Mr. Brogan argues for Wyoming. At the hearing in Denver

the Wyoming bankers were there in force, and they contended to

a man that Wyoming ought to go to Denver.

There is another very significant thing that I desire to

invite your attention to before I go to the consideration of

some of the facts that are pertinent to that controversy. The

Comptroller's report for the first of January, 1914, which is

set forth in a letter to the 'Senate, on page 365, gives a list

10 of the location of the discounts made by a large number of the

national banks of this country, and classifies them by States.

It shows the discounts made, for instance, in the New England

States, in what was termed the eastern States, in what was

termed the southern states, and what was termed the States in

the middle Viest, and the western States and the Pacific States.
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As I have said before, the Comptroller of the Currency has

classified Nebraska as being in that group known as western

States, and Wyoming, Colorado, Kansas, and Oklahoma, are like-

wise classified --

Mr. Brogan (interrupting): And Dakota also.

Judge Goodrich (continuing): Yes, the two Dakotas, and

Montana, also Missouri is classified as a middle western State.

But these statistics show that on January 14 Chicago had loaned

to the western States about -- the Chicago banks had loaned to

the western States about -- eleven million dollars of its

capital, that Kansas City had loaned to the very same States

twenty-one million dollars of Its capital, and Omaha twenty-

eight million dollars of its capital, which shows conclusively

that at that very time the banks of Kansas City were supplying

to the people of this territory twice the amount of money that

was being then supplied by Chicago banks.

Now it is hardly worth while for me to argue to you gentle-

men relative to the natural resources of the territory embraced

in District No. 10. Mr. Brogan attempts to indicate that there

is some dissimilarity in the natural Industries and the activities

that are being carried on by the people in this territory. If

there be dissimilarities in this territory, those dissimiarities

do not e:Ast between Nebraska and Missouri, nor do they exist

between Nebraska, Kansas and Oklahoma, because the States of

Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, and that part of Missouri included
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within the federal reserve District lio. 10 are identically

similar. It must be conceded by everybody that the industries

10 of those localities are those of farming and stock raising. It

is true that in Oklahoma and Kansas, by reason of the recent

discovery of oil and gas, there has sprung up in that territory

other business activities, but taken as a whole, these terri-

tories are alike in their natural resources.

Mr. Brogan asks me Why I have not pointed out in the

brief how Kansas City would be hurt by this change. I ask him

why he has not told you gentlemen how the State of Nebraska

would be hurt by being compelled to stay in this district. He

has talked about generalities, he has talked about the course

of trade, but he has not given you one example, or one instance,

or one argument, that ought to be sufficient to satisfy your

minds that a single bank in the State of Nebraska would suffer

any injury whatever if compelled to remain in this district.

The brief prepared here indicates that the bankers in Nebraska

have heretofore had their business affiliations and associations

with the banks in Chicago, and therefore if a Nebraska banker

desires to discount his paper or negotiate a loan, he will be

known to the Chicago oankers, and will get more favorable and

more expeditions treatment; but Mi=. Yates, whose name appears

upon this brief, the President of the Nebraska National Bank,

at the time of tue hearing in Lincoln, when interrogated by

the Secretary of the Treasury, -who suggested that he was

pursuins. line of argument that might cause the whole thing
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to go to Chicago, used this very pertinent and significant

language:

"If we should go to Chicago, what would Chicago know
about Nebraska or Kansas or Colorado or Montana or
Wyoming? It would know nothing, while almost any
Nebraska banker would know a great deal about it."

Now I say to you, in this connection, if I may be permitted

to go outside of the record so far, that it is notorious that

the bank in Kansas City are officered by men recruited from

all of that western country; there are many officers in Kansas

City institutions who have received their banking experience in

the State of Nebraska. And I undertake to say also that if a

vote could be taken upon the proposition, it would be found that

more bankers in the State of Nebraska are acquainted with Kansas

City bankers than are acquainted with Chicago bankers.

Now for some of the facts showing that Kansas City does

have in fact very substantial relations with the State of Nebraska.

Mr. Brogan would have you believe that Kansas City is a sort of

terra incognita to Nebraskans, that it is almost an alien country;

but I undertake to say that this record justifies the statement

that the south thirty-nine counties of Nebraska do more business

with St. Joseph and Kansas City, which are to the southeast, than

they do with Missouri or any other locality.

I undertake to say that this record shows that though the

Organization Committee had the benefit of a great deal of data

which is only condensed in a letter to the United States Senate,

this data was supplemented by very elaborate maps, copies of

which are on file with the report of the Organization Committee.
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I am going to go through this matter very briefly, because it

contains some very pregnant and some very significant data.

10 You will remember that when the Committee having in charge

the claims of Kansas City set out to secure a federal reserve

bank for that place, they did not claim the entire State of

Nebraska; they claimed only that territory lying south of the

Platte River. This was upon the assumption that Omaha itself

would be a candidate for the location of the bank, but in the

face of the fact that Omaha was an aspirant and seeking to have

located within it a federal reserve bank. The Kansas City

banks were willing to debate with Omaha the question of whether

or not the south thirty-nine counties in the State of Nebraska

were Kansas City territory or Omaha territory. The facts shown

before that Committee showed that thirty per cent of all of

the live stock produced in the State of Nebraska went to Kansas

City markets, -- thirty-per cent of it; and that, in spite of

the fact that there are many local packing houses in the State

of Nebraska, and that Omaha itself is the third largest place

as a packing center in the United States. It showed also that

Hansas City did during the previous year with Nebraska a jobbing

business of seven million dollars, and that these little dots

40 
that you see on the map here (indicating), -- each one of

those dots which is in the territory south of the red line, in-

dicating the south thirty-nine counties, indicates one hundred

thousand dollars' worth of business. At each one of those

spots in the State of Nebraska, each one of those dots (in-

dicating) indicates places in the State of Nebraska at which
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the lumber industries in Yansas City sold one hundred thousand

dollars' worth of lumber in the previous year. This map that

was sent out at the same time shows the nature and extent of

the motor car industry carried on in Kansas City, and it

appears from this map that the business transacted with Nebraska

during the year of 1913 in motor cars and motor car accessories,

aFfgregated ,1,980,000, and that the places where it was done

were substantially throughout the entire State.

Now coming back to the facts that they are asking you to

consider in this instance, I want to call your attention also

to what appeared before the Committee with reference to Kansas

City's banking activities. It appeared that at the time of

the hearing in Kansas City, Kansas City had regular correspon-

dents in Nebraska of fity-two -- fifty-one national banks and

seventy-eight state banks, and the map that you will find at

page 175 of the letter to the Senate shows the location of

towns in the State of Nebraska in which Kansas City banks at

that time had correspondents (produces map).

Now these gentlemen contend that you ought to attach a

great deal of importance to the statistics which they compile

from the Bankers' Encyclopedia. They say that the Bankers'

Encyclopedia is used by people generally, and that the fact

that 158 Nebraska banks had Chicago correspondents, while only

some 10 or 12 had Kansas City correspondents, is a very

significant factor in determining this controversy, and that it

very clearly shows the customary course of business, and the

course of trade. We say in that connection that if that factor 1
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is to be determinative, then from their own record it shows

that the course of business is not to Chicago at all, but the

41 course of business is to New York, because 223 Nebraska banks

had a New York correspondent, while only 158 had a correspondent

in Chicago.

We say furthermore, in this connection, that the question

of exchange, or the question of a foreign bank for exchange

purposes, is not a factor to be considered in determining this

matter, when it is considered that the purpose of the law

makers in creating this new system was to break up the exist-

ing order of things, and to create a new system. We say

that the fact that a small bank in Nebraska has heretofore

had an account in New York or has heretofore had an account

in Chicago for exchange purposes, is not to be considered in

determining this question. I was fortunate enough in my

earlier career to be associated with a national bank in a

smaller community, and in a strictly agricultural and stock..

raising community, and I know the habits of the small country

banker. I know how he looks upon those things, and I venture

the assertion that few banks in Nebraska, outside of Lincoln

and Omaha, have any personal relations with the Chicago banks

whatever* They use their Chicago banks and their New York

banks simply for reserve purposes, because the conditions

existing have heretofore required that they have available

for the use of their customers drafts that will pass at par in

those places. Under the new system a draft drawn by the

Nebraska bank upon its correspondent in Omaha, or a draft drawn
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for a federal reserve bank in Kansas City, will pass par through-

out the entire country, and there is no occasion any longer for

thg small bank in Nebraska having its New York correspondent,

nor is there any occasion for the small banker having his corres-

pondent in Chicago.

I want to call your attention to the testimony that actually

appears in this record with reference to the course of business

in Nebraska. I might sum it up in a nut-shell by saying that

it shows in the first instance that the man who actually raises

the wheat and the corn, the man who fattens the stock; disposes

of that either to the local dealer in his home town or ships

It to Kansas City, St. Joseph, or Omaha, and the local dealer

who buys it markets it in either Kansas City, St. Joseph or

Omaha. It is apparent from this record that so far as the pro-

ducer is concerned, he has nothing whatever to do with the

marketing of that product, after it reaches the Omaha market.

In other words, the transactions on the part of the producer in

the State of Nebraska are carried on entirely within rather than

without the district, and it amounts to this: It is true that

a large part of the surplus product of Nebraska does go to the

eastern markets; it is likewise true that a large part of the

surplus products of Missouri goes to the eastern market; it is

likewise true that a large part of the surplus product of Kan-

sas 74>-)4 : and Oklahoma and all this territory that lies east

of the Rocky Mountains goes beyond Kansas City and St. Joseph

and Omaha to the eastern markets; and if your argument be right,
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then you could never have a federal reserve bank in any territory

that produced more than it consumed, where the course of thw

surplus product was away from that territory.

Now these gentlemen have not been entirely fair in their

statistics compiled as part of one of their exhibits. In

exhibit D I will first call attention to the statistics that

they compile with reference to the items handled by Kansas City.

It appears on page 7 of their brief that they got a list of

the items drawn by 150 of the 218 national banks in Chicago or

In Nebraska upon Omaha, Chicago, and Sioux City, and upon Kan-

sas City, and also a number of items represented in those various

transactions; and then they give some other details as to

drafts and checks drawn and forwarded. Now it is very significart

In this connection that when you examine the names that appear

upon this petition, and you examine elsewhere the list of all

of the national banks in the State of Nebraska, that these gen-

tleman, whether by accident or design I do not know, have omitted

every non-petitioning bank in the State of Nebraska except one.

They have omitted the banks in Lincoln which admittedly have

large business transactions in Kansas City, and the non-petition-

ing banks or bankers that have not joined in this petition,

and these are almost entirely the bankers that are in this south-

ern territory of Nebraska. I say it is hardly fair to compile

these statistics and ask you to draw this conclusion and eliminat

from their compilation that territory which is the natural

business territory of Kansas City.
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Now they have some further statistics here with reference

to the volume of business handled by the Union Pacific Rail-

road during the year of 1913, and I myself discovered for the

first time this morning that these statistics do not purport

to be statistics with reference solely to the States of Wyoming

and Nebraska. I made the mistake of assuming in my brief that

they did, but by reference to Exhibit D it will be made apparent

that the statistics as given by the railroad officials had ref-

erence to the grain originating, not in the States of Nebraska

and Wyoming, but the grain originating in the States of Nebraska

Wyoming, and Colorado.

Mx. Brogan: It so states.

Judge Goodrich (continuing): I say it so states, but

It makes this all the more significant. In other words, for

some purpose which is entirely foreign to this controversy,

they want to tell you about the grain that originates in

Colorado.

Mr. Brogan: That happens to be the statistics.

Judge Goodrich (continuing): I understand, but you have

linked there with the states of Nebraska and Wyoming the grain

and live stock originating in the State of Colorado. You

have not attempted to segregate the two, so they have no sig-

nificance as to the figures that are produced here. It does

not show what part, for instances, comes from Nebraska, Nor

what part comes from Wyoming. Consequently, they cannot

have any significance under the situation here, and it is
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notorious that so far as Nebraska and Wyoming are concerned,

very little of the products will be transported by the Union

Pacific that would naturally reach Kansas City. The Union

Pacific, running through Wyoming and Nebraska, is a natural

feeder to Omaha, and does not go directly to Kansas City.

The Union Pacific facilities for Kansas City traverse the

State of Colorado, and do not touch the State of Nebraska at

all.

Now that document contains statistics compiled by some

one in behalf of the Omaha banks, which show the transactions

had over the Burlington Railroad during the same year. Now

from these statistics it appears that during the year 1913

the Burlington road transported 21,410 cars of live stock to

Omaha, and 14,288 cars of live stock to Kansas City and St.

Joseph; those are their own figures; and that during the same

period, 14, 141 cars of grain went over the Burlington to

Omaha, and 9,016 to Kansas City and St. Joseph. In other

words, 4mA-04-the 35,000 -- out of the total cars of grain

and live stock transported by the Burlington Railroad in the

year 1913, originating in the States of Wyoming and Nebraska

35,000 of those cars went to Omaha, and 23,000 to Kansas

City and St. Joseph. And yet this gentleman has the temerity

to come before you and insist that Kansas City has no business

or trade relations whatever with the State of Nebraska, and

that these gentlemen who spent so many months in the very

arduous and onerous task of trying to make an apportionment
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of the territory in the United States which would be fair and

just, have failed properly to discharge their duties.

Now as to convenience, I think that is a very essential

factor, and it is one that should have been given, and doubt-

less was given a great deal of weight by the Organization

Committee. My opponents beg that question. They tell you

about all of the through trains that traverse the State of

Nebraska on their way to Chicago, but they fail to call your

attention to the fact that Kansas City is three hundred miles

nearer any part of Nebraska you want to pick out than is

Chicago, according to the ordinary routes of transportation.

Let us see: Say that the banker out in Wyoming or the banker

anywhere in the State of Nebraska desires to go to Chicago,

and there confer with the Federal Reserve authorities; in

order to reach Chicago he has got first to go to some Missouri

gate-way point. He may go to Yarsas City. A great many

Nebraska bankers, if they wanted to go to Chicago, and took

the most natural and the shortest route, would bo by way of

Kansas City. When the banker go to Kansas City -- this Neb-

raska banker would be as near Chicago as Omaha is; when he

got to St. Joseph, he would be four hundred miles nearer to

Kansas City than to Chicago, and when he reached Omaha he

would be three hundred miles nearer to Kansas City than to

Chicago. Yet these gentlemen say that we are going to cause

them a great deal of inconvenience.
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The average running time of the trains between Chicago

and Omaha is thirteen hours and a fraction; I cannot give

you the exact number of minutes, but it appears in the statis-

tics compiled by Denver; you will find it there now. The

Nebraska banker, if he wants to go to Chicago, as I said be-

fore, must first go to Omaha. So nothing can be said from the

standpoint of convenience, because it appears from this re-

cord that the Missouri Pacific Railroad and the Burlington

Railroad have frequently trains serving Omaha, so that any

Nebraska banker who has occasion personally to visit a

federal reserve bank, can go directly from Omaha to Kansas

City, and save three hundred miles in distance, and about

five hours each way in time.

When a Nebraska banker wants to telegraph to Kansas City

it is all in favor of Kansas City as against Chicago.

The Governor of the Board: What is the time between

Omaha and Kansas City?

Judge Goodrich: I think it is about six hours.

Mr. Brogan: Yes; it takes all night, just the same as

to Chicago, -- a little shorter yet.

Judge Goodrich (continuing): That shows the character

of reasoning. It makes no difference to Mr. Brogan, but to

some countrytankers there is something more than the mere

expenditure of time involved; and it strikes me that these

frugal-minded country directors would very much prefer to

send their officers on a journey wherein they might save
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six hundred miles in distances, and possibly fifteen dollars

in transportation, even though it did take the same amount of

time. That is a factor.

But as to the telegraphic rates, there is no point in

Nebraska, as I said before, that is nearer Chicago than Omaha.

The primary rate from Omaha to Chicago of a telegram is forty

cents, and to Kansas City is thirty cents.

Again, the telephonic rate between Omaha and Chicago is

,2.75 for the first three minutes, whereas it is only $1.00

to Kansas City, and the proportions for any additional minutes

spent in conversation are the same. In other words, it costs

one-third more to telegraph to Chicago than it does to Kansas

City, and it costs three times as much to telephone to Chicago

as to Kansas City.

Now, these gentlemen have also omitted all mention of

other lines of railroad. It is doubtless known to you gentle-

men better than to me, because I am not especially familiar

with it, that the Burlington Road goes iup to Omaha, that the

Missouri Pacific goes up to Omaha, and that the Burlington

and the Missouri Pacific both have lines that go up in the

region of Lincoln; but in addition to that, the Rock Island

Railroad starts out at St. Joseph, and traverses the whole

southern tier of Nebraskan counties, -- some eight or ten

counties, -- and traverses, I might say, the most densely

settled portion of Nebraska. The richest, the finest, the

most productive part of Nebraska is the territory south of
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the Platt River. That's the most thickly populated, it's

the oldest, and it's the country that has the largest towns

11 in it. The Grand Island Railroad originates at St. Joseph,

and traverses for some distance the southern part of Nebraska

and finally reaches its ultimate destination up in Grand Is-

land, up about the middle of Nebraska. Now, they have not

given you a single statistic with reference to what is done

by those railroads. Yet they stand here, almost contending

that we belong in an entirely different class.

(To the Governor of the Board): How much time have I

taken?

Tile Governor of the Board: You have taken about forty

minutes.

Judge Goodrich (continuing): I do not think, gentlemen,

that under these circumstances I ought to weary you much

longer, but I do want to call your attention to the fact that

it may be contended here that all these twenty through trains

that they have to Chicago afford very much better mail facili-

ties, and I went outside the record a few days ago so as to

procure information as to just how Omaha is served from Chicago

and from Kansas City, from the standpoint of mails. These

facts appear on page 36 of the brief. It will be shown there

that there go each day from Omaha to Kansas City seven mails,

and they go at very seasonable and convenient hours: for in-

stances, eight o'clock in the morning; 8:45 in the morning;

1:30 p. m.; and on up to 11:35 midnight; and the times they
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are received in Kansas City -- the mails are received in Kan-

sas City -- are seven. Now the mails from Omaha to Chicago

are only six. In other words, there is one more mail each

day going from Omaha to Kansas City than there is going from

Omaha to Chicago. We suffer a little bit on the other route,

but on the mails that come from Chicago and come from Kansas

City to Omaha, they have nine and we have seven.

These statistics here in these reports show that a

large part of the business in the extreme northeastern part

of Nebraska is done with Minneapolis; these statistics here

show that in western Nebraska its transactions are naturally

in large measure with Denver; and the statistics here show

almost conclusively that Wyoming has heretofore done substan-

tially all of tie business with the State of Colorado. That's

very evident. Cheyenne and Laramie are the largest centers

in the State of Wyoming, and they are both practically within

one hundred miles of the city of Denver.

Here is another significant fact that you gentlemen

would be justified in taking into consideration in the con-

sideration of this matter. Everything that these gentlemen

are saying, if true, could be said with much more force by

Denver. If what they say is true, Denver could likewise

make the self-same complaint, -- but Denver and Colorado

are not here complaining.

There is one fact that I omitted, that I think has

very direct bearing, both on the question of due course of
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trade, and the question of convenience. You gentlemen are

doubtless aware -- familiar with the great mail order houses

11 of Montgomery, Ward and Company, and Sears Roebuck and Company.

They have, for many years had their headquarters in the City

of Chicago. About four or five years ago the Montgomery-Ward

concern changed its manner of handling its western products,

and established its mail order house in Kansas City, in order

to serve this western country, and the statistics compiled

by that concern, and heard before the Organization Committee,

showed that 12.3 percent of the entire business done by that

Kansas City house was done with the State of Nebraska, and

those figures become very significant when they are put

against the figures that only 12.9 percent of its business was

done in the State of Missouri. The testimony there shows also

that Kansas City does business way up into Iowa. Its trade

territory embraces this entire country.

The Committee acted wisely, and in my judgment, it could

not have made a more logical selection, and for you gentlemen

now to overturn their action, and set aside what they did,

would be to refuse to have due regard for the convenience and

10 customary course of business.

Dr. A. C. Miller: I would like to ask counsel whether

he has considered -- and I will ask also Mr. Brogan -- the

way in which this district will be affected in the matter of

clearings by either its retention within the Kansas City dis-

trict or its transfer to the Chicago district.
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Judge Goodrich: It is to this extent, of course, -- the

making of this change would reduce the capital of the federal

reserve bank of Kansas City below the minimum, but I undertake

to say that so far as the Nebraska banks are concerned they

will continue to clear their affairs primarily as they have

heretofore. The testimony here shows that all the smaller

banks throughout the State of Nebraska have kept their accounts

in Chicago and in New York ohly for exchange purposes, and that

their primary transactions have been with the larger banks

either in Lincoln or Omaha, and that they keep their reserves

there. It is possible that in order to afford them ultimate-

ly all the facilities they want, there ought to be a branch

bank established at Omaha, but I might say this in connection

with that, it is a very significant thing that so far as the

present experience of the federal reserve bank of 'Kansas City

is concerned, the Nebraskan individuals have taken a pronounced

liking to it, if results are any indication. Of the discounts

that have thus far been made by the federal reserve bank at

Kansas City, and those that remain on hand at this time, fully

sixty-five percent are from the State of Nebraska; and I un-

derstand that at all times more than fifty percent of the

loans that they make have been made to the State of Nebraska;

and I understand furthermore from the evidence that they have

yet the first complaint to hear from any banker in the State

of Nebraska as to any inconvenience he has suffered in the

matter of procuring his loans. Is there anything else? Does
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that answer your question?

Hon. Paul M. Warburg: Are you familiar with the aggre-

gate loans of Kansas City?

Judge Goodrich: I beg your pardon?

Hon. Paul M. Warburg: Are you familiar with the aggre-

gate loans of Kansas City?

Judge Goodrich: I have not the information at this time,

but they are exceedingly small, -- about i)90,000.

Hon. Paul M. Warburg: Sixty-five percent of that will

be $45,000. That will not be complete proof as to business

in Nebraska.

Judge Goodrich: But it is significant that they have ex-

perienced no inconvenience in having their transactions there,

but in many parts of Nebraska a local banker can leave home

after breakfast, have several hours in Vensas City after the

transaction of his business, and be home at a reasonable hour

in the evening.

Dr. A. C. Miller: Prior to the establishment of the

reserve bank in Kansas City, did any of the banks in Nebraska --

were they not in the country clearings system having head-

quarters at Kansas City?

Judge Goodrich: I do not know just how those matters

were handled. I know we are counsel for the Bank of Commerce

in Kansas City, and I know they had substantial transactions

with banks in the larger towns of Kansas, and I apprehend

there was some system whereby those accounts were handled in
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Kansas City at par. I can find out about that.

Dr. A. C. Miller: It would be interesting; you might do

SO.

ARGUMENT IN REBUTTAL BY MR. FRANCIS A. BROGAN, OF

COUNSEL FOR NEBRASKA AND WYOMING.

Gentlemen of the Board: I just want a few words; and I

want to say I do not think there is enough difference between

us as to the ultimate facts to justify any charges of mis-

representation or charges on either side. The matter on which

we differ is rather as to the analysis of admitted figures than

anything else, because there is no dispute as to actual facts.

One point I want to clear up without any delay: There is

no doubt in the world, and I think I tried to state that in

my opening, that all this territory from northern Texas -- I

might say from central Texas -- to Canada is equally alike in

its products and its wants and its needs, and that is precise-

ly why it does not tend to meet in one common center, because

its traffic all flows east and west, and naturally distributes

itself in zones, just as I have contended for, and there would

be just as much reason for contending that the Dakotas aught

to go into the same territory with Kansas City as that Neb-

raska ought to, because their products are identical. It is

that that separates them into these parallel routes.

Now, one other possible misunderstanding I thought to

correct was this: It was said that at the hearing no one
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asked that this territory be put into the Chicago district.

Doubtless there was no one there furnishing a brief and asking

40 for that. As I pointed out in my opening statement, that was

one of the unfortunate conditions, but the Committee itself

sought to correct that short-coming by asking for a statement

as to the preferences, so as to include other cities as well

as those that were prepared to ask for particular territory.

They called on all their banks to give the first, second, and

third choice, and although there was no active propaganda, yet

they got the actual wishes of those banks in the matter.

On page 353 of their report they show how the Nebraska

banks voted in response to that request, and I think this is

very significant. It is true only five banks named Chicago,

because there was active propaganda in behalf of Omaha and

Lincoln, and Omaha got, and Lincoln got, and Kansas City got,

eight votes for first choice. That accounts for that small

group in the southeastern corner of Nebraska, which I concede

is debatable territory between Omaha and Kansas City. As to

the second choice, it becomes more significant, because Chicago

had 110 votes. A majority of the banks of Nebraska voted for

10 
Chicago as second choice, and only nine voted for Kansas City

as second choice. For their third choice 54 voted for Chicago,

and 49 for Kansas City. So that you have a total first, sec-

ond and third choice of the Nebraska bankers, of about 170,

and Kansas City received about, I should say, 68, first, second,

and third choice votes. When we turn to Wyoming, it is not
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correct that Wyoming was unanimous for Denver; it was almost

evenly divided between Denver and Omaha, in recognition of

the fact that its traffic is generally eastward, although

Denver is nearer to it, and perhaps more evenly situated by

train service as to large parts of Wyoming. Yet there were

ten banks voting for Omaha, and twelve for Denver and Chicago;

so as to the second and third choices, Kansas City was not the

first or second choice of any Wyoming bank, but the third

choice of three. So counsel was mistaken when he said there

was no expression before the Committee as to the Nebraska and

Wyoming banks. On the contrary, there was a very emphatic

expression that if they could not get Omaha or Lincoln, they

wanted Chicago as third choice, and that that was the proper

place with which to relate them if they were not to have the

bank in their own State.

In line with that very thing I have no doubt that Mr.

Yates appeared at that meeting and said that as between Omaha

and Chicago the Chicago banks would know relatively little

about conditions in the Nebraska banks, but his talk was en-

tirely with relation to Omaha and Chicago. It does not follow

that Kansas City would know any more or as much about condi-

tions in the Nebraska banks as would the Chicago banker.
not

I do/think counsel can be correct in saying that thirty

percent of all the cattle shipped out of Nebraska came to

Kansas City. I personally - -

Judge Goodrich: The testimony shows it.
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Mr. Brogan: I understand. There is a mistake somewhere,

because it could not amount to that. Now, we have some figures

here that I think overturn it completely. It could not be

possible. I think it is not even thirty percent out of that

portion which runs along the southern part of Nebraska. Let

me show you these very figures which he read from our brief.

They would indicate a different condition of things. On page

58 of the certificate of Mr. Holcomb, who was not representing

a bank, but is the traffic manager of the C. B. & Q. Railroad

Company, he states:

"Mr. H. W. Yates,
President Nebraska National Bank,

Omaha, Nebraska.
Dear Sir:

"In accordance with your request of even date,
I wish to advise that the following is a statement
of cars of the commodities named, handled by the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, having origin in the
States of Nebraska and Wyoming . . . "

Only the Union Pacific did not confine it to this, but the Bur-

lington statistics are confined to Nebraska and Wyoming, and

"having destinations Omaha and east, St. Joseph
and Kansas City for the fiscal year ending Jane
30th, 1913."

as follows:

(This letter, which was dated Omaha, November 11, 1914,

41 gives the totals for live stock, grain, gravel and sand,

dairy products, hay, and feed, for Omaha, St. Joseph and Kansas

City, as 50,764, 11,103, and 12,269, respectively.)

Now, all that live stock alone as against St. Joseph and

Omaha, and business from Nebraska and St. Joseph, is on its

way east. It reaches Chicago, and therefore, so far as the
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Nebraska banker has to do with it, he is entirely in the Chicago

bankers' hands, but if you put these two together, of the

thirty thousand cars of live stock shipped on the Burlington

system alone, it is, we will say, better than one-third of

Nebraska's. The three great systems, the Northwestern, the

Union Pacific, and the Burlington, practically control that

traffic. There are others there, -- the Rock Island sends

trains through, and the Missouri Pacific is struggling with

the problem, and the Grand Island is is court, but these are

the three great systems that handle the traffic, and this is

the statement that of the thirty thousand cars handled by

Omaha and St. Joseph, 4,500 were handled by Kansas City. I

fail to see where they will get thirty percent of even the

one-third to Omaha and St. Joseph together. Kansas City would

have nothing to do with St. Joseph traffic and shipments, and

this is not an argument as against Kansas City for Omaha, but

of all the traffic which goes through Omaha and Kansas City,

and of the 30,000 cars ,only 4,500 were handled in Kansas City,

so the statement that only thirty percent of the cattle pro-

duced and shipped out of Nebraska will go to Yansas City can

not possibly be sustained.

I do notlhink counsel meant to say that the purpose of

this act was to break up the existing order of things. I un-

derstand it was to distribute some of the congested reserves;

I understand that to be the purpose; but to say that generally

speaking it was to destroy the existing course of business, or
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even the existing course of bank exchanges, certainly must be

a misinterpretation of the act, because Congress was careful

to avoid the possibility of such an interpretation of this act

by providing that the districts should be apportioned with due

regard to convenience and the due course of business, and that

does not mean that customary conditions should be allowed to

continue, so far as a change might be necessary to carry out

the purpose of the act, which was to distribute the reserves

in the great reserve centers.

As to the statement concerning collections, this I do not

think involves clearings, but collections handled otherwise,

including clearings. Perhaps there is no basis for the criti-

cism of counsel that this certificate shows in the printed brief

just what banks and just what towns have contributed to this

information. Obviously, it does not include all of Nebraska,

because it includes only 153 of the banks, and their names

and loc_tions are given here, so there can be no misunderstand-

ing as to what information was said to be furnished here, but

they show the remarkable fact that excluding large centers of

South Omaha and Lincoln, of the banks of the lesser class

throughout the State, 153 show practically no business whatever

with Kansas City, and especially from the large business with

Omaha they show a large business with Chicago.

Now, that's what this is for. We are conceding, and have

throughout, that there is a small corner or strip, if you

please to call it, of Nebraska, trading generally and shipping
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mare to St. Joseph than to Kansas City, yet it has some rela-

tions with Kansas City, and if the Board thought that there was

a reason because of that fact or because of the necessity of

retaining sufficient capital -- banking capital -- in Kansas

City, if those things were important enough to justify break-

ing the state line, there would be no serious objection on our

part to a few of those counties being left in the Kansas City

district; -- not of course half of the State, as claimed here,

because that would be doing violence to the wishes of nearly

half of these petitioners, but probably four counties, -- five

or six at the outside, -- in the southeastern corner of Neb-

raska, could be left in the Kansas City district without

doing any great violence to their business, but that itself

is not an argument for continuing the inconvenience as to the

rest of the State or as to Wyoming. Now, my understanding is

that the rest of the banks all clear through Omaha, -- sub-

stantially all,-- that their business is there. Just how they

will be affected by this arrangement I do not profess to be

able to discuss, because I lack the technical knowledge of

banking, but I know their banking relations are with Omaha.

Now perhaps I shouLd refer to one other feature. Counsel

discussed the fact that so far as the individual who produces

the product of the farm, and as far as the small country bank

is concerned, they have no direct relations with the ultimate

purchaser of the product, or with the final bank where the

, exchanges are carried on; and that is true; but the various
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transactions are related to each other. The farmer sells his

cattle to the buyer in the village, and gets a check on the

41 local bank, but that dealer ships to the nearest point, Omaha

or Lincoln, or some other towns in Nebraska that carry on

shipping business, and there he may sell or ship to Omaha or

Chicago, and he receives something in exchange, which ultimate-

ly comes from the purchaser in Chicago, and so there has to

be a bank exchange carried on, and affecting ultimately the

farmer who grows the crop and the small banker who first holds

the check that pays for the cattle and the grain. You can not

separate the interests of a State, merely because those rela-

10 tions will exist everywhere, and I fail to see the bearing it

has whatever.

I was not able to discuss the statement of the sixty-five

per cent of the loans from Nebraska, but the question asked by

a member of the Board of course disposes of that. The loan-

ing is not sufficient in any part of the district to warrant

any attack on it, and yet we have not been told what effect

the change of this district to suit the convenience and earnest

desires of Nebraska and Wyoming would have upon the Kansas

City bank, That harm would it do? Would it do any harm to
40

Kansas and Oklahoma and other portions? Obviously only as it

affected the bank itself. What harm would it do the bank if

you take away this $1,600,000 of capital, and if you wish to

protect it by leaving a half million or so in the southeast-

ern corner, and if you find it advisable to add three or four
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hundred thousand dollars from the Oklahoma counties petition-

ing to get into the district, you would leave a capital be-

tween four and a quarter and four and a half millions. Minne-

apolis has only four and three-quarter millions, and but one

or two of the other banks have a little over four million; so

it can not be said that the desire of the management of the

Kansas City bank to retain as large a capital and as large a

territory in which to do business as possible is a factor to

be taken into account in this matter at all, because it was

not the purpose of the location of banks to benefit the city

where the banks were to be located, nor the banking business

10 in that city, except as all banking business in the locality

would be benefited.

And in conclusion I want to say that the unanimous peti-

tion of substantially all the banks in Nebraska and Wyoming

is an important factor, and not to be overlooked in this con-

sideration. They know and ought to know whether it is more

convenient for them to do business with Chicago or Kansas

City, and they know or ought to know whether the purpose for

which they exist will be better achieved by joining them

40 with Chicago or Kansas City.

The Governor of the Board: Gentlemen, we will take this

under advisement.

Mr. Brogan: May I make this request? This brief was
Mc

prepared by Judge/Hugh and Mr. Yates, who was chairman of the

committee, has died recently. On account of some important
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matters which kept Judge McHugh away, he is not able to be

here, and I want to present some different points in my argu-

ments. I would like the privilege of filing an additional

supplemental brief along the line which I have discussed here.

The Governor of the Board: How much time do you want?

Mr. Brogan: I will do it promptly.

The Governor of the Board: How much time would you sug-

gest?

Mr. Brogan: Two weeks, if that is not too long.

The Governor of the Board (to Judge Goodrich): Then you

want an opportunity to reply?

Judge Goodrich: This situation of course is one that

needs to be determined as speedily as possible, because it

leaves the situation in a state of uncertainty.

The Governor of the Board: Would it not be possible for

you within two weeks to send brief and reply?

Mr. Brogan: It takes three days to get home.

The Governor of the Board: Of course counsel may mu-

tually agree to extend the period to a reasonable extent; I

would suggest ten days or two weeks as the time if possible

for the preparation of your brief and your counterbrief.

Mr. Brogan: May I ask if the Oklahoma petition has been

postponed?

The Governor of the Board: It will be on the twenty-

fourth.

Hon. Paul M. Warburg: The twenty-fifth.
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Mr. Brogan: I should like to have our brief in by that

time, because I think you will find it desirable to consider

them both by that time at least.

The Governor of the Board: We will leave it with that

understanding, then, that counsel will agree to send their

brief and counter-brief within the time suggested.

(Whereupon the hearing was adjourned.)

•

•
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BEFORE THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

IN THE MATTER OF THE PETITION TO TRANSFER A IORTION OF

SOUTHERN OKLAHOMA FROM FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT NUM...

BER ELEVEN TO FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT NUMBER TEN.

km

Washington, D. C.

—o—

February 10, 1915.

*

Reported by
Rexford L. Holmes,

Shorthand Reporter,
322 Southern Building,

Washington, D. C.
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(The hearing': was begun at 11:08 o'clock, a. m.)

The Covornor of the Board: Gentlemen, this is a peti-

tion of certain banks of southern Oklahoma to change the lines

of 7istricts No. 10 and 11. Under the practice of the Board

the petitioners will have the right to open and close, and we

c,,,1,11 on the petitioners to present their case.

ARGUMENT BY ".!R: W. B. HARRISON, SECRETARY OF THE OrLAHOMA

BANKERS' ASSOCIATION, OYTAFOTIA CITY, 071AHOMA.

Gentlemen of the Poard: I would like to state first of

all that the reply brief of the respondent was only filed with-

in the last ten flays, and it was impossible for us to have

more .than a day or two to look at it before we left home.

However, we have been able to bring out some facts in connec-

tion with that brief that T am pure the -•oarq will be 5-13.;1 to

consider.

The firt:t statement on which respondent contends serious-

ly is that our petition does not have the required signatures

of two-thirds of the banks in the petitioning territory, and as ,

it is conceded that we would have no standing here unless we

had the two-t171.irds signatures, which are contained on. the

last Tagg our petition and brief combined, alphabetically

arraned, T would like to discuss first the sufficiency of

the petition itsplf.

Our petition shows 128 banks

104 have signed the request for a

in this territory, of which

change, while the respondent
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brief shows 136 banks in the same territory, -- a difference

of eight banks; but the respondent has used statistics more

recent than those used by us, as our petition was prepared

and filed before the ')allas bank was organized. Our petition

was filed 7eptember 6 -- October 16th, rather. It is a fact

that there are 175 ban's in this territory, but not 136, as

respondent contends. But eiffrht of these 135 banks are new

institutions formed and chartered since the -xganization Com-

mittee determined the regional bank district lines. _esforident,

has erroneously included one bank, the First -ational of Broken

Bow, in the list as being loctel in Tulsa County. This bank

is located in 7cilurtain county, and is not ir?luded in the

tel-ritory asking to be changed, nor for that natter is Tulsa

Count:: so included. This pardonable error illustrates the un-

familiarity of resronient 7ith Oklahoma's affairs. Tulsa

County and 71cCurtain County are three hundred miles apart and

neither is in this territory. But the most important feature

regarding the eight new national banks we did not include in

our list of petitioners i. that six of them are converted

state banks with the same officers they formerly had, and there

i,_ now on file as a -3-3xt of our petition exactly the same pro-

test sinel by an authorized offic.r of each of these six

banks, r- questinP. this change.

T call your attention to the parararli in small print on

the last page of our petition, wher,, it says:

(The original signature of each of the following
banks to the above petition, signed b:: a duly authoriz-
ed officer of the bank, is on file with the Federal
Tleserve Board. The same petition has been signed by

_1-
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178 State Banks in the territory askihg to be trans-
ferred, and the original signatures of these banks
are likewise on file with the Federal Reserve Board
but none of the State Banks are included in the fol-
lowing list of petitioners.)

Six of those state ban's are the ones to which T refer

that have since become National banks, and all of those sir

this petition and those slips were signed by an officer

of the bank. and now on file with the Board. Our list of pe-

titioner: s11ol12d therefore be increased from 104 to 110. These

six banks are: erchants and Planters National Eank, Ada;

American National Bank, Dustin; Farmers National Bank, Hammon;

Farmers National Bank, Holdenvi]le; First National Bank, I7i1-

son;LInd First National Bank, 7,in,Iling. ne remaining two of

the eight adaitional banks respondent zishes added to our

list, the First 7TationaJ, Talihina, and. Farmers National,

_up-el°, are new national banks with which we have hand no oppor

tilnity to communicate regarding this petition. The First LTatio

al Bank, of 7alihina, Oklahoma, for instance, was ornlinized Deo.

ember 20th, I believe, --at least late in December,--three 

months1
after our petition was filed. Even if these two arc conceded

,to be with the respondent, which is probably not the case, the

total number of non-petitioners is only twenty-six, while the

total number of petitioners is 110. 7,e therefore have

ty of twenty abouve the requirement of ninety claimed by respond-

ent, a: contained in the respondent's brief, --a majority of

twenty-tvo of our petitioners have withdrawn their request for

a change; an, letters purrortim to establish this claim are
-

contained in Exhibit A of respondent's brief. 7e will not take
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the time to go over all of them, but call your attention to the

following:

Exhibit A, to which I would like now to refer, --all of the

letters in Exhibit A in respondent's brief, twenty-two in num-

ber, are signed by officers bf banks which are attached to our

petition. I might state here that these are the only letters '

of all the compilation in the back part of this book which are

signed by officers of banks that signed our petition; also that

only seven of these letters, if you look through them,-- of

the twenty-two only seven are addressed to the Federal Reserve

Board. Fifteen of them are addressed to individuals in their

private capacity, and were not intended for use on this occa-

sion, and we will prove to you within the next few minutes that

if it had been known that they would he used for any such 
pur-

pose as this, they could not have been secured.

Letter 7o. 2 -- I skip letter No. 1, which is a straight

retraction, because this bank, the First rational of Atlanta

is owned by what is known as the Adams Syndicate of Texas,

intended that gentleman evidently wants to be in the Dallas

-)istrict. Letter No. 2, signed by J. T. Tood, president of the

City National Bank at Mils. Here is a letter from Mr. Wood

dated February 4, just the day before we left home, mailed to me

here addressed to Charles S. Hamlin, Governor of the Federal

Reserve Board. I have a carbon copy of the letter now on file

with the Board, and signed by the president of the bank.

is a director in the Dallas bank, I might say:

Kell
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"Dear

"Some weeks ago Mr. Frank Kell phoned the
writer asking if we would write a letter stating
that we desired the district lines unchanged for
the present time.

"Mr. Kell's explanation of this was that the
Dallas Board wished to get things running smooth-
ly, also that this letter would not prevent us
from later on trying to effect a change to the
Kansas City district.

"Now we wished to be placed on record as fa-
voring a change to District number ten.

"Fully /AV, of our items are handled thru Kan-
sas Uity and it is not at all convenient for us to
be placed in the Dallas district.

"Trusting that the Board will make this change
as I feel that it is but justice to a large majori-
ty of Oklahoma banks, I am,

"Very respectfully,

(Signed) J. T. Wood,

President."

It might be well to call to your attention that by look-

ing at the map you will find Dallas is in the extreme south-

western portion of the State, near the Texas line, so if nine-

ty per cent of their items are handled through Dallas, it is

very evident that the larger per cent will be handled the same

way.

Mr. Huff: You mean the Kansas City district?

Mr. Harrison: The Kansas uity district if±±xits-handled

through the Kansas City district.

Mr. Huff: Is it in the county?

Mr. Harrison: Yes; it is as far south as a county can be
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in Okiahbma and not be in Texas.

Letter No. 3, written by W. T. Clark, of Apache, is in

no sense a retraction. It is a personal letter not intended

for any such use as that made of it, in which the writer tries

to compliment the recipient and express as little dissatisfac-

tion as possible with present conditions. At the same time

the letter plainly shows that the writer is still anxious for

the change. We submit herewith another letter from the same

party, issued within a week of this date, which I desire to

read into the records. This letter is dated February 3, and

is addressed to the Secretary of the Federal Reserve Board at

Washington, and reads as follows:

No. 7127
FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Apache, Okla., February 3rd, 1915.

"Secretary, Federal Reserve Board,
Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir:
"My attention has been called to a letter

written by me to :Jr. Oscar Wells, Governor of the Fed-
eral Bank of Dallas, Texas, under date of August 31st,
1914. It appears that the letter has been filed with
the brief in the case of transfer of certain member b
banks in southern Oklahoma to the Kansas City District.
Regarding this letter permit me to say that it was writ-
ten by me to Mr. Wells as a friend of long standing,
and I felt like making my opposition to the lines of
the District as light as I could on account of person-
al relations between us. However, if this letter is
to be used in this contest, I wish to say that I am
unalterably opposed to remaining in the Dallas District
for the very good reason that banks in this section
have no business with Texas cities. We feel that it
would be a great business misfortune to us if we are
to remain in the Dallas District for the reason that
has been stated over and over, viz:--we have no bus-
iness connections with the Texas City.

"When I wrote the letter mentioned above, a copy
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of which is vdth the brief in your hands, I was
not aware that an effort would be made to have
the federal banks clear items for country member
institutions. If this practice should be taken
up we would certainly be placed in a very awkward
position; we would be proceeding backward all of
the time.

"The sum total of the business is no banks in
this part of Oklahoma have much business to trans-
act with Texas points, but we go naturally to Kansas
City and St. Louis, This condition is not of our
making or choosing, but has come about naturally
during a business experience of this section cover-
ing a period of many years. I doubt if we can ever
change it.

"This is the reason why we should have never
been placed in the lower district, and the very good
reason why we should be placed where it would be to
our pest interests.

Very truly,

111 (Signed) W. T. Clark,

President."

If you will notice the letter to is addressed

to him at Houston, Texas, and not at Dallas, before he took his

official position. It appears that the letter has been filed.

P.61 Brf.

THE FIR3T NATIONAL BANK.

Apache, Okla., Aug. 31, 1914.

"Lir. Oscar Wells,
Houston, Texas.

Dear Sir:

"I have your letter of the 29th instant,
relative to the matter of making any changes in
the present boundary lines of the Dallas Regional
Bank.

"I would be very glad indeed to favor you per-
sonally in any way that I could, but we feel in Ok-
lahoma that our State should not be divided, and
since we have, most of us, dealt principally with
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Kansas City, we naturally look that way for our
banking connections. I like Texas and her people,
but I would have to set acquainted down there.
Naturally, we are in close touch with Oklahoma Ci-
ty bankers, and they are very anxious to get the
lines changed. I have not heard lately of any ac-
tion being taken in the matter.

"In our dealings with a Regional or Reserve
Bank, I do not see that it can make very much dif-
ference whether the Bank is located in Dallas or
Kansas City; however, as stated above, our busin-
ess relations with Texas points have been very
limited.

"Out business outlook would be very good only
from the fact that the cotton market is unsettled.

Very truly,

(Signed) W. T. Clark,

President."

That is from one of the persons that the respondent relies up-

on to substantiate their petition.

Letter io. 3 is by Harold iallace, of Ardmore, cashier of

the State National Bank, and is, to say the best, noutralr

letter, and could not easily be construed in any other way. I

might add that a large number of :Ir. "idallace's stock-holders --

practically all of them IrmaM•04 are Texas men, and if it had not been,

for strong uusiness associations which compelled his business to

go the other way, he would certainly have been in favor of the

Dallas Bank.

Letter No. 6 is neutral, and not a retraction. It is sign,-

ed by T. H. Dwyer, President of the Chickasha National Bank, at

Chickasha, Oklahoma. Mr. Dwyer ippeared before the Organization

Committee in the hearing at Kansas City, and gave testimony de-

cidedly for his part of the State to go to the Kansas City bank.
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I have here another letter written by Mr. Dwyer, addressed

to the Federal Reserve Board, ':,ashincton, D. C., and dated Feb-

ruary 4, 1915:

"As you will shortly consider the application for
change of boundaries of the Eleventh Reserve District I
sirr.ply wish to impress on your board the fact that fully
ninety nine per cent --

He repeats that in figures, to make it emphatic.

(99,L) of our business goes to Kansas City, and that
point is the natural out-let for us and this south-
western part of Oklahoma, and urgently ask that prac-
tically all of Oklahoma be placed in the Kansas City
District.

Yours very truly,

(Signed) T. H. Dwyer,

President, Chickasha National
Bank."

Letter No. 8, from the Oklahoma National Bank, Chickasha,

Oklahoma, purporting to be a retraction, is signed by an inac-

tive officer of that bank, whereas the original protest and pe-

tition on file in this Board is signed by an active officer,

and has not been withdrawn.

Letter No. 9, from the Oklahoma State National Bank, is

not a retraction, and at best can only be interpreted as an ac-

quiescence in a postponement.

Letter No. 11 is from the First National Bank, Elk City,

Oklahoma, signed by A. L. Thurmond, Cashier, and dated December

24, 1914, and contains this statement: "We would prefer being

In the Kansas City Di8tridt, * *." Furthermore, that bank is

represented here in person by Mr. E. K. Thurmond, who is also
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interested in the Fourth National and those state banks placed

in the Dallas dirtrict unaer this ruling. rir. Thurmond has

cone four thousand miles to tell this Board their interests

lie entirely with the 7ansas City district.

7e also have a letter from the same officer of the bank

from whom they :_7renrerl a letter •thronrh personal relations.

Fe says:

"Federal Reserve Board,
7ashinp-ton, D. C.

Gentlemen:--"

This letter is dated_ February

"Some three or four weeks ago I wrote a letter
to the Federal eserve Board, Dallas, Texas, in
which T stated that we preferred •to be placed in
the Kansas City District, but that we were willing
to wait until the Federal.Reserve Banks were in
(iue runnine order, o words to this effect.

"It is our desire at this time, and has al-
waya been, that we should b e placed in the Kansas
City District, singe practically all of our business
cones throucth that point.

miTe believe that matters have adjusted them-
selves in the past thirty days so that we could be
changed to the Yansas City District, and we do not
want our former letter to be misinterpreted to the
effect that we do not w!2ilt in the Kansas City Dis-
trict, and just as soon as we cm r get there.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) A. T. Thur,ond,

flashier."

Letter,No. 12, from the 'nerican "ation41 Bank, of Yoldem.

ville, mrlahoma, is signed by the president of the bank. The

original slip, I may say, was signed by the cuahj,_,.. of the bank,

but, since both officers are active in the bank, I will submit
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herewith another letter under date of February 4, 1915, address-

ed to the Federal Reserve Board, Washington, D. C.

"Gentlemen:-

We desire very much to be transferred

from the Dallas Reserve District to the Kansas City

Reserve District, for the reason that nine-tenghs

of our business goes either through Kansas City or
St. Louis. We have been a member of the Federal

Reserve Bank at Dallas since its organization and

have never yet sent an item through the Federal Re-

serve Bank at Dallas or received one from them. We

can account for this only for the reason, as I said in

in the outset, that most all of our business goes

either through Kansas City or St. Louis. I have

just talked to the First National Bank of this city

and they also inform me that they have never sent an

item, or drawn an item on Dallas. Therefore we ur-

gently request that you transfer us to the Kansas

City District, and oblige,

Yours very truly,

(Signed) L. T. Sammons,

President,American Nation-

al Bank, Holdenville, Ok-
lahoma."

From another one of the gentlemen depended upon to

substantiate their petition,--Letter No. 13, from the National

Bank of Commerce, at Hollis, is not a retraction, but an agree-

ment to postpone, evidently given under pressure.

Letter No. 14, from the State National Bank of Hollis,

while a retraction, contains a statement too misleading to be
W.S.

overlooked. The writer of this letter, .r./Cross, states that

this bank is located forty-eight hours from Kansas City. We

will admit that Hollis is the farthest point in Oklahoma from

Kansas City, being at the end of a branch line of railroad in

the extreme southwestern portion of Oklahoma, out the actual
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running time of trains between Hollis and Kansas City is

eighteen hours. It so happens Hollis is located so that they

must change trains at Altus and Lawton before they can go to

Kansas City. In the same way a number of inland towns in Ok-

lahoma would take forty-eight to fifty hours to get to Dallas.

It is not a fair illustration of the difference between Kansas

City and Oklahoma, or Dallas and Oklahoma.

Letter No. 17 -- it is stated to be from the First Nation-

al Bank at Marlow, but should be from the National Bank of Mar-

low, of which 1dr. '&A, the party given, is cashier. It is a

personal letter, evidently not intended for use as a retrac-

tion.

I have here a letter dated February 6, which came to me

since arriving at Washington, addressed to the Federal Reserve

Board, bearing the seal of the bank.

THE NATIONAL BANK OF MARLOW.

Marlow, Okla., Feb. 6, 1915.

"To the Federal Reserve Board,
Washington, D. C.

Gentlemen:

"My letter to idr. Ben O. Smith,of Fort
Worth, Texas, dated August 29th, 1914, was not
written with the idea that it would be used as
evidence that I favored the present division of
the State of Oklahoma, in the Reserve Districting
proposition.

"I have always been of the opinion and desire,
that Oklahoma should be in the Kansas City District,
and if my letter was used otherwise I did not so in-

tend. It is but natural that bankers of the small-
er cities should try and remain in favor with their
friends in the Reserve Center, and perhaps there
are others who have written letters similar to mine,
with no idea they would be used as evidence before
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your Board."

Gentlemen, there you have the key to all these letters. I

will read that sentence again:

"It is but natural that bankers of the smalller
cities should try and remain in favor with their
friends in the Reserve Centers, and perhaps there
are others who have written letters similar to
mine, with no idea t!-Iey would be used as evidence
before your Board.

"I will be glad to see the South part of our
State placed with the North in the Kansas City Dis-
trict.

Very respectfully,

(Signed) Tom Wade,

Cashier,The National
Bank of Marlow."

• There is also another letter from the State National Bank

at Marlow, contained in their brief, letter No. 18. Without

commenting, I would like to read the following letter, under

date of February 6, to the Federql Reserve Board, Washington,

D. C.; from the State National Bank, Larlow, Oklahoma:

"Gentlemen:

"On January 9th I wrote you a letter in
reference to the placing of certain parts of the
State of Oklahoma in the Dallas Reserve Bank dis-
trict. I would refer you to that part of my let-
ter wherein I stated that for the present I would
withdraw our protest. After a careful considera-
tion of the matter, and with especially the inter-
ests of my bank and the people of this vicinity in
view, I deem it best to inform you that I now have
as an earnest wish, that this part of Oklahoma at
least will be transferred to the Kansas City dis-
trict.

"We deeply appreciate the honor that was con-
ferred upon Oklahoma by having a banker from our
State on the Dallas Board, and trust that our ac-
tion tn this matter will in no way affect his stand-
ing or position. In writing my former letter, I was
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considerably influenced by the natural desire on
my part, and which was doubtless the case with
others of this same part of Oklahoma, to advance
one of our home people, and to aid him along all
consistent lines.

"We are very grateful for the kind treatment
received at the hands of the Dallas Federal Reserve
Bank, and regret that we do not find it consistent
with our views to desire to still remain in that
district.

Respectfully,

(Signed) O. R. McKinney,

Cashier."

Mr. B. A. YicKinney, of Durant, Oklahoma, was elected a direct—

or in the Dallas Reserve Bank. I can not say whether there is

any relationship between the gentlemen or not; the names are

40 the same.

Letter No. 20, signed by J. A. Gilbert, Cashier of the

Farmers and Merchants National Bank, Roff, Oklahoma, under

date of August 25, 1914, addressed to the Reserve Bank Organi—

zation Committee, Washington, D. C., is a carefully worded let—

ter, apparently given at someone's urgent request, containing

this prophesy as a preliminary to any retraction:

14

THE FARMERS AND MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK.

Roff, Okla., Aug. 25, 1914.

"Reserve Bank Organization Committee,
Washington, D. C.

Sirs:
"We understand that there is a move on foot

to place the entire State of Oklahoma in the Kansas
City Reserve District.

"If the Dallas District will be as able to
take care of our needs for funds as the Kansas City
District, .4— "
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It is evident the writer was in doubt as to the service he could

get from Dallas, or he would not have written thus. (Continues

reading:)

we prefer that the districts be left as they are,
for the reason that we are a cotton growing section
and our needs are identical with most of the banks
of the Dallas District.

"We are not in favor of any move that will de-
lay the completion of the organisation of the reserve
banks.

These are all

Yours very truly,

FARMERS & MERCH2_NTS NATIONAL BANK,

By (Signed) J. A. Gilbert,
Cashier."

the letters we have to present from the

twenty-two they have placed in that exhibit, but I think the

tenor of those will show the personal letters were not intended

to be used here, and that the twenty-two named in the defend-

ant's oriel', are not to be considered as retractions.

With these remarks in mind, a careful perusal of the let-

ters in Exhibit A, which are the sole basis of respondent's

contention that many of petitioners have changed their minds,

will show that only ten, at the very outside, of these communi-

cations can reasonably oe construed as retrtctions. Some of

them are to Mr. Oscar Wells, at Houston; some of them are to

Mr. Smith at Fort Worth, who seems to have acted as a sort of

"decoy duck" for the directors; others are addressed to members

of the Dallas bank personally. I might say, in that connection,

I have one of Lr. Smith's letters here, an original letter, to

show how he got these signatures. This is addressed to Mr. Tom
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7ade, at Marlow.

FARMERS & HECHANICS IIATIONAL BANK.

Fort 7orth, Texas, August 25th, 19144.

"Mr. Tom Wade, Cashier,
Marlow, Oklahoma.

Friend 7ade:

"It has recently 1,e'en brought to our
attention that there may still exist some opposi-
tion to southern Oklahoma remaining in the Eleven-
the - egional Bank District.

"Do you. happen to be familiar with the situation,
and what influence, in yollr opinion, wil] that op-
posildon be able to exert with the Department. In
view of the fact that a great majority of the Texas
banks were so enthusiastic in electing an Oklahoma
manes one of the directors, we sincerely hope that
ther, is nothing in this report. --"

Now here is the part to which I wish to call your attention:

"A contest, even though it might be unsuccessful,. I
am afraid would result in lessening the prestige of
the Oklahoma director, and inasmuch as southern Okla-
homa is, to a great extent, a cotton producing sec-
tion, it occurs to us that it would be much better
for them to remain with banks that are familiar with
the cotton situation, rather than go to Kansas city.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Ben C. Smi.th .„

Prasidenta.T,

Of course our boys did not feel like going up ,against a

proposition where they thought the director's influence would

be destroyed if they tried to get out of the district.

• The fact that all of these efforts have been made with. sp
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little result indicates the strength of the movement in Oklaho-

ma and the justice of the cause here presented. Out of 110 pe-

titioning bankers not more than ten have evidenced even under

pressure what can reasonably be construed as a retraction, and

this leaves the petitioners with ten more than the maximum num-

ber which respondent claims is necessary to sustain our peti-

tion.

It may be well here to refer to a statement on page 47 of

respondent's brief where it is claimed that it would be impossi-

ble to secure 309 signatures from banks in southern Oklahoma.

I have already stated that in our list of petitioners are in-

cludwd 178 state banks. We did that, not because we thought the

41 
state banks were entitled to a Board hearing at this time, but

In order that you mit7ht judge of the sentiment of the banks in

that section, and those 178 are included in the 309 which re-

spondent says it would be impossible to get without duplicating

the number.

Respondent in his brief attacks the committee presenting

this petition as unauthorized. This committee was selected

unanimously at a meeting attended by a representative of prac-

tically every bank in the territory asking to be changed, and

41 was recluected and directed specifically to prepare and file this

petition. Particular stress is laid in a number of places in

respondent's brief on the fact that one member of the committee

lives in Oklahoma City, which is outside of the territory asking

to be changed, and he repeatedly refers to this fact. This mem-

ber of the committee is secretary of an association of which
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every petitioning bank is a memberland he lives in Oklahoma City

because it is more convenient to transact their business from

that point. I might say that at the time the Secretary of the

Ilsso3iation appeared before the Organization Committee in Kansas

eitiand gave the same evidence that is being given now, he did

not live in Oklahoma City. He is paid by them to look after

their affairs. It is well to note that all of the non-petition

ing banks in southernOklahoma are also members of the same asso-

ciation, and that if the sentiment were not overwhelming in fa-

vor of a change, their secretary would not ue here taking part

in such a contention.

The other members of the committee and of the delegation

present today are bankers actively engaged in that business in

the territory asking to be changed. If they have not a right

to appear here, who would have? Such objection is trivial and

not worthy of consideration.

It is true that this petition is not presented by such

eminent counsel as represents respondent. In preparing for

this hearing, the petitioning banks have frequently stated that

they believed your body would care less for legal technicali-

ties than for plain facts embodying uanking principles and com-

mon justice. We have no oratory to offer, no fine technical

points for which to contend, and no hairs to split with legal

verbosity. 77e are not here as lawyers, but as business men rep-.

resenting a cause we believe to be just and right, and willing

to submit our case to a tribunal we believe desires only authen-

tic information on which to arrive at a fair conclusion.
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In the brief which has been on file with your Honorable

Body practically four months, we have set forth in a manner

which can not be successfully disputed that southern Oklahoma

had at the time the regional district lines were formed prac-

tically no banking relations with Texas, and especially with the

city which has been designated as the center of District :Jo.

11. Respondent has not attempted to offset this showing but has

resorted to many less important assertions which bear only in-

directly and remotely on the main point.

On page two of our brief we make this statement in italics,

speaking of the exchanges for the month of April between the two

cities:

"Figuring percentages upon these items shows
Kansas City to have handled 93.270, Dallai-E; end 
otherTexas cities 6.8/0."

We elaborate on that considerably in the brief, which I have

not time here to present, showing that all the banking business

is with Kansas City or the northeast. Respondent has not at-

tempted to offset this fact, but passes it over in his reply

brief as facts abundantly known to the Organization

the time the districts were outlined. If they were

known to the Organization Committee, they must have

Committee at

abundantly

been passed

over without consideration at that time, because nothing could

be more significant than that not less than ninety-five per cent

of the territory that asks to be changed went to Kansas City

and the northeast at that time, and does today.

The Federal Reserve Act provided in specific terms that

the district lines should be formed with due regard to the natar.-
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al course of ousiness. We do not blame the Organization Com-

mittee for making a mistake in our case because they probably

did not have the facts before them on which to base a fair con-

clusion. It was not to be supposed that some mistakes would

not occur even in the case of such an able. body of men as the

Organization Committee. But when it is shown, as our brief

clearly shows, that the banking relations of southern Oklahoma

with Dallas were practically nothing at the time these lines

were formed, we think the mistake made becomes apparent. A

letter from the Comptroller of the Currency is herewith submit-

ted which shows that only four national banks in the territory

asking to be transferred carried accounts in Dallas prior to

April, 1914.

I would like at this time to read here a letter from the

Comptroller of the Currency to substantiate the facts which we

have presente.L in our brief and argument. This letter is dated

April 24, 1914, addressed to Hon. Robert L. Owens, United States

Senator, Washington, D. C.

"My dear Senator:

"In reply to your letter of April 20,
you are advised that there are five banks, among
those in Oklahoma allotted to the Dallas District,
which reported accounts in Dallas on March 4, the
date of the last call. These banks, together with
the depositary banks, are as follows:

First National, Ada,
Nat'l„ Dallas.

Chickasha National, Chickasha,
Nat'l, Dallas.

First National, Kowa,
Dallas.

City National, Madill,
Dallas.

- Am. Exchange

- Commonwealth

- City Nat'l,

II
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First National, McAlester, - Am. Exchange
Nat'l, Dallas.

"There are also some twenty-three banks report-
ing reserve balances with FORT WORTH banks, and a few
keeping their reserves in HOUSTON banks.

"It is possible that other banks on this list ac-
tually have balances in Dallas, in State banks, or in
national banks which they have not requested this of-
fice to approve as reserve agents.

Respectfully,

(Signed) tin°. Skelton Williams,

Comptroller."

Of those five national banks four are located in that ter-

ritory which is asking to be changed. One of them is located

in one of the counties which is excluded from this petition. Of

the four national banks, the First National Bank at Ada carries

a cattle, oil, and cement account, which requires a Dallas cor-

respondent. The Chickasha National Bank at Chickasha carries a

heavy grain account, which requires a Dallas correspondent. The

First National Bank at McAlester is locrted in the coal district,

and every week has a pay-roll from Dallas which requires a Dal-

las account to handle properly. So that in three out of the

four cases, some specific reason enters into why that bank car-

ried a Dallas account. In other words, there was absolutely no

business of a regular character at Dallas at the time these

banks were organized.

Senator Robert I,. Owen: The cement plant is located at

Ada?

Mr. Harrison: Yes, the cement plant is located at Ada,--

a large one.
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Also regarding the accounts at Fort 7:orth, it is a large

packing center. Oklahoma raises many cattle, and those accounts

are handled: at Fort Viorth for the purpose of taking care of the

cattle accounts which naturally go to Dallas.

If, as respondent claims, the natural course of business

and oanking is toward the south, why is it that in the years

preceding 1914 only four out of 135 national banks had discov-

ered this to be the case, and these four carried only a fraction

of their reserve balances in Dallas? Such a contention is too

absurd to have any weight. The fact is that in spite of its

geographical proximity, southern Oklahoma is not and never has

been in close commercial or banking relation with any part of

Texas. It is true that the five counties in the southeastern

part of Oklahoma which have been excluded from our petition are

connected uy a special line of railvday with Dallas, and have

what may reasonably be called close Dallas relations; out out-

side of this small area, and perhaps one adjoining county, south-

ern Oklahoma is as far removed commercially and financially from

Dallas as it is from San Francisco or Philadelphia.

From a clanking standpoint the situation is much worse than

the geographical position would indicate. As is contended oy

respondent, the main crop in Texas is cotton, and the same is

true of southern Oklahoma. Cotton begins ripening and is shipped

to market from southern Texas sixty days before the Oklahoma

crop is ready for shipment. This period gradually shortens as

one moves from southern Texas to northern Texas, but the ef-
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feet of this condition on the banking business is tht-st the

banks of Texas,which are very heavy borrowers in the cotton

season, exhaust their loan resources before the Oklahoma crop

Is placed on the market. Their loans are made first in south-

ern Texas and gradually move northward, as the crop ripens.

By the time Oklahoma cotton is harvested, Texas banks are load-

ed with cotton securities, and Oklahoma borrowers are at a

great disadvantage compared with the borrower in southern or

even central Texas.

It is very easy to look at a map and say, well, here is

Dallas-or Oklahoma located right at the door of Dallas, as

respondent says in his brief, but cotton begins ripening in

southern Oklahoma sixty days after it begins ripening in

southern Texas. The respondent makes the contention that

Dallas, being a cotton bank, and southern Oklahoma being large-

ly a cotton producing territory, therefore the two should be in

the one district. Cotton begins ripening in southern Oklahoma

sixty days before the Oklahoma crop is placed on the market.

Mr. Huff: In Texas.

Mr. Harrison: In southern Texas, down near the :exican

line. The time shortens gradually as you move northward across

Texas, southern Oklahoma is the farthest northern region of

the cotton crop. The result of this is that the banks of Texas

which are admitted to be very heavy borrowers at the cotton

season exhaust their resources before Oklahoma is reached, and

by the time southern Oklahoma has reached its borroting stage,

the banks of Texas are obliged to go east for their resources,
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and Oklahoma is obliged to go the same way, and at the very best

all that southern Oklahoma could get from the cotton bank in Dal-

las would be the ragged end of the uorrowing, when, according

to our petition, showing they have borrowed on re-discounts up-

ward of 523,000,000 in one year, as shown in the Comptroller's

report, and if to those are added a large amount of re-discounts

which, as you well know, is the practice of many bankers, to use

them, placing it on their regular statement,--if, after that is

added, some twenty-or thirty million dollars, you can see the

position Oklahoma is in to obtain loans from the Dallas banks

at the end of the cotton season, when the Texas cotton borrow-

ers have been supplied first with the money and the resources

have been exhausted.

Senator Robert L. Owen: Mr. Chairman,--pardon me just a

moment. There is a call to the Senate which will require Sena-

tor Gore and myself to leave now. I am very sorry we can not

continue to be here while this hearing is going on, but I wish

to ask permission, on behalf of the Oklahoma delegation, that I

might be given an opportunity to address the Board with regard

to this matter at the first convenient moment,--perhaps this af-

ternoon, as soon as this vote is over. They are going to take

some vote at twelve o'clock. There is something going on up

there: (Laughter.)

The Governor of the Board: The Board will be very glad to

hear from you at any time, Senator. There may be a little doubt

about this afternoon, but there will be no trouble about it.
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Senator Owen: I wanted to give as little inconvenience to

those representing the Dallas district as possible, and that is

41 the reason why I suggested this afternoon.

The Governor of the Board: Oh, well, there will be no

trouble about it.

Senator Owen: The pairs are being broken at twelve o'clock,

and so it will necessitate the presence of both of us on the

floor of t!le Senate at that time.
that

The Governor of the Board: If you can come,any time will

be agreeable to you.

Senator Owen: Our State is very deeply interested in this

40 
matter, which accounts for our presence here this morning.

The Governor of the Board: Senator Gore, would you like at

some future time to address the Board?

Senator Thomas P. Gore, of Oklahoma: I should not desire

to address the Board at length, certainly, but --

The Governor of the Board: It will be understood that --

Senator Owen, we will expect you at three, subject to your pleas-

ure.

•

Senator Owen: If you please; I will telephone as promptly

as I know, Governor.

Mr. Harrison (continuing argument): Speaking of tam south-

ern Oklahoma being a cotton section and Texas a cotton section,

which is dwelt on very largely in the arguments of respondent,

and also in the arguments before the Organization Committee,

claiming that Oklahoma being a cotton, and Texas a cotton, dis-

trict, they should be in one district, it should not be overlooks..
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ed that there is a large amount of cotton, about one-third of

the total Oklahoma crop, grown in the counties which are al-

ready in the Kansas City District. Therfore, the Kansas City

banks are, and must continue to be, thoroughly familiar with

handling this crop, as well as the extreme southern Cklahoma

crop, which they have heretofore financed. Hence the claim of

respondent, on page 54 of its reply, that the Kansas City bank-

ers are not competent to finance the Oklahoma cotton crop is

founded on a false supposition.

I will say the gentleman - the respondent - stated they

did not say they were not able banks, but said their experience

was not sufficient in cotton to handle this class of paper.

IP Now, Mr. Iiller, the federal reserve agent at Dallas, a member

of the board of directors, born and raised in Texas --

Mr. Huff: Kansas City.

Mr. Harrison: Kansas City - excuse me if I make a mis-

statement - born and raised in Texas, been a cotton banker all

his life, i.owms, or did before he became federal reserve agent,

a large number of cotton banks, and certainly knows the cotton

business as well as any banker in that section of the country.

He is one of the directors. Lir. A. C. has

spent all his life in the cotton regions of Mississippi, Ala-

bama, and other southern points. L'ir. L. Williams, another

director in the Kansas City bank, has had fourteen years' ex-

perience in banking, all of it in the cotton district, and un-

der these circumstances, it is absurd to say the dictert in

the Kansas City bank are not qualified to handle that situation.
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The Kansas City bankers have done it in the past successfully,

in open competition with Texas bankst and our bankers and mer-

chants are not so ignorant that they need the paternal club of

government force to compel them to learn where it is best to

finance their crops.

It is well known that Kansas City is the center of a great

wheat, corn and live stock 1Jroducing belt, and it is the money

from these sources that has heretofore financed the Oklahoma

cotton crop, and will do so with ease and satisfaction in the

future if permitted. As shown on pages five to eight of peti-

tioner's brief, the ability of Kansas City banks to finance Ok-

lahoma's products is immeasurably superior to that of the Dal-

las banks. And this accounts for the fact that such financing

has always been done in Kansas City or some other northern or

eastern point in the past.

Take the question of re-discount, to which I referred a

few moments ago, it is true at certain periods of the year the

Kansas City banks -- the total they had was about two and one-

half millions in 1914, but those re-discounts were out of the

way before the Oklahoma cotton crop came on the market. The

re-discounts of the Dallas bank L.,r_ at the highest point when

the Oklahoma cotton crop comes on the market.

It is on this unquestionable snowing that your petitioners

also base their claim that the natural course of business can

not in any sense be said to be followed in the present divi-

sion.
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In an effort to offset these clearly apparent facts, re-

spondent sets forth statements as to the direction in which

cotton, grain, lumber and some other products raised to a very

limited extent in southern Oklahoma move. This argument is

contained on pages 37, 38 and 39 of respondent's brief, and

can be answered by a single statement; respondent has confus-

ed the case of certain lines of commerce with the course of

banking. Your petitioners are representing a banking proposi-

tion, and while it may be true that some of the products to

which respondent refers move southward to the Gulf before mov-

ing eastward to European markets, the financing of these crops

is all done from the north and east and the Gulf movement of

freight in no way decreases the grounds for contending that

petitioners banking relations are with Kansas City and farther

east.

For instance, the respondent in his petition refers to

the case of the Kemp'.1 Kell Grain Company, one of the largest

buyers in the Southwest. They have a number of mills over

that country. Low, the wheat taken out of Oklahoma - five-

sixths -.is purchased by two firms, either Rosenbaum and Com-

pany, of Chicago, or ;amour and Company, of Chicago, and all

the financing of that crop comes from the north and east.

Respondent quotes on page 36 a statement from the Senate

record that banks will not be prohibited from doing business

with their previous correspondents, no matter in what district

they are located, but it is well known that the keeping of a

reserve balepice in a ireAlohal ban2s:9ar.ost always carries with
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it the necessity of a balance in a bank in the regional center.

Re-discounts - I secured this morning a statement of the

capital stock and deposits of the Dallas banks, Compared with

Kansas City, the Dallas banks have approximately seven and one-

half million capital and twenty-five million surplus; Kansas

Uity national banks' capital and surplus -- and I included the

surplus in the Dallas statement -- of fifteen million dollars;

deposits of one hundred and five million dollars,. Kansas City

deposits run seven to one of their capital and surplus; Dallas

deposits run three to one of their capital and surplus.

Respondent says, on page 46, that petitioners "have the te-

merity to propose to further reduce the resources of the Dallas

bank, and by so doing, the claim is put forward that this ac-

tion would help both banks." The fallacy of such a criticism

does not need explanation to any banker when it is remembered

that southern Oklahoma, like Texas, is a heavy borrower at cer-

tain seasons and at the same seasons as Texas. While the change

asked by petitioners would slightly reduce the capital of the

Dallas regional bank, it would in much greater degree reduce the

demand upon that institution for loans and therefore make its

position stronger.

That is a quotation from the respondent's brief. The fal-

lacy of this does not need explanation to bankers. It is true

If our petition is granted, the capital of the Dallas bank will

be reduced to about ,T.366,030, but while that is true, the calls

on that bank for loans will be reduced all out of proportion to

the reduction of capital, so the position of the bank will be
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strengthened instead of weakened. The Dallas bank, wit11. the

'territory which we ask to be changed would still have more

than one and one-quarter millions above the required capital

a federal reserve bank.

7espondent's brief is largely devoted to technical mat-

ters of no vital significance or inmort to t1-1_;- -nropor.ition, such

as the formation of this committee, the -rorn of the petition,

whether it was sinned by all the bans individually. Now the

for

way we got u/1 our Petition, -- and we tried to get it up as soon

after the Crganization Committee got nr at decision as possi-

ble'-- we sent out slips to the banks, identically the same slip

with the place for the officer of the bank to sign, a copy of

whtch arpears on the petition, and the original of irdlich is with

the Doard in every case.

*e -out it in as brief language as we could for your convel-

ience, to cover the grounds which are contended for j- this case.

if we had done, as respondent shows we s1 ouid n-epare a petition

ana send to every bank to have signed, it Tould be necessary to

take a year at least to ,7-e-L this petition around to the large

number of banks before we could have presented it to the Board:,

and .then in the identical language as presented, anl nothing

won]d have been gaine3, because every bm-C: has ci,D_med the same

worded petition thir case.

7?essnondent'.,L brief is largely devoted to technical rlatiers.

If you. at it you will find it is a lawyer's brief,

voluminous, yerioe, ancl replete with matters that are not vital

to this nuestioci at issue. I suppose that if we were lawyers,

and as eminent coun-
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sel as represented by the respondent, we would probably declare

this to be immaterial, unnecessary, and not responsive to the

question asked; but the fact remains that a large part of the

brief is not in response to the vital point put forward by us

in this case: Where have the banks in the petitioning district

been accustomed to transact their business, and what is the

most convenient and best arrangement for them? That is what we

have been trying to get at.

Insinuations are many times thrown out that this is a

movement on the part of Oklahoma City, and not by the banks in

question. Such an assumption gives too much credit to the abil-

ity of Oklahoma City bankers to force into line 110 national

banks and 170 state banks scattered over a wide territory, many

of which banks have no financial connection in the metropolis

of our State. To claim they could force into -- well, 110 out

of 135 national banks, and 178 state banks in the same district,

many of which have no financial connections at all with Okla-

homa City!

Oklahoma City is the natural center of the district asking

to be transferred, even if it is beyond the border of that dis-

trict, and if Oklahoma City bankers have taken any part in

this movement it has been because the petitioning banks natur-

ally looked to them for support in every movement in which they

are interested. If the relations of these southern Oklahoma

banks with Dallas were such as is claimed uy respondent, it

would be utterly impossible for Oklahoma City to have any in-

fluence upon them, and it would be likewise absurd to charge
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such influence.

Dallas -carries 28,820 Mercantile accounts in Oklahoma.

found this statement since cOmincr here to ThshinEton, and in

,looking in 7rad treet!s'illearn that the total number of all

mercantile accounts in Oklahoma r7ity is a little less than

122,000, and including all of Oklahoma, and yet these respond-

ents claim they carry 23,820 mercantile accounts in all this por

tion of Oklahoma.

Mr. huff: The statement is not that that many accounts in

southern -klahoma, but' that many accounts in Oklahoma as Thilas

hal has made the district.

"r. Uarrison: T stand corrected. I thought it was south-

emn rklaboma. And. that statement is made in the renate record

also. re still have 8280 to the good after giving you all the

merchants in Oklahoma. • Fuch a statement, that Dallas carries

28,280 accounts in Oklahoma, and only five bank accounts, is a

story that needs no refutation. It would be utterly impossible.

7e are glad that Dallas secured the bank. 7.e believe that

the great Empire of Texas alone an unaided is sufficient in

financial and commercial importance to warrant the location of a

regional bank somewhere in that State when there were to be

twelve such institutions established. e are not trying in the

least to injure the Dallas bank, VII, only contending for our own

rights.

Then it is considered that all of the territory which we

'ask is transferred, the Dallas bank will still have more than a

million and a ouarter- Capital above the amount required•b::.law

3TQLAD_nat aPe:LhOw .a tranSler
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made. Vthen it is further considered that we have excluded from

our petition the only section of Oklahoma which is in any reason-

able degree related by business associations to Texas, and that

a large per cent of the non-petitioning banks in the territory

asking to be transferred are located in the counties immediate-

ly adjoining the five which we have excluded, and that only

one county outside of those we have excluded has asked that it

also be included, Johnson County, which immediately adjoins the

county of Bryan,--the sincerity of our position should be clear-

ly seen, and our efforts to act in harmony with the best inter

both
ests/of Texas and Oklahoma apparent.

We ask therefore that in considering our petition you remem-

ber that it represents under any showing a margin of ten above

the two-thirds requirement claimed by the plaintiff, as shown

by a fair examination of Exhibit A. Further, I ask you to

mamient this point in mind, while there are a lot of letters in

the back of this urief, none of the letters contained in Ex
hib-

it C, and purporting to represent the feeling of bankers in

southern Oklahoma, are from bankers whose nmes are attached to

our petition,--not one of them,--and that all of the
 letters

contained in Exhibit F, again purporting to represen
t the feel-

ing of bankers in Oklahoma,--the petitioni
ng territory,--are

from territory that is excluded from our petition, and
 have

no more right to appear here as an argument against us 
than

would letters from bankers located in some point in Texas, 
be

cause they are conceded to the Dallas bank.

In justice to the banks in the petitioning district, which
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feel that their business relations have been unintentionally

outraged by the present district lines, we ask you to re-dis-

trict that territory so that their interests will be better

served, and the federal reserve system will not be handicapped

by unwarranted artificial barriers raised against its proper

development.

Gentlemen, that is our pocition. Vie are ready to answer

any questions. We have some bankers here from the petitioning

territory, who can speak for themselves, and we are at your

service. I thank you.

•

•
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ARGUMNT OP HR. CHARLES C. HITTP , COUITS:EL FOR RESPONDENT,

TILT; FEDERAL RESERVE BANK, OP DALLAS, TEXAS •

Gentlemen of the Board: I feel rather alone in this dis-

tinguished congregation today, with the great number of sixteen

inch guns being trained upon me. I feel that if I could not

in the words of the Kaiser, that I had the right and Croci

Alilighty with me, I would probably go down in defeat. But

gentlemen, this law is on trial; this is no bankers' law, yet

they stand up here and say what the banks want: This law has

not been passed at the instance of the banks, but it was passed

over the protests of the banks. You know the discussion that

took place vtilen this law was first -broposed. The hankers were

aiainst the law; the bankers (7.id not want this law. A healthy

opinion whipped this law onto the statute book. When

the banks found out the law was going to be passed, then they

came in for the first time and asked to be permitted to make

suggestions, and they did perfect the law, and made it, in my

opinaon, one of the greatest pieces of constructive legilation

ever placed on the statute books. But this law was not passed,

may please the Board, at the instance of the banks alone;

but it was passed to correct some evils that had grown up at the

hands of the banks themselves; it was passed in order to give

stability to the financial system of this country; it was passed

in order to keep the reserve centers in the East from corraling
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all the money at the time of short crops and depression.
No

The gentleman says that my argument in the brief is lely

technical. Well, now, of Q,ourse, that is a good deal in train-

ing. You have, as members of this Board, made some rules - I]ich

you have said were going to be followed in appeals of this kind.

One of the rules was that a petition must be signed by two-

thirds of the member banks. Now those rules were promulgated

on August 23, 1914. My objec'Lion was,--and it's technical, but

it goes to the very founda'Aon of this yroceeding, if the rules

have been made,--nrj objection was that this peti -.;ion was not

founded upon a petition prepared in accordance with these

rules, 'out shows that after • the Organization Committee's report

of the lines was made public, that banks, at the instance of

Harrison, sent in protest slips. Now, let's see if that is

not correct, as found in Mr. Harrison's own letters, away back

in April.

Now, the first one is

"THE OMAHOHA BA:TM:RS .ASSOCIA5:3:0/T
Office of the Secretary

Oklahoma City, April 7, 1914.

DALLAS DISTRICT."TO O. B. A. METMTS IN

"Gentlemen:

"Without presuming in the least to dictate in the
matter of the regional reserve bank districts, we feel
that another letter at this time will be welcomed by
you, in view of the many urgent letters and telegrams
we have received."
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P. 73

P. 74
3rf.

Now that is on April 7, 1914.

(Continues reading:) "The writer has much informa-

tion Which it is impossfble to convey in a letter, but

the main point is: After communicating with Senators

Owen and Gore, all Oklahoma's Congressmen, and after con-

sulting with bankers in Kansas City personally and can-

vassing the situation as thoroughly as time has Pernit-

ted, we are convinced that there is a reasonable chance,

by proper activiI7, to get Oklahoma placed in one regional

district.

"As ;Or a branch bank, the ad_ministration forces

are inclined to adopt the -)olicy of Placing branches only

where there are not overnight facilities for handling
business. Under that policy, and the Districts as now

framed, every city in Oklahoma is barred from obtaining

a branch.

"Our information is, that 95;. or the Oklahoma banks

that have been -,:laced in the Dallas District are very much

opposed to this arrangement. We ask that any bank that is

contented remain in that District, please write us at

once. All others should fill out the enclosed form AND

PETUIT TO THE URITII1H.(Do not mail it to Washington.) This

is VERY TZPORTAr!T AND swum) HAVL YOUR Ill:IDIAT72, ATTEN-

TION.

TPurt7ler sugestions will follow developments.

Very truly yours,
(Signed) W. B. HARISOTT,

Secretary O. B. A."

Now, that 'sthe first letter. That was before the rules

were promulgated.

Here is the second letter, just a week later:

"THE OKLAHOMA BANKERS ASSOCIATION
Office of the Secretary

Oklahoma City, Okla.,
April 13, 1C;14.

"TO THE DA= ADDRLSSED:

"We have not asyet received from you one of the

signed slips like the enclosed which we mailed you a week

ago and asked to be returned immediately. This is exceed-

ingly important, and we can not put too much 
stress on
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the necessity of hearing from every Oklahoma bank in the
Dallas District at once' definitely. If you want to be
in the Dallas District, please state that plainly. If
you do not, sign this slip today, and mail to us, unless
you already have one in the mail.

"We admit that there is only a fighting chance to
get the District changed, but we have good reason to be-
lieve it can be done. Today we have received from Wash-
ington a signed statement by a high government official,
whose support means as much to us as that of any other
man, saying he thinks this change can be made if the banks
will all sign the protest.

"It is very -Important to not only send this in, but
to wire your ConEresaman and -Senators, unless you have al-
ready done so. Let them hear from you direct in protest
against the lines as at present formed, if you feel that
way about it. . . "

(The letter was signed by W. B. Harrison, Secretary,
0. B. A.)

Yow, the point I make is this, that these -orotest slips

were not made and not filed in re8Donse to this procedure, but

were 'made and fileci. immediately after the announcement of

lines. I do not know what the -orocedure was at that time.

"C.C!,13

can not understand it. They were urged to "see your Congress-

man and to wire your Senator." I sulppose at that time the

Board had made no regulations with reference to the matter, and

yet certainly those slips which were sent in to be directed to

the delegation in Congress and Senators were not made as a pro-

test to base a petition on thereafter, because that was two,

three, four months before the rules were promulgated, upon

which this petition could only stand. 'Now, my position is that

under this procedure laid down by you, that this neti'eion has

never been file( in accordance with your rules.

Now, another position I take with reference to -this mat-
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ter is that, under the statute, under the law creating these

banks and this Board, this matter coul only come before the

Board as a review,— a pettion for review. :Jowl of courFie

they may say I am technical. Yet the well recognized, rule of

law is that where you are simply reviewing the action of some

other tribunal, that you can not change it, except on an error

of law, or where the finding Upon the facts was so erroneous

as to result in a miscarriage of justice and fraud.
/

Now, it says that "the determination of said Organization

Committee shall not be subject to review except by the Federal

Reserve Board When organized . i " -- no other tribunal could

review it, and the Board could only review it as a question of

review of the finding of the „Organization Committee, upon the

testimony taken on the hearings. Now, gentlemen, I will sub-

mit to you that in this  entire brief filed by the gentlemen

from Oklahoma, there is not one reference to one line of tes-

timony taken ulpon thehearing before the Organization Committee.

The Organization Conrlittee did not send any boys out to

transact this business. The Secretary of the Treasury, the

ecr2tary of Agriculture, and the Comptroller of the Currency

went themselves in person to every district in this United

States. They saw the ,00Dle; they came face to face with

them, they 'not their oinions; they had the hearings, they

saw the conditions upon the ground; and after seeing those

conditions they made these findings, created these districts

as they are now, and under the law, -- While it may he tech-
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nical, yet under this very law this Board, as a legal pro7)osi-

tion, has right to upset the finding of that Committee unless

there be an error in law or unless the finding of the Committee

L9 so eesroneous as to amount to a fraud upon the district as

formed.

I do not believe any gentleman following me will contro-

vert that well-known proposition of law.

How they say "You are technical." Well, now, if Ian, you

permdtted it; you invited it. The regulations say "At all hear-

ings hereunder, all questions of fact, including jurisOicional

and powers of the FederEl Reserve Board, may be urged." :Tow

that may be technica, but, 7,entlemen, when you come to consider

it, you are an appellate court; you simply have to take the

testimony as introduced on the hearings. All of these letters

from banks in Oklahoma, about the conditions of business,--all

of those letters mount to nothing if you are going to try this

case according to your own rules. That whole brief, eihen you

consider it, has to go out, because none of it is founded upon

a single syllable of testimony taken at these hearings. It is

not a trial de novo_, bu'J, it is an appeal; it is for the purpose

of determining thether or not the first -- those three gentle-

men vino went into every part of this country, and who saw and

heard every word of testimony, who made maps, who got the oni-e.-

ion of the people on t'ete ground, for the purpose of seeing

whether those gentlemen made such a serious error of fact as to

warrant you in saying that ',;.hisfinding of fact they made as to

these districts was so very erroneous that we .:ill have to over-
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turn it, because it amounts in the final analysis to fraud upon

the district as formed.

How, gentlerlen, another thing: 'When these protests were

first filed, it was said that they were being filed because

the State of Oklahoma was being r,ivided. Mow listen here:

This is .fliat 11±. Harrison himself says:

(From letter written by 7. B. Harrison to 0. B. A.
Members in Dallas District, dated Oklahoma City, April
7, 1g14:)

• we are convinced that there is a reasonable
chance, by proper activity, to get Oklahoma placed in
one regional district. . .

Now, the point I make is this, that When they sent out these

protests from Harrison's office in Oklahoma City, to be signed

by these banks, the point they had in mind then was that all

of Oklahoma was to be transferred to Kansas City. Now let's

see why that was not done. There are thirty banks in the five

counties that they have excluded from this petition. On file

'%:ith this brief are letters from twenty-six of those banks say-

ing that they want to be in the Dallas District. Since that

time there have been letters sent in from a bank in Hugo to

the Federal Reserve Board, a copy of it being sent to Dallas;

another letter addressed from the First 7a-Aonal Bank of Durant,

making tweny-eight of those banks in those five counties that

said they did not want to be in Kansas City, but they were

where they wanted to be. 70.7
• is it not absolutely as appar-

ent as the nose on your face that when these gentlemen got

to feeling around down there for the purpose of getting up

a petition, they ran across five counties that they could not
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jar, and they said "We wilt exclude you gentlemen, and we

divide the State of Oklahoma ourselves in another way than the

division of the Organization Committee." Now, they say to you,

the very first try out of the box, "We want to get all of 01:1-

homa into one district"; yet, gentlemen, when they went up

against the five counties down there -dlie-e there were twenw-

eight banks in favor of Dallas, those banks said, "Oh, no; we

don't want to go to Kansas City; you can not transfer us across

Kansas into Missouri. We want to stay in Dallas." Then they

did some dividing themselves. They made another division ethe

fltte of Oklahoma, and they pay a very nice compliment to T7.2.

McKinney in their brief, because they say "He is down there,

and we don't want to transfer him or this territory away and

therefore cause him to lose his job." Well, the law taaces care

of him. There was no reason for doing that, but point I

make is this, that on file with this Board are twenty-eight

letters from banks in those counties which absolutely say they

do not want to go to Kansas City, and they are not going to

Kansas City, if they can help it.

Now, gentlemen, if they had included those thirty banks

and tried to get a petition,
n 7that gentleman knows, they

know, that you could never have, by any kind of figuring, scared

up your two-thirds. Now, let's see: He says a list of these

banks :ELs found in the back of his brief; I got it from the

books in the Federal Reserve Bank in Dallas; but there are 166

banks. Now, thirty-four of tham admittedly, by their own De-
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cluded, making sixty-six; twenty-two wrote letters either say-

ing that they did not want to be transferred or that they felt

that no action should be taken now, thich would make eic.,hty-

six out of ';11.e one hundred sixty-six, would show that 

one-half of thebanks down there really were not behind this

movement.

ITow, he says, gentlemen,

since written other letters.

that some of those banks have

Well, all I can say is they saw

them last, since we did. These letters, he says, we ought not

to use them. I do not kno7i. I Jo not think there is any

breach of faith. Ia.. Tells wrote them, and said he was inter-

ested in knowing the feelings of these men, and the letters were

in reply to those letters of inquiry.

Mo..;, he takes up 11:2. Wood's letter,--Mr. Wood, of Altus.

Here is that Mr. Wood said just on December 24th:

(Letter signed by J. T. Wood, President of the City
Yational Dank, Altus, Oklahoma.)

"Regarding proposed change of Southern Oklahoma banks
into Kansas City District:

"I deem it unwise at this time to make any change; in
fact, we are very well pleased with Dallas. Should a ma-
jority of Southern Oklahoma bankers favor Kansas City, the
change could be effected at some future time. .

That is that he said just on December 24th. Here is ij'qat this

man from Apache says,--and right here I will say I have seen

another letter from him, and he does not want to be in any dis-

trict; he does not want any reserve bank. He says in the last

letter I saw from him that he did not want to be a member of
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any reserve bank any place. Now, lettE. see what he says:

(Letter addressed to Lr. Oscar 7ells, Houston, Texas,
signed by Mr. 7. T. Clark, President of the First 7ational
Bank, Apache, Oklahoma, dated August 31, 1914.)

"I have your letter of the 29th instant, relative to
the matter of making any changes in the present boundary
lines of the Dallas Regional Bank.

"I would be very glad indeed to favor you personally
in any way that I could, but we feel in Oklahoma that our
State should not be divided .

Now that's the way the Oranization Committee divided it, but

they contend it should not be divided that way, but that s

all right, to let Harrison divide it. It is.all right for Har-

rison to make the division if he wants to, but the Organization

Committee, that made it their duty according to the terms of

this law to ,)ass on it, can not divide it; but let Harrison

vide it for us: (Continues reading from above let..:ier:)

"I would be very glad indeed to favor you personally
in any way that I could, but we feel in Oklhoma that our
State should not be divided, and since we have, most of
us, dealt principally with Kansas City, we naturally look
that way for our banking connections. I like Texas and
her people, but I would have to get acquainted down there.

(Laughter.) -- (Continues reading:)

Naturally, vie are in close touch with Oklahoma City bankers,
and they are very anxious to pet the lines changed. I have
not heard lately of any action being taken in the matter.

"In our dealings with a Regional or Reserve 1,,aak, I
do not see that it can very much differaice Whether
the Bank is located in Dallas or Kansas City, however, as
stated above, our busi2less relations witil Texas -Doints have
been very limited. .

1Tow that, gentlemen, is a letter that he wrote on August

in res.00nse to 1:Te11s' letter.

21st,
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LToi'„he leter from .7:r. Thurmond of December 24th speaks

for itself. ::2c. Thurmond siml)ly says he did not think they

ought to have any chunge. 7ow, he has since written a letter;

vihela he -round out his brother Jas coming up here, he had to

write another letter, being cashier of the bank that his

brother is president of, and his brother coming up here to get

something done, he could not have a letter like this outstand-

ing. And they say we over-reached them, but I say they over-

reached us, because they went and got a later letter; and within

a period of thirty days Thurmond has changed his mind about the

vLole thing, and something hashap-.)ened within thirty days that

makes him think it is all right to go ahead.

Now, the gentleman in Holdanville wrote in August, and his

is What he said:

(Letter from Mr. L. T. Sammons, President of the Ame-L—

ican :;ational Bank, Holdanville, Oklahoma, dated August 31,

1cLa4, addressed to Mr. Oscar Vel7s, Vice President, First

HatiJnal Dank, •Houston, Taxas.)

"In reply to your letter of August 29th, will say that

as far as I am concerned now, I had just as soon be in he

Dallas District as in the Kansas City District, for the

reason that I think the Dallas District will understand

this cotton condition better than any other. I think the

Dallas District will fully realize What we are up against

in this cotton section, and will understand how to handle

the situation better than if we were in a grain or any

other territory. Therefore, I am perfec*;ly content

main in the Dallas District."

Now that is from Mr. L. T.. Sanmons, writen to Wells on

August 31st.

Here is a gentleman, Mr. Cross, Presiden of the State ITa-

tional Bank of Hollis. He says:
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(Letter from :1*.r: 7. S. Cross, President of the State
National Bank of Hollis, dated Hollis, Ohlohoma, January
15, 1915, and addressed. to Federal Reserve Board, Tashing-
ton, D. C.)

"In regard to the -oroDosed change --"

This letter can not be subject to any objection because it is

not even directed to anybody in Dallas, but is directed here

and filed here. I aspume, therefore, this one -Jill pass without

aay csm.

"In regard to the proposed change in this Reserve
District, we prefer to stay in the Dallas District, on
account of the distance and connections vthich the Pails
make. 1:7e are only twelve hours from Dallas and about
forty-eight hours from Kansas City."

Now, -gentlemen, here's a letter I want to ell your care-

ful attenion to, beca,lse it says that this man has, ::1!1e he

started out thinking he ought to be in the Kansas City Dis-

trict, thought the matter over and looked at it and feels he

ought to let it alone. He sc;frs:

(Letter from Mr. Tom Wall, Cashier of the First
National Bank, Poteau, Okle,:hama,'clated January 12, 1915,
and addressed to Hr. B. A. McKinney, Federal Reserve Ban::,
Dallas, Texas.)

"In these days of agitation, financial and otherwise,
I au becoming convinced that to 'Let well enough alone'
is a good axiom.

"The strenuous effort to effect a change in Federal
Reserve District No. 11, aCaing Oklahoma to the Kansas
City District, seemed to me to be a proper procedure and
for the best interest of all of we Oklahoma bankers -jho
petitioned; and, not to be contrary, I signed the -cetiion
for this bank, like a majority. Since the matterwill soon
be heard by the Federal Reserve Board, I have given the
Guestion of changing more thought thaa heretofore -- at
least more Intelligent thought -- for the reason that
now know more about the Federal Reserve 7anks and ',:heir
-Punc,Aons than heretofore, and I imagine this is true of
the most of the bankers.
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"Take the individual case of '.21.is bank. After sum-
ming it all up, I find our mail service to Dallas is a
few hours shorter than  into Kansas City. The SERVIC: of
one Federal Reserve Bank oears to be about the same as
the other. So far as I know, the discount rates are the
same. Items for credit and balances to check against
seemingly are just as convenien for us as they would be
in Kansas City or St. Louis. A few weeks' operation of
the banks has changed my ideas concerning them.

"I do not want to be put in the position of going
back on the petition I signed along with the other Okla-
homa bankers, but thought would drop you a line to say
that since finding out more about ,;he modus operandi of
Federal Reserve Banks, that it makes no difference to me
if the District remains like it is. In fact, I believe
I prefer it now, as it is.

"I have felt that the strong effort being put forth
to change the boundary lines would naturally cause you
to take a keen interest in the matterfrom a personal
standpoint, and I wanted, in this letter, to express my
'honest convictions' that perhaps a lot of us had rushed
into something that werealiy didn't know whether we
wanted it or not."

That's written on January 12th, from the First National lank of

Poteau, Oklahoma.

Now, those leters are all in the brief. I will not re-

hearse

I have

those; in the brief are twenty-six letters from bankers,

told you about, in the five counties they have excluded.

There are tyenty-two lettersfrom banks listed as petitioning

banks, some of thich have taken back erliat they wrote. There

are also letters from other banks not listed as petitioning

banks. row, those letters are all there. I will not take the

Board's time to go into the question of letters any further.

Now, let's consider the question -- they say the "vital

question" in this case. This Act says these "districts shal

be apportioned with due regard to the convenience and customary
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course of business, and shal not necessarily be coterminous

with any State or States. The districts thus created may be

readjusted and new districts may from time to time be created

by the Federal Reserve Board, not to

Now let's see, what does that mean?

exceed twelve in all.

That does not naturally

mean--necessarily have to mean the banking business; it means

that the States - that the lines must he so arranged as not to

disturb the trade relations, not thebanking relations. Now it

can not be denied, gentlemen, that practically ninety per cent

of the products of Sou.;_hern Oklahoma pass into Texas and

Louisiana. Say what you want to about it; but it is a cotton,

corn and .heat country. Its commerce does not go north; it

does not go east. Their own brief says that it goes southwest.

But they said that is not in the direction of Dallas. All

right; let's see. It is not in the direcion of Dallas, but

southwest is in the direction of the Gulf, and that entire com-

merce passes right down through the State of 7exv,s, oen,f'_ its

Gulf ports.

Now the banking business they say gods to Kansas City.

If it does, it takes an unnatural trend and it does not follow

its commerce. But there is a reason why banking businesr in

Oklahoma first went to Kansas City. Under the old law, as you

gentlemen well know, St. Louis was a reserve city; 7:ansas City

was another. That condition 'revailed for a great number of

years prior to the establishment of any reserve cities in the

State of Texas. Of course, that save Kanses City and St. Louis
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a greA benefit over the other sections of that country, be-

cause the Oklahoma banks had to keep a part of their deposits

in those reserve ci-cies. Therefore,' naturally, the business

was started to Kansas City and St. Louis by reason of this

local advantage they had on account of being reserve

and this condition prevailed for a great number of years priol-

to the establishment of any reserve cities in the State of

Texas; so that when Texas became a Sate 7iith reserve citie

Kansas City and St. Louis had. already gotten the trend of -the

banking business. But now that business did not follow its

natural trend. It did not follow the course of business. The

bankers' business went in a different direction from every-

body else's business, and yet they come up here and say to you

that because, forsooth, they have carried some balances in

Kansas City, they viould have you transfer Jogam from the very

door of the Dallas bank territory across the State of Oklahoma

and the State of Kansas into :tissanri, because, forsooth, they

had carried some accounts in the banks up there, and in hard

times they had gotten some concessions there. But, gentlemen,

what does the law mean? It means that the course of trade,

that is, the course of commerce, must not be disrupted by this

vfLsion. Is it a hardship to say that a man can get paid for

his product there it is sold; that a man can ship his cotton,

his grain, and his products into Texas and Louisiana do-,-;n by

the Dallas bank and be -0 aid for his products where they are

sold, is that a hardship, and does that divert the course QC
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business? It can not be insisted, and they wont attempt to

tell you; they wont ateemt to tell you that the cotton, -Lie

grIn, the corn, the surplus raised in Southern Oklahoma, d.ees

not Pass into Texas and into Louisiana, and out through the

Gulf ports. They iiii not contend it, but they lay their case

.•..holly upon the euestion that the bankers, the chosen class,

must be favored to the disadvantage of everybody elsel

let's see the result. These banks have been in opera-

tion less than three months. They: ere opened on November 16,

1914. Next week they will be in operation three months. ITe

man on earth can tell at this good day whether the conditions

that they paint so horribly will come to pass or not, no man

can foresee. It is highly speculative. To take airy action

11 Ow, however, -Jould'. be a leap in the dark. 1211y the banks have

not even reached half of their efficiency. Their capital is

not all paid in. It will take those banks three years -;() reach

the height of their efficiency, yet in les:- than three months

after the opening of these banks these gentlaaen ask you to

tear these lines asunder!

Listen to hem prophesy evil, asthey as you simply to

tear these lines to pieces and create some mores Now, gentle-

men, of course you have the physical power to do it. You can

sit down and write an oder to do it. But where would that lead

to? Suppose you were to say, "All right, 7F.r. Banker from

South Oklahoma, although these banks have not gotten well

started, although the Board has not even 2drelaulgated all the
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rules with reference to them, although we have not even fixed

it so the State banks could come in, and these banks are still

in their infancy, yet, at your behest, at your request, and

because, forsooth, if you put all the State of Oklahoma in one

district, probably Oklahoma City would get a branch bank, we

will cut these lines asunder, and we -:ill put you in the Kansas

City District." Well, now, gentlemen, I say you can do e), but

where would it lead to? The very instant that thing was done,

every dissatisfied community in the United States would be send-

ing 7)y petiions -;o get transfer:red. Oklahoma is not the

only place in the world that feels that probably they ought to

have been in some other district, or that they ought to have

been in the center of some district. The practical result of

overturning within less than three months the judgment of the

Organization Committee would simply lead to an absolute disru.o-

A.on of these banks. llow why would you do it? 'Why would you

do it? They do not say the Dallas bank is not taking care of

the business in Oklahoma. They say that they are prophets, that

they can see into the future, and they say "-ffe believe that when

they have a big crop, the Dallas or the Texas banks would bor-

row all the money, and leave the Oklahoma banks without any."

ilow can you see that? Do you see that? That's what they

see. Well, now, suppose. that were to hap-)en! This law is

framed just so it would cover a situation like that like a

blanket. It says if one federal reserve bank has to, it cen

discount with another' its members' paper, so that if this ter-
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rible calamity cos to -pass, if the Texas bankers were to co

up there to Dallas and say, "Here, I want all your money to

float our cotton crop," and if -;hey were to get it all in

August or September or October, and you came along in 1Tovember

and waited some money, dl in the world the Dallas bank would

have to do would be to take your paper and go to some bank that

was not very crowded and did not have all the businers it could

care for, and you would just be swiming like the balance of

the bunch! Now, gentlemen, I can not foresee that terrible

calamity that they do. I do not catch it at all. Of course

my hindsight was always better than my foresi-,ht, but I do not

believe I could. see that even with my hindsight. But it may

happen. But it is not going to hap9en while you and

It may happen some time.

Now that, gentlemen, is the gist of this petition.

Now, let's see; 7.1r. Harrison is a good letter-writer.

He just writes lots of letters: 'When Harrison has not any-

thing else to do he just sits dom and takes a stenographer and

writes some letters! Now, I do not mind most or the letters he

writes, and have only taken exceotion to this one. This is

dated Jmuary 13th. 7e says to the bankers in the Dallas Dis-

trict:

I live.

"At the request of several bankers Wilo are anxious

to have our petition granted, I am sending this letter.

• • •

He did not say 'Ynere those banks were situated, either. (Con-

tinues reading:)
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"These bankers inform me that narties interested at Dallas
are urent1:- requesting banks that have signed our oetition

towithdraw their plea and authorize Dallas representatives

-;o state they wien to remain in that district. We do not

know of a single bank that has complied with this request.
11

• • •

17311, since they have come.up here, they have found some infor-

mation; they have learned something, when they got to Tashinton,

or when they got this brief they learned something, that some

of them had taken such action, and had -Lot gone back on it

either! (Continues reading:)

"We do not kno-:i of a single bank that has complied with

this request. 7.9 believe the bankers of Southern Oklahoma

have enough good sense and stamina to keep them from being

either weak-kneed or loose-jointed at such a time as this.

"It is apparent that Drllas is considerably worried

by our petition. --- "

Well now, they may, but I had not heard it; there is no rumor

like that down there. There may be an under-current that is

depressed, but thereis no stampede on account of your petition.

They are still going on, and the bank is open. (Continues read-

ing:)

"The truth is, that they were given until Tanuary 1st to

file an answer, and that on Tanuary 8th no answer had been

filed, nor do we think any has been filed since. Ho

answer can be filed to our oettion Which would really -,)(,

an ans\Jer, because it is unanswerable. ---"

—ell, that's very nice to say about his o,in petition, and I em

sorry I can not agree with him. He pleads guilty to having

written a good one, and I will grant him that honor. (Con-

tinues reading:)
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"We believe Dallas fs de-oending on olitical su-ol)ort to
offset incoqtrovertible facts, while it is possible

su)port may wi,n, weare very silling to leave

that matter to the Fed:„ral Reserve Board. We have the

promise of splendid support ourselves in high political

circles, and that -)romise is in wriAmg. • • • "

7e11, that is kind of a reflection on the sufport, that it li<7%s

to be in wri';ing before they will count on it, but wewill pass

that. (Cofltinues reading:)

"Our hearing will be held February 10th, and :7essrs.

Craig and Robertson and the writer will probably reada

Washington Peb. 9. If any other bmkers would like to

go with us we -ould be pleased to know this. If any

banks desire to contribute to an expense fund to provide

additional representa.ion, they may do so in any amount

they see fit, and we will use the funds to the best of

our ability. . • •

I never saw them when they would turn that down. Even Texas

bankers will take a little contribution to anything. (Continues

reading:)

"The most important step is for every banker who is inter-

ested to write a personal letter at once to Senator Gore,

Senator Owen and Representative Scott Ferris. It is being

represented to these parties very insistently that the

petitioning banks wish to -A.thdraw, and such statemens

should be corrected in a positive manner. Please keep

this office supplied with copies of your correspondence

on this subject. Very truly yours, (Signed) W. B. Harrison,
Secretary."

Well, now, I have often wondered why that was. If these

gentlemen had a case in the Supreme Court, they would not be

writing their representatives about it. 7hat have they got

to do with it?

iTow, gentlemen, he says in this letter, and this is the

thing I want to take issue with him about, that ,Dallas is de-

pendent on -political support. :To man holding public office in
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(

has been even op-preached or talked to in -;his contest.

Dallas has never sought to put this bank into jolitics. To man,

no senator, no representative, no man 7!ho holds a political of-

fice, has ever been approached concerning contest, or talks

to about this proposition.

1:r. Harrison: May I explain that noint, 77,-. Huff?

Mr. Huff: Yes; go ahead.

Mr.Ilarrison: The Dallas papers stated just before that

letter was gotten out that Postmaster General Burleson had made

a personal visit ';() Dallas, and was still there, and that they

expected to have a friend at court, and that was thy the letter

was -:-/ritten.

:Tx. Huff: Well, of course I do not know irthat a Dallas

paper may have said, but I say to you gentlemen that when this

matter was first turned over to me, I said, "Don't any man con-

nected with this bank write any man in office about this -oeti-

tion This ban:: can not afford this bank simply can not af-

ford to go In-:: o and to have any limn in politics tak-

ing any action with reference to this matter." And, gentlemen,

that has been the procedure.

ITow the thing I an trying to explain is that this letter

in stating that we were dependent upon political support is un-

founded. We are not depending upon any support except the fact

that the right of this contest is with the Dallas bank, and

that the Orranjzation Committee's action ought not to be over-

turn ed.
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:Tow, 0;entler,m, in makinr, this statement, I want distinct-

ly to state I do not mean to reflect on any. one. I know the

gentlemen who represent Oklahoma, and some of them are per-

sonal friends, and I am quite sure that, while they Diay have

been written to about this matter, that their interest in the

matte,' is simply to present the facts to this Board just like

It is being done in this instance, and I do not want to give an

impression otherwise. But I simply want to correct the impres-

sion that has gotten around that part of Southern Oklahoma that

the Dallas bank was trying to rush into politics.

Chairman, do you know what time I am to run?

The Governor of the Board: Twelve o'clock.

Hr. Huff: (Continuing) Now, gentlemen, :Tr. 7E,,,rri son s ays

that on page 54 of my brief I said the Kansas City bank was not

competent to take care of the cotton situation. Well, now, I

am quite sure that he did not mean to nut it in that language,

because I know tha-; he would not want to misouote me, or to Put

me in an attitude or position before this Board that ..fould not

be just correct, but here was What was said:

"It is therefore apparent that the recleral Reserve
Bank of Dallas, manaFed as it is and as it necessarily
will continue to be, by a Board of Directors who have
an intimate knowledge of the cotton industry, cad better
serve thebanks of Southern Oklahoma than the Kansas City
Reserve Bank, which is operated by directors and officers
who, thouszh thoroughly qualified in a general my and.
eicoperly diseaosed toward their member banks, cannot, of
course, understand the needs of a bank in a cotton growing
region."

Now, gentlemen, that was the statement I made. I do not

say these gentlemen are not competent. I think they are come
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petent. But here is the situation. The Dallas bank is neces-

sarily officered by men who have had their entire banking ex-

perience in a cotton country. They know the ebb and flow of

the cotton business. They know that it is necessary to inflate

the edits at a certain -3eriod of the year, and the point I at-

tempted to make was that a bank not officered by men who 71,d

had the actual, -eractical experience in the cotton country,

would feel like probably at times that the creCits were going

too far, and that they did not understand the cotton situation

as a banker would that was situated and manned or con:roiiei by

gentlemen who had put in their lives in banking in the cotton

States. And I had not criticized and r7o not mean to criticize

the bank. I am quite sure that the :Kansas City bank is --

has officers that can thorouhly take care of any business,

but at the same time it does not neces'saril: follow that because

t-1.*:: have good officers, that, those officers have an intimate

acquaintance with the cotton situation to such an extent as that

they could render the sane kind and character of service as a

banker familiar with the Cotton situation.

Now, gentlemen, there is another thing cropped out in this

contest, and I wantit distinctly understood that what I am say-

ing now is not in the way of criticism, because I recognize that

whatever action has been taken has been prompted by a desire to

boost the home town, but you can not escape this thing, this one

thing will stand out prominent in this contest, and that is,

that Oklahoma City banic vs have violated the instruction of 7r s-

ident lalson, and are not neutral. :Crow, of course, that being
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true, necessarily it would become material to find out why it

was gentlemen situated without this district, apparently had

no nte:iest in the matter, would be unneutr al, that 1iy 1.1- 1 Cl-

not let the fight go on without taking part. Tovr, I do not say

that they were taking part, but their own People say so. 70w,

here's a letter written from Kiowa, Oklahoma. This man --they

do not say this fellow at Kiowa is coerced, or anything of .the

kind; he says:

(Letterfrom C. Y.f. Crum, Cashier of the First 1Tational
Bank, Kiowa, Oklahoma, to the Federal Reserve Board, Wash-
ington, D. C., under date of Nagust 14, 1914.)

"Referring to the effort of Oklahoma City to change
that part of Oklahoma that is in Federal Reserve District
Eleven, from the Dallas to the Kansas City District, we
are pleased with the District as made, and feel that the
business of Seuthern Oklahoma can be best handled through
the Dallas District, and d.esireto potest against this
change being made."

There is another letter from a bank at Tishomingo; another

one from a bank at Durant; and ey might say that Mr. McKinney,

an officer in the Durant bank, was B s-Q onsible for that letter.

Here ' s one, however, from the First ilati onal 3ank at Frederick:

(Letter written by Mr. 3. B. Beard, Jr., Cashier of
the First 3Tational Bank, Frederick, Oklahoma, to the Fed-
eral Reserve Board, Washington, D. C., dated January 8,
1915.)

"It is my oe)injon that this movement was instigated
by Oklahoma City bankers, and is being pushed on account of
Interests of Oklahoma City parties, and not for the welfare
of a majority of hankers in the District.

"We are highly pleased with the selection of Dallas as
the reserve center of this District, and hope that no
change will be made in the -'resent District lines."
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Now, there.:are five -or six letters in this file to the

same tenor, and there-Fore I say that I am not saying -- I am

not mak ing the charge that Oklahoma City bankers have violated

the jaws of neut raa ty, but the banks in this district them-

selves are making that charge.

Now, of course, thisfirst letter of Mr. Harrison's, where

t says there %di]. not 1.)3 any branch bank in Oklahoma unless all

of 0:c1ahoraa is put in one district, would. furnish a. very patent

reason as to why this condition existed.

Now, gentlemen, in concluding, I want to call your atten-

tion to one or two -Facts with reference to .the- roximity of

territory. I am going to take a few towns on

the main lines of the railroad hich run both to Dallas and. to

Kansas City on the M. K. & T.: 'McAlester seems to be the

farthest t, (rim. from Dl1as. McAlester is 201 miles from Dallas,

and is 316 miles from Kansas City. From McAlester, the time to

DLalas by rail is six hours, and the nearest --closest time to

Kansas City. is ten hours. That's by the fastest rail. Going

over on the other .side, the Rock Island, 'Purcell is the first

to7.7n south of the river.

Mr. Harrison: That's on the Sante Fe.

Mr. Huff ( continuing) : On the Santa pe, ye s ; --Purcell I s

distance to Dallas is 206 miles; Purcell's distance to Kansas

City is 435 miles. On the Rock Island, C'-1'.ckasha. would -9robab1y

be the farthest tovin no:ch on that railroad, towards Kansas City.

Chickasha's distance to Dallas is 211 miles; Chickasha.' s dis-
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tance to Kansas City is 411 .3 miThs; Cllicasha' s train service to

Dallas is eight hours and thirty minutes by one train, and seven

hours by another, and its train service to Kansas City is fifteen

hours by one train and twelve hours by the next. Elk City,

where 1.:r. Thurmond) a bank is locatec7, a 304 miles from Dallas,

and it is one of the extre:(1.e towns, and 472 mile s from Kansas

City. On the line of railroad running from Elk City towards

Dallas will be found the towns of Mangum, Altus, Frederick,

Grandfield, and several oilier towns, all yould be very

much closer to Dallas than to Kansas City. Going over to 17.o-

Alester, between :,:c..klester and Dallas, is found Durant, Vlbert,

and several other important towns that get nearer to Dallas and

-rirrth r away from Kansas City. Over on the Rock island,

Chickasha, between Chickasha and the Ter,as line, is :Ardmore ,

xxxt Paula Valley--

Mr. -r-Tarr is on: You are mistaken; they are over on the

Santa Fe.

Mr. Huff (cont inuing) : Yes, I am; Rush S-orings , Duncan,

Comanche, Harlow, Ryan, Lawton, au et t e , all of 7:Lich would

*1 c closer to Dallas by a considerable distance than they would

to Kansas City. Purcell is 260 miles from Dallas, and. nearer

than to Kansas City. 1Tearer to Dallas also would be even the

o,.,-ns of Paula Valley, Ardmore, Marietta., and one or two others

os e names I do not recall; but the ?Do in; I want to show you

s that you take all of that territory, over all of it, and

you take the most extreme point s , - indeed, practically all c hem,- •

are about half the di stance to Dallas that they are to Kansas
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City. You take the principal railroads that traverse that

country, and that run into both Dallas and Kansas City, and

those points on thoSeroads, the farthest towns from Dallas are

prac-f,fcaly about half as far as they are to Kansas City. :Jaw,

gentlemen, they will not dispute that.

You take the time cards of the railroads. I have several;

there in my grip; and you will see it takes about half the

.;ime to go from the extreme point in this territory from Dallas

and to Dallas as it would to Kansas City.

Now, if this territory does not belong properly to Dallas,

if this territory, situated within one-half the distance from

Dallas as from Kansas City,--the farthest point,--and vino se

nearest trri tory is probably one hundred miles, if tills terri-

tory does not belong in the Eleventh District, then where does

it belong? If, in organizing these districts, the Cmflittee

made an error, In.idh you are going to reverse, 7then they organ-

ized and established these lines; if they made an error in put-

ting this territory - ,Jht ar- ainst the Dallas Dank in the Dallas

District, ft7;.at territories go into it, and how are you going to

establish theselines?

T e, • 7*
.6:

bankers.

7 gentlemen, 44:i is a matter of impossibility to lilease

rr,Jay, there is not a rum on earth, non any committee

of three men -- I do not believe if the Saviour himself would

come down here and lay out these lines,--that he would satisfy

all ..1.2.e bankers. If it was not the Oklahoma City bankers,--and

they are just as good as anyone,--if it was not for them, it

2-eifte-15-o-e it juilt the itital 2atire-ric-ecn inDigitized for FRASER 
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stinct to kick! (Iaug'iter) How in Germany, you could not do

t-lat. You might 30 over there in Germany, and you could not

get Harrison, even in the bosom of his family, to say what the

Government did was not a good thing, and that its officials Old

right; but over here, every man feels it is his prerogative to

kick at something that someboely else did, J. is no touble for

a hunch of bankers to start up trouble like a hornet's nest in

Pa-0t of the district; and the:; do ft all over the count-0y.

T could go down in Louisiana end have a contest in a week; get

"Jew Orleans or somebody to start a ro.. down there, and there

-,oule; be a contest. And, gentlemen, if you put the stamp of

your approval on ihis contest, if you take this territory situ-

ated right in the face, almost, of the Dallas bank, and trans-

-ter it across Kansas into Missouri, then, gentlemen, you have

opened the flood gate, and you will never close these lines so

long as the law is a law, and t,:tet is no mistake!

Mr. Harrison was speaking ,s;his morning about some dire

conditions that he could see in the future, and I assume, there-

fore, that you, having heard him so patiently give you the evils

that he can see,--that you will -oermft me also ';o do a little

prophesying and a little soothe-seeing; and now, gentlemen, let

me tell you, suppose you were to say, "All ri7lit; you all are

-
0 L.) ac-, fellows; you have got good fellows with you," and you

"All right, we will just tear these lines to pieces because you

want us to, and we will tear up these districts." In two years

the-0e would not be any law. If you do that, if you overrule the
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Organization Committee on the finding made upon the tes7,imony,

on the facts '1:hich exist in this instance, if you should do

hat, why you would not even get to go to meals; you 7iculd have

to sit here all the time and hear contests: There would be

such a rush of hot air you could not cool off until the evenings

Everybody wanting to change their districts! Ythy, every city,

every one of these towns that has not a bank would want one; am

T would, venture to say,--now, you understand, I an prophesying,—

if you do that, in less than six months Harrison would be back

up here saying that Oklahoma City ought to have eithera bank. or

a braach bank; and in anothereighteen months, he would say,

"Let's move the Dallas bank up to Oklahoma City:" Gentlemen,

you can not do it. This levi is a practical law. In the opinion

of thinking men, ft is the best piece of legislation put on the

statute books in the last fifty years; but it can be brou7h-::

into disrepute so quickly! And the very people who ask you to

(lo it -Jould be the people who would bring the act into disre-

pute.

2 11.c), one ,;.ord as to The general effect of this law. Every-

body knows that when this law is properly inter-oreted, and these

banks are in good running order, that the conditions, such as

we had in 1071 will fade as a mist before the rising sun. Such

conitions are not -oossible. This law was enacted for the pur-

pose of puttinr;: into these federal reserve banks the money that

was properly tributary to the territory in which they were. It

is very proper to keep from the eastern States a congesion of
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the money, and to let the money stay in the territory where the

products were raied. Experence had taught that J.;lie custom

that had .nr;vaileC in banking systems, end that the custom that

had prevailed and had grown up under usages of the banks them-

selves, was not wise, and that in order to give relief to the

entire people, some further legisla-Aan had to be enacted, and

this legislation, gentlemen, was enacted as a result of

well matured public o-,)inion, and ..;his law was framed for the Pur

pose of giving stability and of equalizing the banking facilitie:

in the entire United States. Yow you gentlemen are clothed un

the authority; it is your duty to interpret this law, and to

see that it does not get into disrepute. It's now backed by a

healthy public opinion; eveythinf7 fs in its favor. Fut, gentle

men, these contests, if continued, if this dig,:;ing keeps on, if

nOthing. dan be (lone unless there is an appeal, if the time of

this Board is to be taken up by harrying of bankers coming on

here and saying, "Because I kept a (_07osit once up here, five

hundred miles away," therefore you must take me right out Of

the door of the bank I am in, and put me over four or five

States into another bank; if that is going to keep up, gentle

men, it will not be long until your law will get into disrepute,

and these "wise gentlemen" who are up here in the Capitol, who

"make no errors", who ms ed this law, and ':Alo are now watching

to set, its good cfects, if a turmoil comes up, if contests

continue, if digging kees on, they will say, well, we made a

mistake about that; we ilJ. just wipe it off, and that will be

the result; and that's sure to be result if things should
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hapPen to take a turn in two years that some of us do not

Peet, and if some of our distinguished statesmen that now so

eloquently defend their posieions in 7aSliington should lose out,

and some of the other brand should come in, and this la,- fs in

disrepute; it is not their law anyway; they will say, we will

wipe it off. Yow, gentlemen, this law, in my opinion, and that

of the mess, and of thinking men -" of course when I spy- that,

I just get in Harrison's class -- thinking men have prohounced

this law*us onellhose benefits will be far-reaching and sub-

stantial. That of course means that the law is to be it clone.

If you are going to tear do.;-in these districts in less than three

months after these 1)enks start, when are you going to :out uP

the ba-os and :keep them up? How can you tell within three

ron';Ths? How can you tell that these three gentlemen who went

al over this country, and heard this testimony, are in error?

*My, gentlemen, it occurs to me that the only thing that can be

done is to postpone any action in this matter until t:2ese iBnks

have been -2ermitted to get on a firm foundatLon, until they are

permitted to get the strength that

get, so that you may ihtelligently

t7-.1e law authorizes them to

pass an opinion,--not dream

conditions as they portray them to you 11-; prophesies of dire

evil that may come, but that you may dete -emine by ex-,)cricnce

whether this committee, in its judgment, has committed an error.

And now, gentlemen, believing that this contest is not one

of merit, and that this Board. D-7:.11 commit a very grievous and

far-reaching error if they should overturn the judgment of the

Organization Committee, :I submit this matter to you, firm in
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the belief that business en as you are, you will simD12,-

tl,ese facts, and. will not transfer out of ...;he door of the Dallas

bank territory, the E;.^ eat est distanc of same "being less than

three hundred mi.13s, to a bank four or five hundred. miles away;

and I submit this case to you, gentlemen, in all earnestnesS,

elieving that the action of the Organization Cormi ttee was

such as ±1.; should have been,that it wa.s best upon a full and

f air hearrig upon the ground, that nothing has "ben inc-iun 
to

change those facts, and that if you try this case on the same

facts that the Board tried it on, if you have "before you and

consider simply those facts that the Organization Committee con-

sidered, and as your rules say you will consider, you will f-ler

be compelled to say we confirm the judgment ofthe Organizatio
n

Cviimittee, and that these lines shall remain established until

experience shall have taught us that the error has been com-

mitted, and we will not try to prophesy and foresee error in

the future. I submit the matter to you.

The Govrnor of the Board: You have ten minutes,

Harri son.

Er. p",-..7.,rri son: I do not think reouire all of the

ten minutes. I would like to =lain first why in our brie
f

we did not refer to the Organization Committee testimony. The

t estimony before the Or ni zat ion Committe e , -- the only testi-

mony submitted. by Oklahoma bankers, was submitted at the hear
-

ing at Kansas City; the only testimony given in that case was

in favor of placing all of Oklahoma in the Kansas City dis-
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trict,- not one word of contrary testimony. The repriondent in

his brief Dotes a statement from 7:r. Banks, made in that case,

that Dallas was his second choice, but tnere was absolutely no

testimony submitted 'a: fore the Organization Committee, request-

ing that we be placed in any other than the Kansas City dis-

trict. Of course, there were very kind sug6;estions and remarks

and remarks throun out by the Kansas City bankers to prove to

the Organization Committee that weour;ht to be in Texas, but

am speaking from -Elie Oklahoma standpoijnt; therefore, we felt

it was unnecessary for us to review 'testimony which is absolutely

all one way. Not only so, but TIT. Howard Ardrey, of Dallas,

who was the chief witness of Dallas before the Organization

Committee, made this statement, on page 3256 of the record. The

Secretary of the Treasury asked the normal courseof Oklahoma' s

business, and their exchanges is with Kansas City and St. Louis,

is it not? Mr. Ardrey rplie1., "Pitlarilj, yes, sir."

On page 3241 of the same eco d occurs this question by the

Secretary of Agriculture: "Have you any communications on the

*o art of Oklabma people indicating their preference?" To which

Ardrey replied, "No, sir."

that would be the use of our going into the testimony be-

fore the Organization Committee, When it is all one way? Our

brief simply anpl if i es the te st imony which we gave at Kaa sas

City, and iihich vie believed you needed to have expanded, in or-

der to have a true estiAate of this action.
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As to the political elements of this, Our brief statement,

we are,:illing to submit this matter to the Pederal Board win.-

ut regard to politics. I will state that the banks in Oklahoma

are different from Dallas, which is a federl jastitt...',ioa, and

re-c)resentedin Washington by no one. Those banks were rep-

resenteJby .Senator Owen and Senator Gore and the congress:Jen

referred to, and had a .perfect right to see their interests

were taken care of. We have never believed. ol tics :ould ever

enter into this case; if we had we would certainly not have

been here.

In the gentleman's argument regarding the course of trade,

he said "the course of trade for the S'juth". He has only

s.„Doken of one side of it, and has not said one word about the

importsinto that country, practically all of which, except

the small amount ich comes from Texas --all therest comes

from Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago, and the Southeast. It is

not correct that the course is the other way; Vie course of

trade is from the north and east, 'rn:,t the large volume of ex-

ports of cotton and freicrii, go by reason of frein- rt;

to J.;:le Gulf and eastern -,)orts.

resources

He spoke about  mail facilities, That it is t-::o hours --

days -- from some eoLnts near Dal1L-,s to Kansas City. '.ihat dif-

ference doesit make to a bank that posts 1:iq letter in the

morning and the letter is delivered the same nir;ht, or whether

it gets on the train immediately and reaches the banl‹- the next

morning? There is a poin', in this territory where a letter
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posted in the afternoon 77111 not bein Kansas City the next

lorning. It does not make any diJiference, over-night facili-

ties are what we are after in the banking business.

I should have referred, in the course of the letters, C

the fact that the First .1:Cational Bank of Chicago, one of

twenty-two, is represented here in person by one of the directors

sent here for the purpose of speaking for that bank.

.1-n going through the record of Exhibit A, I forgot to

mention that -- I do not desire to Oetaih the Board any longer

we presented our argument oratory, --no evidence to f;10%,

you we could make a speech, or anything of Ifae kind, but I do

-wish to say we believe we are entirely within the rules on this

occasion. It seems to me it is somewhat out of line for LI'B

gentleman to come do:.n here and say we have no right to present

our 12eti';ion When in the rules that are formulated by the

Board it is provided that the re)resentatives, that is, of the

respondent bank, )9:Ilan be given seven days in which to re.oly.

Our - et:7-%ion was filed on the 22nd day of September -- or the

15th day of Septembr. He had until the 22nd day of September

under those rules to file the reply. He filed it on the 30th

day of January. We have said nothing about it. 7ie are willing

to give them all summer, if necessary, to get up a relay; but

when they get three or four months, in which to file their re-

ply, and then CO7Le up here and say that we have not conformed

to the rules, ,, e feel obligated to call atteni;ion to their own

failure to observe the terms of the rules of the Board.
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Huff: Mr. Harrison, he matter was n,it the

attention of the Dallas bank un.fil the first of' j'anuary. It was

ore. our fault.

Mr. Harrison: I beg your pardon, but I have records from

the Federal Reserve Board Which show it was called to the atten-

tion of 1.Le bank on the 20th day of October, but we will leave

that to the record, and I will not state that is a -)ositive fact.

The law t self states, — I think I can understand -.plain

"The districts shall be an-por4,;ioned, )rovded.,"-- this relative

to the review, -- "the determination of said Organization Com-

fat tee shall not be subject to revi exce•ot by the Federal Re-

serve Board when organized: Provided., That the districts shall

e apportioned with due regard to the convenience and customary

course of business and shall not necessarily be coterminous v,ith

any State or States." Te are here contending that it vis not so

f ormed; that it would be subject to review at any time under

-Gaose circumstances; but are perfectly lling to abide by the

rules of the rederal Reserve Board, cause, under those

the only tes.'.;imony offered here has be en under the content ion of

Oklahoma. .If you can find one iota of testimony given at the

Kansas City Imring -- and the Organization Committee notified

them to appear there and show ..•ihere they wanted_ to go -•t-if you

can find ane iota of testimony given before the Organization Corn

mittee, %Ihich shows we wanted to go first to theDal las bank, we

are willing to withdraw our plea. Every man v,ho went there de

the contention we are making here today. Bmking is not all our
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business; wehave every other kind except export of cotton, and

some of those products come from the east; and it was our nat-

ural local on, and we should be permitted -;co go there. If thie‘

'hearing is based on the testimony before the Orc-anization Com-

Attee, as the gentleman contends, we are perfec'ay 7illing to

have it decided on that ground, because every item of that tes-

timony is in our favor.

I feel that our factshave been yeesalted as facts, and

there are a number of the issues vi:Ich the gentleman presented

whic'l. we do not think are pertinent or that this Board cares

very seriously to consider; at least that is our opinion of

them. Vie came hare to present these facts. Tt is not a fact

that the bankers of Oklahoma were against this bill. I call

the gentleman's attention to the fact that the author* of this

bill is from Oklahoma, and is an Oklahoma banker. And the

bankers of Oklahoma stood behind him in this move, and it is

ut fair or right to come here and contend that the bankers e -J7

Oklahoma Were o-oosed to this movement, when we have done every-

thing we could to have t1-1:.s bill -eromulgated, and -out in force

the proper way, and we believe today we are better 7 -fiends of

'the, measure because of trying to get these 7eenking relations

transacted through their natural channels than men edio would

ask the government to compel banks to -,)lace their balances

where they do not and never can belong, and we believe the FeC-

aral Reserve Board has sufficient experience in the banking

business to know these are facts and that they have been stated

as facts and can not be contro-Terted. I 't2aanic you.
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(The hearing was re-convened at 3:11 o'clock, p. m.)

The Governor of the Board: Gentlemen, I have just receiv-

ed word from Senator Oven that it will not be possible for him

to be here this afternoon, so that the only thing to do is to

adjourn this until such time as we hear from him. He said he

: would try and let us know when he could come. So that I do not

know that all the gentlemen care to stay here, but of course

the representatives of the two bodies would naturally want to be

! here, and hear what the Senator had to say.

Lir. Huff: ..1r. Chairman, would it be possible for Senator

Owen to put his argument in writing, and give us an opportunity

to reply to it in writing?

The Governor of the Board: I think it is perfectly open

for you to see the Senator; I have no doubt both of you could

see him about the matter. I think he would be very clad to see

you.

Mr. Huff: Of course, I have no disposition to want to cut

the Senator off from being heard, but at the same time I have

made a business engagement in Washington, Pennsylvania, tomorrow,

making my presence there imperative. You will understand I am

a good ways from home. I got here yesterday, and figured we

would get through today. Not only that, but I made quite an im-

portant business engagement for tomorrow

vania.

at

1-Ls it is it will be a week from the

til I get back even at that, and I had just

bly the Senator would not mind reducing his

Washington, Pennsyl-

time I leave here un-

thought that possi-

argument to writing,
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and giving us an opportunity of replying to his argument by

written argument.

The Governor of the Board: Well, now, could you possibly

come back the day after tomorrow, or are you so tied up that

you could not do that?

Mr. Huff: I have to be home Monday, and that is the only

way I can do.

The Governor of the Board: Now, I suggest you go dolma and

see the Senator, and let us know about that,--both of you go

down.

Mr. Huff: I have in Washington, kennsylvania, tomorrow, :-17.

Harding (addressing Yr. Harding, of the Board),

business engagement.

Mr. Harding: Tomorrow is Thursday, you could leave there

tomorrow, and get there Monday, could you not?

The Governor of the Board: 7gould there be any certainty

that the Senator would come Friday? You all know the character

of the engagement he has.

Mr. Huff: I suggested that he reduce his remarks to writ—

ing. Of course, I do not care whether that is finished in a

week or ten days.

The Governor of the Board: I suggest both of you go down

and see him.

Mr. Huff That will give me an opportunity to reply in

writing.

The Governor of the Board: Of course I feel this,--and I

think I express the opinion of the whole Board,--that you have

a very important

^
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the rizht to be present when the Senator or anyone appears in

this matter, and having been notified by us that two hours would

be the limit, you come here in good faith; so in a sense we are

bound to accommodate ourselves to your engagements, or any of

the other counsel; so I think that is the best suggestion, if

you will see the Senator.

1:r. Huff: ill you not agree to have the Senator reduce

his remarks to writing any time?

The Governor of the Board: Ls far as that is concerned,

we can have the Senator present.

Ili% Harrison: I would not care to speak for Senator Owen,

because I do not 'now what argument he will make.

The Governor of the Board: I think it would be better if

you both see him, so I think we can consider this is now ad—

journed until you see the Senator, and we can convene again to—

morrow morning or afternoon.

Lir. Huff: I can say to the Senator, can I, that it will be

perfectly satisfactory to you gentlemen to follow a written ar—

gument.

The Governor of the Board: I think we would not bbject to

that, if the Senator cares to do that.

Huff: In a week or ten days.

Mr. Harrison: I think the chairman's suggestion that the

stenographer be present and take it down would certainly meet

that requirement.

The Governor of the Board: If you see him and let us know

the result, I think we can arrange it in some way.
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Mr. Huff: well, of course, if Senator Owen is to come

in person and make argument, I feel the only way to answer that

would be by an argument. I would be very glad to hear the argu-

ment, and I am extremely regret that I am tied up this way, so,

under the rules, under the papers, I knew any kind of an argu-

ment would get through in one day, and therefore I made this en-

gagement that I have.

The Governor of the Board: You have acted in perfectly

good faith throughout, and we will try in some way to accommo-

date you, but if you will see the Senator,I feel sure you will

be able to straighten that out in some way.

Mr. Huff: All right, sir; I thank you.

The Governor of the Board: We will now adjourn.

(Whereupon the afternoon session of the hearing was adjourn,...

ed, to re-convene 4't call of the Governor of the Board.)
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(The hearing was resumed at 3:15 o'clock, p. m., Febru—

Lry 11, 1915.)

The Governor of the Board: senator (Hon. Robert L. Owen),

we will be very glad to hear from you. Let me read, before you

begin, this communication from Mr. Carter, ta member of the House:

"February 9, 1915.

"Ey dear Sir:

"Herewith I hand you a number of letters

received by me on the question of the .division that

now exists in the .tate of Oklahoma with reference

to th-? Federal Reserve Bank Litricts.

"You will note that a large majority of them

favor a change being made so that the entire 3tate

might be placed in one District, and I am inclined

to think that it would be better for our State.

Very truly yours,

(signed) O. n. Carter."

"Chairman,
2edera1 Reserve Board,

Treasury Department,
i;iashington, D. C."
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Al-GULENT BY AON. EOBERT L. uWEii, UNITED STATES
SENATOR FRU,: OKLAHOMA.

I think the letter of Yr. uarter was simply written in an

off-hand way, and did not intend to mean that if it might be

thought judicious to place some of his account with the .wallas

district, that it might not be wisely done.

When the urganization Board was charged with the duty of

dividing the nation up into twelve districts, and determining

what city should be the habitat of the proposed federal reserve

. bank of that district, it brought up a great variety of acute

situations in which the ambition of States and the ambition of

cities were involved, and was an extremely difficult problem

for the urganization Board to work out. I was of course inti-

mately aware of the difficulties they were meeting, and when at

last they made these divisions and it was submitted to my atten-

tion that this proposed line had been drawn through Oklahoma,

while I very keenly regretted it, still the Organization Board

had done the best they could with an extremely difficult and

involved situation, and for that reason I stated to them at the

time that I would not at that time raise any issue about it,

but would let the matter rest and come up in regular order be-

for the .iederal Reserve Board. It now comes up in proper

order. My purpose in that delay was not because of any indif-

ference to the matter, nor because I did not appreciate what

the wishes of the people of Oklahoma were, but because if

that demand had been pressed, urging the Crganization Board

to reconsider their view at the time, it would have made a
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precedent for a great many other demands made by various cities,

such as Pittsburgh and Baltimore and others that felt t4at they

should have had a bank location, and the question of these lines

would have been brought forward, and I thought it better for

the existing good order not to raise the issue.

Oklahoma was settled in large measure from the north and

east; first, from St. Louis. St. Louis was the first important

wholesale center, and their traveling men were the first ones

to come into Oklahoma in any considerable numbers, and after-

wards Kansas city became an important - and a very important -

distributing center, -- so much so that an observation of the

map shows the connections between Kansas City and Oklahoma, be-

ginning with the railroad just on the edge of Oklahoma, which

passes back and forth across the state line at various points,

the road running from ..ansas city to the Gulf, the so-called

".eittsburgh and Gulf," then comes in the :erisco nailway, the

Kansas City, Oklahoma and Gulf, the M. K. & T., the Santa Pe,

the nock Island, and a number of other lines, makinP: eleven

different connecting lines running into Kansas L'ity from Okla-

homa. Of course, those lines connect with various cross lines,

binding them together, so that more recently Kansas City has

gradually been receiving a more and more imiportant part of our

business, both commercial, financial and social. For that

reason, and because the extension of commerce has been first

from St. Louis, and from Kansas City, the merchants throughout

our State have established their accounts in that district. Ihe
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last fifty years it has been gradually growing more and more

closely connected with St. Louis and Kansas City, and lat-

terly still more strongly with Kansas City, because of its

very close proximity to our State. It is for that reason tht

these facts have transpired to which Mr. Harrison has called

the attention of the Board, that in Kansas City you will

find all the banks of Oklahoma, almost without exception, have

an account. ihey use it as a reserve city. .hey find it con-

venient to go there, because of the interchange, --commercial,

financial, and social. It has gotten to be a business center

for our tate. We have very pleasant relations, too, with Dal-

las, but they are relations more of a social character, due to

the fact that many citizens from _exas, as Oklahoma was opened

up, come in to find land in uklahoma. We have several hundred

thousand people who at one tie or another lived in 2exas. So

our relations are very friendly indeed with Texas, but the

financial relations with JJallas at all events are very snail,

except some banks established by citizens who live in Texas,

and who established several small banks on the southern boulder

of Oklahoma because they thought it would be profitable.

Now, Yr. Harrison has laid these figures before the Board,

and i wish to say this to the .board, that, looking at Texas as

almost a mighty empire -- it is bigger than the German Empire,

and I think it is more fertile naturally -- it has perhaps great-

er natural resources, because nearly all of the land of Texas

will be abundantly available for agriculture. There have been

discovered in recent years, due to the activity of our govern-
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ment, many drouth resisting plants, that is causing that land,

even on the far west, to have great value, and those values will

• 
steadily enlarge, so that the time will come when, in my judg-

ment, all of that land heretofore known as "staked plains" will

be extremely productive. They have found the Kaffir corn and

milo-maize and feterita all of which resist drought in a wonder-

ful fashion, standing quietly by when thee is no rain-fall for

six weeks, and then suddenly reviving. These plants are en-

tirely different in charater from Indian corn, which when once

shocked by severe drought, does not recover. These plants will

hold their own against severe drouth. Their nature is such

that they do not discharge moisture within the body of the

40 plant, but hold it firmly, and when the rain does come, immediate-

ly they spring forward and deliver the grain. It is very good

corn, too, making often forty or fifty bushels to the acre.

That is a very important consideration, because it means

that this vast empire of the southwest will grow larger and

larger and more important in its production of great agricultur-

al values and therefore of all commercial values, and therefore

of all financial value. So that .1)allas, starting out as it

does with approximately five millions of car,ital, may expect,

within a comparatively few years, to get larger and larger, and

more and more important.

;Then we look at the public utility banks of ilaurope we find

that there are about twenty of those banks. Even little Hol-

land has one, and 2Jelgium has one, though very small, not much

bigger than a county in Texas ; and i call attention to that
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because there might be an idea that _ballas was going to suffer

some harm from allowing these clearings of Oklahoma to be taken

through a central point of Oklahoma. Under the .r.ederal Reserve

Act it was provided that there should be branch bans. The State

of Oklahoma, having its capital at Oklahoma Uity, almost in the

exact physical or geographical center of the State, a city which

has sprung to a population of seventy thousand people. Now

with a very large commercial and financial business, with some-

where about 350 bank accounts in the various banks in the State

centered at Oklahoma City, would naturally like to be allowed

to clear through a city belonging to the State. They get to-

gether; the bankers of Oklahoma do -- in the state banking

association, and these same men who are engaged in banking as

directors and officers are engaged also in other business for

which for their natural convenience they get together in Okla-

homa City. It is a social center as well as a commercial and

iinancial center, and these people all know each other, and they

naturally feel that if there is a value to the clearings of a

local character, -- a commercial value to them, an industrial

or a financial value to these clearings, that Oklahoma might

be permitted to have the values which their own people create,

rather than to transfer one-half of the state bo Idallas and

another half of the State to Kansas 1/4dity; and then on the theory

that there is no center to the State, deprive the state of a

branch bank.

I do not think it is an improper ambition at all for

Oklahoma City to desire whatever of value there might be to thei
1--
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local clearings created by the values within ihe confines of

that particular State; much less is it an improper thing for

the banks of the State, whose clearings are involved, to de-

sire to have those clearings through a central point, when they

are in the habit of meeting together in social interchange or

business interchanges at the conventions that are constantly

taking place in Oklahoma City throughout the year.

So that I think the action of the board is a very wise

one, in laying down the question, how do these banks stand about

this': What do uhey say aboui, iL? Ihey are intimately ac-

quainted with every detail. whey know where their exchanges go.

rhey know where they would like to have their clearings take

place. And as they have the knowledge affecting this matter

in their hands, in their minds, their view ought to carry

great weight; and so when the Organization Board made the

first line, and I called their attention to the desire of the

people of Oklahoma that these clearings should be through a

center in Oklahoma by a branch bank at some time, the sugges-

tion was made before the board itself was organized, I

believe, that the proper step to take was to ascertain what

the banks felt about that, and ii they pre_Lerred to go to Dal-

las, they should have that right; if they preierred to go to

Kansas City, they should have that right. It was leit in a

way to them, not entirely perhaps, but their view was to be

very specially considered, and znerefore i advised them that

the proper thing to do would be to ascertain what the banks

themselves desired about it, so the voice was taken, and a
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very large preponderance of them, -- three-i-ourths or more --

expressed themselves favorably to having the State of Oklahoma

go to Zansas uity, looking forward, of course, to the clearing

through a branch bank at some point in Oklahoma.

Now, as far as the argument goes that Jallas could not

extend the financial accommodations to the banks in southern

Oklahoma that h.ansas City could. I think there is greau force

in the argument made by lar. nuff that Dallas, in such a con-

tingency, might borrow money from banks in the north, where the

wheat crop had been harvested, where they were collecting this

money. I think there is also force in the tear that Oklahoma

banks might suffer from lack of accommodation, since the cot-

ton crop does mature, beginning on the LTulf, a good many weeks

in advance of the crop in Oklahoma, where the north edge of the

line of cotton producing exists. I think there is some force

in the contention that it would not be so convenient for the

Dallas bank to furnish this accommodation to the banks of Okla-

homa as ii.ansas City, but i do not think that is of suificient

importance to make a very great point about it. But I think

the matter of state pride is a matter that deserves great con-

sideration. i do not think tnat should be disregarded entirely,

and especially where tee is an actual financial value in-

volved which is created within the conlines of the State itself.

Now, it is shown by the records that the great volume of

our business goes through Kansas uity, that all of our banks

have these accounts in Kansas uity. some of the banks in Ok-

lahoma have two accounus in ILansas uity, with two different re-
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serve agents, so that Kansas uity shows a very great preponder-

ance, in our banking business over Dallas. i do not suppose

that any of .the banks in Oklahoma keep reserve accounts in Dallas,

because Dallas has not been looked to as a supporting financial

center of our section. ,e have a good many connections by rail

with Dallas also, -- probably four or five, but about double the

number with Jiansas uity.

The argument as to the over-night mail would apply almost

eaually as well to Dallas or to Oklahoma uity, because it is

only one nituu to eiz,her Dallas or Kansas City. Leaving the

central part of Oklahoma where live, at Muskogee, we can leave

there at very late at night, and get to Kansas uity the next

morning, and in 'act we can leave Oklahoma city on the five

o'clock train, the 11. K. & T., and ue in 6t. Louis the next morn-

ing, which is several hundred miles further than 1ansas ;ity;

and our people have just naturally cleared through Kansas uity,

because of its convenience, and because a mere matter of over-

night was not of great importance. The items come up over night,

and they get the credit without correspondents, and that's the

end of it. he correspondents get the returns the next day, and

the day after.

i think that's about all tne argument there is in it.

In the act itself there was provision that the natural con-

venielace and course of trade should be considered,and i think

that the evidence is very conclusive with regard to that. ihe

course of trade and the convenience of the State has been empha-

sized by the evidence submitted here as snowing that nansas ity
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was our natural center. People seek the place of their own

convenience, end the fact that they have gone there is a final

answer to whether it is convenient or not. The fact that they

have gone there proves that it is the moat convenient place.

If Dallas h been the mot convenient place, they would have

gone to Dallas. If Dallas had been the line from which they

would naturally send their financial busine,s, they would have

gone to Dallas. They have not gone to Dallas. They have gone

to ICrises City, and that's an answer that in my judgment is con—

clusive.

It of course is true that our cotton b les physically go

largely by these roads running to the Gulf, via Galveston, and

New Orleans because it is ‘c, shorter line to tide water, but the

financing of cotton shipping goes to Nev. York, via Kansas City

east, because the purch.se of cotton is generally through New

York, -nd the exchanges go through Kansas City.

I have received a great alt.ny letters from Oklahoma bankers

relating to t is matter, favoring Kansas City, and I have sent

them all -- at least I instructed my secretary to send them all —

to the Board for the information of the Board. I hardly assume

tri:t you gentlemen would have time to red that volume of letters

coming in in that way, because you have other cares besides the

reading of these letters, out they unanimously -- I do not re—

call any letters I received favoring Dallas.

Now, I do not think there ought to be any pride of opinion

about these districts. The Federal Reerve Org nization Board

had an awfully difficult problem to solve, and they did it the

best they could, and when they made thct decision, I acquiesced
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in it without any delay, giving them to understand I would

bring it up in an orderly way, and I Em very sure they have no

pride of opinion about this, I do not think they care one way

or the other about it. I do not think it will do Dallas the

least harm, because the Dallas district is a gigantic district

any way geographically, and it is a district which more rapidly

than other part of the United states is developing. _11 that

country down in the extreme southwestern part, down in that

Brownsville country, on the Rio Grande, is one of the most mag—

nificent productive domains in the world, not only by the irriga—

tion that is possible from the Rio Grande, but there is under

ground water there that sweeps in from the latitudes above, and

gives artesian water over much of that country; nd it is a very

rich soil, worth three or five hundred dollars an acre any time.

So Dallas has an imperial domain of its own, and there need

be no jealousy on the part of Dallas, as she will never the less

have a very great bank, and which will grow greater as the years

go by. The Dallas bank will be as great as the people of Texas

could desire.

Now I do not think of any other thing I should take your

time to present. In brief, the people of Oklahoma have showed

by their acts that the line of business convenience for them has

taken them to Kansas city, because their accounts are with Kan—

sas City, and are ilot with IJallas. The course of trade is shann

to be with Kansas City, and not with Dallas, and. as the purpose

and spirit of the law are to be observed, I think that our claim

is very strong that the people of the tate should be permitted

to the
to go/City where they htve already been accustomed to go,and that
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the: should be allowed to bave a situation where thc contempla-

tion of the reserve act for a branch bank might be carried out

as to the State of Oklahoma, because if one-half the State goes

south, and one-half the State goes north, obviously there would

be no sufficient justification to demand a branch bank in the

State at all.

Now I thought in the drafting of the federal reserve act

that in reality it was not originally meant to follow those

state lines, that the question of convenience of traac should be

the controlling factor, rather than state lines, and I think so

now. I think those fifteen or twenty banks,--whatever the number

is that desire to go to Dallas -- I see no reason on earth why

they should not be permitted to go, nor do I see any urgent rea-

son why county lines should be divided because under the sys-

tem as it has existed all these yearc in America, the First :la-

tional Bank of iiuskogee, for instance, has a reserve agent in

.New York, and the Arundle National Bank has a reserve agent in

Chicago, and the Commercial National Bank an agent in St.

Louis, the Third National in Kansas City, the Reserve National

and other banks the same way. They take their reserve agents

where they please, and nobody's disconcerted by it. You take

the banking encyclopaedia here, these correspondents of every

single bank running down the page,--it does not create any con-

fusion. The bank iimaiximaxit does as it pleases taud there is

no difficulty about it at all, so that if these counties are cut

out, just by county line, we have no objection to that especial-

ly, but I think that this dividing line ought to be made in ac-
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cordance with the overwhelming wishes of these people, and I

thank you gentlemen for the courtesy of your attention.

The Covernor of the Board: enator, I was asked by a mem—

ber of the Board to ask you as to what in your opinion is the

meaning of that clause in Section 2, "The determination of said

Organization Committee shall not be subject to review except by

the Federal Reserve Board when organized." That is the word,—

"review." Does that mean that we are to review a record of the

Organization Committee, or does it mean that we are to take up

the matter entirely anew, as if we were a separate organization?

Senator Owen: Lly interpretation of that language is that

it is to review the action and not the record, because nobody

knew where this line was until announced. How could there ue

any primary presentation of evidence upon a situation that was

not known until after it was determined? And when you consider

the task that the Organization Board had before them to draw

these lines and to draw them rapidly, because they had to go all

over the United States, three thousand miles long, and fifteen

hundred miles across, it was obviously impossible for them to

put a microscopic examination on the evidence as to proposed

plans here, there and yonder. They did very well indeed, to

get out of it alive! (Laughter) .And evidently a review must

mean a review of their action, not a review of the evidence,

because you can not submit evidence on a case not known. If

Oklahoma had known that that line was proposed, and Oklahoma

had presented this evidence, and had had a hearing upon such

a division, then it. might be, properly contended that Okla—
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homa should be committed to the original record, but to confine

Oklahoma to a record which is impossible to be made, is asking

40 the impossible, and no one, I think, will really wish to do

•

that.

I will be glad to answer any questions any of you gentle-

men may care to propound.

l'he Governor of the Board: Does any one care to ask any

questions?

Mr. Harding: The cotton crop in Oklahoma is largely ex-

ported, is it not?

Senator Gwen: I do not know. I think much of it goes to

North Carolina, but am not Quite sure of that.

Mr. Harding: _Joes the transportation of that cotton south

through Texas -- is it just a matter of convenience to Dallas

ordher points?

Senator: No. Jell, I thank you gentlemen.

Mr. Delano: I would like to ask a question: The act

shows this language: "The districts thus created may be re-

adjusted and new districts may from time to time be created

by the l!'ederal Reserve Board, not to exceed twelve in all."

Senator Owen: Yes.

Mr. .Delano: You understand that leaves it discretionary

with this Board to determine how extensive these readjustments

might be?

Senator Gwen: I think it does.

Lir. Delano: Suppose, for instance, we chose to make dif-
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ferent alignments other than suggested? For instance, in this

case, on petition, would we have the authority to do it?

Senator Owen: You would have the authority.

Mr. Delano: On our own knowledge of the conditions?

Senator Owen: Or any other district. The intention was

to give the Board the power of the govermaent itself in deal-

ing with this system, and so far as it would be expedient to

do, and as the law indicates.

The Governor of the Board: That is the general power of

re-districting would point to the future?

Senator Owen: Yes.

The Governor of the Board: -- whereas the power to re-

view would refer to the past?

Senator Owen: Yes, sir.

The Governor of the Board: So ten years in the future, if

'want to redistrict, we may?

Senator Owen: Yes; you would still have the right in the

future to change these lines.
to

Dr. Miller: Would that extend/the power of reducing the num-

ber of districts?

Senator Owen: The law gives twelve districts. I think

that it would extend even to the power of reducing the districts.

I am speaking now merely of the power.

Dr. Miller: Yes.

The Governor of the Board: We are very much obliged to

you, Senator, for coming.
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ARGTE:.-...:,7':1 IN 1:LBUri."5..1AL BY la-1. CHARIZS C. RUFF, COUlTSLL
POR R.ESPONDEITT.

Gentlemen of the Board: I desire to be heard on just

the two questions asked the Senator, As to the question of revie

the Senator said that means that this is a trial de ;novo.

I think thatts the first time it ever occurred to anybody it

was, because when the Board came to make its rules - regulations

for the appeal specifically Povide you shall refer to the tes-

timony taken before the Organization Committee. 1.,Tow we have

tried -- scrupulously tried -- o try this case on that testi-

mony, to present the matter on a review. That's what it rAems,-

a trial de novo is no review, but a new trial. And -;hf.le Okla-

homa has seen fit go out and get letters and statistics, whei

it came to answering this brief, we looked at your regulations

which said that you shall refer to the testimony on t".:Ie record

taken before the Organization Committee, and refer to it by

page, and on tact we have scrupulously tried to act. 7ow we

-:ould be at an entire disadvantage if they can come in here -erit-J

otherstatistics taken here and there over the State of Oklahoma

We had no opportunity to see them. We had no reason to believe

that that testimony would be considered, and then to be present

with the cuesA.on that this review means to V.77 this T. se over

anew, without one side having any opportunity at all of -.present

ing testimony, is a surprise and not entirely just and fair.

Now, the Senator, I am quite sure, meant to giv:: you his

bast information about the cotton e:::port and moving of the crop
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not being financed in the South, but his mistake in that matter,

think, is purely because he had not looked into the auestion.

Now in this record taken before by the Organization Committee,

there was a state:lent on page 123 showing the cotton area (IC the

South, and the cotton area in Oklahoma. Tot it said:

"Dallas cotton buyers have salaried men covering
all sections of Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas and Louisiana,

P. 23 and -Ilia out for cotton,last year approximately :92,000,-
:Orf. 000, and a-orroximately !;E30,000,000 of this cotton was

financed directly or indirectly by the Dallas banks."

Now that's a record bore the Organization Committee. Thai; e-

futes the gentleman's statement that it was financed in the

east. 7Tow that's the only testimony that we thought that the

Board would consider. I could have gotten up additional toes%;i-

mony. Just look, gentlemen, just for a few seconds, at 7hat a

short change has made in these banks. How it ,7e-oears in the

1Drief of Oklahoma bankers, and itappears from statements made by

Senator Owen, ana these other gentlemen, that three hundred some

odd banks signed protests, yet this bank has not been in op:ra-

tion but three months, and they were forced to exclude five

counties because twenty-eight of those banks had already gone on

record as wanting to stay in Dallas. The majority of the banks

in Johnston County have also, a gentleman informed me today,

written a letter to this Board, sauing they wanted you to 0:7--

elude from this Petition their names, saying, just as 7Tr.

said in his letter, that they rushed into someing before they

knew anything about it, and that you should work this thing out.

Now, Senator Owen made a very pretty and logical argument.
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But you follow that argument to its conclusion, and you have not

but one bank, gentlemen. If, because Oklahoma .banhs had done

business in Kansas City, you are going to cut off this portion

of Oklahoma, and send to Kansas City,. then what will you say to
•

New Hexico? That will you say to Arkansas? nat will you say

to Louisiana? That will you say to 7:ississippi? vihich have

(lone no business in 1.corgia?

It was a practical impossibility for anybody to so arrange

these districts as that they would necessarily follow the lines

of bank accounts. Now bank accounts o not mean trend of busi-

ness. These gentlemen can go and do business in Kansas City.

They have open market facilities there, if 1;2ley want them. Yet

at the same time it would be a distinct advantage to them to

have another facility to their South, where their products are

sold, and where all their products are shipped.

70w, in one letter in tliis brief -- and there are only two

additional statements of fact, gentlemen, in this entire brief

of the Dallas bank. It is based entirely on the record mIde

beforethe Organization Committee. In two instances, because

these gentlemen had tried to make it appear in their petition

that the commerce flows north from Oklahoma,--I got a letter

from a cotton broker, and a member of the :Tew Orleans Exchange,

in whidh he said ninety -,Der cent. of the cotton raised in South-

ern Okl ahomu was shipped into T a s 2 and most t was fimnoed.

that way. I got another letter from 1:r. Kell, who is one or: the

biggest grain dealers in the Southwest, stating that about ninet-

per cent. of the surplus of ll the Frain  -oroCucts raised in
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Southern Oirclhoma were either sold in Texas or Louisiana. That's

1-Th.ere they were sold, or that they were hipped out through

the Gulf ports.

Now, another thing: If, gentlemen, the trend of commerce

were to the Gulf, as these gentlemen state it is, on account of

the favorable rates in that connection, then the trend of im-

ports necessarily is through the same way. It comes to Galvesto

New Orleans, from the Gulf, and not the railroads into Oklahoma,

tle heavy freight--and that's apparent even from their own brief

that the imports taking water rates come riht in through the

State of Texas -- all of it that comes in this territory. Of

course there is a great deal of force, if you do not stop to

conside-r, in the gentleman's argument that the banks - What the

banks say ought to control, but if that's true, gentlemen, if

what the banks say is going to control, then you have not a dis-

trict in the United States that will stay hitched. By the same

process you will detach Arizona and 7ew :7exico from -,fb.is Texas

district; you :ill take Louisiana and DIssissi-o-oi from your

Georgia district, and so on all through the line, until when

you get through trying to follow the whims of the banks, you wil

not have any districts.

Now, T. differ from Senator Owen as to ,:filat the word "re-

view" means. It is nothing but a bill of review. It's found in

the statute. You can not put a new construction on it no-c.', be-

cause that would suit somebody that wants it that way; but that

word "review" means just what it says, that you have got .;() take

this record which is already made, and you have got to put the
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test of reason to it, and see thetl-er eeese districts shall

stand, or whet7ler the error of the Organization Committee was

accoun;

to set aside that opinion of the Organization Committee. And

unless you do that, if you are goin7 to try Oklahoma's case

on new testimony, pesented for the first time on this hearing,

and hold the Dallas bank down to the record, then, gentlemen,

there is nothing for us to answer. We cannot find out what's

in their mind. We have not the letters; they were filed with

such a gross one as that you would feel warranted on that

you.

Ia ave

We have not the data. We wrote ce letter here and said,

this petition is relete with statements and data that we

never seen. We understood from your rules that this case

was to be tried upon the record rade before the Organization

commi ttee. A letter came back and said,- You understand the

rules correctly. And the testimony will be found, giving the

address Where I could get it, and at the soJne time the secre-

tary was instructed to send rie a record, copy of which was filed

in the United States Senate., from we were to answer this

petition. Fow, then you come elp here -- we are answering a set

of facts that the Organization Committee had. Vie never saw

petitioners' set of facts. ':fenever had an opportunity. 7e did

not know the Board wanted us to go over the district and, gt

letters and statements. I have lived right on the border in

Southwestern Oklahoma myself for several yars. I think, gentle-,

men, that as to te question of that portion lying next to

these banks my have done business in Kansas City,

and yet the fact remains that those people (7.o business in Teelas.
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. in this record, taken from the Organization Commit-

tee's record, it shows that the Dallas merchants have accounts

of some -- 28,0D0 accounts -- in Oklahoma. Of course that means

all the State of Oklahoma. 7ow the gentleman yesterday said

there are not that many merchants over there. well, it does

nut take a merchant to have an account. Gins, manufacturers,

or any other busiuess nen may 7,LiJ1re the accounts; and that testi-

mony -- that's the testimony that we were asked to prepare our

reply upon.

llow if the Board is not going to consider that, if this

3oard is going to say,-All right, the law says "review," and

"review" means to look over vdiat somebody else has done, yet

we say that in addition to "review," we will take some letters

that :/jUL have never seen, and vie will ity this case, ye will try

your rights upon a statement of fact that you never saw, that

you had no opportunity of seeing, and which our or-n rules do

not say that. you shall try it upon! Then your rules are useless

I feel, gentlemen, -- but of course I nersonLlly have no

interest in this matter -- I feel tat this law is absolutel:-

on trial. Mile t._:cee was some prol)hesyi#g done :esterC_ay, :-110

7rhilc Senator Owen believes that it will be probably all right

to cut these lines asun(7 and to begin thus early, before your

bank's in operation, before the officers of the bank really have

an opportunity of getting acquainted with the member banks,-

-that to do that, now, to absolutely disrupt these districts Et

this time, would be the most serious blow t.11 4 s law could receive

from any source; and that the law would be useless and that its
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pur-Dose 'crould be defeated by its own friends..

17- 7: I recognize that the Oklahoma hankers feel that the

.case is weak, desperate, else they would not have asked Senator

to leave his duties in the Senate and come don here in an

effort to save a weakening case. They have had more talent on

the firing line and in reserve --,7].an I had ex-pected to sec, "put,

gentlemen, be .that as it may, the facts can not be changed, and

that is, that every part of this territory tributary to Te::as

raises the same -oroe_ucts, is the same character of territory as

Texas, and t71.2.t if you will let six months pass,- every bank,

or the majority of the banks, as they are doing now,. getting

over in line, say to you, just as this man said from

Poteau,--1 wanted to go to Kanss City, but we rushed into

something different; we knew some-thing about it, and just a

little time will work all these thin,s out, 'J'ri ---reas to 0J ,917-1 t

these districts now will mean a continuous disrui)tion of 11 the

districts in the United States.

I thank you gentlemen for listc,ning to me so courteously,

• 
1.4and for giving me the opportunity of Froea,..,nr. to you.

Mr. Harrison: Regarding new 7,o,tt--,' an e- n-tion of the

-Dallas brief and our brief will show that all -:.;b.e new matter

vin.ich is pertinent to this case is already answered in the Dal-

las brief, one the references in our brief to aeditional let-

ters and testimony, etc., has not been even mentioned at this

hearing .1:1 any way exce7)t by counilel for t"..le Dallas bank.

other words, it .has not 7;eon put ino force here at all.
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Our statements at this hearing have all been based on mat-

tere .Tich are amply and fully set forth in this petition, viith-

out any reference to the additional matter to -,-faich he objects,

and it is perfectly satisfactory with the maci)er.s of our • dele-

gation that all that matter that the Board does not to con-

sider it, shall be excluded entirely. That is, vfaat he calls

new -matter. Take the facts set forth in our petition fully, and

consider those facts, and never mind the other letters which he

says he has not been able to see, and which are referred to in

a general way. If we had published them all here, 7.rs.

have a record larger -1,;han that banking encyclopaedia on t71..e

table. e do not feel it was necessary to do so .

Regarding these letters of Mr. Carter, Inzi attention viL,s

called to them just vflaile he was speaking, because an examina-

tion of some of these letters will show, I think, all but one

of the banks from the five counties which we have excluded,

that replied to Mr. Carter's letter, contained here,--Mr. Car-

tor has a copy of letter to the banks and their re7elies,

and the replies from all but one or two that gave any reply;

from those five counties, -orefer to go to Kansas City.

The Governor of the Board: Did thiy ever send -ard tt en

letters?

Mr. Harrison: Yes, I will explain that. These were writ-

ten befoy..e the district was organized, and Mr. :1',E.-inney was

elected a director, and one of these letters which respondent

has named --from the same bank naried there as protesting ar,ainst

the change, has one of the strongest letters here, stating that
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all their business goes to Kansas City. I refer to the letters

fromand other to wns from _

County. it .A.11 take too long to go into them, but it

of interest along this line. Take before the peculiar condition

arose of Mr. McKinney being elected a director of the bank, and

these bankers expressed themselves that their business went to

Kansas City, even in those five counties that have been ex-

cluded.

As to the financing of the cotton crop, it \las said five

millions was --)aid for by the Dallas banks.

Huff: Light million.

:Cr. Harrison: Light million dollars; well, the fact is

the money comes from the east. Take Anderson c Com-oany; every

draft they dra.i is on Dhiladel-ohia; they never -Day on loca

banks. It is to be had through the banks, but is not Texas

money. The cotton f:()-- s through the Gulf to the ports, and

consumed by the mills. Tt is paid for by north and east al-

ways, not Texas money at all. I believe that is all. .

The Governor of the Board: 7e will take this unCer ad-

visement.

IT.±. Harding: I want to ask a ouestion upon the matter of

rev:lal. If we are going to review evidence, and are not revie-

ing facts in this case, ,Len there must be some evidence on t;h.

question of this boundary line. Mow, is there not evidence on

that, or has there not been?

:tr. Huff: Yes, sir; at the Transas City hearing they took
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testimony as to the trend of business. ]hen they got down to

our territory, -they took testimony again on the trend of busi-

ness. Oklahoma business men testified -- Mr. Mott, who is here,

testified for Kansas City as to the trend of business, end said

cotton was firanced probe.bly mostly in the east,-- "Jew York and

Boston for the present, and at that hearing the Oklahoma side

had its innin, and the testimony as found in the record was

t en .

r. Hardin: But I can not find,— it has been some time

now since I looked over it -- that at that time it was in con-

templation to establish the boundary line such as was determined

on. If there was not any such boundary line in contemplation,

was there not evidence on such a boundary line?

Mr. Huff: Well, of course, at that time there was no

notice given as to where the lines were to be. At each one of

these hearings, and especially at the Kansas City hearing,

McAdoo esked witnesses from Oklahoma the olloeng question:

He says, "Yriere Co you prefer to be?" And they said, "Kansas

City or St. Louis." Then he as7c.ccl, "How would you like to go

to Denver?" One said, "1 had no., thought Denver would get a

bank. Denver would be all right as one of the second or third

choices, but the first choice was St. Louis." :Ir. Robinson

here, when he wasasked his first choice, said it was St. Lo',Lis,

his seconC, choice was Kansas City, and his third choice \Jas

Houston. So that you wir find all over that record, when ref-

erences were made by witnesses as to vthich way they wanted to go.

Mr. Harding: That was on the supposition that the State of
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Oklahoma was going into one district or another district, was

t?

.U.r. Huff: 1To, sir; I do not find a: thing said as to that.

If you make the line at Canadian River, ':).ere will you deciJe to

go? There is nothing like t7.-Iat in the record that I can

Mr. Harding: I did not mean a line like that, but was

there any argument or any evidence on a v)roposition to divide

the OVC:Uti,,.

Mr. Huff: I do not think there was; I did not find it.

HEeing: iTel1, aen, of course there is not anythLiz

for us to review on that cluestion, is there, in the evidnce

submitted?

11r. Huff: Well, you haw; got to take the same testimony

that they took, and see whether or not, with that testimony

before you, you would --!lake the same division of the line

they razde.

Mr. Harding: That is your point. I thank you.

that

Mr. Huff: Yes, sir.

The Governor of te Board: We wIll take this under advise-

ment and let you know uhen a decision is reached.

Harrison: I thank the Board very much for this

ing.

(Whereu-oon, the hearing was adjourned sine die at 4:05

o'clock, p. m.)
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The Governor of the Board: We are ready, gentlemen.

Mr. H. I. Weed, Counsel for Petitioners: Gentlemen of

the Board: This petition was filed by banks in a portion of

central, eastern, and northeastern Wisconsin, for the purpose

of obtaining a review of the action of the Organization Com-

mittee in placing that portion of Wisconsin with the Ninth Fed-

eral Reserve District. We assign as errors of the Organization

Committee in such action the fact that due consideration was

not given to the usual and ordinary course of business in mak-

ing the division as it exists at present; and, second, that

all of the testimony taken before the Organization Committee

tended to show that the petitioning istrict should have been

jvined with the uhicap'o or seventh Federal Reserve District;

that there was absolutely no testimony to the contrary; that

while the positions of the Minneapolis bank and the St. Paul

banks in their application to the Organization Committee to

have Minneapolis or St. Paul designated as a federal reserve

bank city, and while their application was made at considerable

length, and written briefs filed and made a part of the record,

there is not even an intimation on the part of Minneapolis or

St. Paul that any bank in all the State of Wisconsin should be

jollied with that district if such a district was created by

the Organization Board. All of the testimony was to the ef-

fect that the business of Wisconsin was tributary to the city

of Chicago, and to the effect that this portion especially of

the Jtate of Wisconsin should have been attached to the Seventh

Federal Reserve District.
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There is a map attached at the back of the brief filed by

petitioners which shows in colors the southern portion of the

State in pink, which was assigned to the federal reserve dis-

trict No. 7, or Chicago.

All of the outlines of the State of Wisconsin were, by or-

der of the Organization Committee, assigned to Federal Reserve

District No. 9,-to Minneapolis.

The petitioning district that now seeks to be changed from

the Minneapolis District to the Chicago District is shown in

the yellow color on the map at the back of the brief, and the

seventeen counties in the western and northwestern portion of

Wisconsin are not joining in this petition, and still are to

remain, even if this order is made that is requested by peti-

tioners, with the Federal Reserve District No. 9,--4Jinneapolis.

At the time of the hearing before the Organization Commit-

tee in Chicago, the petitioners in our section of the State of

Wisconsin believed that it would naturally and logically follow

that Chicago would be selected as one of the reserve bank ci-

ties. They felt too that Milwaukee and the southern portion of

the State of Wisconsin must of necessity, by reason - by virtue

of business reasons, be joined with the Chicago District, and

that as a result a branch bank would be established in the city

of Milwaukee; and they felt too that logically it must follow,

because tee natural flow of business from this section of Wis-

consin was toward Milwaukee and Chicago, that this section of

our State would be joined with the Chicago district. They felt

that so strongly that they did not feel it necessary for them
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to appear before the Organization Committee at Chicago and take

up their time with arguments in the way of presenting their

case; but as I have already stated to you gentlemen of the

Board, every word of testimony that was produced before the Or-

ganization Committee, and there was quite a bit of it, and it

is all pointed out in the brief of petitioners, and the exam-

ination of the record cited for your perusal, if you choose to

'look at it carefully, -- will disclose that every word of that

testimony was to the effect that all of the business relations

'of this petitioning section of 77isconsin were naturally with and

ito the city of Chicago, because the bankers in this particular

portion of the 'tate of Tisconsindid not take the trouble to

Igo before the Organizatiou Committee. 7;e admit that it was negli-

gence on their part. e feel nof; that perhaps if they had ap-

peared before the Organization Committee and made their claim

for being attached to the Chicago District more apparent, as

they could have done by statistics as to their business, etc.,

hat this unintentional mistake, as we regard it, would never

have been made.

There are in this petitioning district sixty-one banks;

fifty-three of those banks join in this petition for a change.

Te are met in the brief of the Minneapolis bank with the asset,-

IP tion, first, that we ought not to be heard by this Board in our

petition for change, because we did not proceed in time. It

seems to me that that is a very technical objection, even if it

could be entertained, and it does not seem to me that members of

this Board are warranted in entertaining it; but that they are
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precluded, it seems to me, by the precise terms of the law that

creates this Board. The Organization Committee was vested, in

.the first instance, with power and the duty to make this sub-

division, but the legislative body that created this law evi-

dently thought that in placing in order the machinery of this

great business enterprise, some mistakes might be made; there-

fore they provided expressly in the law that this Board when

created could, from the to time, tvice up and re-district this

territory, or correct or change any error this Board mi,pht find

had been committeed by the Organization Committee in the first

division of territory. That power vested in this oard by the

law itself is a continuing power. It says "that this Board may,

from time to time" etc., so that the claim on the part of the

Minneapolis bank that we did not proceed in time, it seems to

me, is utterly without force.

Another fact we are faced with is this, that one of these

petitioning banks joined in the creation of the Minneapolis

Reserve Bank, that is, in order to obtain the certificate of.

the Minneapolis banks. Again I say that that point is not well

taken, because the law provides that the Organization Committee

should designate the member banks that shall join in applyi
ng

for that certificate, and thrt bank, when designated by 
the

Organization Committee, has notion in the matter at all. 
By

the terms of the law, every national bank and member 
bank

is compelled to comply with every term and provision of 
the

law, and the penalty is forfeiture of its charter if it 
fails

to comply, so that the action of one of these present pe-
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titioning banks in assisting in the creation of the Minneapolis

bank ought not to preclude it from now requesting that a change

be made, because its action was simply in compliance with the

plain terms and provisions of the law that created this Board.

We say there are many reasons for this change. We say that

rail connections between this petitioning section of the State

of Wisconsin and Chicago are much better and much cheaper than

they are with Minneapolis. 7ve say that the mail service is much

better than with Minneapolis. We say that telephone and tele-

graph rates are cheaper with Chicago than with Minneapolis. flow,

these matters are not disputed in the reply brief of the Minneapo-

lis bank. We say, further, that the rate of re-discounting at

Minneapolis is open at Chicago, and that is in part admitted,

specifying certain term paper. The reply of the Minneapolis bank

does not dispute the fact that telephone and telegraph rates are

higher to Minneapolis from the greater portion of this petition-

ing district than from Chicago, but says they have not at their

hand any reliable data as to that. They do not assert that the

statement contained in our brief is wrong. They could have ob-

tained that data by application, it seems to me, to any telegraph

or telephone office for rates, as I was able to do, in making ap-

plication to the telephone and telegraph offices in and near the

locality where I live. Telegraph rates, for instance, are at

the rate of thirty cents to Chicago, to forty to Minneapolis; in

my section of the State $1.50 for telephoning Minneapolis; the

rate to Chicago is 01.00.

The brief of the Minneapolis bank admits that the railroad
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service is better, but it asserts that the mail service is

equally good, and that the Minneapolis mails are distributed in

this petitioning section of the country when deposited, or not

before distributed in this petitioning section of the State of

Wisconsin in the morning. Unfortunately for their contention,

theoretically it may be all right, but practically it does not

work out that way. Minneapolis mails mailed the night before

reach our petitioning section of the country so late that they

are not distributed until what is known as the two o'clock dis—

tribution of our delivery, so that they reach our banks at a

time when the rush of other business almost precludes their hand—

ling the Minneapolis business that day, and practically loses

them a day.

We are faced, too, with this contention on the part of the

Minneapolis bank, that the granting of this petition would leave

the Ninth District with northern Michigan and this portion of

Wisconsin,practically separating northern Michigan from the bal—

ance of the Linth District. That's not a forceful argument, so

far as the law is concerned, because the law gave the Organiza—

tion Committee, and gives this Board,absolute power to do just

that thing. The law provides that the territory need not neces—

sarily be co—terminus, so that there is no real force and effect

to that suggestion.

Now, I assume that it is the purpose of this law, and that

it would be the wish of this committee ,that every state institu—

tion that might be qualified to become a member of this banking

system could become a member of this banking system. We have a
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great many state banks in this petitioning section of the State

of Wisconsin, acid while it is information gathered since the Or-

ganization Committee sat, still we believe it is information we

think the Board is entitled to. We have taken the trouble to

find out from the numerous state banks in this petitioning dis-

trict what their choice would be, and out of 254 all but five

expressed the wish that the territory may be changed to the Chi-

cago District, because if they do become members of this system,

that's where they would do their bu6iness.

We suggest in our brief a rule established by this Board,

that no new testimony will be taken, but that the petitioners

or the respondent bank will be limited to the record before the

Organization Com;Iittee. Now, taken literally, that declaration

by this board would, it seems to me, absolutely preclude the Min-

neapolis Bank from being hurt, 3r at least from having anything

to say, because there is not one word of testimony or one inti-

mation on the part of 44.e: Minneapolio or St. Paul in the hearing

before the Organization Committee that they were entitled to or

desired a single bank in all the State of Tisconsin to be at-

tached to their district; but we do not contend for an abolutely

literal construction of that particular rule of this board. We

assume that this board will use the knowledge that it has as men

of wide experience, and apply it. 7,e assume that this board is

not entirely judicial in its nature, but administrative, and

that it will use the judgment it has, whether obtained from some

particular record, or some particular brief, and will use the in-

formation that it obtains or that it possesses without any par-
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ticularly binding reference to this rule they have themselves

established. But so far as the petitioners are concerned, we

are not particular whether the board takes the view that the rule

established by itself absolutely limits it to the record. If it

does, then we say that the Minneapolis bank has nothing upon

which it can argue before this board. Or, we are perfectly wil-

ling to take the broader view to permit this board to use its

own judgment, and its own knowledge, that it has obtained, or can

obtain, rather than the record before the Organization Committee,

and then make up its judgment; and we say that in either event

it must logically follow that this petitioning territory ought

to be joined with the Chicago Listrict, because there is where all

of its business,--practically all of its business-goes today.

We have taken the trouble to make some investigation as to

some of thc banks in the very western part of this petitioning

district, and find that anywhere from ninety to ninety-one per

cent of their transactions are with Chicago, as compared with

Minneapolis; and as you go further toward the eastern portion of

the State, the percentage increases in favor of Chicago.

llow, we asume that Chairman Glass was right when he said

that the branch banks after they had once been established, would

be the real working element of the system, and we believe that to

be true. The bankers of our State had hoped to be placed in the

district with Chicago, that the city of Milwaukee, the great me-

tropolis of the State of Wisconsin, would have a branch bank of

the Chicago District located there; then all of the elements of

benefit that can be derived from this system would be right at

the very door of this petitioning district, And we do feel that
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there are many good reasons why this change should be made, and

we trust that this board, after due consideration, will make an

order creating that change.

ARGUMENT OF MR. A. UELAND, REPRESENTING THE

RESERVE BANK.

Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen of the Board: Section 2 of the

Act contenplates action on the 1-,art of this Board involving a

review of the decisions of the Organization Committee. This

power of review ma, or may not result in changing the boundaries

of any Riven district as fixed by the Organization Committee.

Now as to the method of adjustment, it seems to me it goes with-

out saying, it should not be c nsidered by the Board except in

Lhe light of some experience as to the working, as to the practic-

al operation of the work, of the Organization Committee. :_nd this

Board has, indeed, not so far said anything by way of promulzat-

ing any rules for considering the adjustments, so that in speak-

ing to this matter here, I speak entirely from the point of

view of our being here to consider this matter by way of review

of the work of the Organization Committee.

Now, our kinneapolis heserve Bank hopes thus very materially

to reduce the i\linth District, in obedience -- I think Imay use

the word -- to the mandate which we find in your regulation No.

1, and also from a sense of duty to the other member banks of

that district, and to the other business interests of that dis-

trict.
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•

•

I want to emphasize at the outset that the Reserve Bank is

not here in any spirit of hostility to the bankers here by any

means. The Uinneapolis bank has continually realized this sense

of duty in a good many tangible ways, from its member banks, since

the press announced that there would be this appeal, and I think

I may refer more particularly to the action of the  
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•

Bankers' Association which wc,s quite unanimous on the subject,

that the matter should be opposed thoroughly, the reasons for

which I will not go into now. And these member banks of that

asociation would feel that Mr. Rich and myself are derelict if

we did not bring to the attention of the Board any reasons we

have for thinking that this appeal should not prevail.

And so we have suggested in our brief, and I do suggest

again, that this petition should not be considered on its merit,

because it comes too late. And I want just to say a word about

it, because in making this claim I do not intend to be technical,

as counsel seem to think.

The Act says that geographical limits might be reviewed by

the Board when organized. The decision fixing these lines was

made, I think, on the second of April; on the twenty-eighth of

August this Board promulgated regulation No. 1. The Board will

please remember,-of course it will remember; I simply call at-

tention to it -- that it vill of course consider all matters of

this sort perfectly impartially, and remember one is just like

the rest.

You will therefore be bound to determine what is a reasonable

time for making appeal from the Organization Committee's decision.

You will be bound to do that, because, if, forsooth, a delay of .

more than six months is too much to be reasonable time, -- as

for instance we are here today; then you can not deny to hear other

applicants that may come in the future. You either will have to

fix what you consider a retis -rnable time, or you can not fix the

time at all, unless you act partially to parties. And so I say

-that-while-the-Aot-did-net contemplate that appeal should
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• be brought here, when the Board was organized, instanter, by any
they

means, it intended that x':,x snould be brought before the Board .

within a reasonable time, which is such time as would be necessa-,

ry, under those circumstances, and this Board made provision for

that in regulation 1, on the 26th of August, in stating that

Class A and B directors might act for the reserve bank; that is

to say, the matter might be gotten at when these directors came

into being, which was the case. So much for that.

The next question which we raised against the action of

the Reorganization Committee being reviewed upon its merits is

this: The Act - Section 2 - says that as soon as practically the

Secretary of the Treasury, etc., shall designate not less th
an

eight nor more than twelve cities, to be known as so and so, a
nd ,

should devide the continental United States, excluding Alaska,

into districts, each district to contain only one such federal

reserve bank, when the Organization Committee shall have estab-

lished federal reserve districts as provided by Section 2, cer-

tificates shall be filed, and so on. The Act told the Organiza-

tion Committee that in counting out the districts they did not

need to follow state lines. The district lines do not need to

be co-terminus with state lines. That is true. But the Act did

not say, as counsel suggests, that the districts could consist

of fragnients. The Act contemplates as clearly as anything can be

that the sub-division of the continental United States should be

into not more than twelve solid geographical sub-divisions, 
and

we have not had that only from the language Of the Act, but 
we

find it in connection with the provision of the Act for th
e

12
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•

cletring system, by implication, to which I shall speak present—

ly. That is to say, if there is to be a clearing system within

the district, it means an exchange of checks, and it would be

practically impossible, as shown in mother connection, to have

a clearing system in a district that was in fragments, one

part of it separated from another part.

Bow here comes a petition by way of review, in time or not

in time, as this Board may determine. What do the petitioners

ask? The petitioners ask to have detached that part of Wiscon—

sin which I point to here on this map (indicating), cutting the

Ninth District into two distinct parts. Leaving the eastern part,

they want to detach the entire north peninsula of Michigan.

A Member of the Board: Will you turn that map around,

Judge, please?

Mr. Ueland: (Complies with request.) So as far as this

matter that is now before the Board is concerned, it is simply

this: Should the Organization Committee have made such a dis—

trict as this Board is asked to make up here? Of course not,

it seems to me, and I do not need to stop to argue that the Board

is not to review the appeal to make the district what the Or—

ganization Committee should not have made it. And if that is so,

and it seems to me it can not be otherwise, why it simply dis—

poses of this matter Ivithout going further into it.

Now, there is still another matter 1Nhich I will speak of

in connection with whethcr this matter should be heard upon the

merits, as to which I am not so certain whether the Board will

think that I am too technical, or not.

A Member of the Board; judge, may I inquire whether the
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banks in the northern part of Michigan were approached on the

subject of joining in this petitiona

Mr. Uelnd: I do not know.

Member of the Board: Perhaps counsel can advise us.

Mr. Ueland: You will find from the record of the Organiza-

tion Committee in Chicago.

A Member of the Board: I do not mean -- I mean since then,

do you know whether they were approached on the subject or not?

Mr. Reed: I do not. and whether

A Member of the Board: Whether asked to join/they declined?

Mr. Ueland: If the gentlemen of the Board will permit me to

say something outside of the record, which I have not the slight-

est desire to do, out of the banks in Michigan, I do not think

there is one wants to get out of the idnth District. Your rep-

resentative, Mr. Reed, is here, and he can possibly better satis-

fy you on that subject than I can.

Mr. Reed: All I can say in reply to your question is that

those banks were represented before the Organization Committee,

and the recold will show that they requested very positively

they should join with Chicago.

Mr. Ueland: row, with the protest that I do not want to be

technical, will the gentleman permit me to make this point: Your

regulation ilo. 8 says thdt the petition for review should be sign-

ed by two-thirds of the member banks of the district that sought

to be detached, and joined to another district. The original

petition as here was filed on the 13th of March, as I have said

already. It was signed by three banks and no more, with the
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modification that there is attached to that petition with the sig-

nature of banks a statement reading to this effect: "Believing

that the Organization Committee of the Federal Reserve Bank were

not fully informed concerning the usual and customary course of

business in our locality when we made the district No. 9, and

referring to your letter of August 8, 1913, marked Regulation 1,

Section 2, petition for change in geographical limits of the Fed-

eral Reserve District, we earnestly petition your Board for a

hearing to the end that we may be taken from District No. 9, and

placed in District No. 7." Very good; but will you please mark,

and I think I am justified in emphasizing this for you know the

old joke about getting people to sign petitions, and the asser-

tion that a man once made that he could set people to sign a pe-

tition to have themselves hanged if he tried to;- you will mark

that there is no reference in this petition -- there is no ref-

erence to districts which it sought to be eliminated. It's an

individual assertion on the part of each bank, and they are dat-

ed all very early in October, beginning October lst,--six months,

substantially, before this petition was filed. I say it is not;

I say the matter is not in compliance with your regulation 1, and

I say that those signatures that we have there have neither legally,

under your regulation, or morally, any force upon this hearing.

A Member of the Board: Have they been communicated with

since October?

Ueland: Yes.

A Member of the Board: They refer to the original request?

Jr. Ueland: I will answer that now. I have in my hand, not
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•

the testimony which you do not want to take, but I have docu-

ments, records of our bank, -- your bank, if you please,--which

I dare say that I may leave here for your consideration.

Early in February, there appeared in the newspaper at Stev-

ens Point -- the Stevens Point Journal a case where one, I

think, Mr. Dunegan, who is prominent here, and resides here, gave

a statement to the effect -- I quote:

When the National banks of the count-Iv were assign-
ed to the new Federal Reserve districts several months
ago, many banks of Wisconsin that had previously done bus-
iness through Chicago were placed in district No. 9, of
which Minneapolis is the reserve city. Immediately a
strenuous protest was voiced and the actual operation of
the law has increased rather than lessened the dissatis-
faction."

The management of our bank found in this naturally not only an

attack upon the action of the Organization, but upon the service

they had received, and sent the circular letter of the date of

January 16th, in which he quotes this, and inquires,"What_i amila-
the Governor

terested in as mrstriax of this bank is in just what manner the

operation of the law and our dealings with you have proven un-

satisfactory," and calling for response.

A ',lumber of the Board: When was the newspaper dated?

Mr. Ueland: 16th of February, before this petition was fil-

ed; the 16th of February.

A Member of the Board: Of course the Governor's letter had

no reference to the newspaper article?

Mr. Ueland: He quoted it.

A Member of the Board: I thought you said his letter was

January something?
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A Member of the Board: I thought you said the other

your pardon; February 16th. He quotes

the newspaper extracts and so on before he makes this inquiryc

A Member of the Board: Yes.

Mr. Ueland: Now, I have attached here to this docwrienta-

tion the letters -- not all the letters, but many of the let-

ters that came by way of response in three classes, in order to

be able to lessen the labor of the Board. The first class con-

taining fifteen letters, is from banks that are held out as

being petitioners on this appeals-to be joint petitioners in

this. The next batch are letters from other banks, member

banks within that same district. The third class are letters

which I haTe selected from banks that are in counties bo rderinc7

on'the district affected by the appeal, showing that these

banks, situated practically the same as banks which are claimed

to be petitioners, are well satisfied to be in the Ninth Dis-

trict; that is, ltktaxxxkxxxxxxxxlaxxxkrxx3txxiqc assuming that

those banks are substantially in the same position as those

which came within the exact territory sought to be detached.

Now, I will stop taking the time of the Board, except by

A letter from the First National Bank of Berlin. I spoke

just now of those who claimed to be petitioners. This letter

is from the First National Bank of Berlin, dated February 17th.

They begin by stating that their business with the Reserve Bank
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•

they continue:

17th:

"We are of the opinion, however, that our inter-
est will not be materially affected by having the Re-
serve district in Minneapolis and we certainly would
not be in a position to criticise until after our bus-
iness was active."

The First National Bank of Black River Falls, February

"Replying to yours of the 16th, up to this time,
the operation of the law and your dealings with us,
have been very satisfactory."

The First National Bank of Brillion, -- and by the way,

Brillion is one of the four points in the district sought to

be detached as to which there is not over-night mail. With all

of the rest of the points there is over-night mail both ways.

Towards the close of the letter they say:

"Neither do we imagine that any different, or bet-
ter service, except in the matter of quicker returns,
would be given us by any other Federal Reserve Bank,
at this time."

First National Bank of Clintonville:

"Thus far our business with your bank has been
little and probably conducted as easily as it could
have been done with the 9th District Bank in Chicago."

National Bank of De Pere:

"Yours of the 16th inst., duly received, and in
response beg to state that this is the first intima-
tion that we have had that any movement of the kind
you refer to, was on foot, as we do not remember of
having any communication from Mr. Dunegan or anyone
else with reference to the question, and certainly
not for a long time."

They had signed, I suppose, these petitions Cctober 1 or 2, but

forgotten it, evidently. Continuing:

"We fully appreciate that we can not all expect
to have everything to our entire liking, and there-
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fore, have learned to a great extent, to adapt our-
selves to the conditions, and felt that experience
would probably teach us that the business could be
handled practically as well there (that is, Minne-
apolis) as elsewhere."

quotation
Another/from the National Bank of De Pere'l_etter:

"We certainly have had no occasion to criticize
the manner in which you have dealt with us so far,
and have not offered any protest."

If they signed, why they have forgotten it too.

From the McCartney National Bank, Green Bay;

"At the time we were notified of our assignment
to district number it 92 we entered our protest
against it and asked to be assigned to number 7 in-
stead. Since that time we have taken no active part
In seeking to effect a change."

They are unconscious of being a party to this appeal, it seems

to me.

First National Bank of Marshfield, February 19th:

"Replying to your letter of February 16th, which
was not answered before owing to my absence from the
city, would say that the same was certainly news to
me. While we have always been of the opinion that it
would be better for us to be in district #/ on account
of the major part of our business being with Chicago
or Milwaukee banks, we had not been trying to be trans-
ferred to that district."

They have forgotten it too.

First National Bank New London:

"Replying to yours of the 16th inst., we have no
knowledge of any action taken upon the part of the
management of the Federal Reserve Bank of the Ninth
District which has proven unsatisfactory to this bank.
We are no, aware of the fact that we are associated
with J. W. Dunnegan, Steven Point, Wis., in any crit-
icism."

Cshkosh City National Bank:

"In reply, would say (Febfuary 17th) that we have
not been approached by the gentleman in question (Mr.
Dunnegan)2 and doubt whether we would consider the same

19
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seriously. While we feel that we should have been
put in the ;:,eventh Federal Reserve District, never-
theless we are pleased to state that the service of
the Minneapolis :aeserve Bank has been entirely sat-
isfactory to us."

Another from Oshkosh, the Commercial National:

"You state that as Governor of the Ninth Dis-

trict, you are interested in knowing in just what
manner the operation of the law and your dealings
with us have proven unsatisfactory. While this bank

was a party to the protest and petition to have Is-

consin included in the Seventh District, we have
never expressed any dissatisfaction with the actual
operation of the law. In fact, we have nerer avail-

ed ourselves of any of the many functions of the
bank over which you preside, consequently are not
in a position to express the opinion that you quote
from Mr. Dunegan's letter; therefore, we are not to
be included in the "Many banks in Wisconsin" men-
tioned above."

• 
The Princeton First National. I will skip that.

•

The Shawano German American National Bank:

"At one time this bank signed a petition ask-
irg that this district be removed from the Minneap-
olis district and placed in the district #7.
. . . I am unable to say that our being located in
the Minneapolis district would be unsatisfactory to
us, but thus far, as yo know, we have had very little
business relations with the Federal Reserve Bank*

"It seems to me that the agitation is caused
In a great part by the bankers of Chicago and Mil-
waukee, in order that the business, which has for
years been coming their way, may not be taken to
oth,-r cities."

Alma First National:

"We may state further that our inclusion in
the ninth district is highly satisfactory to us and

that for various reasons we would regret very much

to have boundaries changed so as to place us in the

Chicago district."

Now here comes the letters from the parties within the

20
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district that protest against being taken out, which I will

not of course stop to read, except I will call attention to

two. Where I put my finger here (indicating on map), either

there or there, Mr. Reed, I do not remember which, we have Fond

du lac County, have we not? Fond du lac County is to the ex-

treme southern border of the present district that is nearest

to Chicago, up to the border of the Ninth District. We have,

as the gertlemen of the Board will see, a jog down here into

the distirct -- La Crosse County, is it not?

Mr. Reed: Yes, sir.

Mr. Ueland: Here are the border banks of which you have

spoken. Now, if there should be any banks that would want to

ID get out, you would find it here on the border of Fond du lac.

That is, if there was any pressing mason, any real substantial

reason from a business point of view) as far as they are con-

cerned, we find it there; and I therefore call attention to

the letter of the bank in Ripon, which is in that county, dat-

ed February 17th:

•

"Replying to your letter of Feb. 16th, I beg
to say we have not taken any part in any of the
steps taken by many of the banks in Wisconsin to
have this part of the State put in the seventh Fed-
eral Reserve District, as we believe our interests
can be as well served from Minneapolis as from Chi-
cago."

In a letter from the Commercial National Bank, also at

Fond du lac, a letter which I quote not only for this purpose,

but for another purpose, that has a bearing upon this case,

and I quote that at some length, because mum it states the

situation really more precisely as to that other matter than I
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could do myself. It is dated February 17th:

"The officers of this bank are not in sympathy
with the effort that is being made to have our dis-
trict changed. We think that all the unrest in this
district has been caused by Milwaukee. They, I am
sure, feel that if middle and southern Wisconsin are
added to the Seventh District that in time Milwaukee
can be a hranch, when such time comes. We feel that
it is to our interest to remain in the Minneapolis
District for the reason that all our northern Wis-
consin, Minnesota, North and South Dakota and Monta-
na farm loans can be made at a very much higher rate
than can be secured in the Chicago district. We will
be able to help just the class of people that need
help from the strong banks of Wisconsin. Chicago
now is the second largest Federal Reserve Bank, and
they do not need us at all, while Minneapolis does.

"As far as doing business with Minneapolis is
concerned, it is just as convenient for us to do it
with Minneapolis as it is with Chicago. Cur mail
goes out from here at night and is in Minneapolis in
the morning, the same as Chicago.

"The officers of this bank would be very sorry
to have this district changed, and if at any time
we can in any way assist you to retain this portion
of the state, if it is your wish to do so, we would
be very glad indeed to serve you."

Mr. Warburg: Will you repeat what he says there about the

higher rate, I did not quite catch that.

Mr. Ueland: They can pet higher rates on mortgage

loans. I will repeat it:

"We feel that it is to our interest to remain
in the Minneapolis District for the reason that all
our northern Wisconsin, Minnesota, North and South
Dakota and Montana farm loans can be made at a very
much higher rate than can be secured in the Chicago
district."

They can get farm loans at a higher rate in the Ninth Dis..

tract than they can in the Seventh District, and as the Board

will remember, you can not, under the Act and your regulations,-

the banks can not go outside the district to te're farm loans,

I am quite right, I think, in that statement. I think the
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Board will remember that the taking of farm loans is confined ..

national banks are confined to the taking of farm loans within

their own district.

Mr. Warberg: The Wisconsin district would profit by it

from the State, then, because they would have to employ their

funds there and not in Dakota.

Mr. Ueland: Yes; well, in the record here I have a bulle-

tin from the North Dakota Bankers Association, which has a

bearing upon this ,,,,1111ject also. One of the grounds for their

protest to this part of the district being taken out is that

the banks here in this district are preeminently the market for

our mortgages here in North Dakota, in Montana, western Minne-

sota, and so on.

. Now, I want to take up, after these general remarks -- I

want to take up specifically what is urged in the brief of the

petitioners as a part of this change.

"Better and cheaper Connections." We admit to some ex-

tent better railroad passenger service, for we admit that the

railroad lines within the district run straighter to Chicago

than they do towards Minneapolisl-not that we have not plenty

of railroad lines; we have four or five or six, that go west-

ward, but not in a straight line.

A Member of the Board: How many banks are there which

can only get their mail at two o'clock?

Mr. Ueland: There are four points that do not get their

mail over-night; in four points.

A Member of the Board: Cnly four?
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Mr. Ueland: Cnly four in the district. I shall not stop

to particularize those things, for I have given the schedules

of that here.

Mr. Reed: Pardon me; may I ask how you get that reply to

the Board?

Mr. Ueland: Where I get it?

Mr. Reed: Yes; where do you r-et your authority?

Mr. Ueland: I confess I got it from the officers of our

bank; that's all I can say, and I think that they would not

state anything that they do not know to be a fact in that re-

spect.

"Cheaper railroad transportation." We do not admit as to

ID that. I confess I have not got all the data, but cheaper rail-

•

road transportation, there can not be on an average, for the

reason that Minneapolis is as near as we can tell,--from about

twenty-three or twenty-four miles nearer to the center of this

district than to Chicago. I will leave this map which will

show it. Central Minneapolis is that much nearer, so when

they say cheaper rates of transportation, I think they ought

to furnish some proof of that. I do not think that can be so.

But as to transportation, as to personal facilities for

traveling, the people of our banks have the opinion, and I do

not think I need to argue that, that it is of very little im-

portance, because the business between the reserve bank and

its member banks is not done by personal attendance. I will

not say not at all, but so seldom, to so small a degree, that

it really does not enter into the situation.
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"Cheaper telephone and telegraph rates." As to that I do

not know. I confess I do not know; but it seems to me, consid-

ering the relative distance, there can not be much in that.

"Mail service." We have already gone over that. But mark

the business being done by mail, and by ovar-night mail both

ways, except as to the four points mentioned.F or every prac-

tical purpose the banks in this section sought to be detached

do business with the bank in Minneapolis as readily as do our

Minnesota banks that are sttuated forty or fifty miles away

from the town. Business goes by the mail and goes out by the

mail, and goes over nirrht.

Now that -- you gentlemen may not think that I ought to

state that. We have a record here which upon that subject

speaks for itself, as it seems to me. With this document I

submit, let me state it conditionally. When I wrote that brief

about the middle of April, I gave you certain figures as to how

much capital these banks in this district had contributed to

our bank, and how much business had been done. I have taken--

we have taken, and I furnish you again the figures, as from

the 12th of May substantially a month later, so that you will

see that was not a mere chance statement that we had in the

brief.

must not tire you with the details of these figures,

and I leave it. But I say this, that they show that the alleged

fifty-three banks in this district scught to be detached -- no,

they allege sixty-one; fifty-three banks in this district which

they say. All the banks in this district -- member banks --have
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contributed substantially one-tenth of the capital to the Min-

neapolis bank, Pirswor• I speak in round figures -- substantially one-

tenth, and constitute substantially one-.tenth of the number of

the banks which have so far done any business with the reserve

bank; whereas the business that these particular banks have

tone up to this time with the reserve bank is more than one-

fifth. So that we find this situation with the member banks

of this particular district, whereas they constitute only about

one-tenth, have done only one-fifth of the businegs, that is,

in proportion to the number; hence twice as much in propor-

tion to the numbr as any banks in that district. So here we

find a situation that in this district of ';dsconsin, speaking

IP 
of discounts now, there are more discounts out now in that dis-

trict than all the banks in Minneapolis, than all the banks

of North Dakota or South Dakota or Montana or the rest of lach-

igan.

Mr. Warberg: That is the aggregate?

Mr. Ueland: The aggregate outstanding discounts now is

 . I mean of the total; the aggregate

total discounts for the entire district?

rr. "7arberg: Yes.

Mr. Ueland: And for Wisconsin, $123,382. I do not know

if I make myself eleer.

Mr. Warberg: Yes; entirely clear.

Mr. Ueland: The entire outstanding discounts on the 12th

of may was --

Mr. Warberg: I was only going to see how much of that
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statistical material was really anything at all, because it is

so small. I was only inquiring about the total numbers.

Mr. Ueland: Though that does not indicate; it is so dif-

ficult to do business, and it means something.

There are two more things that I want to mention. NV e are

reviewing the work of the Crganization Committee. I do not

need to speak to you of the task that confronted the Crganiza-

tion Committee; you know it so much better. The Crganization

Committee, under the Act, was bound to make the districts such

that they could get the minimum capital of four millions, and

their decision shows that in that endeavor they cut the Minne-

apolis district in point of capital the lowest of any of the

twelve; and only that of Atlanta was on the same footing. They

found they estimated the capital upon the returns they had,

$427C2,CCO from each of these two districts, and outside of

that, as you know, the capital was even then much larger. They

left a margin of VCCICCC, only, for the event that any of
these banks should not subscribe as they might have omitted to

do, of course, in going out of business, or in the event of

course of capital or surplus being reduced, certainly cutting

it very close. The situation has changed a little in that re-

spect. The total subscribed capital now, speaking in round

figures, is $4,9CCICCCI and a little bit less in the Atlanta

District, according to your reports. Yet our district is the

next lowest in point of capital today.

Now the capital that would be withdrawn if this appeal

prevailed would be $262,5)C, and if we should anticipate this,

it seems to me we would have that  if any. Now at some time in

27
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in the future you would have to take the peninsula; also, say

the capital would come down to only about 0_50,000 aboth that

minimum -- I h?ve the exact figures here, with which I will

not tire you, and as I thought to close shortly. Does not

it stand to reason that in the exigencies of business that may

be before us, we do not know but that there may be such a change

or reduction of capital that this would bring the matter of

capital below the minimum? Ought we to run it any closer to

the line? Is not it clear that it is the policy of the act,

and was the intention of Congress, that this Board should see

to it that the capital of the different banks was equalized as

much as possible. Of course we know that it is the policy t

have the capitalization as equal as you can, and not as diver-

sified as may be.

Now, than, upon this proposition of its being readier to

take the train to Chicago than to Liinneapolis, and to telephone,

the charges being ten cents more, and the telegraph,--if that

be so, and all that, you are asked to reduce the capital of the

Minneapolis bank to the point that I have stated, and add to

the capital of the Seventh District Bank, which is between

twelve and thirteen million dollars. I do not think you should

do that, unless there were real and good substantial reasons

for it.

And there is another thing that I said I would come back

to, and with which I shall close. The act contemplates the

clearing sjste:11,th„A is,the service which it is going to give.,
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As I understand it -- I am not much of a banker, I confess --

the checks that the member bank gets shall be handled so and so,

to his convenience. He gets his checks, of course, to the great-

est extent, from his neighboring banks, that is, from the banks

nearest to him. The bank in the peninsula, I think ge can as-

sume, gets the bulk of the checks which it would h;_...ve for clear-

ing through the lAnneapolis bank, from this Wisconsin district.

Now, you can not, under the act, and do not intend to, as I un-

derstand it, extend this clearing system beyond that between the

member banks of each district, so that if this portion of 7iscon-

sin territory las taken out you do at a stroke cut the peninsula

banks off, so any benefit of their clearing system, and that you

should not do except for good and sufficient reason.

enber of the Board: How do you make that out? This is

not going to dislocate the transportation facilities between the

northern peninsula -nd Yinneapolis.

mr. Ueland: If Ir mistaken,--I may be mistaken, because

I a:r, not much of a banker. Under your proposed system of clear-

ing you handle-the reserve bank handles in clearing only the checks

of its member banks. Vow this __ichigan bank will have the bulk

of its checks from its fellow 1,,ember banks in the district to be

detached, which will not be -- can not be handled in the clearing'

under the system you propose, and therefore this peninsula will

be cut off from the benefit of the clearing. Now if I am wrong

about that, you bankers will have to correct me. That's the way

I understand it.

I thank you for your attention.
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Mr. Weed: May I have a moment to reply?

The Governor of the Board: Certainly.

Mr. Weed: Of course, there was nothing in the brief of

the respondent bank to inform me of any of these letters that

have been read before the Board, or at least extracts from

them, so I am unable to answer them, except in this, that I

know that Mr. Dunnigan was misquoted in the newspaper article

that came to the attention of the Minneapolis bank, and that

the use that was made of that letter was entirely an improper

use so far as Mr. Dunnegan was concerned, because it started

out on the theory which Yr. Dannegan never advanced at the

time, that there had been no business and could have been no

business with any of these banks in the petitioning territory,

and the Minneapolis bank, except to subscribe for and pay in

the stock.

A Member of the Board : What time do you speak of?

Mr. Weed: That was in January, a year ago.

A Member of the Board: January a year ago?

Mr. Weed: January of this year.

A Member of the Board: What do you mean, there could have

been no business?

Mr. Weed: All that had transpired between the banks, as I

understand it, was that the banks in this petitioning district

had then subscribed for and paid in some portion of the stock

to the Minneapolis bank.

A Member of the Board: No loans made?

Mr. Wed: I think not, as I understand it, but if the

3
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gentlemen will permit the President of our State Bankers' Asso-

ciation here, and also Yr. Dunnegan, a member of this commit-

tee, and if there are any questions you desire to ask that have

relation to practical banking, I wish you would ask them of

these gentlemen, for them would be very glad to reply to any

questions of that nature. I am not a banker, and have not any

special practical knowledge of banking. But as I understand it,

at the time this proposed communication was supposed to have

been sent out, the member banks had had practically absolutely

no business with the Minneapolis bank, and could have had none

practically, except the mere fact of subscribing for and paying

in the capital stock, and I think I am not mistaken in that,

although the gentlemen who are here present representing the

bank associations up there may be able to correct any misstate-

ment I may make.

Now, I want to say this, that I tried to be frank in our

brief, and we stated to the meA)ers of this Board in that brief

that some of the banks linstead of joining in this petition, had

come out and said that they did not care to join, for the reas-

on that they were making loans in North and South Dakota, etc.,

and we call the attention in that brief to the fact that that

was one of the reasons why this Board should make the change

thnt this petition asks for. We point out in that brief that

the very fact that these Wisconsin banks can get a higher

rate of interest in states west of Wisconsin on farm loans than

they can get in Wisconsin, is discriminating against Wisconsin,

and carrying the money from Wisconsin to help build up and de-

3
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velop the States in the west, and deprive the farming element

of northern and eastern Wisconsin of the money they need.

A Member of the Board: What is the capital of the banks

asking to be transferred?

Mr. weed: The capital? I can nOt tell you off-hand, but

It leaves the Minneapolis bank with a surplus of about PCC,COCI

I think.

A Member of the Board: I was considering it in connection

with the amount that they might loan on real estate.

Mr.Weed: The great trouble is here, may it please the

Board: The Southern portion of Wisconsin, a very wealthy part

of the State, including the large city of Milwaukee, is now in

the Seventh District. Cf course under the law that portion of

the State of Wisconsin can not loan upon north and eastern and

north-eastern Wisconson lands. What we desire is that this pe-

titioning territory be placed with the southern portion of Wis-

con9in, so that this rapidly developing part of the State can

borrow from banks in southern Wisconsin, where they have the

money to loan, so that the northern and eastern portions of

Wisconsin may be permitted to develop and not that a sub-divi-

sion of the State of Wisconsin be made that will be a detriment

to the northern and eastern part of Wisconsin, and a benefit

only to the States further west. We do not believe that that

was the purpose of the law, and we do not believe that will be

the purpose of this Board.

Now, a system of clearing checks is suggested. What for?

Why to remedy a part of the evil created by this improper divi-
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sion. Why create an evil to be remedied? Why not make a sub—

division of the territory along the lines of the other and or

course of business, as the testimony before the Organiza—

tion Committee clearly showed should have been done.

A Member of the Board. You say that the clearing system

is calculated to remedy that evil?

Mr. Weed: I say that in this instance that would be its

effect.

A Member of the Board: I do not think it had any bearing

on that as far as I can judge. The clearing system is provided
#

for in the original act for all over the country.

Mr. Weed: True, I am drawing my inference, if you please,

10 from the brief and argument on the part of counsel. My infer—

ence is that, admitting that inconvenience now exists, the

system of clearing checks, etc., would reduce or minimize that

inconvenience. I have no purpose of reflecting upon the terms

or purposes of the law. I simply draw that inference from the

brief and argument of opposing counsel, that, assuming, for

instance, that inconvenience or increased expense does exist,

this system of clearing checks will either eliminate it, or at

least reduce it. I say that if such a condition exists, why

resort to the clearing check system for eliminating or reducing

111 it Why not make a re—division of the territory, and thus

eliminate or reduce it?

Now the brief of the Minneapolis bank, I think is very

frank in one respect, -- brutally frank, in fact. It says that

this territory in Wisconsin was placed with the Minneapolis
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district because the Minneapolis district needed the capital,

and it ought to remain there, because the Minneapolis bank

still needs the capital. Now, that's a very, very selfish

view, it seems to me, to take of it. It seems to me it takes

a view of the situation that the law never contemplated. They

still would have ample capital above the minimum, $4,CCC ICCC,

if this petitioning district was assigned to the other dis-

trict, and it seems to me, if it appears to you gentlemen of

the Board that the natural and customary course of business

was from this petitioning district toward Chicago, that this

petition should be granted, and the proper order of the Board

made to carry it into effect. As I say, if you gentlemen have

any questions of practical banking, the president of our State

Bankers Association, and Mr. Dunnegan, are here, and they would

be glad to answer.

Mr. Ueland: Nay I be permitted to say when I read the

brief, I admitted that the rate of discount was half a per cent

hirrlier on sixty and ninety day paper, and since that time the

rate of discount has been changed in our banks so as on thirty

and sixty days, not on ninety. I th ink that is the situation

now.

The Governor of the Board: We will take the matter under

advisement and you will be apprized of the decision.
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BE DETACHED FROM FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT lar,BER NIUE
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Washington, D. C.

May 20th, 1915.
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Reported by
Rexford L. Holmes,

Shorthand Reporter,
322 Southern Building,

WashinGton, D. C.
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The Governor of the Board: We are ready, gentlemen.

Mr. H. I. Weed, Counsel for Petitioners: Gentlemen of

the Board: This petition was filed by banks in a portion of

central, eastern, and northeastern Tisconsin, for the purpose

of obtaining a review of the action of the Organization Com-

mittee in placing that portion of 7isconsin with the Ninth Fed-

eral Reserve District. We assign as errors of the Organization

Committee in s--oh action the fact that due consideration was

not given to the usual and ordinary course of business in mak-

ing the division as it exists at present; and, second, that

all of the testimony taken before the Organization Committee

tended to show that the petitioning istrict should have been

julued with the uhicarro or qoventh Federal Reserve District;

that there was absolutely no testimony to the contrary; that

while the positions of the Minneapolis bank and the St. Paul

banks in their application to the Organization Committee to

have Minneapolis or St. Paul designated as a federal reserve

bank city, and while their application was made at considerable

length, and written briefs filed and made a part of the record,

there is not even an intimation on the part of Minneapolis or

St. Paul that any bank in all the State of Wisconsin should be

joined with that district if such a district was created by

the Organization Board. All of the testimony was to the ef-

fect that the business of Wisconsin was tributary to the city

of Chicago, and to the effect that this portion especially of

the State of Wisconsin should have been attached to the Seventh

Federal Reserve District.
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There is a map attached at the back of the brief filed by

petitioners which shows in colors the southern portion of the

State in pink, which was assiemed to the federal reserve dis-

trict iJO. 7, or Chicago.

All of the outlines of the State of 7:isconsin were, by or-

der of the Organization Committee, assigned to 1.7ederal Reserve

District Le. 9,-to Minneapolis.

The petitioning district that now seeks to be changed from

the Minneapolis District to the Chicago District is shown in

the yellow color on the map at the back of the brief, and the

seventeen counties in the western and northwestern portion of

Wisconsin are net joining in this petition, and still are to

remain, oven if this order is made that is requested by peti-

tioners, with the Federal Reserve District Eo.

At the time of the hearing before the Organization Commit-

tee in Chicago, the retitioners in our section of the State of

,isconsin believed that it would naturally and logically follow

that Chicago would be selected as one of the reserve bank ci-

ties. They felt too th;A; 'fl:waukee and the southern portion of

thc State of .isconsin must of necessity, by reason - by virtue

of basiness reasons, be joined with the Chicego District, and

that as a result a branch bank vould be established in the city

of Milwaukee; and they felt too that logically it must follow,

because the natural flow of business from this section of 7;is-

cousin was toward Milwaukee and Chicago, that this section of

our State would be joined with the Chicago district. They felt

that 80 strongly that they did not feel it necessary for them
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to appear before the Organization Committee at Chicago and take

UP their time with '.i.guments in the way of presenting their

case; but as I have already stated to you gentlemen of the

Board, every word of testimony that was produced before the Or-

ganization Committee, -- and there was quite a bit of it, and it

is all pointed out in the brief of petitioners, and the exam-

ination of the record cited for your perusal, if you choose to

look at it carefully, -- will disclose that every word of that

testimony was to the effect that all of the business relations
Of this petitioning section of 7isconsin were naturally with and
to the city of Chicago, because the bankers in this particular

Portion of the ',•tate of 7isconsindid not take the trouble to
go before the Organization Committee. 'e admit that it was negli-
gence on their part. Xe feel floe; that perhaps if they had ap-

eared before the Organization Committee and made their claim
or being attached to the Chicago District more apparent, as
hey could have done by statistics as to their business, etc.,

that this unintentional mistake, L,s we regard it, would never
ave been made.

There are in this petitioning district sixty-one banks;

ifty-three of those banks join in this petition for a change.

7e are met in the brief of the Minneapolis bank with the asset
“on, first, that we ought not to be heard by this Board in our

ietition for change, because we did not proceed in time. It

seems to me that that is a very technical objection, even if it
1
lould be entertained, and it does not seem to me that members of
this Board are warranted in entertaining it; but that they are
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precluded, it seems to me, by the procie t(rns of the 1:.11; that

creates this Board. The OrE;bnition Cominittee was vested, in

the first instance, with ro77r and the duty to mike this sub-

division, but the logis1;)tivo body that creoted this lf-- 17; evi-

dently thought that in placing in order the machinery of this

grept businciss cntelTrise, some mistqkes might be made; there-

fore they provided expressly in the law that this Board when

created could, from time to time, tzke up and re-district this

territory, or correct or change any error this Board mi .ht find

had bAen couAttr)ed by the Orgcnizntion Committee in thL first

division of aterritory. That power vested in this board by the

law itself is a cotinuing power. It says "thA this Board may,

from time to time etc., so that theclaim on the part of the

Minnevpolls bF:nk that ihe did not proceed in time, it seems to

me, is utterly without force.

Lnother fact J:e are faced with is this, 1.1-1t one of these

petitpninE: banks joined in the creation of the !•inn fpolis

1:0(.?erve Bank, that is, in order to obt'in thc ccrtificft, of

the Minneapoli2 banks. Again I say that that :.oint is not v,ell

token, bocause the law provides that the Org' niztion Committee

should designate the member banks that shall join in L:.lying

for* that certificate, and thet bank, when designnted by the

Org,mization CoTmittee, has no option in the matter t all. 3y

the terms of the law, every notional baA and member bank

is compelled to comply with every term and provision of the

law, and the penalty is forfeiture of its charter if it fails

to comply, so that th action of one of these present pe-

4
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titionin banks in assisting in the creation of the Minneapolis

bank ought not to preclude it from now requesting that a change

be made, because its action was simply in compliance with the

plain ta4as and provisions of the law that created this Board.

We say there are many reasons for this change. We say that

rail connections between this petitioning section of the State

of Wisconsin and Chicago are much better and much cheaper than

they are with Minneapolis. Vie say that the mail service is much

better than with Minneapolis. We say that telephone and tele-

graph rates are cheaper with Chicago than with Minneapolis. Now,

these matters are not disputed in the reply brief of the Minneapo-

lis bank. Vie say, further, that the rate of re-discounting at

Minneapolis is open at Chicago, and that is in part admitted,

specifying certain term paper. The reply of the Minneapolis bank

does not dispute the fact that telephone and telegraph rates are

higher to Minneapolis from the greater portion of this petition-

ing district than from Chicago, but says they have not at their

hand any reliable data as to that. They do not assort that the

statement contained in our brief is wrong. They could have ob-

tained that data by application, it seems to me, to any telegraph

or telephone office for rates, as I was able to do, in making ap-

plication to the telephone and telegraph offices in and near the

locality where I live. Telegraph rates, for instance, are at

the rate of thirty cents to Chicago, to forty to Minneapolis; in

my section of the State $1.50 for telephoning Minneapolis; the

rate to Chicago is $1.00.

The brief of the Minneapolis bank admits that the railroad
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service is better, but it assorts that the mail service is

equally good, and that the Minneapolis mails are distributed in

this petitioning section of the country when deposited, or not

before distributed in this petitioning section of the State of

Wisconsin in the morning. Unfortunately for their contention,

theoretically it may be all right, but practically it does not

work out that way. Minneapolis mails mailed the night before

reach our petitioning section of the country so late that they

are not distributed until what is known as the two o'clock dis-

tribution of our delivery, so that they reach our banks at a

time when the rash of other business almost precludes their hand-

ling the Minneapolis business that day, and practfcally loses

them a day.

We are faced, too, with this contenticn on the part of the

Minneapolis bank, that the granting of this petition would leave

the Einth District with northern Michigan and this portion of

Wisconsin,practically separating northern Michigan from the bal-

ance of the ilinth District. That's not a forceful argument, so

far as the law is concerned, because the law gave the Organiza-

tion Committee, and gives this Beard,absolute power to do just

that thing. The law provides that the territory need not neces-

sarily be co-terminus, so that there is no real force and effect

to that suggestion.

Now, I assume that it is the purpose of this law, and that

it would be the wish of this committee,that every state institu-

tion that might be qualified to become a member of this banking

system could become a member of this banking system.* We have a

0
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great many state banks in this petitioning section of the State
of Wisconsin, z_nd while it is information gathered since the Or-
ganization Committee sat, still we believe it is information we
think the Board is entitled to. We have taken the trouble to
find out from the numerous state banks in this petitioning dis-
trict what their choice would be, and out of 254 all but five
expressed the wish that the territory may be changed to the Chi-
cago District, because if they do become members of this system,
that's where they would do their business.

„ e suggest in our brief a rule established by this Board,
that no new testimony will be taken, but that the petitioners
or the respondent bank will be limited to the record before the
Organization Committee. Now, taken literally, that declaration
by this board would, it seems to me, absolutely preclude the Min-
neapolis Bank from being hurt, or at least from having anything
to say, because there is not one '4ord of testimony or one inti-
mation on the part of tam Minneapoliz or St. Paul in the hearing
before the Organization Committee that they were entitled to or
desired a single bank in all the State of 1:iscons1n to be at-
tached to their district; but we do not contend for an abolutely
literal construction of that particular rule of this board. We
assume that this board will use tLe knowledge that it has as men
of 'ido experience, and apply it. assume that this board is
not entirely judicial in its nature, but administrative, and
that it will use the judgment it has, whether obtained from some
particular record, or some particular brief, and will use the in-
formation that it obtains or that it possesses without any par-
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ticularly binding reference to this rule they have themselves

established. But so far as the petitioners are concerned, we

are not particular whether the board takes the view that the rule

established by itself absolutely limits it to the record. If it

loes, then we say that the Minneapolis bank has nothing upon

which it can argue before this board. Or, we are perfectly wil-

ling to take the broader view to permit this board to use its

own judgment, and its own knowledge, that it has obtained, or can

obtain, rather than the record before the Organization Committee,

and then mcke up its judgment, and we say that in either event

it must locically follow that this petitioning territory ought

to be joined with the Chicago Listrict, because there is where all

of its business,..-practically all of its business-goes today.

We have taken the trouble to make some investigation as to

some of the banks in the very v.estern part of this petitioning

district, and find that anywhere from ninety to ninety-one per

cent of their transactions are with Chicago, as compared with

Linneapolis; and as you go further toward the eastern portion of

the State, the percentage increases in favor of Chicago.

Now, we asvame that Chairman Glass was right when he said

that the branch banks, after they had once been established, would
be the real working element of the system, and we believe that to
be true. The bankers of our State had hoped to be placed in the
district with Chicago, that the city of Milwaukee, the great me-

tropolis of the Stare of Wisconsin, would have a branch bank of

the Chicago District located there, then all of the elements of

. benefit that can be derived from this system would be right at

the very door of this petitioning district, And we do feel that
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there ar many good reasons why this change should be made, and

we truet that this board, after due consideration, will make an

order creetinie thet chenge.

ARGUMENT OF nR. A. UELAND, 111)1L:SNTING THE

RESERVE KIIK.

Mr. Chairnen, and gentlemen of the 3oard: :eetion 2 of the

Act eontenplatee action on the • art of this Board involvinF a

review of the decisions of the Orgenization Committee. This

power of review ma or may not result in changing the boundLries

of any given district as fixed by the Orumizftion Committee.

Now as to tee method of edjuLtment, it seems to Teo it goes th-

out sayine, it ,hould not be c nsidercd by the Bourd except in

the lieht of some experience VF to the working, rs to the praetic.-

al operation of the work, of the Organization Comeittee. nd this

Board hfL, indeed, not so ff said anythin- by eey of promulPat-

ine any rules for considering the Fejustments, so that in speak-

ing to this mett, r here, i speck entirely from the point of

view of our bele- litre to consieler thie matt(-r by lidny of review

of the work of th, Orgeniz(tion Copimittec.

Now, our iinneapolis .1-eeerve Bank. ho,ee thus very materially

to reduce the iiinth District, in obedience -- i think Imey use

the word -- to the mandete which we find in your regulation No.

1, and tlso from c sense of duty to the other member banks of

th:t district, and to the other business interests of that dis-

trict.

9

a----
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I want to emphasize at the out;, t thLt the Reserve Bank is

not here in any spirit of hostility to the IDnkers here by any

means. The Llinnepolis bank Ti continu&lly r, rlized this sense

Of duty in a good many ttingible wa from its member banks, since

the presu announced that there vould be this appea, and I think

I may refer more particularly to the f.ction of the
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Bankers' Association which wr,s quite unanimous on the subject,

that the matter should be opposed thoroughly, the reasons for

which I ill not F:o iLto now. And these member banks of that

a sociEtion would feel that 1:Lr. Rich .nd myself are derelict if

we did not brin to the attention of the Board any rev[ons we

have for thinkinFf, that thin appeal should not prevail.

And so we have suggested in our brief, and I do sut7Fest

again, thnt this petition should not be considered on its merit,

because it comes too late. .nd I want just to s;:y a v,ord about

It, because in making this claim I do not intend to be technic-1,

as counsel seem to think.

The ct says that geographical limits might be r vie;,ed by

the Board when org.nized. The decision fixing these lines was

made, I think, on the second of April; on the twenty-eighth of

August this Board promulgated regulation Bo. 1. The Board will

pleas( remetrber,-of course it will remember; I simply c 11 t-

tention to it -- h t it All of course consider all matters of

this sort perfectly impartially, and remember one is just like

the rest.

You will therefore be bound to determine what is a reasonable

time for making appeal from the jrganization Committee's decision.

You will be bound to do that, because, if, forsooth, a delay of

more than six months is too much to be rettsomblc time, -- as

for instance we are here today; then cr,n .lot deny to hear other

applicants that may come in th future. YJU either will have to

fix what you consider e remswable time, or you can not the

time at tal, unless you act partially to perties. _nd :.() I say

_that while_the Lot did not contemplate  that appeal should
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be brought here, when the Board was organized, instanter, by any
they

means, it intended that tit should be broucht before the Board

within a reasonable time, which is such time as would be necessa-

ry, under those circumstances, and this Board made provision for

that in regulation 1, on the 28th of August, in stating that

Class A and B directors might act for the reserve bank; that is

to say, the matter might be gotten at when these directors came

into being, which was the case. So much for that.

The next question which we raised against the action of

the Reorganization Committee being reviewed upon its merits is

this: The ..ct - Section 2 - says that as soon as practically the

Secretary of the Treasury, etc., shall designate not less than

eight nor more than twelve cities, to be known as so and so, and

should devide the continental United States, excluding Alaska,

into districts, each district to contain only one such federal

reserve bank, when the Organization Committee shall have estab-

lished federal reserve aistricts as provided by Section 2, cer-

tificates shall be tiled, and so on. The Act told the Organiza-

tion ComLlittee that in counting out ths districts they did not

nedd to follow state lines. The district lines do not need to

be co-terminus with state lines. That is true. But the Let did

not say, as counsel suggests, that the districts could consist

of fragments. The Act contemplates as clearly as anything can bc

that toe sub-division of the continental United Stats should be

into not more than twelve solid geographical sub-divisiond, and

we have not had that only from the language of the Act, but we

find it in connection with the provision of the Act for the

12
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clearing system, by implication, to which I shall opet,.k present—

ly. That is to say, if there is to be r clearing system dthin

the district, it means an exchange of checks, and it -would be

practically impossible, as shown Ii. noth, r connection, to have

a clearing system in a di,trict that was in fragments, one

part of it separated from another part.

Now here comes a petition by vay of review, in time or not

in tim,, .s this Board may determine. f-.Pt do he petitioners

tsk? The petitioners ask to have detached that Imrt of -iscon—

sin - hich I pohit to here on this map (indic'ting), cutting the

Linth lAstrict i to two distinct parts. Leaving the eastern part,

they v -it to Jetach the entire north peninsula of Michigan.

;, Member of the Board: ill you turn that map around,

Judge, please?

Mr. Ueltind: (Complies with request.) o as ffr as this

matter tnft is now before the Board is concerned, it is simply

this: should the Organization Committee have 1:Pde such a dis—

trict as this Board is asked to make up here? Of course not,

it seemr to me, f-nd I do not need to stop to argue that the Board

is not to review the appeal to make the district what the Or—

ganization C31,1 ittee should 11,)t, have made it. —nd if thrt is so,

and It seems to me it can not be otherwise, why it simply dis—

poses of this matter witrout going further into it.

Now, there is still another matter srich I will speak of

in connection with wheth, r this matter si')uld be heard uon the

merits, as to which I am not so certain whether the Board will

think th t I am too technical, or not.

A Eember of the Boi‘rit: Judge, may I inquire whether the

,13
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banks in the northern part of Michigan were approached on the

subject of joining in this petition?

Mr. Ueland: I do not know.

A Member of the Board: Perhaps counsel can advise Us.

Mr. Ueland: You will find from the record of the Organiza-

tion Committee in Chicago.

A Member of the Board: I do not mean I mean since then,

do you know whether they were approached on the subject or not?

Mr. heed: I do not,
and whetter

2. Member of the Board: Whether asked to join / they declined?

Mr. Ueland: If the gentlemen of the Board will permit me to

say something outside of the record, which I have not the slight-

est desire to do, out of the banks in Michigan, I do not think

there is one wants to got out of the 14inth District. Your rep-

resentative, lir. Reed, is here, and he can possibly better satis-

fy you on that subject than I can.

Mr. Reed: All I can say in reply to your question is that

those banks were represented before the Organization Committee,

and the record will show that they requested very positively

they should join with Chicago.

Mr. Ueland: 'I:low, with the protest that I do not want to be

technical, will the gentleman permit me to make this point: Your

regulation No. 8 says that the petition for review should be sign-

ed by two-thirds of the member banks of the district that sought

to be detached, and joined to another district. The original

petition as here was filed on the 13th of March, as I have said

already. It was signed by three banks and no more, v,ith the
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modification that there is attached to that petition with the sig-

nature of banks a statement reading to this effect: "Believing

that the Organization Committee of the Federal Reserve Bank were

not fully informed concerning the umal and customary course of

business in our locality when we made the district No. 9, and

referring to your letter of August 8, 1913, marked Regulation 1,

Section 2, petition for change in geographical limits of the Fed-

eral Reserve District, we earnestly petition your Bord for a

hearing to the end that we may be taken from District Ile. 9, and

placed in District No. 7." Very good; but will you please mark,

and I think I am justified in emphasizing thia,for you know the

old joke about getting people to sign petitions, and the assor-

tion that a man once made that he could gft people to sign a pe-

tition to have themselves hanged if he tried to;- you will mark

that there is no reference in this petition -- there is no ref-

erence to districts which it coucht to be eliminated. Is an

individual assertion on the part of each bank, and they are dat-

ed all very early in October, beginning October lst,--six months,

substantially, before this petition was filed. I say it is not;

I say the matter is not in compliance with your regulation 1, ?lad

I say that those signatures that we have there have neither legal;y,

under your regulation, or morally, any force upon this hearing.

A Member of the Board: Have they been communicated with

since October?

Mr. Ueland: Yes.

A Member of the Board: They refer to the original request?

Mr. ['eland: I gill answer that now. I have in my hand, not
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the testimony which you do not want to take, but I have docu-

ments, records of our bank, -- your bank, if you please,--which

I dare say that I may leave here for your consideration.

Early in February, there appeared in the newspaper at Stev-

ens Point -- the Stevens Point Journal a case where one, I

think, Mr. Dunegan, who is prominent here, and resides here, gave

a statement to the effect I quote:

When the Nationd banks of the country were assign-
ed to the new Federal Reserve districts several months
ago, many banks of Wisconsin that had previously done bus-
iness through Chicago were placed in district No. 9, of
which Ilinneapolis is .the reserve city. Immediately a
strenuous protest was voiced and the actual operation of
the law has increased rather than lessened the dissatis-
faction."

The management of our bank found in this naturally not only an

attack upon the action of the Organization, but upon the service

they had received, and sent the circular letter of the date of

January 16th, in which he quotes this, and inquires "What I am I--
the Governor in

terested in as makkiax of this bank is just ix what manner the

operation of the law and our dealings with you have proven un-

satisfactory," and calling for response.

A Member of the Board: When was the newspaper dated?

Mr. Ueland: 16th of February, before this petition was fil-

ed, the 16th of February.

A Member of the Board: Of course the Governor's letter had

no reference to the newspaper article?

Mr. Ueland: He quoted it.

A Member of the Board: I thought you said his letter was

January something?
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Yr. Ueland: No; February 16th.

A Member of the Board: I thought you said the other

date.

vr. Ueland: I beg your pardon; February 16th. He quotes

the newvaper extracts and so on before he makes this inquiry.

A Member of the Board: Yes.

Mr. Ueland: Now, I have attached here to this docunenta-

tion the letters -- not all the letters, but many of the let-

ters that came by way of response in three classes, in order to

be able to lessen the labor of the Board. The first class con-

taining fifteen letters, is from banks that are held out as

being petitioners on this appeal,-to be joint petitioners in

this. The next batch are letters from other banks, member

banks within that same district. The third class are letters

which I have selected from banks that are in counties bo rderinr

on the district affected by the appeal, showing that these

banks, situated practically the same as banks which are claimed

to be petitioners, are well satisfied to be in the Ninth Dis-

trict.; that in, 3 XCk)c assuming that

those banks are substantially in the same position as those

which came within the exact territory sought to be detached.

Now, I will stop taking the time of the Board, except by

reading a few extracts:

A letter from the First National Rank of Berlin. I spoke

just now of those who claimed to be petitioners. This letter

is from the First National Rank of Berlin, dated February 17th,

They begin by stating that their business with the Reserve Bank

has been limited up to the present time, which is true, and then
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they continue:

"We are of the opinion, however, that our inter-

est will not be materially affected by having the Re-

serve district in Minneapolis and we certainly would

not be in a position to criticise until after our bus-

iness was active."

The First National Rank of Plack River Falls, February

17th:

"Replying to yours of the 16th, up to this time,

the operation of the law and your dealinrs with us,

have been very satisfactory."

The First National Rank of Brillion, -- and by the way,

Brillion is one of the four points in the district sought to

be detached as to which there is not over-nir7ht mail. With all

of the rest of the points there is over-nirlIt mail both ways.

Towards the close of the letter they say:

"Neitl7er do we imagine that any different, or bet-
ter service, except in the matter of quicker returns9
would be riven us by any other Federal Reserve :Rank,
at this time."

First National Bank of Clintonville:

"Thus far our business with your bank has been
little and probably conducted as easily as it could
have been done with the 9th District Bank in Chicano."

National "Rank of De Pere:

"Yours of the 16th inst., duly received, and in
response beg to stp.te that this is the first intima-
tion that we have had that any movement of the kind
you refer to, was on foot, as we do not remember of
having any communication from ir. DuneFan or anyone
else with reference to the question, and certainly
not for a long time."

They had signed, I suppose, these petitions Cctober 1 or 2, but

forgotten it, evidently. Continuing:

"We fully appreciate that we can not all expect
to have everything to our entire liking, and there-
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fore, have learned to a great extent, to adapt our-

selves to the conditions, and felt that experience

would probably teach us that the bw.iness could be

handled practically as well there (that is, Minne-

apolis) as elsewhere."
quotation

Another/from the National Pank of De Pere letter:

"We certainly have had no occasion to criticize

the manner in which you have dealt with us so far,

and have not offered any protest."

If they signed, s‘gly they have forgotten it too.

From the McCartney National Pank, rrreen Pay;

"At the time we were notified of our assignment

to district number 1* 90 we entered our protest

against it and asked to be assigned to number 7 in-

stead. Since that time we have taken no active part

In seeking to effect a change."

They are unconscious of being a party to this appeal, it seems

to me.

First rational Park of "arshfield, February 19th:

"Replying to your lettel. of February 16th, which

was not answered before owing to my absence from the
city, would say that the same was certainly news to

me. While we have always been of the opinion that it
would be better for us be in district #7 on account
of the major part of our business being with Chicago
or Milwaukee banks, we had not been trying to be trans-
ferred to that district."

They have forgotten it too.

First National Rank, New London:

"Replying to yours of the 16th inst., we have no
knowledge of any action taken upon the part of the
management of the Federal Reserve Bank of the Ninth
District which has proven unsatisfactory to this bank.
We are no aware of the fact that we are associated
with J. W. Dunnerran, Steven Point, Wis., in any crit-
icism."

Cshkosh City National -Rank:

"In reply, would say (February 17th) that we have
not been approacl-ed by the gentleman in question WI".
Dunnegan), and doubt whether we would consider the same

19
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seriously. Alile we feel that we should :Inv° been

put in the eventh Federal Reeerve District, never-

theless we are pleased to state that the service of

the Minneapolis Ileuerve Bank has been entirely sat-

isfactory to us."

Another from Oshkosh, the Commercial National:

"You state that Rs Governor of the Ninth Dis-

trict, you are interested in knowing in just what

manner the operation of the law and your dealings

with us have proven unsatisfactory. 111.16 this bank

was a party to the protest and petition to have Wis-

consin included in the Seventh District, we have

never expressed any dissa.pisfaction with the actual

operation of the law. In fact, We have never avail-

ed ourselves of any of the manysfunctions of the

bank over whiA you preside, consequently are not

in a position to express the opinion t:at you quote

fro Dunegan's letter; therefore, we are not to

be included in the "Many banks in Wisconsin" men-

tioned.above."

The Princeton -s'ir:t National. I will skip that.

The Shawano German American National Bank:

"At one time this bank signed a petition aAc-

ing that this district be removed from the Minneap-

olis district and placed in the district :7.
. • . I Lm unable to say that our being locbted in

the Minneapolis district would be unsatisfactory to

us, but thus fr, as ycy, know, we have had very little
business rel,.tions with the Federal Reserve Bank.

"It seems to me that the agitation is caused

in a great part by the bankers of Ohicago and Mil-

waukee, in order that the business, which has for

years been coming their way, may not be taken to

c,t11 r cities."

Alma First National:

"We may stf- te further that our inclusion in

the ninth district is highly satisfactory to u and

that for various reasons wo would regret very r.uch

to have boundaries changed so ac to place us in the

Chicago district."

Now here comes the letters from the parties vathin the

2u
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district that protest against being taken cut, which I will

not of course stop to read, except I will call attention to

two. Where I pat my finger here (indicating on map), either

there or there, yr. Reed, I do not ramemb!3r which, we have Fond

du lac County, have we not? Fond du lac County is to the ex-

treme southern border of the present district that is nearest

to Chicago, up to the border -±.1 the 
Ninth. District. We have,

as the gentlemen of the Board will see, a jog down

the distirct -- La Crosse County, is it not?

Mr. Reed: Yes, sir.

Mr. Ueland: Here ae the border banks of which you have

spoken. Now, if there should be any banks that would want to

get out, you would find it here on the border of Fond du lac.

That 16, if there was any pressing reason, any real substantial

reason from a business point of view, as far RE they are con-

cerned, we find it thgre; and I therefore call attention to

the letter of the bank in Ripon; which is in that county, dat-

ed February 17th:

here into

"Replying to your letter of Feb. 16th, I beg
to say we have not taken any part in any of the
steps taken by many of the banks in Wisconsin to
have this part of the State pat in the seventh Fed-
eral Reserve ristriot, as we believe our interests
can be as well served from !'inneapolis as from Chi-
cago."

In a letter from the Commercial National Bank, also at

Fond du lac, a letter which I quote not only for this purpose,

but for another purpose, that has a bearing upon this case,

and I quote that at some length, because minx it states the

situation raally more precisely as to that other matter than I

1
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could do myself. It is dated Yebruary 17th:

"The officers of this bank are not in sympathy
with the effort that is being made to have our dis-
trict changed. We think that all the unrest in this
district has been caused by Milwaukee. They, I am
sure, feel that if middle and southern Wisconsin are
added to the Seventh District that in time Milwaukee
can be a branch, when such time comes. We feel that
It is to our interest to remain in the Minneapolis
District for the reason that all our northern Wis-
consin, Minnesota, 7orth and South Dakota and -onta-
na farm loanF: Can be made at a very much higher rate
than can be secured in the Chicago district. We will
be able to help jtu,,t the class of people that need
help from the strong banks of Wiscons.in. Chicago
now is the second largest ;ederal Reserve Bank, and
they do not need us at all, while Minneapolis does.

"As far as doing business with rinneapolis is
concerned, it is just as convenient for 115 to do it
with !inneapolis as it is with Chicago. Cur mail
goes out from here at night an is in Minneapolis in
the morning, the same as Chicago.

"The officers of this bank would be very sorry
to have this district changed, and if at any time
we can in any way assist you to retain this portion
of the state, if it is your wish to do so, we would
be very glad indeed to serve you."

Yr. Warburg: Will you repeat what he says there about the

higher rate; I did not quite catch that.

Yr. Ueland: They can get higher rates on mortpage

loans. I will repeat it:

"'Ma feel that it is to our interest to remain
In the Minneapolis District for the reason that all
our northern Wisconsin, Minnesota, North and South
Dakota and 7'ontana farm loans can be made at a very
much hirher rate than can be secured in the Chicagodistrict."

They can get farm loans at a higher rate in the Ninth Dis-

tri,.lt than they can in the Seventh District, and as the Board

will remember, you can not, under the Act and your rerulations,-

the banks can not go outside the district to take farm loans.
I am quite right, 1 think, in that statement. I think the
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Board will remenber that the takinr7 of farm loans is confined .-

national banks are confined to he taking of farn loans within

their own district.

Mr. Warberg: The Wisconsin district would profit by it

from the State, then, because they would have to employ their

funds there and not in Dakota.

Yr. Ueland: Yes; well, in the record here 1 have a bulle-

tin fro-0 the North Dakota Tlankers Association, which has a

bearing upon this subject also. Cne of the grounds for their

protest to this part of the district being taken out is that

the banks here in thie ditrict are preen4-nent1y the market for

our mortgages here in North Dakota, in 7ontana, western *nnne-

E0ta, and soon.

Now, I want Lc) take up, after these rreneral re-arks -- I

want to take up specifically -what is urred in the brief ' the

petitioners as a part of this change.

"Petter and cheaper Connections." We ad it to some ex-

tent better railroad passenrer service, for we admit that the

railroad lines within the district run straighter to Chicago

than Jciey do towards vinneapolis,- not that wehave not plenty

of railroad lines; we have four or give or six, that rro west-

ward, but not in a strairrht line.

A "ember of the l'oard: 7ow many banks are there which

can only 0.et their mail at two o'clock?

r. Ueland: There are four points that do not ret their

mail over-night; in four points.

A Member of the Board: Cnly four?
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Mr. Ueland: Only four in the district. I shall not stop

to particularize those things, for I have given the schedules

of that here.

Mr. Reed: Pardon me; may I ask how you pet that reply to

the Board?

Mr. Ueland: Where I ret it?

Mr. Reed: Yes; where do you -et your authority?

Mr. Ueland: I confess I got it from the officers of our

bank; that's all I can say, and I think that they would not

state anythinr, that they do not know to be a fact in that re-

spect.

"Cheaper railroad transportation." We do not aavdt as to

that. I confess I have not got all the data, but cheaper rail-

road transportation, - there can not be on an averare, for the

re on that Yinneapolis is as near as we can tell,--from about

twenty-three or twenty-four !idles nearer to the center of this

district than to Chicafro. I will leave this map which will

show it. Central Minneapolis is that much nearer, so when

they sa7 cheaper rates of trrportation, I think they ought

to furnish some proof of that. I do not think that can be so.

But as to trlInsliortation, as to personal facilities for

traveling, the people of our banks have the opinion, and I do

not think I need to argue that, that it if., of very little im-

por-tance, because the business between the reserve bank and

its member banks is not done by po.rsonal attendance. I will

not say not at all, hut so seldom, to so small a der,ree, that

it really does not enter into the situation,
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"Cheaper telephone and telegraph rates." As to that I do

not know. I confess I do not know; but it seers to me, consid-

erinF the relative distance, there can not be much in that.

"Mail service." We have already 'one over that. But mark

the business beire7 done by mail, and by overnight mail both

ways, except as to the four ,,oints mentioned.For every prac-

tical purpose the banks in this section sought to be detached

do business with the bank in ''inneapolis as readily as do our

Minnesota banks that are sttuated forty or fifty miles away

from the town. Business frOer, by the mail and Foes out by the

mail, and Frees over nirht.

Yow that -- you gentlemen may not think that I ought to

stnte that. We have a record here which upon that subject

speak:: for itself, qs it seems to me. With this document I

submit, let lee stpte it conditionally. When I wrote that brief

about the middle of April, I rave you certain fir-lyres as to how

much capital these banks in this district had contriuted to

our bank, and how much business had been done. I have taken--

we have taken, and I furnish you again the figures, as from

the 12th of May substantially a - onth later, Fe t''at you will

see that was not a mere chance statement that we had in the

brief.

I must not tire you with the details of ',hese figures,

and I leave it. But I say this, that they liOlOW that the alleged

fifty-three banks in this district sourht to be detached -- no,

they allege sixty-one; fifty-three banks in this district w:elich

they say. All the banks in this district -- member banks have
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contributed substantially one-tenth of
 the capital to the Min-

neapolis I speak in round figures -- substanti‘lly one-

tenth, and constitute substantinlly 
one-tenth of the numoer of

the banks which have so far done an
y butiness with the reserve

bank; whereas the business that thes
e particular banks have

...one 11., t) this ti e with tro reserve bvill< is more than one-

fifth. Lio that we find this situation with the member banks

of this particular district, wher
oas they constitute- only about

one-tenth, hrve done only one-fifth of the bu
siness, that is,

in proportion to the number; hence tice 
as much in propor-

tion to the numb r as any banks in that district. 6o here we

find n situation that in this district of isconsin, speaking

of discounts now, there flre more d/ucounts out now in that dis-

trict than all the banks in Minneapolis, than eli. the o, nks

of North Dakota or L;outh Dakota or Montana or th, rest of Mich-

igan.

Mr. -arberg: 'hat is the aggregate?

Mr. Ueland: The aggreEmte outstanding discounts now is

 . I mean of the total; the aggregate

total disconts for the entire district

kr. darberg:

Mr. Ueland: ,nd for V,isconsin, 1.2:-j,382. I do not knov,

if I make myself ale r.

Mr. Warberg: Yes; entirely ()Iota'.

Mr. Ueland: The entire out.tanding discounts on the 12th

of y was --

Mr. Warberg: I urv only p.oing to see how much of that
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statistical material was really anything a all, because it is

so small. I was only inquiring about the total nurf,ners.

-r. Ueland: Though that does not indicate; it is so dif-

ficult to do business, and it means somethin7.

There are Vac) more tin!rs that I want to mention. 7/ e are

reviewing the work of the Crganization Committee. I do not

ne -4d to speak to you of the task that confronted the Crganiza-

tion Committee; you know it so much better. The Crganization

Committee, under the Act, was bound to rake the districts such

that they could get the minimum capital of four millions, and

their decision shows that in that endeavor they cut the 7inne-

apolis district in point of capital the lowest of any of the

twelve; and only that of Atlanta was on the same footing. They

found they estimated the capital upon the returns they had,

407C2,CCC frorl each of these two districts, and outside of

that, as you Know, the capital was even then much larger. They

left a marrin of $7CC,CCC, only, for the event that any of

theFe banks should not subscribe as they. ,irrht have omitted to

do, of course, in going out of business, or in the event of

course of capital or surplus being reduced, certainly cutting

It ver/ close. The situation has cham-ed a little in that re-

spect. The total subscribed capital now, speaking in round

figures, is $4,90C,CCC, and a little bit less in the Atlanta

District, according to your reports. Yet our district is the

next lowest in point of capital today.

Now the capital that would be withdrawn if this appeal

prevailed would be 4262,5CC, and if we should anticipate this,

it seems to me we would have that if any. Now at so-le time 1-I

'
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in the future you would have to take the peninsula; also, s_y

the capital would come down to only about 8150 0 a'ooth that

minimum -- I have the exact figltres here, with which I will

not tire you, and as I thought to close shortly. ')oos not

it st,nd to reason that in the exigencies of business thut may

be before us, we do not know but that there m'ty be such a change

or reduction of capital that this ::ould bring the matter of

capital below the minimum? Ought we to run it any closer to

the line Is not it clear that it is the policy of the act,

and was the intention of Con,ress, that this Board should see

to it that the capital of tile difLiarent banks was e4ualized as

much as possible. Of course we know that it is the policy to

have the capitalization as Ojual S you can, and not s diver-

sified as may be.

Low, then, upon this -proposition o2 its being readier to

take the train to Chicago than to Annoapolis, and to telephone,

the charges being ten cents more, and the telegraph,--if that

be so, nd th t, you are asked to reduce the capital of the

Minneapolis bank to the point that I have st tad, nd add to

tho capital of the ,Deventh District Bank, which is between

twelve and thirteen million dollars. 7 do not thinh ushould

d) t' t, unless there were real and good substantial reasons

for it.

,nd there is another thing that I said I would come back

to, and with which I shall close. The act contemplates the

clearing system,thnt is,the service which it is going to give
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As I underst-nd it 111111% INO I am not much of a banker, I confess

29

the chocks that the member bank gets shall be h ndlod so and. so,

to his convenience. He gets his cheeks, of course, to the

est extent, fro21 his neighboring banks, that is, fro the b_nits

nearest to him. The bank in the peninsula, I think we can 

sumo, gets the bulk of the chocks which it ;:ould h-ve for clear-

iris throtili the Uinne4olis bank, Zrom this :i.sconsin district.

Now, you c,n not, undet the _et, nd do not intend to, _s I un-

derstand it, extend this clearing system beyond that between the

member banks of each district, that if this portion of 7isoon

sin territory :as 

-

taken out you do •it stroke cut the peninsula

banks off, so ”ny benefit of their do ring systwo., and th t you

should not do except for good and sufficient reason.

A 1Jember of the i:oard: r,Tow do you make th-t out This ]s

not going to dislocate the transportation facilities between the

northern peninsula nd ,inneapolis.

1r. Ueland: If I am mistaken,--I may be mist -,ken, bee.use

I tin, not much of a banker. Under your proposed System of clear-

ing yoa handle-the reserve bank h-ndles in clearing only the chocks

of its member banks. ov this iehigan bank will have the bulk

of its cheeks from its folio.: ember b nks in the district to be

detached, which will not be -- can not be handled in the clearing

under the system you propose, nd therefore this peninsula will

be cut off from the benefit of the cle ring. Now if I am wrong

about that, you bankers will have to correct me. That's the way

I understand it.

1 thank you for your ttention.
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Mr. Weed: May I have a moment to reply?

Thu Governor f the Board: Certainly.

Mr. Weed: Cf oourse, there was nothing in the brief of

the respondent bank to inform me of any of these letters that

have been read before the Board, or at least extracts from

them, so I am unable to answer them, except in this, that I

know that Yr. Dunnigan was misquoted in the newspaper article

that came to the attention of the Minneapolis bank, and that

the use that was made of that letter was entirely an improper

use so far as Mr. Dunnegan was concerned, because it started

out on the theory which :vr. Dunnegan never advanced at the

time, that there had been no business and could have been no

business with any of these banks in the petitioning territory,

and the Minneapolis bank, except to subscribe for and pay in

the stock.

A Member of the Board : What time do you speak of?

Mr. :ed: That was in January, a year ago.

A Member of the Board: January a year ago?

Mr. Weed: January of this year.

A Member of the Board.: What do you mean, there could have

been no business?

Mr. Weed: All that had transpired between the banks, as I

understand it, was that the banks in this petitioning district

had then subscribed for and paid in some portion of the stook

to the Minneapolis bank.

A Member of the Board: No loans made?
•

Mr. Weed: I think not, as I understand it, but if the
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gentlemen will permit the President of our State Bankers' Asso-

ciation here, and also Yr. Dunnegan, a member of this commit-

tee, and if there are any questions you desire to ask that have

relation to practical banking, I wish you would ask then of

these gentlemen, for them would be very glad to reply to any

questions of that nature. I am not a banker, and have not any

special practical knowledge of banking. But as I understand it,

at the time this_proposed communication was supposed to have

been sent out, the member banks had had practically absolutely

no business with the Minneapolis bank, and could have had none

practically, except the mere fact of subscribing for and paying

in the capital stock, and I think 1 am not mistaken in that,

although the gentlemen who are here present representing the

bank associations up there may be able to correct any misstate-

ment I may make.

Now, I want io say this, that I tried to be frank in our

brief, and we stated to the meA)ers of this Board in that brief

that some of the banks linstead of joining in this petition, had

come out and said that they did not care to join, for the reas-

on that they were making loans in North and South Dakota, etc.,

and we call the attention in that brief to the fact that that

was one of the reasons wily this Board should make the change

that this petition asks for. We point out in that brief that

the very fact that these Wisconsin banks can get a higher

rate of interest in states west of Wisconsin on farm loans than

they can get in Wisconsin, is discriminating against Wisconsin,

and carrying the money from Wisconsin to help build up and de—
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velop the States in the west, and deprive the farming element

of northerrt and eastern Wisconsin of the money they need.

A Member of the Board: What is the capital of the banks

asking to be transferred?

Yr. Weed: The capital? I can net tell you off-hand, but

it leaves the Minneapolis bank with a surplus of about 3CC,CCO,

I think.

A Member of the Board: I was considering it in connection

with the amount that they might loan on real estate.

Jr. Weed: The great trouble is here, may it please the

Board: The Southern portion of Wisconsin a very wealthy part

of the State, including the large city of Milwaukee, is now in

the Seventh District. Cf course under the law that portion of

the State of Wisconsin can not loan upon north and eastern and

north-eastern Wisconson lands. What we desire is that this pe-

titioning territory be placed with the southern portion of Wis-

consin, so that this rapidly developing part of the State can

borrow from banks in southern Wisconsin, where they have the

money to loan, so that the northern and eastern portions of

Wisconsin may be permitted to develop and not that a sub-divi-

sion of the State of Wisconsin be made that will be a detriment

to the northern and eastern part of Wisconsin, and a benefit

only to the States further west. We do not believe that that

was the purpose of the law, and we do not believe that will be

the purpose of this Board.

Now, a system of alearinp checks is suggested. What for',

Why to remedy a part of the evil created by this improper divi-

32
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sion. Why create an evil to be remedied? :#11y not make a eub-

division of the territory along the lines of the other and or-

dinary course of business, as the testimony before the Organiza-

tion Co-emittee clearly showed should have been done.

::_ember of the Board. Lrlu say that the clearing system

is oalcultlted to remedy tIlE't evil?

!'r. cod: I say that in this instance that would be its

effect.

A Member of the Board: I do not think it had any bearing

on th, t te,: far as I c n judge. The cle,ring system is provided

for in the orip:inel act for all over the country.

Mr. Weed: True; I am drawing my inference, if you please,

from the brief and argument on the part of counsel. My inffr-

ence ie. that, fdmittinc: th't inconvenience now exists, the

system of clearing checks, etc., would reduce or minimize that

inconvenience. I have no purpose of reflecting upon the terms

or parl-ioses of the law. I simply draw that inference from the

brief rnd argument of op osint, counsel, that, assuming, for

Instance, that inconvenience or increased expense does exist,

this system of clearing checks will either eliminate it, or at

least reduce it. I say that if such a condition exists, why

resort to the clearing check system for eliminating or reducing

It? VIlly not make a re-division of the territory, and thus

eliminate or reduce it?

Now the brief of the Minneapolis bank, think is very

frank in one respect, -- brutally frank, in fact. It says that

this territory in Wisconsin was placed with the :linneapolis
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district because the Minneapolis district needed the capital,

and it ought to remain there, because ti-e Minneapolis bank

still needs the capital. Now, that's a very, very selfish

view, it seems to me, to take of it. It seems to me it takes

a view of the situation that the law never contemplated. They

still would have ample capital above the minimum, $4,CCC ICCC,

if this petitioning district was assigned to the other dis-

trict, and it seems to me, if it appears to you gentlemen of

the Board that the natural and custam-ry course of business

was from this petitioning district toward Chicago, that this

petition should be granted, and the proper order of the Board

made to carry it into ef 'ect. As I say, if you gentlemen have

any questions of practical banking, the president of our State

Bankers Association, and Yr. Dunnegan, are here, and they would

be glad to answer.

Mr.Ueland: May I be permitted to say when I read the

brief, I admitted that Vie rate of discount was half a per cent

hirrher on sixty and ninety day paper, and since that time the

rate of discount has been changed in our banks so as on thirty

and sixty days, not on ninety. I think that is the situation

now.

The Governor of the Board: We will take the matter under

advisement and you will be apprized of the decision.
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The President of the Board: Gentlemen, this is a

motion for the review of the action of the Federal Reserve

Bank Organi:;ation Committee, in designating Richmond as

the Federal Reserve City for the Fifth District. Petitions

have been duly filed, and brie7s also have been filed,

I would like to ask first as to the order of yroceeurp on

opening and closing. I would be glPd to hear fmn both

sides as to that )oint.

Mr. Charles ::arkell, Counsel for the City of Baltimore:

If the Board please, we csul4ne that following the ordinary

procedure of legal tribunals, it would be our right, as

appellees, to open and close the argument, it having been

our intention to provide an opening and closing argument.

The President of the 3oard: The Counsel for IU.chmond,

we would be glad to her from you.

Mr. Legh R. Page, Counsel for the City of Richmond:

7e as ,ume thzt that would be the course of proceedings, if

there be no objection to such procedure on the part of the

members of the Board. 'e shall be entirely willing to

leave this matt, r to the discretion f the Board.

The President 0f the Board: Is I understand, the

Board has allowed two hours for this hearing. It seems

to me that 3,11timore, being the movino,. party, -- that they

should have the ri)it to open and close, and the Board

would suggest an openino., of say, thirty minutes, and than

Richmond an hour, and the remaining time to be t. ken up

by Baltimore; and I would sugest that either or both

of the cities should have
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an opportunity for five minutes to sum up at the close; and

the Board will be glad to extend thnt time; so if that is

agreeable to you all, we will consider that as settled.

nre making n desperate effort to have that clock fixed--

indicsting a clock in the room -- but we will get the time.

as nearly as possible in some other way.)

7e will call on Baltimore then to open.

Mr. Charles Markell, Counsel for the City of Baltimore:

If the Board please, before opening the argument, we wish

to make on behalf of Baltimore a preliminary motion which

we assume will be unnecessary, but which we feel it our

duty to make, and - h t is, under the rules of the Board

requiring all questions of jurisdiction to be raied at

this time, we wish to move that, when the Board takes this

case up for consideration and decisionof the case be IT r—

ticipated in only by the five appointed members of the

Board, and that there be no participation by either of the

two ex officio members of the joard, who are also, as such,

members of the Organiz ati)n Committee, whose action is the

cause for this appeal. Tie act of Congress, -- the terms

of the act of Congress regulatinc; this right of review

are extremely brief. The act does not go into details, as

many procedural i ts do, if dealing with technical legal

matters, because it was intended thf,t this Board should

not be governed by technicalities, but we assume in the

acts of the cowlitte by this Board, it was not intenCed

by Cnnress, and nothing is in the act indicating such

intent, to depart from ordinary principals
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of jurisprudence underlying all law, one of which principals

is that tbuch a review should be before an unprejudiced

tribun-1, which has not formed an opinion which would dis-

qualify its meinbers from reviewing the case with o,)en minds,

With that view, which sees to us the clear spirit of the

act, though expressed in brief language, it would seem that

this appeal should be heard by the five members and t:It

the hearing should not be participated in by the other two.

Of course those general considerations are only strengthened

if we look to the Organization Committee, because the

Organization Committee comprises the two ex officio members,

aho are representative official officers of the Government,

who are evidently -Jut on the Board because of c3rainent

desirability tt in the practical working out Lf tnis act,

the Board should be in touch, as it is made in touch by the

!Dresence of .46,-lose two members, Jith the important financial

departments of the Govermaent. That reasonin aces not apply

to a matter not looking to the practical working of the act,

but to the origination of tile act, the putting of this act in

motion. There is no occasion for having the joinder of these

Treasury Officials the Board, but on the contrary the

appointed members under the act, are required by the President

to be selected with a due regard to the geograehioal divisions

of the country; so it seems that we ,a6cy properly oress this

Point, not only in view of the fundamental requirement that

a review should be a re,-1 review, before a court which has

not expressed its views or arrived at a decision, but in
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this case also, a review by the Board with represen
tatives

of the districts of the country, 'nd not mere
ly an offici_l

board at ;ashington. So much for that point; and with that

pre1imin,3ry, I will vroceeC, to what we consider 
the merits

of the case.

:he President of the Board: May I aakif you raise that

as a euestion of law, or as a question addres
sed to the dis—

cretion of the Board?

Mr. Marken: 7e raii e the point in both respects; we

think it i eminently a question of discretion, if the

Board should feel any doubt as to the legal righ
ts of the

parties. As a matter of propriety, those two gcntlemen

should not participate. f,ut we also raise the question

as a matter of law, because we think a righ
t of review

given by the statute means a real review, -- a 
real re—

view not participated ii by judges whose minds 
have already

been made up, nnd who have already sat in that c
ase.

The President of the Board: I would like to know

whether Richmond acquiesces in this sug .es4-ion; what their

attitude is in regard to it. 7e would be very glad to hear

from you,

The Counsel for the City of Richmond: The City of

Richmond wo id be very glad to defer to the discretion of

the Board with regard to this matter. 7e are entirely

willLig to let the matter rest in your hands. The act

provides the m nner of review, and the question that
 has

been raised presents a matter of law and a matter 
for the

discretion of this Board. —e feel that the Board is able

to determine that question.
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STATEMENT OF MR. CH.RLES MARKELL, COUNSEL FOR Tii4
CITY OF BALTIMOR:.

If the Board please, that being submitted for the

consideration of the Board, I wish now to proceed wijrh

the main argument on the merits of this appeal.

It is the contention of Baltimore that we think is

borne, out, and is irresistably borne out, by the facts

discussed in more detail by our brief, that the City of

Baltimore should be made the Federal Reserve Bank center

instead of the City of Richmond. ':() cnn only refer to

these points in the limitd time allowed.

7e cont nd that the convenience and customary course

of business, with a due reard for the customary course of

business wniJn is required by the act, absolutely requires

that Baltimore be designated as the Reserve City in this

Fifth District, inste d of -ichmond, and furthermore, we

want you gentlemen who constitute this Board bf review

to examine the reasoning of the committee itself. You will

find that the reasoning of the committee, the principals

on which they acted in practically every other district,

except this, requires the same result; and still further,

we want you to look to the very able and energetic contest

m-de by the City of Richmond its,af, and their argument be-

fore the Org nization Committ,,e. 'hese -r uments not on ly

did not call for mibordinatin the City of 3altimore to

Richmond in the ai!:.3trict to which both should elong, but

they never C.reamed of being made n Reserve city, except

in a distric - which would not include Baltimore.
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TakinF that up, and referring to some of our reasons,

first and foremost we sc3.y that Baltimore is the commercial,

financial and injustrial capitol of this whole district,

the point at which and to which the business of the dis-

trict naturally converges, that in every essential respect,

so f'ar as finance, commerce, and industry alse concerned,

Baltimore is about five times as important as Richmond.

Now we )resent an array of statistics on that subect

in our brief and it would not only be impossible in the

'time allo,:ed, but a waste of time I think, when the _utter

is set out taere, to ieary te octrd at this time with a

mass of statistics. I will onlj, by way of illustration,

hurriedly run over one or two of these figures:

The pooulation of Baltimore in the 1910 census was

558,000; the population of Richmond w:_s 127,000. The

thanufacturers of Baltimore, -- that's another matter that

is stztistical, in the sense that it is covered by the

United St tes oensus, -- according to the 1910 census the

city of Baltimore, and this means the city limits, -:71.7_fch

are very limited, (.4.- you know had 2,502 establishments. The

Baltimore :etr000lit_n District had 2,668, while Richmond

had 380.. The amount of capital according to the assessent

in Baltimore was 164,000,000 in the Lietropolit,In district,

199,000,000; _nd in Richmond 31,000,000. The value of

manufactured rroc.:.ucts in a year in Baltimore is ,186,000,

000.00; in the '-etropolitan district 260,000,000; in Rich-

mond 47,000,000.00. 71,000 we earners are emPloyed in
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Baltimore; 81,000 in the Metropolitan District, and 14,000

in Richmond.

There's the ratio of fully five to one. 1Zow, of course,

we discuss jobbing, transportation, and other details in

our brief. I only mention the above in passing. Many other

details we also discussed, shipping of course, though there

is no ratio there, because Richmond has no shipping in any

substantial sense. In Baltim,re you have a great Atlantic

seaport, a city that ranks second to New York with respect

to exports, and as we shall show here:ft r, this matter of

export trade itself is of vast importance under the act.

Baltimore, in its forein trade, hadkk17,000,000 of

exports and li>75,000,000.00 of imports in 1913. The fig—

ures for Richmond tire zero, so we can have no r tio there;

there is no basis for comparison: And the shipping in

Baltimor , in addition to its foreign trade, is enormous.

The report of the ,;(pv rnment shows the value of the commerce

-- foreign and domestic trade ,)mounted to over '439,000,000

during 1915.

Now those are sipply illustrations that we go into

in detail, and the only difference between oie item and

another would be not 2 question as to whether Baltimore

or Richmond is ahead, out hoy; much 3-1tilore is ahead,

whether five tiles, or two ti—es, or ten times. mhe ratio

differs, but the relntion is ,,lways the same.

Now these figures always show that Baltimore is
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VT,

far ahead of Richmond in every branch of commerce and in-

dustry, and every great classification of commerce and in-

dustry. But the figures also dhow that this mass of bus-

iness in Baltimore has a most intimate relation to this

very district itself. Indeed, when you examine the facts,

you will find the Organization Committee, in laying out the

limits of this district, has picked out a district which is

always coterminus, and that the value of commerce always

predominates in Baltimore. Only an illustration or two of

that, -- then to pass on to other points.

We refer in our brief to the enormous volume of the

shipping trade in Baltimore, running up into the millions,

over 235,000,000 in 1913. Now that is not only large in

itself, but that Shipping trade is almost entirely done in

this very Fifth District, and the figures in the brief that

date baok to the reoord before the Organization Committee

show over seventy per cent of the products of Baltimore

shippers and manufacturers distributed in this Fifth Dis-

trict alone.

The same is true in economic development. The great

Baltimore trust companies and the Baltimore savings banks --

and Richmond has rather showed a slighting attitude toward

both trust companies and savings banks,for the very necessa-

ry reason that Richmond has not very many of those and Bal-

timore has, -- but those very institutions that constitute

so important a part of American business life have their ao-

tivities immediately directed to the very development of the

other parts of this district that are now made the Fifth

District. The savings banks -- the mutual savings banks --
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in Baltimore, have figures showing $23,000,000 invested by

three of the mutual savings banks alone in bonds in south-

ern enterprises, and of course everyone knows that not only

banks but the trust companies especially are almost exclusive-

ly or largely devoted to economic development in the South.

This makes up a volume of business which makes Baltimore in-

comparable with Richmond in size and importance, and. moreover

a volume of business which Baltimore does in and for this very

Fifth District, and which creates a constant stream of busin-

ess from the district to Baltimore, and makes Baltimore the

center, not only of business in a general sense, as a large

city, but in a special sense as the financial, commercial and

industrial capital of this district.

The same is true as to banking figures. nose figures

are set out on page 19 of our brief, and 31r, has

commented upon these tables which simply show in ocular form

that which is shown in figures in the brief, and those tables

make it possible to grasp with the eye, without my mentioning

the figures, the utterly incomparable relation between banking

resources in every detail between Baltimore and Richmond. If

members of the Board will examine the briefs, and look at the

tables, they can see this difference at a glance. It is un-

necessary for me to take more time to call your attention to

the matter. The ratio is greater in some items than in others,

but in every case the enormous preponderance is in favor of

Baltimore over Richmond.
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3omething has been said by the Organization Committee

and LI the Richmond brief, as to whet bank will be con-

sidered. 7e11, now, the Organization Committee very summarily

disposed of the matter by ignoring state banks and trust

compenies. The idchmqad brief is an arbitrary way, combined

national and state banks, anC, ignores trust companies and

savings banks. It seems to us perfectly clear that an:T

comprehensive view of this ?ederel deserve act will show

immediately the fact that Consrose, in passing the act,--

and everyone who has to do with the administration of the

act undersands this point; no nne knows better than this

Board the importance and necessity that at sometime the

state "onke and trust companies must All be regarded as

indeendent of our system; and it is desire of every-

body, and one of the import-,:nt problems of this Board ths

to work out how they will be coordinate with the national

banks. They may be broueht in as technical members, as

the act provides, for oetside, like non-members of cle-ring

houses. But it is futile to ignore such banking capital

that happens to be outside the elere national banks. But

it is not necessary for us to dwell longer on this point,

for the same reason that I have already iedicated, because

whether we compare Richmond and Baltimore on the sis of

national banks or whether you include state, trust and sav-

ings banks, or whether we form any kid of 2 combination

such as national and etete banks that the mind can sngcest,

or imagine, -- the only difference is not a question as

to whether Balttnore or Richmond: stands ahead; the only

thing we can debate about is the aegree of predominance
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You can not juggle the figures any way that will show that

Richmond predominates over Baltimore. You can juggle them

some way so the difference will be two to three or four to

five, or five to six, or seven to eight, or ten to one, but

it seems to us fruitless to debate questions of multiples.

The point that our insistence is laid upon is the fact that

Baltimore is predominantly the city, and that when we make

our estimate we would say about five times as large as Rich-

mond; but it is fruitless to go into detail with them. As we

point out in our beiof, it is impossible to take a view of

this situation without consilering all the banks, and it is pe-

culiarly appro,:riAta in the case of Baltimore, where its

trust companies and savings banks are primarify, you might

say, all helping the development of these southern states that

go to make up the Fifth District.

Now so much for those details, and as I say, they are

mentioned merely by way of illustration. The more you go in-

to them, the more details you get, the more emphatic becomes

the absolute predominance of Baltimore over Richmond, and the

impossibility of comparing the two.

Finding that situation to be the case, namely, that

Baltimore does predominate in population, banking resources,

finances, manufacturing, commerce, and When you come to ship-

ping, the foreign trade itself presents such a comparison be-

tween zero and a large quantity, as to emphasize the predom-

inance of Baltimore over Richmond.

We next look at the action of the Organization Committee,

and we naturally suppose that, in a condition like the one on

Which we find the Organization Committee has undertaken to
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subordinate Baltimore to Richmond, we would suggest that their

action evidently as a general rule has not indicated that

they paid much attention to questions of size and import-

ance, because we would naturally expect that 13altimore had

been singled out for such discrimination apart from the rest,

when we do actually look at what the committee did in the

other districts. The fact is that in practically every

other case except Baltimore the committee was absolutely

guided by what is a perfectly proper thing to be guided by,

namely, by tho fact that the largest city -- the city that

stands ahead in population and business owht, by reason of

that fact, to be the reserve city in the district. That did

the committee itself do? Determine now from the facts, and

apply to their own reasoning those facts. Why, these are

the facts: In ten out of the twelve districts the committee

selected as the reserve city the largest city in population

in that district. In only two districts did the committee

undertake to subordinate a lar:e city to a smaller, and those

two districts were the New Orleans and the Baltimore dis-

tricts. Now even in the New Orleans district, they subordin-

ated New Orleans to Atlanta, whicl, has a population of one-

half the size of New Orleans, but even there the district was

fonued in such a peculiar way that everyone knows, as the com-

mittee remarked, that the course of business in that district

is not fro,:i Atlanta to New Orleans; the course of business is

from the Gulf toward the East; and whether New Orleans has

been badly treated or not, we are not here to ask. So that

even if they gave recognition to the largest city in that
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district, we would have had to turn the course of business

backward, so that does not parellel the 3altimore situation.

But in our district, if the Board please, they had not only

subordinated one city to a smaller city, but two cities,

Baltimore and -Jashington, -- that are so closely situated

geographically, thnt they practically amount to one enormous

city, and they have subordinated both cities to the city

of Richmond; and in addition to subordinating large cities

to small cities, they undertook to do the very thing they

said they would not do in New Orleans, to turn the course

of trade backward, by sending business from Baltimore to

Richmond, when everybody knows, and when the committee

has said in the report that the course of business is north-

ward from the 3outh. "e ask you to apply the reasoning of

this committee itself, and see what the results would be.

Baltimore, the seventh city of the Union, and 7ashington

the sixteenth are ortbordinated to Richmond, the thirty

ninth, and in addition to that the course of business is

attempted o be turned backward, and only one other city

in the United States, New Orleans, has been subordinated

to a smaller city; and that was in a district where it

is necessary to turn the course k)f business backward: There-

as in this case they did both.

In the Clevel-nd district let us see what has been

the case. Why, in the Cleveland District the Organization

Committee disposed of the problem in two sentences. Curiously

enough they put it under the head of Richmond district. I do not

know why they should call attention to such an anomally: The
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committee

jitA').!(

And that's all the =a Organization Committee said about

justifying thei seIaetion !oft Cleveland. Now, let us

compare Cleveland '.a Baltimore. Baltimore. Cleveland is the sixth

city in the United States. It has 561,000 people; BaltiaDre

Is the seventh, with 558,000 people, and Pittsburg is the

eighth, with 533,000. All three are 14%Tctically the same

size, so far as population is concerned. And not two of

those cities a-.7e i_ the very same district. Cleveland and

Pittsburg are practically the same size, and mutt= praotballr

the same size at as Baltii:,ore; and what does the Committee

do? The committee says wIthout any further argument, that

the fact that Cleveland is the Blatt( oity,Aathough Pitts-

burg,the eighth is almost the same size, is tta sufficient

The sixth larsest that is in iteelfJenough to

justify making Clevelanf, the reserve city, and zaktxx throw-

inT, Pittsburg into the discard; and yet with three thousand

in population separating Cleveland and Baltimore, they

atop at the sixth city, and instead of applying the same

reasoning to the seventh city, they take the seventh and

sixteenth cities together, and tack them on to the thirty

ninth city, and in addition to that try to turn the course

of business backward, in order to do that!

Now, gentlemen, we ask you to apply the reasoning
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the Orniz:Itioll Com:nittee applied to the case of Cleveland

and 2ittsburg. 'That are the facts about Cleveland and

Pittsburg? It is th?t according to the conditions, there

is no single reason that the committee reached in other

districts that sunported a selection of Cleveland over

Pir sburg e::cept the memweic;ht in population. when you

come to examine the statistics which the members of the

Board pretend to be guide by in the Richmond case,

_Pittsburg outclasses Cheveland in every point. I have not

time to delay your honors, -- the Members of the :oard --

with that but it is so striking. Let me run over the las:#

two tables in the Organiz!tion Committee's records, showing

the figures for n and =.11 b-nks;

Members of ilational banks in Cleveland, seven; in

Pittsburg 21.

Capital and surplus Cleveland, :0_4,000,000.00, itts-

Durg, ':.46,000,000.00.

Per capita, Cleveland, ; 5,000,000; :Pittsburg, 8F,00O,

000.00.

Individual deposits, Cleveland :40,000,000; Pitts-

burg, 120,000,000.00.

Per capita, Cleveland, 2,000,000.00, Pittsburg

225,000,000.00.

Loans and discounts, 62,000,000; Pittsburg,

$124,0)0,010.00.

Per capita, Clevel?nd, A112,000,000; Pittsburg,

•233,O00,000.

And then, when you :27o over n11 the figures pertaining

to b ,nks in-
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cluding not only national b9nks, but others, you hsve the

same thing throu la the whole list; Cleveland is far be—

hind Pittsburg in every single item. ;o th t is why the

Organiz' Lion Caniittee thinks in other districts, in every

district, except in a partial sense, the new Orleans dis—

trict, -- the t' what they think, namely, thrt the im—

portince of s city bein the largest city, the mere pre—

dominance of the sixth over the eighth, is enough to

outweigh all this inequality in banking resources, so far

as 2ittsburg and Cleveland are concerned; bat in the case

of Richmond, Baltimore and 7ashington are both thrown out.

Mile on that point we may take up another question,

and dispose of it, so far as ors' argument is concerned,

another point that Richmond lays great stress on, and that

is this pole of banks, one of the things the Organization

Committee refers to as justifying their selection of

Richmond rather than Baltimore. That about that pole of

banks? There are three answers to that: ;oirst, and most

obvious is that Consre's does not say anything in the law

about a vote of seing t ken as the basis for selecting

these cities. It would seem to us, if there was any subject

that was absolutely argued in Congress, and that nothing more

could be added to, it was, how far the banks sho.ld, and

the public or the Board should have a say in determining

the operation of this act, and when Congress gave the banks

the rite to vote a certain .ay on certain questions, and

gate this Board and the Organization Comisittee the duty
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and right to pick out reserve cities, the inference is clear

that Congress realized that this was not ,)ne of the things

to be determined by a vote, but by national considerations;

and yet by )etty campaign methods among the banks in a dis—

trict. So it seems to us that Congress nevr intended a

matter oi7 this kind to be determined by a vote, and there

are obvious reasons why it is so. A vote of banks is de—

termined largely by sentimental considerationg and it

is obvous that the pole in this case, -- it is obvious

that state )ride would lead Virginia b_nks to vote for

lAchmond. iaeven did not do so, notwithstanding state

pride, but state pride would lead Virginia banksto vite

for Richmond, regardless of business considerations;m and

if you analyze the vote, you will note that as to the

second choice votes, nobody in Maryland ever voted for

Richmond, for second or third choice, and yet the Virginia

banks voted very largely for Baltimore as second and third

choice. In addition to that, the vote th t the committee

itself took over the whole United 3tates shows what the

country thinks of this district e; 9 whole. Over a thousand

votes that the committee took contains suggestions not only

from the districts p.,rticulerly interested in and contiguous

to this Fifth district, but from all over the country, and

over thousand minks, suggested that Baltimore should be

one of the eight of twelve reserve cities, andonly three

hundred -- some odd -- sug ested Richmond, and if you

compare the hrge centers, New York, Illinois, Ohio,

where the larger banks have been situtated, Richmond

did not get a handfull of suggestions from those
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1OCl1t lee

But, genticLien, aside from the fact that this was a

matter to be deciued, on nation:a grounds and on broad

considerations Jrld not by drumming up votes on any very

energetic ,-Jia very able basis, as it iay be, the real- truth

afilhe .aatter is that these facts do not indicate anything

ziore tan the f-ct that a lar;:er numbers of bans

voted for Richmond, and the vote itself shows that the

predominance among the bankers, if you measure their votes

by their weight of business, is in favor of Baltimore,

That is disdussed in our brief, and I cannot delay any

longer upon it; but the exclailation is simple, and that

is that down there in Vir,-2inia and the Carolinas they have

many small banks, and if you count one bank one vote, and

ten banks with $25,000.00 capital eci as ten times more

than our Baltimore banl..ers 7-ith iliillions of aollars in

cøital and surplus that is the wj you get -oredomin,mce

of votes in favor of :Richmond over Baltimore; but if those

votes .Tere taken according to the weiht and size of the

banks and volume of business, the predominance wot).1d be in

favor of Baltimo:,:e. In addition to the fact that the law

does not ‘,.uti,orize this question to be decided by a vote of

banks, and in addition to the further fact that the voting

itself if you give weight to the site of the bank, and not

merely to the number, would favor Baltimore, the committee

itself iJoes not !pay any attention to the vote of the

bunks because you only have to lockvr

districtvihere everything was in 
rc,, dr
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against Cleveland, except the predominance in population
and size, and what was the vote there? Of the votes there
Cleveland got about one hundred and ten votes out of six hun-
dred and some. Cleveland got less votes, barely one-third
as many votes as Pittsburg, and barely half as many as Cin-
cinnati in its own State, and in Ohio there were more cities
voting for Cincinnati than for Cleveland. Now, gentlemen,
that Shows what the vote amounts to, even with the Organiza-
tion Committee itself. So much for the question of votes!

Now, just a word more on what the people of Richmond
themselves think of the situation, and that must be summed
up in a word: Richmond went before the Organization Commit-
tee and had a very carefully prepared brief, prepared by Mr.
Saye, which expresses the governing idea of the entire brief
in one of the opening sentences. The text of that brief was
just such as might have been prepared by any able lawyer, al-
though Mr. Saye is not a lawyer, and that text was stated in
the first sentence, that "Nature had mapped out a perfect dis-
trict, bounded on the north by the Potomac." Now, the Whole
of Richmond's argument in their brief, and the argument they
made at the hearing before the Organization Committee, was an
elaboration of that text. They realized that they were con-
tending primarily with Atlanta, in a district south of the
Potomac, and so far as Baltimore was concerned, so far as
their problem was concerned, their district ought to be bound-

ed on the north by the Potomac. They realized that if you put
Baltimore in the district, it would be the head of the distridt.
One of the men from South Carolina
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showed that clearly.. They asked him about putting Maryland

in the district, and he immedicAely answered, "I do not tA.nk

it would be a good thing to have t-(1.e reserve bank away -up

in a corner of the district. That make Baltimore the

head of the district, by putting ...lrylnd in the district".

That is t'?e only loOcal reasoning.

'y tilrie is -lmost gone, and I shall only want to

refer very briefly to one other -ocint. It is our conten-

tion that Baltimore is :,.eo&:,raphically the logical location

for this bank, --geographically in a real sense.. That is

already answered by what %/e have said about the relative

i-mportance of the banks, because locating a bank is not

a geoLraphical question, not at least in any such an tm-

Portant sense as 7,ichnLnd ;ould indicate. The most im-

portant geographical .12estion is to put the bank where the

largest amount of business is, not where the outside business

can go with least inconvenience, that is close to its own

doors. And in that sense Baltimore being five times

as ,;'eat as1-).ichmond, -:iould have had the advantae.

Then there are other reasons, and all 0,2e in favor

of Baltimore. One is, the committee realized in the ,ew tixte

Orleans Listrict the most important question abcut 'geography

is not tie question of distance to the reserve bank, but

the course and direction of business. Now, the direction

of business in trais district is nearly all from the South,

and when you put a bank in Richmond, so far as Baltimore aid

Maryland are concerned, it is not a question of distance, but

of trying to make water run up hill, and change the course

of business, and when you put Baltimore at the head of this
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district, Baltimore is in the direction from Which the bu
s-

iness comes, at the north of the distric
t. This is a simple

argument, and not original with us, but at Ric
hmond,--when

Richmond went up to the Organization Committee
, asking for

this district, Richmond contended thaKt 
"Nature had mapped

out for it a perfect district, bounded on 
the north by the

Potomao River." Mr. Saye, their spokesman, in testifying be-

fore the committee, said that district had a
n incontestible

position, being situated at the northern limit of 
the dis-

trict. So far from being an argument agqinst it, it w
as

their text supporting their case.

Now Baltimore is near the northern limit of -- not the

district that Richmond asked for, but the distri
ct they ac-

tually got. I do not mean to overlook the fact that after

Richmond had filed their brief, and after they had
 covered ap-

parently every question at the hearing that
 the district might

be mapped out differently, 1!.r. Saye, very 
clearly and ably

wrote a letter a month later when he filed 
the brief, and

pointed out the fact that notwithstandi
ng Naturets action in

mapping out the district, you could jus
t as well put Balti-

more in the district, and put a branch 
bank in Baltimore!

That showed great cleverness in adaptin
g his argument, but it

was a pure admission of the superiority 
of Baltimore over

Richmond as a reserve center.

My time has expired.

The President of the Board: Your motion took five min-

utes.

Mr. Marken: How much time have I left?

The President of the Board: Five minutes. The motion
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took five or six minutes.

Mr. Markell: I am glad to know just how much time I

have left.

On this question of distance, then, I can say a word:

Primarily, the course of business is of much more importance

than the distance, and if you want authority on that, go to

Richmond, and that point Richmond had in her brief; but the

Organization Committee is also good authority for that, and

everyone seems to agree about that, and everyone agreed that

the course of business flows northward toward Baltimore from

the south. In addition to that, distance is absolutely un-

important in this district. Why? Because of the fact that

the whole district is so compact, that Baltimore is within

seventeen hours of any other point in the district,--any other

city of considerable size,-- so there is only one business

day dividing one end of the district and another, whether you

put the bank in Baltimore or Richmond. Now, our friends from

Richmond make a ourious argument on that. They say that hours

make a difference, because clearing house meets in the morn-

ing and it makes a difference what time the business can

reach the reserve center. As I understand, this bank, so far

as it operates as a clearing house, will be automatic, open

so long as the day lasts, so distance is not important anyhow.

It would not have been unimportant out in Kansas City. It is

very important there, if anywhere, because in Kansas City the

reserve city is one thousand miles away, separated by one

thousand miles and by the Rocky Mountains from Kansas City,

and yet the Board thought nothing of that, and

properly so. They put the bank in Kansas City,
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and in nine of the twelve districts this Organization Com-

mittee has selected a reserve city at or practieally on the

very edge of the district, and no one found fault for doing

so. Now the further circumstance about the geography of

Baltimore is that Baltimore, as a matter of fact, really is

nearer the banking business than Richmond, and that again is

the same thing I have discussed in referring to the poll of

banks. The only essential matter to be considered is the

difference between number and volume. We have in the appen-

dix to our brief enumerated every national bank city in the

district. We took national banks simply because it made the

problems smaller than if we included others, although the

national bank comparison is more favorable to Richmond, be-

cause Baltimore and Maryland are stronger in trust companies

than Richmond, and even on national banks alone we dhow, al-

though there are more national banks which are nearer geo-

graphically, not by air line, but by mailing time, Richmond

than Baltimore, when you take the total resources, by far

the greater number is accessible to Baltimore than Richmond;

and when you take those resources and divide them by hours

and even the average distance in mailing hours from Balti-

more to all of the bankin,7, resources in the district, it is

7.5 hours, and to Richmond is 8.1 hours; so the real truth

about this geographical argument, speaking candidly, is we

do not think it should be controlling, but so far as it is to

be considered, it is in favor of Baltimore, because Baltimore

is really nearer the density of banking business than Rich-
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mond.

The question of proximity to Philadelphia has been men-

tioned, and the Organization Committee suggested that was the

reason for not puttin7 a bank in Baltimore, and that that was

on the contrary a reason for establishing it in Richmond.

Why, it puts Baltimore that much nearer to Philadelphia, Ti

York, Chicago, and Boston, which are the banks that Dalti-

more will be most in touch with, and the only other reserve

cities that it increases the distance from are Atlanta and

Dallas, and we can refer you gentlemen to the Richmond tes-

timony as to the importance of Atlanta. The whole weight of

the Richmond case before the Organization Committee was put

on their intense desire not to be tied to anything south of

them, and the one thing sticking out through the case is they

did not want anything to do with Atlanta because that was a

borrowing district. Putting this bank at Ealtimore makes

that bank that much nearer the other reserve cities, and in-

creases the distance from the Atlanta and Dallas banks, and

the Richmond people have made clear, better than we could,

the fact that the Richmond bank will not have large relations

with those cities.

On the importance, regardless of distance, of the course

of business, I omitted to call attention to Richmond's atate-

ment that distance does not amount to anything, but the di-

rection does, and on that I would only refer you, gentlemen,
ea

to the testimony of the South Carolina witness/for Richmond,

and the intense fear they exhibited of being fastened to At-

lanta. They said it would be a calar:ity to be attached to a
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place south of us. Now you gentlemen of course know that
Baltimore is much further geographically from South Caroli-
na and North Carolina than Atlanta is, but those people said
it would be a calamity to attach them to a place south of
them, that they would feel that they were hanging on to a
dead end. They wanted to be connected north of them, because
the course of business is north.

In conclusion, gentlemen, what this Organization Commit-
tee has done to the people and business of Maryland and Balti-
more is to impose on them the exact calamity that the South
Carolina people asked to be delivered from; they have insiat-
ed that Baltimore and Maryland should be tagged on to a city
south of them, although the course of business is from the
south northward; and they have insisted that the course of
business should be turned backward, or a futile attempt should
be made to turn the course of business back from the north to
the south, and in addition to doing that, they have aubordin-
ated the seventh and sixteenth cities of the United States to
the thirty-ninth oity, which is one-fifth the size of Baltimore,
one-third the size of Washington, and less than one-oeventh
the size of the two combined.
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OPENING ARGIT'.TENT OF AIR. LEGH R. PAGE,

OF RICILMOND, VA., IN FAVOR OF THE

DE S I GYAT I ON OF RI Mil.1017D AS FEDER 11,

RESERVE CITY FOR TI-LE FIFTH FEDERAL

RESERVE DISTRICT.

IAR. PAGE: I shall confine rrtysc.-.1f in opening this

case largely to a presentation of the purposes which

Congress had in view in enacting what is known as the

Federal Reserve Act and to an endeavor to point out the

true tests, or criteria, by which the Federal Reserve

Cities should be designated, the designation of the Dist-

ricts, as 1,Etde by the Federal Reserve Organization Com-

mittee, not being in review here.

It would seem that such a course was orderly and

logical in all cases, but it is particularly so in the one

at bar for the reason that the brief filed on behalf of the

City of Baltimore shows in our opinion a total misconcep-

tion both of the purposes of the Act and of what is re-

quired of a Federal Reserve City. I--, in presenting our

case, I state a matter well known to you, or of an element-

ary character, I do so from no idea that you are not

acquainted with the subject, for I have never yet appeared
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before a body where I felt, on account of the great'

practical experience and learing of its members, greater

incapacity to render the Board assistance in arriving at a

correct conclusion of the questions at issue, but state-

ments of such matters are necessary in developing the points

we rely upon to sustain the decjsion of the Federal Reserve

Organization Committee in designating Richmond as the

Federal Reserve City of District No. 5.

From a general knowledge of previous efforts at

19gislation on the subject, as well as from e careful re-

view of the debates in Congress during the different stages

of the enactment of the law, we consider the definition of

the purposes of the Act, as given by the learned author

of Magee on Banks and BankinE, last edition, as brief,

though comprehensive, as can be found. The definition

there given is as follows:

"By a careful study and review or the provisionsof

the Adt, it must be observed that Congress has enacted a

measure intended to regulate the more equal distribution of

money for the use and benefit of commerce, throughout all

sections of the United States, ard to destroy centralized

reserves."

Assuming that this definition correctly sets forth

the purposes of the Act, we shall endeavor to point out the
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true tests or criteria by which the designation of the

Federal Reserve City of a district should be made. While

the Act requires that the Federal Reserve Districts shall

be "apportioned with due regard to convenience and the

customary course of business", it does not expressly

state that the Organization Committee must be governed

by the same considerations in regard to the selection of

the Federal Reserve Cities, but it has been assumed through-

out the hearings had before the Organization Committee and

In the arguments of counsel that it was the intention of

Congress that "convenience and the customary course of

business" should have the sane influence in the decision

of the location of Federal Reserve Cities as in the case

of the apportionment of Federal Reserve Districts. In re-

viewing the several briefs filed by various cities making

application for designations as Federal Reserve cities

before the Organization Committee, we find practical

unanimity of opinion in respect to the requirements of the

Act, except in the case of Baltimore.

In the ptition filed on behalf of the City of Cin-

cinnati, prepared under the direction of Ftederick Co

Hicks, Professor of Economics and Commerce of the University

of Cincinnati, we find this clear ard comprehensive view

of the statute in thiFi respect:
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SKE-4

"Yirst. Geographical convenience, which involves

transportation facilities and rapid and easy communica-

tion with all parts of the district.

"Second. Industrial and commercial develop lent and

needs of each section, which involves consideration of the

general moveent of commorlities and of business trans-

actions within the districts and the transfer or funds

and exchanges of credits arisir therefrom.

"Third. The established custom and trend of business,

as developed by the present system of bank reserves and

checking accounts. In laying out the districts ard estab-

lishinr the headquarters for reserve banks, every effort

will be made to promote business convenience ard normal

movements of trade ErIci commerce."

"The same general ideas are briefly expressed in the

petition filed on behalf of the City of Cleveland, Ohio.

They are as follows:

"(1). Satisfactory communication throughout the

mmimp44k. district.

(2) Proximity to center or traffic Ed exchanges

of the district.

(3) Financial, commercial, industrial and civic

strength in itself.

(4) Satisfactory relations with the entire district."
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SKE5 And in a petition filed on behalf of Louisville, Ky.,

and subscribed to by Messrs. 011ie J. James, Swager :Thorley,

Richard Knott and John W. Barr, Jr., almost the identical

language is found:

"(a) Geographical convenience.

(b) The industrial development of the section.

(c) The established trend of business.

(d) The extent to which each section is able, inde-

pendently, to finance the needs of its own region."

The city of Washington presented a paper at the oral

hearing before the federal Reserve Organization Committee

which fully sets forth the requirements of a Federal Reserve

City. Mr. A. 0. Austin, for fifteen years Chief Statistician

of the United States Bureau of Statistics, quotes it with

approval at page 29 of the original petition of the City of

Richmond. It is too long to read here today, but we take

the liberty of referring you to it.

It thus appearing that the bankers and students of

• finance, put forward by the various communities to repre-

sent their claims for a Federal Reserve Bank before the

Organization Committee, agree with singular unanimity upon

what is required ot a city desiring such designation, it is

not surprising that the Federal Reserve Organization Commit-

tee should itself have come to a similar conclusion. In the
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SKE6 decision of the Federal Reserve Organization Committee,

determining the Federal Reserve Districts and the location

of the Federal Reserve Banks, at page 361 of the record,

that honorable body thus summed up the question:

"Among the many factors which governed the decisions in

determining the respective districts and the selection of

the cities which have been chosen, were:

"First. The ability of the member banks within the

district to provide the minimum capital of 4,000,000. re-

quired for the Federal Reserve Bank, on the basis of 6 per

cent of the capital stock and suprlus of member banks within

the district.

"Second. The mercantile, industrial, and financial

connections existing in each district and the relations

between the various portions of the district and the city

selected for the location of the Federal Reserve Bank.

"Third. The probable ability of the Federal Reserve

Bank in each district, after organization and after the

provisions of the Federal eserve act shall have gone into

effect, to meet the legitimate demands of business, whether

normal or abnormal, in accordance with the spirit and pro-

visions of the Federal Reserve Act.

"Fourth. The fair and equitable division of the
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3,1;

available capital for the Federal Reserve Bans among the

district created.

"Fifth. The general geographical situation of the dis-

trict, transportation lines, and the facilities for speedy

communication between the Federal Reserve Bank and all por-

tions of the district.

"Sixth. The population, area, and prevalent business

activities of the district, whether agricultural, man4fac-

turing, mining, or commercial, its record of growth and

development in the past and its proppect for the future."

On the other hand, Baltimore, throughout its brief,

filed with this honorable body, lays the greatest stress

upon the size of Baltimore as comparedtwith that of Rich-

mond, and makes no effort to prove, and it is unable to

prove, that it better fulfils any of the requirements of the

Act, as understood by the financial world at large, and the

Federal Reserve Organization Committee, than Richmond. If,

therefore, we can show that Baltimore has a wrong concep-

tion of the purposes of the Act, and of what is required

of a city desiring to be bamed as the Federal Reserve City

of a District, it follows that its evidence has no bearing on

the questions at issue and that its arguments are misdirect-

ed. To illustrate our contentions in these respects, we

refer, first, to page 30 of Baltimore's Brief, where it is
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SKE8 said:

"Without undertaking a minute review of the provisions

of the Federal Reserve Act, with which this Board is famil-

iar, it may be said that a cardinal feature - if not the

cardinal feature - of the new system is its comprehensive-

ness. The present banking system had been found inadequate.

It had been found to create an artificial concentration of

the money of the whole country in New York City (and to a

lesser extent in Chicago). This concentration, it has been

thought, made the banking system too dependent upon specu-

lation in the stock market and too little adapted to meet

the more strictly commercial and agricultural needs of the

country. Congress set out to correct these conditions, not,

however, primarily by forbidding the practices which have

been deemed undesirable or unduly prominent in our banking

system, but mainly by expanding the system and providing

new (and supposedly more efficient) channels by which the

money and banking resources of the country might naturally

flow towards the commercial transactions, as distinguished

from speculation in stocks."

At page 33 this further definition appears:

"With, perhaps, a more accurate sense of proportion,

it might fairly be said that the Federal Reserve Banks
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SKE9 are banks vested (1) with special powers of great importance

not vested in other banks, and (2) with general poer to

conduct all branches of the business of banking, except

that, in transactions with the public, they may not perform

certain important but routine functions of ordinary banking,

which are expressly or by implication reserved to the member

banks belonging to the same united system."

The learned authors of Baltimore's Brief, when next

approaching this subject, at page 39 of the brief, quote

with manifest approval the editorial reply of the Journal

of Commerce, of April 24, 1914, to a letter which had been

sent that paper by the Richmond Committee, which letter,

however, is not printed in Baltimore's brief. In the

editorial in question these novel views of the purposes of

the Act appear.

"The Richmond Committee says that in the middle and

southern portion of its district as designated, the three

State, Virginia, North Carolina and South Carolina, have

nearly 6,000,000 population and 1,223 banking institutions,

while the northern part, in which Baltimore is situated, has

less than 3,000,000 population and only 494 banks. It also

shows how much more convenient for railroad and mail communi-

cation Richmond is than Baltimore to this large portion of
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SKE10,- the district."

Further quoting:

"To our mind this has very little to do with the case.

It is not a question of area and distances, or of popula-

tion and number of banks, so much as of density of popula-

tion within certain areas, volume and character of trans-

actions and number of daily communications to be made.

A limited area might be marked out in this city containing

a greater population than any one of the three Etates named,

and another in which more commercial and financial business

is transacted in a day than in all three of them, while

there is only a fraction as many banks in the whole city as

in the states which constitute the southern part of the

Richmond District."

Evidently not being satisfied that the facts and con-

ditions surrounding Baltimore justified the designation of

that city by the Federal Reserve Organization Committee as

the location for a Federal Reserve Bank, the learned

authors of Baltimore's Brief again define the scope and

purpose of the Act, giving it this remarkable construction:

"The principal purposex of Congress, however, in

devising this addition to our existing system, was evidently

not so much to improve conaitions at ordinary times as to
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SKEll provide a more satisfactory system in times of stress. The

occurrence of panics and the inadequacy of the present

system to deal with panics were undoubtedly foremost in the

minds of Congress, as they have been in the minds of all

who have interested themselves in banking and financial

reform in this country. Except for certain so called

seasonal strains (which have not been greatly felt since

the panic of 1907), our existing system has been fairly

satisfactory in ordinary times. It is in times of stress

that the weaknesses of the present system become manifest.

These weaknesses it was the prime purpose of Congress to

cure."

The above being fair samples of the understanding of

the authors of Baltimore's brief of the purposes of the Act

and of what is required of a Federal Reserve City, it is

natural that they filled their brief with matter wholly

irrelevant and immaterial; unless, perchance, Baltimore,

realizing that she did not possess the true requisites of a

31ederal Reserve City, as required by the Act, resorted to

the expedient of extolling her general virtues, her possess-

ion of which is undisputed, in the hope that she might

still be designated.

I regret that I shall be unable, on account of the
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SKE12 shortness of time allowed for oral arguiaent, to call your

attention to the overwhelming weight of evidence in sup)ort

of our claim that Richmond meets all of the requirements

of the Act, as understood by those learned in finance, and

that Baltimore fails to do so. I shall leave this part of

the case to my associate, the Honorable Eppa Hunton, Jr.,

who is peculiarly well qualified for the undertaking; and

I shall devote the rest of my time to a few points which

in my opinion should have great weight with you in forming

your decision.

First, it was plainly contemplated in the Act that

Federal Banks should act not only as clearing houses for the

members in their own districts, but between districts. The

clearing between districts, we believe, will develop into

enormous proportions and that the bank most advantageously

located for clearing transactions of any large section of

the country will have a great service to perform. We claim

that Richmond rather than Baltimore occupies this position.

The :ederal Reserve Organization Committee having, for

obvious and just reasons, selected the cities of Boston,

New _fork, and Philadelphia, in geographical order, as

Reserve Cities, could not have accomplished a proper divis-

ion of the banking power of the East and of the territory

generally, by naming the nearby city of Baltimore in the
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•Ls

northeast corner of the District No. 5 as the fourth city

along the Atlantic seaboard.

Second: The overwhelming preference of the banks and

of the people in the District for Richmond over 1Daltimore,

assuming that they had intelligence enough to know what was

best for their business interests, founded on present banking

connections and the customary course of trade, should, and

doubtless did, have great weight with the Federal Reserve

Organization Committee in locating the Federal aeserve

City of District No. 5 at Richmond rather than at Baltimore.

Further, I would respectfully call your attention in

some detail to the fact that although Baltimore's banking

resources are greater than those of Richmond, they are not

to the same extent available for the requirements of District

No. 5, and also th the failure of Baltimore and of Maryland

to keep apace during the last decade with the growth in

banks and banking resources, and in commercial and indus-

trial development generally, with Richmond and Virginia

and with North and South Carolina, with which Richmond is

inseparably connected.

On page 21 of the Baltimore brief, the division of her

banking power is given as follows:-

Total Banking Resources.
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SIKE14 National Banks  $114,973,000

State Banks, trust companies,

and stock savings companies  80,183,000

Mutual savings banks  102,708,000

Total  297,864,000

The resources of mutual savings banks and trust com-

panies are :82,000,000, or 60 per cent of the entire

banking resources of Baltimore. Trust companies have a

field of their own and they cannot, as at present consti-

tuted, enter the system. Mutual savings banks cannot, in

the nature of their liusiness, become members.

Again, we would point out that in the itemized state-

ment of resources on page 19 of the Baltimore brief, the

fact that :(1.28,000,000, or 43 per cent of the whole, are

"investments, bonds, securities, etc."

The actual use Baltimore is making of its banking re-

sources, as well as its rate of progress in the world of

finance, can best be known and unde_cstood by referring to

its own estimate of these matters when not engaged in en-

deavoring to promote its claims as the financial capital

of a Federal Reserve District. Such evidence as this can

be found in the report of the Commission for the Revision

of the Taxation ystem of the State of Yaivland and the

City of Baltimore, appointed in pursuance of Cahpter 779 of
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ST17,15 the Acts of the General Assembly of Maryland, 1912. The

rec)ort is signed by the following responsible citizens of

the State of Maryland:- Henry F. Baker, J. Harry nahool, E.

Stanley Gary, J. H. Gambrill, Jr., William K. Cooper, and

Vernon Cook. (See pages 287 and 288 of said report).

The truth of what the distinguished Committee has

said of Baltimore in connection with the lack of progress

in the banking world is borne out by statistics both in

regard to the City of Baltimore and to the state of Mary-

land. For the purpose of comparing the growth of the City

of Baltimore and the State of Maryland with the City of

Richmond and the State of Virginia, we refer you, first,

to the reports made to the Comptroller of the Treasury,

on March 4, 1914, by all of the National Banks of each of

the States in District No. 5, and then to the combined

statement of National and State banks in said District.

AGGREGATE RESOURCES.

1902

Maryland. . . . 1;30,575,000

Baltimore . . . 82,019,000

Virginia . . . 38,220,000

Richmond .. . . 16,730,000

North Carolina 18,865,000

South Carolina 13,724,000

1913 Increase Per Cent

$56,989,0O0 $26,414,000 86

110,989,000 28,877,000 35

100,295,000 62,075,000 162

56,576,000 39,846,000 238

62,459,000 43,594,000 231

42,082,000 28,358,000 207
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SKE16 COMBINED STATELENT OF NATIONAL & STATE BANKS.

Virginia (Includ-

1902 1913

ing Richmond) $94,728,000 $218,211,000

North Carolina 33,322,000 117,315,000

South Carolina 28,138,000 95,185L000

$156,188,000 $430,712,000

West Virginia $ 73,454,000 153,766,000

Maryland (Includ-

ing Baltimore). 123,613,000 199,525,000

Increase Per Cent.

,,t123,483,000 130

82,994,000 252

67,047,000 238

41?'274,524,000 176

80,312,000 109

75,912,000 61

From sworn special reports submitted to the Comptroller

of the Treasury, it appears that the National Banks in

Richmond were lending in the thirteen southern states on

January 13, 1914, more money than was being loaned in those

Stttes by the national banks of any other city in the coun-

try, except New York. The total loans and discounts in

the thirteen Southern States by Baltimore, Washington and

Richmond are as follows:-

Baltimore,   ),1X.,891,000

WashiRgton. . 915,000

Richmond .. • • • . 33,473,000

These figures show that in those portions of District

No. 5 outside of the States of Virginia and Maryland, the

Richmond national banks are lending twice as much money as
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ST717 all of the national banks of Baltimore and Washington com-

bined. They also show that although Richmond was not a

reserve city, the banks and trust companies in the thirteen

Southern States had on deposit in the national banks of

Richmond on February 14, 1914, $9,876,000, or slightly

more than the banks of this section had on deposit in the

city of Baltimore, and four times as much as they carried

in Washington, although these two cities have long enjoyed

the benefits of being reserve cities.

In conclusion, the present position we have shown

that Richmond occupies as the financial center of the

District; the wonderful progress she has made in the last

ten _years and the cettainty that that rate of progress will

be maintained and increased, founded as it is upon the

unprecedented development of the great natural resources

of the District; her intimate knowladge of the people of

the District, of their industries and financial needs;

her central location and unequalled transportation connec-

tiods with every section of the District; and, lastly, the

overwhelming expression of the wish and desire of a great

majority of the banks of the District to continue to do

business with her,made it entirely fit and proper that

the Pederal deserve Organization Committee should have
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SKE18 named Richmond as the Federal Reserve City of District No.

5, and will lead this Honorable Body, we confidently sab-

mit, to a like conclusion.

Hunt on
state-
ment
follows
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Federal
Reserve
Board
1/6/15
12:0(..) M.

ARGUMENT OF MR. EPPA HUNTON, OR RICHUOND, VA., IN

FAVOR OF THE DESIGNATION OF RICHMOND AS THE FEDERAL RESERVE

CITY FOR THE FIFTH FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT.

If the Court pleases, the Federal Reserve Act leaves

it to the Organization Committee to determine the reserve

cities of each district, subject to review by this Board.

The Act itself fixes no criteria by which to determine the

reserve cities. An examination of the terms of the Act

will, however, throw much light upon the intention of Con-

gress in this respect, and it seems to me that the best aid

which I can give to this Board in reaching a conclusion

in this matter is to point out those considerations which

seem to indicate Baltimore as the reserve city for the

district, and those which seem to indicate Richmond, and

when those considerations are before the Board, to balance

them and see where the balance lies.

I will first consider '3altimore. My friend, in his

opening, has indicated that he relies very largely upon

its size, which we admit and recognize. 2he record dis-

closes, and the Board will recall, that at the hearing

before the Organization Committee Baltimore was first

heard, and that at that meeting she insisted upon her

size being the determining factor. There were two other

considerations that she urged very forcefully and very

earnestly upon that occasion, namely, the number of banks
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second,
aLE2 in the fifth district;, other business organizations

which favored Baltimore; and third, that Baltimore had a

preferential freight rate.

Now, I will endeavor to show that the only considera-

tion which favors Baltimore is its size, and that when the

facts are ascertained, the other two factors vanish, she

possessintj neither as against :Achmond. Now, my friend has

said that the vote of the banks amounts to nothing, because

in the Act there is no reference made to a vote of the

banks, yet he says that the determinin,, factor should be the

size and the population of Baltimore, as if there were a

statement in the Act that that should be the guide to con-

trol this Board or the Organization Committee in reaching

its conclusions. Now easy it would have been to have pre-

scribed in the Act, had that been the intention of Congress,

that the largest city in each reserve district should be the

reserve city; or, if it was not the intention of Congress

to make it simply the largest in population, how easy it

would have been to have said that if there is in any dis-

has
trict a city which is twice, or three or four times the

population of any other city, that it should be selected

as the reserve city. But there is no mention in the Act

of that, and it is clear that it was not the intention of
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Congress that that should be the sole determining factor.

There is no question that it is a factor of weight, a

factor that will carry consideration, and which, if other

factors combine with it, will determine the location of the

reserve city. But "Ah!" says my friend to the Organiza-

tion Committee, "you established the reserve cities in the

largest six cities in the United States, and when you got

to Baltimore, you skipped it, the seventh in size", and

criticism is made in the brief and in the oral argument of

the Organization Committee and its published statement,

along with its decision, which my friend has quoted. My

friend says that after enumerating the first six largest

cities in the United States, the seventh should follow in
a

the next naming of tim reserve city, but he fails to em-

phasize this factor stated by the Organization Committee

in the announcement of its decision, that geographical

situation and all other considerations fully justify their

selection. If that had been true of Baltimore, the seventh

city in size, it also would have been selected, but it is

the absence of those considerations that has led to the

Organization Committee passing over the city of Baltimore

and fixing Hichmond as the reserve city for the fifth

district. That Baltimore is not geographically situated

is not due to the fact that it is at the northern end of
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SKE4 the district, but it is due to the fact that the Act pre-

scribes that the five appointed members of this Board

shall be appointed from different districts, or that not

more than one of them shall be from any reserve district,

and that they shall be distributed geographically over the

United States. Now, if you were to make Baltimore a re-

serve city, you would put four of the reserve cities of the

Atlantic States, Boston, New York, ihiladelphia and Balti-

more, in the extreme northern part of the Atlantic seaboard

States, and leave none between Baltimore and the Gulf,

with the exception of Atlanta. :lore than that, you would

make the reserve city of the fifth district a city not

intimately and not distinctively a southern city, and not

intimately connected and familiar with the distinctive

crops of that district, and not intimately familiar with

its banks, its bankers and its banking situation.

Now, it is conceded that Baltimore has commercial,

industrial and financial power somewhat with reference to

its size, but this record will show clearly that the larger

portion of its financial transactions are with the terri-

tory to its north. My learned friend came very near making

that statement in his opening argument. The record will

also disclose that a large part of its commercial, and I

imagine of its financial transactions, are with the west,
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SKE5 and this record will demonstrate that instead of ialtimore

being the financial, comiercial and industrial capital of

the fifth district, the credit belongs to the city of

Richmond.

They claimed that the voue of the banks, for instance,

in their original hearing before the Organization Committee,

and the campaign of the city of “ichmond, to which my friend

has alluded, - a campaign was also waged by the city of

Baltimore and it fell down, as results were not produced

there by it. Baltimore was heard first by the Organization

Committee, and she presented to the Organization Committee

the fact that a number of banks in the District favored

Baltimore, and a number of other business institutions,

and you will be astonished, after the argument of my friend,

to learn that I believe ten pages of the fifteen page

brief filed by the city of Baltimore was devoted to that

factor in their case. But they were not aware, then, of

what had been the results of the ',ichmond campaign, con-

ducted upon as high a ground as that of the campaign of

the city of Baltimore, but when they discovered that the

Richmond case was presented to the Organization Committee,

we hear nothing more of the effect to be given to the votes
Later,

of the banks, except in their brief.mittatitlimAlkixgxl in

their oral argument, they say that no imortance should be
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SKE6 attached to theit because they are not mentioned in the

Federal Reserve Act. Now, that was an enormous factor in

favor of Baltimore when they believed that a majority of

the banks were in its favor. It is a factor of no conse-

quence when it is demonstrated that it has not a pronounced

:ajority, out that a overwhelming majority of the banks in

the district is in favor of the city of Richmond. Lore

than that, at 8.1timore's hearing before the Organization

Committee, before Richmond's case had been presented, it

was claimed that it had a preferential freight rate over

the city of Richmond, and that that drew the currents of

comerce and of business to the city of Baltimore, and that

tnat was a determining factor in favor of the city of Bal-

timore, they being unaware bf the fact that when Richmond's

case was presented, instead of Baltimore having a preferen-

tial freight rate as against Richmond, Richmond, from her

geographical location, had a preferential freight rate over

the citj of Baltimore, and that therea preference of 11.2

per cent per hundredweight upon all goods or comiodities

of the class going through Richmond, a difference of thir-

teen per cent i; I wanted to say that that was developed

upon the hearing of the City of Richmond, and since that

hearing,leither in the oral argument nor or in the briefs,

have we heard a single reference made to the
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factor of a preferential freight rate in favor of the

City of Baltimore as determining whether it should be the

reserve city ')/.. not. So that I say the claim that Balti-

more was the choice of the banks has been disproved by the

evidence, the fact that Baltimore had a preferential freight

rate has been disproved by the evidence, and it leaves no

factor in favor of the City of Baltimore, except its size,

which was been dwelt upon this morning, and which the act

itself shows was not intended by Congress to ')e the con-

trolling factor. ,., if accompanied by the other

conditions that existed as to the six largsest cities of

the United States, would have controlled it, but it does

not in the case of the City of Baltimore, its business

being largely done with the territory to its north and

with the territory to its west. Thera can he no further

,

or stronger illustration of that fact eltel. the fact stated

by -1,7 colleague that in January, 1913, the national bans

of the City of Baltimore were lending less than $7,000,000.

to the entire thirteen southern states, and at the sa,lie

ti.qe the City of Richmond waz lending to those sane southern

states nearly t34,000,000., nearly five times as much as

a city that comes and claims to be the financial capital

or the fifth district. It seel.s to le that we might leave
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there this claim of the City of Baltimore that she is the

financial center of the fifth district, as it is absolut
ely

rebutted by the fact that at a single time the national

banks of the City of Richmond, which 1-4 clalas is only one
-

fifth its size, were lending nearly five times as iluch to

the southern states as the City of Baltimore. Therefore,

we claim that the only factor in favor of Baltimore, and

we think that due weight s'iould be given to it, is that

Baltimore has a larger population than Richmond, but
 that

it does its business very largely with the territory to

its north and the territory to its west.

Now, let us consider 'or a moment what are the factors

that we claim point to Richmond as the federal reserve

city.

First, the selection of Richmond instead of Baltimore

would distribute reserve cities more evenly in the rliffer-

ent sections of the country. I have already alluded to

that. One of the purposes of the act, as I understand,

is to prevent too great concentration of resources 
and

banking cFipital in any one section, and to c
oncentrate

more in other sections so as to give to the whole 
country

a more even distribution thereof. Now, if you put a large

part of the banking resources in the four cities 
of
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Boston, New York, Philadelphia and Baltimore, you will

have violated the spirit of the act, which I understand is

a proclamation of financial freedom to this country. More

than that, you will have violated the territorial and

Ali
geograp'lic;Al IA -vision, and you will have; but one single

federal reserve city in the Atlantic states between Balti-

more and the Gulf, not a controlling factor, by any means,

but one of a number pregnant with A.eaning to the gentle-

men who have devoted intelligent study and time to this

question, and who, it seems to me, must inevitably desig-

nate Richmond as this reserve city.

The second is that Richmond has closer relations

and a more intimate knowledge of the distinctive crops

of the district than Baltimore. The South Atlantic states

have three peculiar crops, cotton, tobacco and peanuts.

The annual value of these three crops are approximately

as follows: Cotton, 0255,000,000.; tobacco, t32,000,000.;

peanuts, 015,000,000. There can be no question that a city

which is in the area of production of these three crops

must ':now better their financial n3eds. They must be more

intelligently financed from within that from without.

Richmond is within the area of production. Baltimore is

not. It seems to me that at this time there could be no

better illustration of that than the statement that the
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Richmond banks awl bankers are infinitely more familiar

with the cotton situation in the south now in the time of

this crisis in that industry. I think we may assude that

It is hardly probable that the area of cotton production

should cone to be limited by legislation. This important

and vital matter in that great ind -istry must be bronght

about by personal influence and by financial pressure,

and the bankers of the City of Richmond, from their knowledge

and familiarity with the bankers of these cotton states

and the State of VirEinia l are in a better position to

reduce the area of cotton production in this country than

is the City of Baltimore, which is to the north of it.

Again, there are foil- foreign govarnaents, or their

buyers of cotton and tobacco, who have their headquarters

in Richmond, and this shocking statement, it see,as to Jae,

shows the distinctly peculiar relations of Richmond to

these peculiar crops. In 1913 40 per cant of the tobacco

crop raised in Virginia, North Carolina dnd South Carolina

came directly to Richmond for re-handling and aanufactur-

ing, and Richmond paid out in connection with it the

enormous sum of t53,000,000, or 88 per cent of the total

value of the crops of those three states. A portion of

this, howevir, want to Kentucky, which is not in the fifth

district. Those facts show the intimate relations of
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Richmond with the three distinctive crops of the fifth

district, and my belief is, thovgh the record does not

show, and I presume that statistics would e difficult to

obtain, that in the financing of the peanut crop it is more

rL,(7o:
pronounced than it is as to the other *tree.

The third is preferential freight rates, which I have

already alluded to. Mr. Newcomer, when testifying for

Baltimore ***1 WashinFton, said:

"Freight rates are the prime factors in the purchase

and sale of commodities, and in shaping the normal flow of

trade in commercial and manufacturing centers enjoying the

advantages of freight rates lower than those established."

It seems to le that Er. Newcomer announced the

absolutely correct proposition, believing, however, at the

tile, that it was perhaps Baltimore that had the prefer-

ential freight rates. But it is true when it turfs out

that it is to Richmond that the preferential freight rates

belongs from its geographical position. Not only is that

true, but there is a quicker delivery by one to four days

in Richmond than in Baltimore, and this preferential freight

rate applies to all comnodity and class rates. It is

doubtless due to this preferential freiatt rate that the

tonnage in certain Virginia cities in 1913, in North
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Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia and Florida reached the

enormous amount of 2,228,908 tons, and of this from

Richmond alo-e there was 629,495 tons. Now, we have not got

those figures for Baltimore. We knew that they were there

for Richmond, and we had thought they would produce them

because we believed they would show the inferiority of

Baltimore as the commercial center of the fifth district

as clearly as the loans from the national banks of the

fifth district show that it is inferior as a financial

center, and I have seen from this record that there were

independent investigations made by the Treasury Depart-

ment, and it appeared that those independent investigations

disclosed those facts as to Baltimore.

Richmond is more convenient than Baltimore to a

larger number of banks in the district.. There are 44

national banks in the district, and 1,122 state banks.

There are in Virginia, North Carolina and South Carolina

1,123 banks, leaving 483 in the rest of the district. All

of these banks in North Carolina and South Carolina 
are

about four and one-half hours nearer to Richmon
d than to

Baltimore. The same is true of most of the banks in

Virginia.

But counsel for Baltimore in their brief say:

"Practically the whole district being tm within 
one
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•

business day of either Baltimore or Richmond, the question

of distance obviously becomes immaterial. The exact hour

of the day at which a mail transaction is consummated is

unimportant."

I agree with my friend that the exact hour of the

day at which a bank transaction is accomplished is unim-

portant, with this single proviso, and it is an important

one, and that is that it be received in time to be cleared

on that day; otherwise it is very material.

Now, such is the connection of Richmond with Forth

Carolina and South Carolina and with a greater portion of

Virginia and a part of West Virginia that its mails reach

there -- we know that the banks, and especially the country

banks send out their mail after they close in the evening,

and from that territory the mail reaches Richmond largely

by the tiAe the banks open, so that immaterial as the time

may be at which the mail may arrive, provided it is in time

to be cleared, -- it reaches the Richmond banks in time

to be cleared that day. We know that the clearing houses

generally close at about eleven o'clock, if a transaction

comas too late to be cleared that day there is theA

a day. Now, if you take the distance from that territory

to Baltimore, many of these transactions it would be

-P
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impossible to clear on that day, but they would be delayed

and would only be completed in the transactions of the

next day. So that while I agn-3e with my friend as to the

exact time at which mail arrives is unimportant, I do main-

tain that it is of the utmost importance that it should be

received in time to be cleared on the same day.

Again, another factor in favor of Richmond is the

relative increase in the banking resources of Richmond and

Baltimore. That Richmond's resources have increased much

more rapidly than those of Baltimore has been established

by my colleague upon authority of the Baltimore people

themselves, but I do not know whether this Board caught

the fact that that document was appended to the name of my

distinguished friend who so ably represents Baltimore with

accept it

his colleague on this occasion, and we mayA
numemth therefore

as an absolutely fair and impartial 
MI .0 I would not like to

(a=WH4"4say -- 7 of the national bans of Baltimore.

The national banks in Richmond in December, 1904, had

capital and surplus of $3,115,000; in narch, 
1914, $9,314,000,

an increase of 199%. In September, 1904, the Baltimore

banks had capital and surplus of $18,262,000
, and in March,

1914, 49,205,000, an increase of only 5%.

Now, it seems to me that is a very important
 factor

1
1
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SKE15 to be taken notice of, that Richmond's incre'se was 199,

while Baltimore's increase was only 5,.

It is more striking with the States to the south, that

section of the country which has, I am happy to say, assumed

such a position of progress and of prosperity in our entire

country that has made it marked and looked to for investment

and development and for progre-s.

The increase in the aggregate resoufces of the national

and state banks is just as striking. The record does not

give the statistics for the two cities, but it does give

them for Virginia, including Richmond, for Maryland, in-

cluding Baltimore, and for the other States in the district,

from 1902 to 1913:

Virginia (including Richmond), 1902, ,94,728,000; 1913,

218,221,000; per cent of increase, 130';.

Maryland (including Baltimore), 1902, 1123,613,000;

1913, A99,525,000, an increase of 61'70.

So that the financial, industrial and commercial

capital of this district, assuming that all thgt my friend

claims for it is true, would soon vanish unless it got re-

newed.

In 1902 Maryland had nearly .29,000,000 more bank

resources than Virginia, while in 1913 Virginia had nearly
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SKE16 a9,000,000 more bank resources than Maryland. The banking

resources of North Carolina had increased in the same time

252, of South Carolina, 238,6, and of 'jest Virginia 109;L,

but of Maryland only 61.

It seems to me that that is an important factor. Hot

only has the Organization Committee designated the city

that has the most intimate financial relation with the

fifth district, and has the largest transactions with the

fifth district, but it has selected the city that is growing

and progressing at a steady, healthy rate, and which is

nearest to the section that is increasing normally and

rapidly.

Another factor in favor of Richmond is that Ihe cus-

tomary course of business in the district is with Richmond

and not with Baltimore.

Nothing will more 'nearly indicate the trend of business

in the district to Richmond than the banking relations be-

tween Richmond and the other States in the district. In

considering these banking relations it must •be remembered

that Baltimore was one of the original reserve cities, and

that Richmond was never a reserve city until its designation

as the Federal reserve city of the fifth district.

From the Comptroller's report for 1912 it appears that

there are 380 state and national banks in Virginia, and
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aEE17 that they carry in the Richmond banks 526 accou
nts. In

lorth Carolina there are 429 banks, and they carr
y in

Richmond banks 397 accounts. In south Carolina there are

346 banks, and they carry in the Richmond banks 182 
ac-

counts. In West Virginia there are 297 banks, and they

carry in Richmond banks 82 accounts.

The maximum deposits carried in .Uchmond banks in 1913

by banks from Tirginia, Eorth Carolina, south Carolina dnd

',:est Virginia are ;Ii)12,653,769. The maximum deposits carried

in Richmond banks by individuals, firms and corporations

from iiorth Carolina and South Carolina are :4,642,366. :he

maximum oi deposits by banks, individuals and corporations

from ilorth Carolina in -ichmond banks is :7,690,820, and

from South Carolina '2,343,766.

0/..om this it appears that banks, corporations and in-

dividuals in the district, exclusive of liaryland, ca
rried

on deposit in the Richmond banks over 21_7,000,000.

The maximum of loans made by banks in Richmond in 1913

to other banks in Virginia, ilorth Carolina, outh Carolina

and West Virginia was , 6,174,175.

The maximum of loans made by banks in Richmond in 191.3

to individuals, firms and co.rporations in North Carolina

was 5,245,4b1, in South Carolina ::;3,129,815.
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arE18 The maximum of .loans to ban -s, individuals and corpora-

tions in Lorth Carolina was, therefore, ;7,445,931, and in

outh Carolina 75,553,730.

To meet the demands for crops and other purposes,

Richmond during the year 1913 shipped .;14,000,000 in cur-

rency into the southern States.

Now, we have not those figures as to a1timore. I

wish we had. I believe that they would show that the claim

that Richmond is the financial center of the fifth district

would be established by them, and I trust that it is true

that the independent investigation made by the Treasury

Department, which it was not in our power to make, will

establish the facts as to those things as to the city of

Baltimore, and I feel assured that it will confirm the

wisdom of the Organization ComrLittee and lead this Board to

affirm its decision in designating Richmond as the reserve

city.

It is a difficult matter to show clearly that Baltimore

is not the industrial and commercial center, but I accept

the statement of one of the witnesses for Baltimore that

convenience is the servant of commerce, and that it makes

the trade currents which create financial and many other

business relations. Assuming that that is a correct prin-
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SKE19 ciple, and I believe it to be, it is irresistibly esta
blish-

ed that Richmond, with its preferential freight rate, along

with the distinctive character of its crops, is the commer-

cial and industrial capital of the district, and not the

city of Baltimore.

We come now to what my friends have labored with, and

I am not going to deal with the toll of banks taken by the

city of Richmond, but I am going to deal with it as taken

by the Organization Committee. I believe in the poll of the

banks in the district made directly by the Comprtoller's

office Richmond received 167 votes to 128 for Baltimore,

and that was a factor that my friends thought should have

an enormous amount of weight when first they appeared be-

fore the Organization Committee, and which they have de-

voted so much time in their brief to minimizing: and ridi-

culing. Those figures do not show the full force of Rich-

mond's position, because in the poll 28 votes were cast

for Columbia, south Carolina, by banks in South Carolina,

and 19 for Charlotte, by banks in North Carolina, while

Washington's 12 votes were cast for itself. It is clearly

established by the testimony that the banks voting for

Charlotte and for Columbia favored Richmond as their second

choice, and we may assume for the sake of argument that
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au2o the banks of Washington were in favor of Baltimore as their

second choice. Adding to Richmond her second choice by

Charlotte and Columbia, and adding to Baltimore her second

choice by the city of 7Tashington, it would make the number

of banks in favor of the city of Richmond 214, and that in

favor of Baltimore 140. It seems to me that that is the

most conclusive factor of all that the Organization Commit-

tee and this Board has before it in determining this matter

primarily, this banking problem of the selection of the

reserve city. The banks know which is the city of conven-

ience, and where is the customary course of business. They

are not controlled by even so adroit a campaign as the city

of Baltimore which could not get a majority. They are not

controlled by sentimental reasons, as evidenced by my

friend's statement that a lot of banks in Virginia voted

for the city of Baltimore. They are hard headed business

men determining business requirements by the course of bus-

iness that they have had, and by their convenience, and

they know that it is to Richmond that they must look for a

more intimate acquaintance, for the knowledge of their fin-

ancial needs, and for the knowledge of their peculiar crops,

and that is why one of the witnesses before the Organization

Committee said that he would be a little way from home to
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SVE21 go to Baltimore.

Now, I say that the best evidence of convenience and

the customary course of business is the showing of these

214 banks, as against the 140 for the city of Baltimore;

that they know what are their financial needs; that they

know that it is to Richmond that they must go.

My friend has referred so much to the unwillingness

(94-)kfry,
of to go into a district of which Atlanta was

the reserve city, and I recognize it, but not because it

was not to the north of it, as my friend would argue, but

because Atlanta was a borrowing community and Richmond was

a lending community, financing the cities to the south of it,

and lending :!34,000,000 approximately at a time when Balti-

more was lending less than $7,000,000, and that was the

reason why the cities did not desire to go to Atlanta, but

wanted to go to a city as ita their reserve city where

their financial needs could be met and where they had been

in the habit of having their financial needs met.

Now, my friends say that we never dare to talk about

Richmond, as compared with Baltimore, in a district where

Baltimore was a member of the district. Let us see whether

my friends are.not in error in that respect also.

At the hearing in Washington before the Organization
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3ICE22 Committee Mr. Norwood, of Greenville, South Carolina, and

Mr. Rhett, of Columbia, South Carolina, while testifying in

favor of Richmond as the reserve city, both stated that

Maryland should be added to the district.

Mr. Bruton, of Wilson, North Carolina, testifying in

behalf of Richmond, said that he would feel that "we would

be a little way from home to take us to Baltimore".

Before the action of the Organization Committee Mr.

George A. Holderness filed a brief for the North Carolina

Bankers Association, adding Maryland to the district, and

makes a strong argument in favor of the selection of Rich

mond as the reserve city of a district which includes Mary-

land.

It is difficult to understand, therefore, how this

statement can be made in the brief for the city of Baltimore.

I quote:

"It cannot be too strongly stated that before the

action of the Organization Committee no one ever thought

of comparing Richmond with Baltimore, or questioning the

commercial and financial pre-eminence of Baltimore in what

has now been made the fifth district."

Yet there is the testimony of these gentlemen showing

that while the district, as mapped out by Richmond, did not

include Maryland, that the fact that it might include Mary-
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SKE23 land was contemplated, and that the answer was still Rich-

mond in preference to Baltimore.

Now, I want to say this. It seems to me that taking

this matter as a matter de novo, that the weight of the

testimony and the record establishes the fact that instead

of Baltimore being the financial, industrial and commercial

capital of the fifth district, and being the most conven-

ient to the customary course of business, it is Richmond

where the convenience of the customary course of business

would be best subserved. I say, as an original proposition,

that is true, but this does not come up as an original

proposition, as this Board has held when it gave to the

city of Baltimore the opening and the conclusion of this

presentation. It comes up not as an appeal, but as a re-

view of the action of the Organization Committee by the

Reserve Board, and may I pause for an instant to say that

a review is a common method used by the courts, that a

petition for a re-hearing is not an unusual thing, and ac-

cording to my recollection, though I cannot give the in-

stances, this has been the case in this country, that where

appellate courts are made up of the judges of the lower

court, that the judge deciding the case in the lower court

has been a member of the tribunal to re-hear and review
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5KE24 themselves.

Now, I say that this Organization Committee visited

eighteen different cities in their efforts to reach wise

conclusions, and hearings were given to over two hundred

cities that came in touch with the financial men and the

business men of all sections of the common country. They

were authorized to employ experts and counsel - I do not

see how counsel could aid so much in that difficult and

delicate discussion, for which, even in the presentation

of this view of it, I feel that I am so poorly qualified -

but they had the authority to employ experts and to make

independent investigations, and I say that the decision of

that Organization Committee is primarily right in all courts,

both State and Federal, and should carry as much weight as

is given to the wisdom of a jury or to the report of a

master or special master, and the rule, I believe, in almost

every jurisdiction is that such a report shall not be over-

thrown unless it is plainly wrong, and the burden upon my

friends is not such as it was before the Organization Com-

mittee. The burden is upon them to establish to the satis-

faction of this Board that the action of this Organization

Committee is clearly wrong; otherwise, as the Board has

done in giving to them the opening and conclusion, following
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ST25 the legal principles in such matters, unless plainly w
rong,

its decision, with the greater familiarity that they mu
st

have with it from their personal touch with the situation

from the personal hearings that they gave in these eigh-Geen

cities, and from the personal hearings of the two hundred

cities, as the trial court, seeinr the witnesses and hearing

tf.eir testimony is able thereby to give more intelligent

judgment and the proper weight that is due to them, - so,

say the courts, unless plainly wrong, it must be affirmed.

I want to say that I do not believe that our friends

realize the progrsss that the city of 7dchmond has made in

the last two decades, more especially in the last, and I

can understand their disappointment that in a controversy

of this sort, friendly upon our part at least, that the

prize, which could be given to but one, came to 2,ichmond

instead of to Baltimore. It may have •been astonishing even

to our own people to know what the development had been,

because thirty years prior to those two decades a large

part of the city was in ashes. Its wealth had been swept

away, the flower of its manhood had been given in response

to the call of her State. The struggle during those thirty

years was a slow and laborious one, and we remember even

in this controversy that whe.A.in that hour when we were
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SKE26 passing through the valley of death we never turned to our

sister city of Baltimore for sympathy, encouragement and

aid that she did not res)ond promptly and efficiently, and

we do not forget that today. And we believe and we hope

that if the decision of this Organization Committee is

affirmed by this Board, that the time will come when the

city of Baltimore at least will not be ashamed of the

regional bank of idchmond as a worker in the development

of this great financial machinery which is to bring finan-

cial freedom and equ0y to all sections and all parts of

this country, and give flexible and stable currency, under

your wise administration of this Act which is an epoch in

the financial history of this country.
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SKE27 CLOSING- ARGULIEn OF MR. VERNON COOK, OF BALTIMORE, MD.,

IN FAVOR OF THE DESIGNATION OF BALTIMORE AS THE FEDERAL

RESERVE CITY FOR THE FIFTH FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT.

Gentlemen of the Board, in the short time that remains

for oral discussion it is impossible for us to lay before

you all the many ways in which Baltimore, as we see it, has

an advantage over Richmond for the location of a reserve

dity. We can therefore only briefly touch on some of the

more salient points of the argument.

Now, as I see it, the underlying theme or text of the

argument for Baltimore is this, that as we look about the

country and find that the hills and valleys make certain

natural reservoirs for water, so the course of business and

the exigencies of trade form certain natural reservoirs

for surplus banking capital, and we claim that Baltimore

is, and always has been, one of those natural reservoirs for

banking capital, and that Richmond never was, and in the

nature of things, for a great many years to come never can

be such a natural reservoir for money.

We claim also that Baltimore is not only a natural

reservoir, but a natural reservoir for this particular

fifth district, including these States, the Virginias, the
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310E28 Carolinas, Maryland and the District of Columbia. 
Now, why

do I say this? My opponents on the other side have made

some very startling statements, it seems to me, but no
ne

Examx more startling to me here than the statement 
made by

Hunton that Baltimore does not have its business with

the south, but has its business with the north. Those of

us who live in BaltimPre have been hearing for many years

about Baltimore's southern trade, one of the things we

always talk about, one of the things that we work for, one

of the things we pride ourselves upon possessing. What are

the facts? Does Baltimore have its business in the south

or in the north? ":e have the figures in our brief on page

11, and we show that of all the products or goods manu-

or

factured axl distributed by Baltimore, there is i)27,000,0
00

worth distributed in the 3tate of Maryland itself, and
 that

in the rest of this district there is )51,000,000 wor
th of

products distributed. Now, when we add those figures

together, the result is that 70;L of our manufactured

products, and 70"; of the goods which our great jobbing

houses send out go right into this very fifth district.

Those are the fiures on authorities that cannot be que
s-

tioned, cannot be doubted, and they are set forth in our

brief. 'tle say, therefore, our business is with this dis-

trict.
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SKE29 Take the great jobbing houses of Baltimore, turning

out as they do and selling millions of dollars worth of

goods in the south. The 5alti-nore Bargain House alone has

75,000 accounts in the south. The well known firm of Hearst

Brothers has 10,000 accounts in the south. .That is the

result of this? The result of this is that it makes a

natural flow of money from the south, from this district,

into Baltimore. These goods are sold by the Baltimore

jobbers to Baltimore manufacturers and merchants in the

south. They are sold on credit, and when the time of the

year comes around when the southern people have harvested

their crops and have gotten in their money, they pay their

debts to Baltimore; then a flow of money comes in from these

thousands of accounts, ;these thousands of merchaats all

over the south, who owe Baltimore, begin to pay, and there

is a perfect streme of money flowing from this district to

Baltimore. After the crops are harvested, after the great

demand for money in the south lets up, it flows back to

this city as the natural place for it to be as a reserve

center.

Then, in addition to that, not only is there the

flow of money from the southern merchants to the Baltimore

wholesalers, but another great current tha-u has set in
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SKE30 toward Balti4ore is the payment of the dividends and of the

coupons evidencing the interest that is due to the Balti-

more investors.

Now, my friends on the other side speak very slight-

ingly of the savings banks of Baltimore, and dimiss them

with a word or two, because the capital of a savings bank

in Baltimore could not be any good to the rest of this

fifth district. Now, what are the facts? In the letter

filed in the brief from Mr. Richard H. Edmunds, the great

statittician of the south, he says that our three principal

Baltimore savings banks which have their money invested

largely in bonds, which my opponents would have you think

therefore is no good to the south, Mr. Edmund says that out

of 60,000,000 bonds held by these three savings banks alone,

23,0'i0,000, or more than 38, represent investments in. ten

States south of the Potomac and east of the Mississippi.

Now, when these coupons come due, there is another current,

as I say, of money into Baltimore. _eurther than that, there

are three trust companies in Baltimore alone that act as

fiscal agents for 200,000,000 of southern securities in the

fifth district alone. Now, when the coupons on those

southern securities are paid, that all necessarily has to

be cleared through Baltimore.

Now, my opponents say that Baltimore does not under-
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SICE31 stand the industries or the crops of this fifth district,

and they call attention to the fact that their three great

crops are cotton, tobacco and peanuts, and they think we

do not understand much about them. Most of that tobacco,

as a matter of fact, is shipped through Baltimore. We

think we have a good deal to do at times with the financing

of the cotton crop. Not very long ago, when this Board was

considering the matter of the cotton pool, Richmond was

asked to raise only :!51,000,000, and Baltimore was asked to

raise ):2,500,000 toward that pool. But the significance

of my opponent's argument in his mention of cotton and

tobacco conditions, to my mind is this. It is true that

those are the three products of the Virginias and the Car-

olinas, and it is because they rely so largely on these

three products that they never can become a great natural

reserve center for surplus funds, because, as in a manufac-

turing plant it is necessary to keep your plant going as

many says in the year as possible, so in the banking busi-

ness it is important to keep your capital working all the

time. A State that has three crops only, tobacco, cotton

and peanuts, can work a banking capital only through a

part of the yearl it has only a seasonal demand, but the

places that become great bankinL. centers and centers of
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5KE32 reserve funds are the cities that are not only large

cities, but cities that have a diversified demand for

capital. We in Baltimore have use for capital not only

in the tobacco season and the peanut season, but we have

use for it 365 days out of the year. I do not know how

far you gentlemen are familiar with Baltimore and its

real position, but we say in our brief that it is the

leading city in the country in the manufacture of men's

clothing, in copper, in tin and sheet iron products, in

fertilizers, in cotton duck, in straw hats, and in the

tanning and preserving business. In addition to this,

Baltimore not only handles the business of its own man-

ufacturers, but it is a great transfer point; I mean it

Is a great seaport. With the exception of New York, the

city of Baltimore has more exports than any port on the

Atlantic Coast. We are ahead of Boston, and we are very

largely ahead of Philadelphia in the import business.

Now, then, another thing must not be lost sight of.

One fifth of all the capital of these reserve banks is

contributed by the Baltimore banks; approximately one

!fifth of all the deposits in this Richmond bank, the re-

quired deposits come from Baltimore. Now, what does that

mean? That means in effec t that one fifth of all the
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5TR33 business this bank does, and one fifth of all the business

that it is going to do must come in and out via Baltimore.

You cannot get away from that. When the season of the

year comes when the South is paying its debt to Baltimore,

and when surplus funds begin to accumulate in Baltimore,

we will send up the proper proportion of them to Richmond,

and when the season comes around again for the greatest

strain, and everybody warts to get these reserve funds

at Richmond, one fifth of them must come out via Balti4ore,

because Baltimore not only contributes a fifth of the re-

sources, but it is a fact that Baltimore, if the facts

could be known, will have credited more than one fifth of

the paper eligible for discount in this district.

Now, a merchant in North Carolina or South Carolina

who had merchandise to ship to Richmond would be a very

foolish man indeed if he sent it up to Baltimore, with

instructions to turn it around and send it back to Rich-

mond, yet, gentlemen, that is exactly what we do with the

money in this district if you permit the reserve city to

stay in Richmond, because at every season of the year when

the flow of money comes that way, we would have it flowing

in to Baltimore and back to Richmond, making a round trip,

whereas if you allowed it to come to Baltimore, allowed

these things to be cleared in Baltimore, allowed these
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SKE34 resources to be piled up in Baltimore, the situation would

be very much simplified.

These facts are not new. I am not claiming that that

is anything discovered by us. It is something that has

already been recognized and been recognized by the Govern-

ment of the United States. If we go badk to 1864, which

I believe was when the national banking act was passed,

reserve cities were created, I think 19 of them, by the

regional act. Baltimore was one of those cities, Richmond

was not. My opponents seem to think that gave Baltimore

a somewhat artificial advantage over Richmond, but that

is not the case, because a later act provided that any

city with, I think, very little population or banking

capital, could, if its bankers saw fit, ask to be made a

reserve city and could be made such. Here is the most

startling thing in this proposition, that until this new

law was passed creating this new banking system, the

Richmond bankers never considered apparently that Richmond

was a proper place to be a reserve city. They never came

in and asked for such a thing. Baltimore was a reserve

city; Washington in this District was a reserve city;

Charleston, South Carolina, was a reserve city. They were

the natural reserve cities, and Richmond had not even
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SKE35 asked for it.

Now, my opponents cite a great number of arguments

and reasons which they contend make in favor of Richmond.

Let us look briefly at one or two of them.

It is said in the first place that Richmond lends

more money in the south, as it is put in the report of

the Organization Committee, and also in the brief. They

claim that Richmond lends $33,000,000 in the south, and

Baltimore only 6,000,000. Those figures might look very

Important, but what are those figures? Let us analyze

them a moment. what do they mean by the south? Why, when

you come to read through the report, you find that what

they mean by the south, the thirteen southern States,

includes Virginia but does not include Maryland. So that

when you say Richmond lends :33t000,000 in the south, it

simply means that Richmond is lending most of that right

in Richmond; it simply means that Richmond is lending more

in Richmond than Baltimore is lending in Richmond. But

if you want to make a fair comparison, a real comparison,

and tabulate figures and see in this district what banks

are lending the most money in the district, or in the

south, including Maryland, what banks are lending the

most money, there is not the slightest doubt in the world

that these figures will be entirely reversed.
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SKE36 Now, further than that, another point that is made

by our opponents is the point that they are nearer the

geographical center of the district. Just a word on that.

',That has the geographical center of a district to do with

a question like this? If we were going to establish the

point for a water power plant, the geographical center

might have certain advantages, but we are establishing a

center here for the banking business. You must go, there-

fore, where the banking business is. If you 3001EXE were

establishing a bank in New York City, and the directors of

the new bank in New York City should propose to put it out

in Central Park because it is nearer the geographical

center of the city than Wall Street, would not they simply

make themselves a laughing stock in the eyes of everybody?

Has the committee paid any attention to the geographical

centers in any of these districts, with one or two possi-

ble exceptions? They have n.t. If you tak4 the ',Jew York

District, New York City is in the southeastern end of that

district. If you wanted the geographical center, you

would have to go up State somewhere about Utica. If you

take the Northern District and want to find the geograph-

-eett-&
ical of that, I believe it is somewhere in the White

A

Mountains. If you went ou# to the San 7rancisco District,

and tried to find the geographical center of that, perhaps
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SKE37 you might hit Reno instead of San Prancisco. So, you could

go all through these districts and show that the geograph-

ical center has nothing to do with it. We are not here

like a lot of school boys trying to solve a problem in

geometry. The lines of banking and the course of trade

pay no attention to geographical centers; they pay no

attention to centers of possible districts that may be

constructed. On the contrary, we find that when we look

over our country, that the great cities and the great

banking centers are of one of two classes in the middle

west. They are the great railroad centers, particularly

the great railroad transfer points. Most noticeable, of

course, are Chicago and St. Louis, and when we get away

from the middle west and come nearer the iacific Coast,

we find that these great centers are invariably the great

seaports of the country. In Chicago and St. Louis the

railroads link together the eastern and the western lines,

and on the coast the other termini of these railroad lines

link themselves with the ocean liners, and these seaports,

therefore, are kept constantly busy because they have not

only their own business, but they have the handling and

re-handling of the business of the other sections of the

dountry, something that is going on all the year round.

Now, our opponents say particularly that this Corn-
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3KE38 mittee, whose report is now up for review, lays a very

great stress upon what they call the per capita argument.

That argument is this. They my: "True, Baltimore is a

larger city, true, Baltimore has more banking capital", -

and it is not shown by them how great the disparity is -

but they say -Am must look not only at that, but you must

look at the per capita, and then it is figured out that

the per capita banking capital in Richmond is considerably

greater than it is in Baltimore. At first blush that

might seem to have some force; it might seem to indicate

that perchance the people of Richmond had some particular

aptitude for the banking business that leads them to put

their money into it in greater proportion than other people

do. What do you mean by banking per capita? That means,

of course, the banking resources, divided by the number

of people. There are two factors there which will vary

that. A large banking capital, or a large baming popula-

tion tends to lacrease the per capita, but a small popu-

lation equally tends to increase the per capita. We show

in the brief how this argument for Richmond is reduced to

an absurdity when we compare other cities with it and

show you that the per capita in Richmond is larger than

the per capita in Philadelphia, Chicago and New York.

But it becomes even more striking to my mind when we
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SKE39 compare it to some of the small cities. Now, the Organiza-

tion Committee laid almost controlling stress on the fact

that Richmond had a capital and surplus and banking capital

of $73 per capita, higher than New York, Philadelphia and

Cleveland.

Now, let us look at a few small towns. I do not know

whether you are familiar with this place, but we have a

little town called Ellicott City a few miles outside of

Baltimore, not noted as a banking center, but very re-

markable for its banking capital. The pppulation will show

that while Richmond has $73 per capita, Ellicott City,

with something like a thousand population, has a per capi-

ta of '430, almost twice as much as Richmond. If we take

the mining town of Oakland in western Maryland, we find

that it has a per capita of $187; we find that Rockville,

not very far from here, has a per capita of $200; Center-

ville, on the western shore of Maryland, has a per capita

of $255, as against Richmond's $73. So that when we see

these figures, the result evidently is that your large

per capita argument simply proves that you are a small

city, and it is evidently all that it does prove.

Now, then, the next point made is on the growth of

banking capital, and there my opponents take great delight
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SKE40 first of all in citing a report of a Maryland commiss
ion

that was appointed to study and revise all the taxing l
aws

of the State of Maryland, and they apparently seem to

think that they have made a great point by quoting this,

because I happened to be one of the members of that com-

mission, and they read a long extract in which we showed,

which was undoubtedly the fact, that the taxing laws of

Maryland, which imposed a very high rate of taxation on

the national banks, had tended to retard the development

of national banking capital in Maryland. But the point

is this. My opponents on the other side, not living in

Maryland, and not knowing exactly what we are doing out

there, appear to be peacefully ignorant of the fact that

partly as a result of that report, in which I had some

little hand, the last Legislature of the State of Maryland

law
repealed this burdensome of taxation of our national

banks, and they have established an entirely new system,

an entirely new method of taxing the banks, v
ery similar

to the New York system, the one per cent tax.
 So that

with banking capital in Maryland relieved 
of this heavy

burden, we have the right to look forward 
with a reasonable

expectation to the rapid development of Mary
land banking

capital in the future. But aside from that, and further

than that, what does this growth of Richmond 
in its
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SK141 banking capital in the past ten years show? Why it shows

that Richmond is growing; that is all. It does not show

it has gotten anywhere near Baltimore as yet. We have to

deal with the present, not with the past or with the

future. What is the proper reserve city today? If Rich-

mond ever does grow to proportions where it is near to

Baltimore or superior to Baltimore, if that comes within

the lifetime of any man in this room, why this Board, or

some other board, can then change it, and take the reserve

city back from Baltimore to Richmond. But the fact that

Richmond has grown faster in the past ten years than

Baltimore simply means this, that a growing city, a de-

veloping city - Richmond is that, as my brother has said,

and is nob' fully reviving from the disastrous effects of

the Civil War - what you might call a young and developing

city naturally grows faster than a city that has already

fully developed. That is simply for the same reason that

a young child grows faster than a man. That does not

prove any superiority of the child over the man. Richmond

is just beginning to revive from the calamity that it

suffered many years ago, and we are all glad to see it is

reviving so rapidly. We know Richmond has made progress,

and we think that we in Baltimore have had some hand in

it. How many Richmond securities have been sold in Bal-
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3KE42 timore? Why it was only yesterday as I was leaving my

office that a salesman came in wanting to sell me some

Virginia securities, and that is what we have all the

time. As Mr. Edmunds tells you, and it was a minimum

estimate, the amount of Baltimore capital invested in the

southern States below the Potomac is ,11200,000,000.

Another point much discussed is the poll of the banks.

Well, there are two polls of the banks. One is the Rich-

mond poll. I have never been able to understand that. I

have looked at it and tried to figure it out from their

brief, and I got this far, that according to the Richmond

poll Baltimore got nine votes in the whole district. Now,

we have sixteen banks in Baltimore. I was immediately

satisfied from that. I did not go into it any farther.

The poll taken by the committee shows 167 banks voting

for Richmond, and 128 voting for Baltimore. There are

two comments I want to make on that. In the first place,

at the time that the poll was taken, the southern banks

did not know, nobody knew, just what the boundaries of

the districts would be, and if you read the proceedings,

you will evidently find that the southern banks had a

Oioice between Atlanta on the one hand and Richmond on

the other, and the majority of them, the great majority of

them, said that they wanted to be connected up with Rich-
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SKE43 mond, because the course of business in this district was

from the south to the north, not from the north to the

south. As one North Carolina banker said: "If you con-

nect us with Atlanta, you connect us with a dead end."

According to our opponents, that is all right, to connect

Baltimore with a dead end. In fact, the whole situation

here, from their point of view, as to this district, seems

to be that they started out with a little district they

mapped out for themselves south of the Potomac. They

wanted to be at the north end, because they thought the

city at the north end would have the advantage, and they

mapped out the Virginias and the Carolinas, and presumably

they took in some more southern cities with it. Then when

it began to be apparent that Atlanta was making strong

claims, and that Georgia would naturally go with Atlanta,
the

then Virginia and Carolina district had to look around

for something else to make it ±nr a full grown district.

They figure it out in one of their speeches or briefs

somewhere here, which contains the expression that Phila-

delphia, being
4
kkm district made up of Pennsylvania, Mary-

land was left as a sort of floater, and they did not know

just where to put that, so my friends from Richmond then

come forward in a sort of supplementary brief or letter

and show that Maryland, being left in this pitiful con-
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8n44 dition of a floater, that they will kindly open the doors

and let us in to their district. That is their whole

attitude. They will let us in. They look to us for theft*

resources, one dollar out of every five they get from us,

yet we cannot have this bithk because we are too near Phil-

adelphia, and I understand Mr. Minton to say, what is a

surprise to me, that Baltimore was an extreme northern

city. I have lived there all my life, and I can say that--

Mr. HUNTON: I did not say that; at least I did not

intend to say anything of the sort.

Mx. COOK: If you did not say it, that is the end of

it, but I understood you to say that if the four banks

were given to Boston, Philadelphia, New York and Baltimore,

you would have four in the extreme northern part of the

country. We have been taught to believe that Baltimore

is sort of on the boundary line, so to speak, and in con-

sequence mainly and largely has been a southern city, and

we feel it is the gate to both the southern and northern

States, we feel it is the gateway between the north and

the south, and as that gateway it is entitled to recognition

by reason of the securities it holds, by reason of the

business that it does.

Now, look at this just another way. Suppose you

gentlemen were the real owners of this bank for the fifth
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SKE45 district, and sup.00se you wanted to put it in the islace

where it would be a success and make money for yourselves

as stockholders or for other stockholders, can any man

within the sound of my voice have a shadow of a doubt that

you would place this bank in Baltimore where you could get

hold of some business, rather than in Richmond where you

would not have anything like the chance?

Look at the things which Baltimore business men look

at. Look at our foreign trade. Look at the grain we are

exporting right now to the warring nations in Europe, and

the bank acceptances, the foreign bankers' acceptances

that are sold in New York. Richmond in her brief says

they can still be sold in New York, and Baltimore is not

going to suffer. That is not what we are here for. We

are not making an argument for the benefit of Baltimore.

It is true that our pride is somewhat hurt that we are

passed over, the seventh city, as we claim the sixth city,

in the Union passed over for the thirty-ninth city, and I

appeal to you, not for the good of Baltimore, but for the

good of this fifth reserve district, to put this bank

where it belongs, and put it where it can get business.

Do not sit down and say, as my friends do: "Let New York

gobble up that foreign acceptance business as it always

has." We say: "No, send this bank over to Baltimore where
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an46 it can make a fight for it, and where it can get it. "

And I say to you that we are not here asking for this

bank for Baltimore's benefit. Perhaps it may benefit

the banks of Baltimore in some respects, in drawing

some local business, but we want this bank to be a suc-

cess, and we believe it is going to be a success. I

believe you can make a Federal regional bank work any-

where, even if you put it in the back wood, but we want

to make it work well and against the least resistance.

Water can run down hill but you can force it up hill if
pumps,

you construct an artificial system of reservoirs and pipes.

I say you can make a regional bank work anywhere, but if

you want to make it work to the best advantage and with

the least friction, you must make it work according to the

laws of nature, according to the laws of business and the

course of trade; you must put it, and I appeal to you gen-

tlemen to ,put it not in an artificial reservoir where you

have got to be pumping all the time against resistance to

get this money to Richmond, but put it in the natural
•

reservoir where it belongs, and which we insist is Balti-

more.

The CHAIRMAN; We want to express our appreciation

of the great ability shown by both sides in presenting
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3KE47 this case. We will take it under advisement and later

advise you of the decision.

• (Whereupon, the hearing was adjourned).
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.1 As

HEARING BEFORE THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

AN APPEAL BY THE CITY OF PITTSBURG .biton THE DECISION OF

THE ORG2.NISATION COLEITTED IN ESTABLISHING THE REGIONAL RE—

SERVE BANK CENTER FOR THE FOURTH DISTRICT IN THE CITY OF

CLEVELAND INSTEAD OF PITTSBURG.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

JANUARY 13, 1915.

Hon. William Gibbs McAdoo, Secretary of the Treasury, and

Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board: The meeting will come

to order. Gentlemen, I regret very much that I am not person—

ally able to remain and hear your arguments today. I have be
en

away for two weeks, and very pressing matters in the Department

make it impossible for me to attend this hearing. I wish to

say, however, that so far as I am concerned personally, my

mind is absolutely unbiased by any decision that I may have

participated in as a member of the Organization Committee. I

41i feel about this matter as I have from the beginning, that what

we must do here is to act with reference to the interests of

the entire country, and not with respect to the local interests

of any community or any section of the country. The matter

is one very largely of administration, and I feel that these
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hearings are very useful, and that it is a very proper and ne,-,

cessary thing carefully to review the action of the Committee

as the law contemplates, and I am delighted myself to get all

possible light upon any issue that may be raised with respect

to any of the districts or any of the cities. As the proceed—

ings of the meeting will of course be stenographically reported,

I shall have opportunity to read those proceedings at the ap—

propriate time, and to take such action with respect thereto

as may seem proper, so far as my own individual action is con—

cerned. The Board will of course give you gentlemen very

thorough and a very patient hearing, and it will be their dis—

position to do what is the right thing to do in the circum—

stances; so I must ask my associates if they will excuse me for

the reasons I have just stated, and to go on with the hearing

without me. Good morning.

Hon. Charles S. Hamlin, the Governor of the Board: Gentle

men, with regard to the procedure, I suppose Pitts-ourg, being

the moving party, would have the right to open and to close,

and I would au&sest that Pittsburg open for a half hour, to be

followed by the other parties for an hour, with the right of

Pittsburg to close one half hour; and of course if at the end

of that time either side wanted a very few minutes to sum up

or answer anything we would be very glad to give them that

privilege. Therefore I call on the counsel for Pittsburg to

open,

Mr. Iilliam 7atson Smith, Counsel for the City of Pitts—
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S

burg: -Crould it be just as satisfactory to the Board if Counsel

for Pittsburg should make the Pittsburg argument complete, and

reserve the right to close in five minutes, if it seems de—

sirable for us to make awadditional arguments, after the other

side has finished?

The Governor of the Board: Yes.

Counsel for the City of Pittsburg: I think it would rather

expedite the matter and save time.

The Governor of the Board: 77e should have to limit you

to five minutes, or such time as you left unused.

Counsel for the City of Pittsburg: I am sure we will not

take the entire hour.

The Governor of the Board: If there is no objection, that

is perfectly agreeable to the Board.

Mr. John J. Sullivan, Counsel for the City of Cleveland:

It is entirely satisfactory.

The Governor of the Board: There is no objection to that?

Counsel for the City of Cleveland: No objection.

ARGUMENT BY mR. 7ILTI.AM 7ATSON SMITH, COUNSEL FOR THE

CITY OF PITTSBURG*

Gentlemen, as a preliminary matter, we would like the con—

sent of the Board to file not as evidence which I utherstand

is not allowed at this time, but merely as the application of

member banks, asking to have the right to intervene in this
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proceeding, petitions from sixty-two per cent of the member banks

of this district. This is a quasi-judicial proceeding, and

it is common practice in all the courts of the country to per-

mit interested parties to intervene on application. There is

nothing new about this, because our brief has been filed here

since last summer, and we refer to this matter fully in the

brief.

Counsel for the City of Cleveland: Mr. Chairman and gentle

men of the Board: It seems to me that unless something further

is known of the method in which these applications are entered,

and what sort of a campaign has been proceeded with in order

to obtain them, that they ought not to be interjected into this

proceeding at this point. We have had no notice hitherto of

any such proceeding. All we have had is a statement in the

brief filed by Pittsburg in the first instance, that a certain

number of banks had sent in votes to them in favor of Pittsburg

as a location, and we have not conducted any investigation or

inquiry along those lines, and we know nothing of the procedure

which has resulted in these applications, and it s ems to me

they are not -)roper in the case.

The Governor of the Board: 7hat is the nature of the

petitions you ask to have admitted?

Col-nsel for the City of 2ittsburg: The petitions are in

the same form, signed by the of2icers of these banks in which

they say this,
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"To Federal Reserve Board,
.:a,hin,_;ton, D. C.

Sirs:

*Odle   .1914.

"Believing that such action will make it more con-
venient to conduct our business and will f.:ciJitate the proper
operations of the l'eC,erl Leserve act, t e   Woo
Bank of   respectfully petitions your Hon-
orable Body to designate 2ittsburgh instead of Cleveland as
the Federal Reserve City in the Fourth Federal Reserve District.

 Bank,

By TT

The Board will realize it was imoossible for us to have

the original petitions filed her signed on the s?Ime paper by

all parties. That was out of the question, and it is certLinly

a surprise to me that a technical objection should be raised

by counsel for the other side, because as I have stated, and it

is probably known to membcrs of the Board, this is common prac-

tice. I am not of *ering anything in the way of evidence at

may it please the Board. 70 are merely offering applications

of parties who scy to you that they would like to join in this

proceeding and would like to be heard. 'Tow these are all mem-

ber banks in the Fourth Federa7_ Reserve Dis'rict. They have

as much right to be heard on this as anybody in the world. No-

body could have the same right as these member banks. They

have given reasonable notice. You have had printed schedules,

alphabetically arranged, ever since last summer, giving the

names of these banks on your files here. There was no objec-

tion to this raised in the brief by counsel for Cleveland, and

they had had copies of the brief, and we subnit that clearly
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these should be received, not as evidence, but as parties who

wish to be heard. 7e could not put those signatures all on one

paper, may it please the Board. How could vie do it? If there

was to be a technical objection, it seems to me the first thing

Cleveland should have done was to refer to it in the brief, be-

cause this case was made up on the briefs, as submitted here.

Counsel for the City of Cleveland: All we have had wcis

a statement on page twelve of the brief of appellants that out

of s) many banks a certain number had expressed themselves to

the Pittsburg people in f vor of that location. -re have made

such comment on ti-vit as was desired in the -rief, and we have

had no schedule of what banks they were, -- just the statement

that so many banks in number had done thus and so, which has

given us no opportunity for investigation of any specific facts

without going around the whole district and inquiring of every

man. 7e have had no inormation as to which banks they were.

You will find on page twelve of the brief all the information

we have had hitherto on that subject, and I would suggest that

this is not the proper procedure at this time. 7e know nothing

of the kind of a campaign that has been conducted to get the

votes. Thoseare all questions which the Organization Committee

thought very material in considering petitions which were pre-

sented by one side or the other in these .controversies,--"Mat

kind of letters did you send out to get them?" "-That kind of

influence Cid you bring to bear to get them?" "Jere they

spontaneous or drummed up?" And the Organization Committee gave
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very little credence to that sort of thing, as you will see from

their proceedings, unless it was found they were perfectly

spontaneous expressions of the banks throughout the district.

71:ow that is the situation here. 7e know nothing, 111 to this

point, except this general list which goes into no specifications

and it is a thing that we have no way of meeting or saying any,-

thing about, unless we know how they were obtained or who is

urging them, and for whet reason; and I therefore think they

are incompetent and improper at this sta=.e in the proceedings,

and that we should proceed on the record as it stood, when we

came here.

Counsel for the City of Pittsburg: I submit that is easily

answered. If Cleveland desired to meet this issue she could

readily have sent committees around as Pittsburg did, and invit—

ed people to intervene on her behalf. Certainly, gentlemen,

the presumption is teat these papers signed by these officers

of banks were signed in good faith and intended to convey the

real sentiments of these banks. I feel there is nothing more

we can say, except we ask the usual right to have intervening

parties in this proceeing. Under the necessity that rested

upon us it was a physical impossibility to get these signatures

all on one paper. The banks were scattered in various parts

of the District.

The Governor of the Board: I think the Board will admit

those subject to objection, and of course ultimately subject

to our determination as to whether they are legally before us.
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Counsel for the City of Pittsburg: Now, there is one other

matter. I want to argue this case within the smallest compass,

and I wotild like to insert here, for the purpose of reducing

into small compass the evidence that was taken before the Or-

ganization Committee,— a letter from th - Pittsburg Industtial

Ccmliaission printed at length in our brief, pages one and two,

not for the purpose of introducing new evidence, but for the

purpose of collecting in convenient form all evidence submitted

at the haring;, and these figures have not been questioned and

cannot be. I do not wish to go a hair's breadth beyond your

limits as to the introduction of new evidence. I merely offer

this to put this matter into convenient form, and if you will

permit me to do this, gentlemen, I will not have to refer to

pages of testimony. Our case will be contained in this brief,

which consists of fourteen pages. The Cleveland brief does

not question these figures.

Counsel for the City of Cleveland: I do not understand

this offer of evidence without having the evidence.

Counsel for the City of 2ittsburg: There is the original

letter; that is the copy, this is the original of which the

brief contains a copy, and takes up in two pages matter scatter-

ed in this bulky record, and I do not want to refer to it.

The Governor of the Board: Is that part of the record?

Counsel for the City of Pittsburg: No, sir. The testimony

was introduced in the form of witnesses, and these figures as
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given substantially in this letter are scatered throughout the

record. They are not any new matters at all, not matters as

to which there has been any question before the Organization

Committee, or here. There cannot be any Tu stion as to them.

I ask this for the sake of convenience,— or for your con—

venience, as well as mine. If there is any question about

the authenticity or accuracy of those figures, it should have

been stated in the brief. There was nothing of that kind.

Counsel for the City of Cleveland: In the Pittsburg brief

there is a letter of which this is said to be the original?

Counsel for the City of littsburg: Yes, sir.

Counsel for the City of Cleveland: Now if it has any

pertinence at all, it is in the brief already, and I do not

quite sec the point of offering the original of the letter.

This lett -r in the brief, or the copy of it in the brief, has

no pertinency except insofar as based on testimony contained

in the original hearing before the Organization Committee,

to which reference can be made, and those references can be

made in the brief precisely the same as in this way.

The Governor of the Board: I understand that all the

facts mentioned in the letter are in the record?

Counsel for the City of Pittsburg: I think they arc;

I am sure that substantially all these facts are in the record;

and if I am in error as to any of them, it is not to my

knowledge. Since my friend says to argue from this printed

copy, I will do that, but I thought the Board wocild like to
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'see why we printed this letter, and we ought to produce the

original of the lett r.

The Governor of the Board: I suppose if those facts are all

in the record, counsel could actually read the facts stated in

the letter, so it is not very material; but technically, as new

evidence, I should have to rule against it, if counsel should

insist. There is nothing to prevent counsel from reading the

letter as part of the argument and stating the facts contained

therein. (To counsel from Cleveland:) Do you still object to

having the lett r read?

Counsel for the City of Cleveland: -My, it is immaterial

to me, whether the reading is done from that paper or out of

here. I do not want it in the record as additional evidence.

The Governor of the Board: I do not think it should go

into the record as additional evidence, because counsel could

state the facts of the letter in argument as in the letter. With

that understanding, I think we will have no trouble with it.

Counsel for the City of Cleveland: It is all here in the

brief.

Counsel for the City of 2ittsburg: 71th the perm'ssion of

the Board, the question involved in this appeal is whether Pitts--

c burg shall be designated instead of Cleveland as the federal

reserve city in the Fourth District, and we wish to say at the

outset that we yield to no one in either patriotism or public

spirit. We ask nothing for 2itf;sburg at the hands of this Board

which would in any way interfere with this great system. On the

contrary, we are hero in the interest of the Fourth Federal Re-

serve District, and on that basis *e wish to be heard.
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The brief filed by our Clevelund friends rather delicate-

ly conveys the intimation that we are guilty of something al-

most like an impropriety in bringing this case here, as if

this were, in other words, an attack on the Organization Com-

mittee. I assure you, gentlemen, that nothing is further

from our minds. We are here in no spirit of harsh criticism.

That reminds me -- the suggestion reminds me-- of the story

of the southern judge. There was a judge in one of the south-

ern States who was very unfortunate in the appellate courts.

Almost every time he tried a case, or decided a case, if it

was appealed, his decision was reversed. Finally, this judge

had occasion to try an important case known as the"Brown

Case," and he decided it and it was promptly appealed to the

Supreme Court. In due time the Supreme Court met and handed

down their decisions, and on that day the lawyer who had won

the case in the court below went into the chambers of the

trial judge, and said, "Judge, I am glad to tell you that the

Supreme Court nas affirmed your decision in the 'Brown Case.'"

The judge looked at him and said, "Do you mean that th
e Supreme

Court has taken my view of the 'Bran case'?" "Yes, Your Hono
r,"

said the lawyer. "Well," said the judge, "I think I am right

anyway!" (Laughter on the part of the Board). Now, gentlemen,

we do not come here in that spirit at all! We believe that

in the hurry and stress inseparably connected with this or-

ganization work, a mistake has been made in st 1 cting Cleveland

instead of Pittsburg, and we come here to argue that question

out with you, believing that we can convince the members of the
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committee and this Board that a mistake has been made which

this Board will be glad to rectify.

The proceeding is analagous to a motion for a new trial.

7e all know what that is. It has been the experience of our

judges all over this country -- the best and the ablest of

them -- that in the hurry and stress of a trial a judge some—

times makes a mistake in deciding a point which he would not

make if he had opportunity for mature deliberation, and that

those matters are corrected by a motion for a new trial on

which the case is argued by counsel. Briefs are submitted;

the court is given due time for consideration; and then reach—

es his conclusions. And I need not tell you that new trials

are frequently granted, and in fact they are often or some

ti .es granted, by the courts themselves, without any application

from counsel. This is a proceeding of that kind. 7e are not

attacking the Organization Committee here. 7e think that this

work of the Organization Committee was a great piece of con—

structive work. I think it is remarkable when you consider

what has been done here, dividing this country up into these

twelve districts, and designating these federal reserve cities,

and so little criticism of the action of the Committee. It is

easy to criticize; it is difficult to do constructive work.

2,nd, gentlemen, this work of this Committee is real construct—

ive work in the best sense of that term, and it is no attack

on the Committee when we say we believe when you have more

time than you had at the presentation of this matter before
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the Committee to go into it more fully, you will agree with us

that 2ittsburg sho ld be designated instead of Cleveland.

Now, gentlemen, as I understand it, there are three main

purposes of this great statute: 7irst, to make the banking

resources of the country available for trade and commerce, as

distinguished from speculation; second, to collect a large

part of the ban:: reserves in twelve great reservoirs, where

they can be available for use in times of stringency, just as

the armies on the other side of the water keep men in reserve

which can be sent from place to place as they are required;

and, lastly, to provide an elastic currency.

Now there are other features and purposes in this legis—

lation, but these I have named I think are the principal ones,

and if you sit down and analyze those purposes, you will find

they can all be reduced, to this one purpose, this one cardinal

principal, that lies behind this act, namely, the act is in—

tended to make the banking resources of the country available

for trade and conrierce, as distinguished fror., speculation.

Now that is my text, and I will try to stick to it as closely

as possible.

If I am correct in that statement, gentlemen, then un—

less there is some strong reason to the contrary the reserve

banks should be located where the trade and commerce of the

district centers. Let me be frank about this at the start.

I do not say that mere size shok;ld in all cases govern: I do

not say that bedause one city is more important financially,

and from the standpoint of trade and commerce, that nec—
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essarily that city should be selected against a smaller city.

I do say that unles there is some strong reason to the con—

trary, the city of the greatest if,i)ortzJnce, or the community

of the greatest importance, in finance, trade, and commerce,

should be selected; and I freely concede, gentlemen, that

there may be circumstances, such as geographical position,

convenience to the entire die-trict, acquaintance with the

trade of the district,--matters of that kinds which might out

weigh these other matters and would make it proper to locate

the bank in the smaller instead of larger city, but I think

I can show you gentlemen that in every one of these particulars

Cleveland is completely outshadowed by Pittsburg. Now, first

as to the question of the financial suprem-cy of Pittsburg:

Gentlemen, there are in the Fourth District seven member banks

from the City of Cleveland; there are twenty—seven from the

City of -itte)urg. The member banks of Cleveland have aggre—

gate 3apital and surplus of 4;l4,000,000. The banks of Pitts—

burg have aggregate capital and surplus of :53,000,000. The

deposits in the Cleveland banks are 1!40,000,000; in the litts—

burg banks, 31.30,000,000. It was said before the Organization

Committee that l'ittsburg offered special inducements to get

these deposits, and it is true that Pittsburg does pay interest

on some of those deposits, I think, rising as high in some

cases as three per cent, or J;ittsburg may give facilities,

such as free collection of checks, in return for deposits.
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She never gives both; it Is always a chance of choosing be-

tween the free collection of checks and an interest on de-

posits. And the same is true of Cleveland. They stand on

an exact parity in this parti:ular; there is no difference

whatever. Pittsburg offers no advantages to bring bank de-

posits there that Cleveland does not offer; just exactly on

the same footing. And however it may be about bank deposits,

gentlemen, this is true, that you cannot bring banking capital

and surplus into a metropolis by artificial methods. Ban17ing

surplus and capital follow trade. Every banker knows that.

And so we have the situation, Pittsburg having n53,000,000

of capital and surplus against Cleveland's 14,000,000. If

you extend this comparison beyond the mere city limits, it

becomes worse for Cleveland. Cleveland is situated in Cuyahoga

County, Ohio; Pittsburg in Allegheny County, Iennsylvania.

There is not a single national bank in Cuyahoga County, Penn-

sylvania; there are thirty-seven national banks outside the

limits of th city of 2ittsburg; so to compare these two

communities„ vie have sixty-four national banks in Allegheny

County, a, against seven in Cuyahoga County. Gentlenlen, if

you take the six largest cities in the State of Ohio --Cin-

cinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, Dayton, loledo and Youngstown--

and add up the banking capital and surplus of the ntional banks

in all those six cities, the six largest of Ohio, they fall

almost 2,000,000 short of the aggregate banking capital and

surplus in the national banks in the city of Pittsburg alone.
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But if this comparison is extended, so as to take in the state

banks and the tru 't companies, it is even more overwhelming in

favor of Pittsburg, because if you take the six largest cities

in the State of Ohio, the aggregate capital and surplus of the

trust companies and state banks amount to :',A1,000,000. The

aggregate capital end surplus of the state banks and trust com-

panies in 2ittsurg alone was '84,000,000,-almost two far one.

Take the matter of bank clearings: The clearings in Pitts-

burg are three billions of dollars annually, in Cleveland a9

billion and a quarter. This showing is against Cleveland, and

in favor of Pittsburg, by two to one.

Gentlemen, there is this significant fact: If you trace

a comparatively narrow zone across this country from the Atlantic

to the 2acific, you will find in that zone the only seven cities

in the United States that have banking capital and surplus in

excess of 25,000,000,000 and those cities are: Boston, New

York, Philadelphia, Pittsburg, Chicago, St. Louis, and San

Francisco. In that list the resources of Pittsburg stand fourth.

Pittsburg is the only one of the seven that has not been select-

ed as a federal rascrve city.

Now as to the indutrinl and comm, rcial supremacy of Pitts-

burg: You will find this essential difference between the way

Cleveland treats this case, and the way Pittsburg treats it:

There are in the city of Cleveland about thirty thousand4e:Ple

than there are in the city of Pittsburg, so the comparison that

Cleveland submits is always between the two cities confined to
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their city limits. And so in the matter of growth, a thing

that they grJL;tly rely on. Surely, gentlemen, that is not the

compris)n here. You are not dealing here with cities; you are

dealing with communities. It is immaterial to you whether a

community is governed by one munici)al corporation or another,

or a dozen. The question is, How do the communities compare?

And we wish to submit some figures taken from the United States

Census comparing these two communities on the oasis of metro—

politan districts, that is, the distrie,t within a radius of

ten miles from the center . of the city, and if that comparison

is made, Cleveland sinks into insignificance.

I am not going to red you all these figures. I think

nothing is more tiresome than to stand up and read a list of

figures in order to bring out a point in a case of this kind.

These figures arc all given on page five of our brief, and

these figures are given by metropolitan districts within a ten

mile radius of the canter of the city in each case, and are

taken from the United States Census. 

7he population of Clev, land is 613,000 -- I am merely

givin„; round figures; the population of :ittL,)urg is 1,440, 000.

The capital inve,ted in Cleveland is 3236,000,000; in 2it-„L:eurg,

40 642,000,000. The araoydat )aid out in wages in Cleveland annually

is :)50,000,000; in 2ittsburg, 90,000,000. The value of the

produce of the Cleveland district annually is 281,000,000;

in 2ittsburg,. 578,000,000. The value added by manufactures

in Cleveland is 122,000,000; in 2ittsburg,
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$211,000,000.

And this is not all, gentlemen. Cleveland and her business

40
are localized; Pitts-,mres market is world-wide. Every man--

every well informed man-- knows that Pittsburg is the iron and

steel center of the world. One-third of the bituminous coal

produced by the entire country comes from the 3ittsburg district.

In the distribution of produce and vegetables, now, could there

be a better test, to indicate the comparison of these communities,

than a comparison of the products? The vegetables in that par-

ticular district stand third among all the States of the United

States, distributing thirty-five hundred cars annually.

• 
I am not going to read or attempt to shou you all the lines

of manufacture LI which 2ittsburg is preeminent, but in these

she had a commanding position, and in some of them leads the

world; air brakes, aluminum products, cables and accessories,

corks and cork products, electrical apparatus, fire proofing

and clay products, 'glass, pickles and preserves, pipe rnd tub-

ing, railroad signaling devices, rolling mill machinery, steel

cars, tin plate, turbines and condensers.

7e could e::tend that list indefinitely. The tonnage of the

Pitsburg district exceeds the tonnage of Hamburg, Liverpool,

IP London, Ilew York, and the Suez Canal combined. To handle Pitts-

burg's freight requires a train of freight cars of modern con-

struction long enough to reach around the earth, at the equator,

about twenty-five thousand miles. Now surely there cannot be

any argument upon this proposition.
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And, lastly, as to this question of convenience of access,

just take this situation: Cleveland is located at the extreme

northern edge of this district, on Lake :Lrie. Take the com—

plete upper half,--take the upper segment of the circle, with

the diameter running through Cleveland; that's water. Nobody

goes to Cleveland by water to use the resources of the Federal

Reserve lank. Of course they talk about iron ore coming from

the lake to Cleveland. That is fully answered in our figures as

to commercial and industrial supremacy of Pittsburg. I am

speaking of convenience, and that refers to passengeV3and mails,

not freight. Pittsburg is located right in the heart of the

great transportation lines. They go ea:246 and west throughout

this district, and, gentlemen, Pittsburg is not on the edge

of this district. Our friends argue that 2ittsburg is on the

edge of the district to the east, the same as Cleveland is to

the west. If that were true, nevertheless, Pittsburg's position

is far superior, as I will show in a moment; but it is not

true. The Fourth District takes in the western third of the

entire state of Pennsylvania. It takes in all the State of

Ohio, one he.lf of the State of Kentucky, and the".Canhandle,"

or four northern counties of Test Virginia, that are insert—

ed like a wedge between 2ennsylvania on the east and Ohio

on the west. Pittsburg is locate,: fifty Ines west of the

eastern boundary of the district. The greater part of the

Pennsylvania section lies east of :ittsburg, and on the matter

of railway facilities there is only one trunk line which runs
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through Cleveland from east and west; and I am speaking to

people who know a good deal more about railroad matters than I

do. It is a fact, however, and I think I will be borne out

in this, that the only trunk line passing through Cleveland

is the New York Central Line, which goes out through Cleveland

to Chicago, and merely touches the upper edge of this district.

Through Pittsburg goes the Pennsylvania System,--the main line,

which really amounts to two systems, because west of Pittsburg

it divides into two branches, one going to Chicago., and the

other southwest to Cincinnati. The Baltimore and Ohio system

passes through there also, and it has a two-fold connection

west in the sane way, one line leading to Chicago, and the

other to St. Louis; and through arrangements recently made,

the New York Central is now running a trilnk line through Pitts-

burg to the Atlantic seaboard. It does not permit of argument,

gentlanen, that so far as the greater part of this district

is concerned, Pittsburg has far superior railroad accommodations,

is much easier of access than Cleveland. I am not speaking of

freight. I will concede that these great railroads run spur

lines or separate lines up to Cleveland, and you can deliver

freight there. I am speakific now of passenger service and of

mail service, and while it is true that a part of Ohio, the

part up near Cleveland, can be more readily served from Cleve-

land, it is true that the part of the district the same distance'

from Pittsburg can be more readily served by Pittsburg; end

take the 2ittsburg district as a whole,--or Kentucky, 7iest

Virginia and Pennsylvania,particularly,--and compare with the
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part of Ohio traversed by these great systems, there can be

no argument about it, gentlemen, that Pittsburg far outshines

Cleveland in the matter of transportation.

Now I do not think that there is much more that I can

say about this. I do think it is interesting historically to

consider hoc/ this center has developed there. It is just the

same with this country as with ovary country. 'Men the nation

began to extend its boundaries a first, we were settled just

as a narrow fringe of population along the Atlantic, and as the

country grew, this population began to shift westward, and

finally proceeded over the :.ppalachian ::ountains. A great

author has said that the most important factor involved in the

settlement of the west wa, the Ohio river, ,:hich, with its

tributaries on the east, extended for a thousand miles into

the heart of the continent, because, gentlemen, we are now

speaking of a time when there was no means of transportation.

It is always the history th t the nation migrates along the

river bottoms when, the grass is short, and where there is

grass for the cattle, and in that way a great line of trade was

running through this district along the Ohio river. The river

itself had iracticolly no rapids in it, a smooth river, easily

navigated by the small boats of those days. Later the rail—

roads came along, following the lines of trade thus marked out,

and. they ran east and west, and not north and south.

See what happened! There would be a few houses take root

here and there along this east and west movement, and they
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would build a little church, and if natural facilities and re-

sources wa ranted, they would grow into villages

these towns would trade back and forward betaeen

and towns, and

each other;

perhaps one would exchange bacon for some other commodity, and

then they got Slit° the banking business, and

a hundred years,

running east and

north and south.

there has been a great line

west through this district.

today, and for

of transportation

It does not run

1Tow if Cleveland is selected instead of 2itts-

burg, that causes a reversal of the cur4ent; we are trying to

make busines run north and south in the district, whereas it

runs east and west.

Is it not a significant thing, gentlemen, is it not most

convincing aith respect to the just claims of the city of

iittsburg, that out of 766 member banks in the district, 476

of them--over sixty two per cent-- have signed these petitions

that lie before you? It is human nature to climb into the band-

wagon. Cleveland apparently won this case before the Org niza-

tion Committee. oee what a handicap that was, 3c:cause people

naturally like to go with the winner. And yet, gentlemen, you

find that the nature deliberate judgment of over sixty two per

cent of the bankers

be selected instead

ing these petitions

of this district is that _)ittsburg should

of Cleveland. And we find these men sign-

and intervening in this proceeding here

before you, asking that that change should be made. Could

there be any stronger evidence of whet ought to be done in the

district than this fact? Ly friends say in their brief that

these banks perhaps si ned these petitions because they thought
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the case was lost anyhow, ,TICL it did not make any difference.

think that is an argument that oulat not to be addressed to

4111, this Board. Gentlemen, the men who have signed these )etitions

are responsible officers of the banks of this district; they

are nottriflins with you. Our conception of our duty to this

Board which sits here in a quasi judicial capacity would not

permit us to file any papers which did not represent the real

settled convictions of the people who signed them, and

think it is a mistake to make an attack of that kind upon the

good faith and candor of thew, people who have come here and

made themselves parties to this proceeding and have askeC, ou

41 to change this bank from Cleveland to --ittsburg.

Now I liz've submitted figures here which have not been

controverted, and which cannot oe controverted by my friends

froi:. Cleveland. 7ith all deference, gentlemen, I sub _it that

the trade and commerce of the district, the purposes to be

served by this act, the relationship of the city to the es—

tablished lines of trade and commerce in the district the

mature delioerate judgment of the hankers of the district,

all speak for Pittsburg in this proceeding. What more can we

say?

":Te wish to thank you,gentlemen,for the very , atient and

courteous hearing that you have given us, and we submit this

case to you with all confidence as o the result.
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ARGUMENT OF itR. S. H. TOLLES,

OF COUNSEL FOR THE CITY OF CLEVELAND.

Gentlemen of the Board, what figure, if any, these so—

called petitions will cut, I do not know. I am not aware just

,what they are for. Ue have not seen them; they have been filed

;here this morning. I of course do not know just what they con—

sist of. You have had before you in almost all hearings, either

of the Organization Committee or of this Board, claims of va—

rious cities in respect to these voting matters, and you had an

original vote taken by yourselves, I believe, which is record—

ed in the report of the Organization Committee to the 3enate of

Its work.

What you said about those matters in the hearings, or what

the Organization Committee said about those matters in the hear—

ings before it, was that unless they saw the sort of letters or

other solicitatiolis which went out in order to get these votes,

they did not seem to them to be of considerable importance, and

what we said in our original brief is perhaps all that I would

say upon that subject now, except that Cleveland has not thought

it becoming to canvass this district or solicit votes for the

1110 retention of the reserve bank at that place. If it is not

,there suitably located, it ow:ht to be changed, and Cleveland

iprefers to stand rather upon the showing to be made for the lo—

!cation of the bank there than on any electioneering or drumming

throughout the district to obtain signatures, and what is said
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upon that subject in the brief is contained upon pages sixteen

and seventeen, and to it I will add no more at this point.

We call attention there to the fact that the signatures --

three hundred and four of them -- are all of officers of banks

in the little district of Pennsylvania, about the size of Pitts-

burg, while of the outside four hundred and sixty-two banks,

they claim to have one hundred and seventy-two votes. Now, how

they were obtained, and what measure of pressure or drumming or

solicitations -- except such rumors as come from time to time of

solicitations throughout the district -- I have no means of

knowing. Cleveland has conducted no such canvass, and stands

upon the appropriateness of the selection made by the Crganiza-

tion Committee for the location of the reserve bank at that

point.

Another notable thing, perhaps, in the discussion, is that

that first proposition is quite typical of Pittsburg. We have

heard little of reasons for the location of the bank at Pitts-

burg, except the supremacy of that city, -- which its citizens

are always ready to admit at any point and in any proceeding,

but of reasons why the district would be better served, or why

there would be any advantage, other than the.gratification of

the pride of Pittsburg, in the matter, we have heard very lit-

tle, and in our brief we have undertaken to a very large extent

to discuss the question upon the considerations which we believe

actuated the Organization Committee, rather than any extensive

criticism of the making of statistics upon this point or the
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other.

Now just one or two other preliminary things: The state-

ment was made, and is made in the brief, that Cleveland and her

business are localized, and that Pittsburgh's market is world-

wide. Well, now, even if we consider the latter statement as

true, the latter is purely an outgrowth of the imagination of

the man who wrote the brief, or those who furnished him the in-

formation. There is no such fact to be found in the record of

the hearing before the Organization Committee, or in any evi-

dence in this case, and as a matter of fact it is as far from

the truth as anything could possibly be. There is no city, un-

less it be New York, perhaps, whose trade is more diversified

or widespread, both throughout the United States and in foreign

countries, than that of Cleveland, and there is nothing in the

evidence in this case to justify such a remark.

Nor do I look at this proceeding precisely as in the na-

ture of a motion for a new trial. Here has been a final judg-

ment; here has been the completion of the work of the Organiza-

tion Committee, and of this Board, not only the determina-

tion of Cleveland as the location for the reserve bank, but it

Is actually there. It is put in operation there. There has

been a final judgment; the expense of its establishment has been

incurred; its forms have been printed; its equipment has been

purchased, and it is there doing business. This is more in the

nature of a proceeding after judgment to set aside a judgment,

which can only be done upon some very serious ground, either of
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fraud or of very clear mistake, or because the location there

is in some way prejudicial really to this reserve system, and

it seems to me no such showing has been made here.

Yowl gentlemen, in going over this case, a rather amusing

reflection struck me as I was preparing some information for

you as to the purposes of this federal reserve act, and as to

your duties and obligations under it, and it suddenly occurred

to me that quite likely every one of you had read the act be-

fore you assumed the performance of your duties, and that -proba-

bly you had pretty clearly defined ideas as to what it was in-

tended for, the evils it was intended to meet, and how it was

supposed through this act those evils would be met, and it fur-

ther occurred to me, and the sur-gestion perhaps grew out of the

arguments in the Richmond case, that probably neither the Cr-

ganization Committee nor yourselves had heard any advocate upon

his feet on any question touching any of the subjects of your

work who had not undertaken that same course of instruction as

to what the act meant and what your duties under it were; and

so I thought my transgression in that respect would be very

slight. Although I may fall into the same trick to a small de-

gree myself, I hope I will not waste much time about it, because

I think you are already fully advised.

The only surprising thing about the discussion of the gen-

tleman from Pittsburg is that he said nothing about making wa-

ter run uphill, that has appeared in every argument which I have ,

heard thus far from every other source on the part of those who
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are arguing in favor of the concentration of the placing of

the reserve bank in one of the congested or concentrated fin-

ancial centers of the country. It is the same sort of feeling,

and that which actuated the opponents of the law itself, and of

the reserve bank plan, that you would take the money away from

these congested centers, and distribute it among other portions

of the territory where now it does not go. I think the gener-

al feeling, perhaps, -- and that will illustrate and will be all

I will say upon the purposes of this act, or your duties under

it, because, as I say, you are already advised in advance about

that. That is, the feeling of the community had come to be

that the flow of money did not follow natural courses, that it

had been made to flow uphill, or rather had been pumped uphill,

first, toward certain intermediate or secondary financial cen-

ters, and in the last analysis to the great financial center,

: New York City, and that it had been made to flow up hill by spe-

cial inducements which could be offered to bring it there, by

reason of the fact that the control of the money of the country

had fallen into a very few hands at this .last Center, and I think

it was a feeling very general in the community that there were

dangers and evils connected with that condition that these few

men in the financial centers could use this money for the more

profitable business, perhaps, of speculation upon the stock mar-

ket. They could obtain higher rates for money used for that

purpose. They could devote it to the huge enterprises with

which they were themselves in touch, to the exclusion of those
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not so favored, and to the exclusion of the small dealers and

the farming community throughout the country, and that the ad-

ditional reward which might be had for money under those circum-

stances was the suction force which was pulling the flow out of

natural channels up to this center, -- this great financial cen-

ter. Now I think the feeling was that that unnatural flow was

to be corrected by this act, and that money was to be -- the

money of the country was to be -- allowed to circulate and flow

in its natural courses, so that the wealth producing products

of the country and the credits which were obtained from their

disposition, their sale, might be utilized at the point of ori-

gin of the credit without having to go to New York to get the

money to solve these credits, so that the farmers of the com-

munity, when it became time to market their crops and get them

to the center markets, and so that the small business people

throughout the community, might have locally means of turning

their credits into money, without going through these large ex-

changes to the financial center of exchange in New York City;

,s0 that when the Organization Committee and this Board came to

!lay out districts and locate banks -- reserve banks -- in those

'districts, there is no doubt those considerations were in their

minds.

Now the Organization Committee has completed its work. The

public, which has had this feeling in reference to the inadequa-

cy of our financial system, -- and I am not stopping here to

discuss whether their fears were well or ill founded, -- has
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been waiting with great patience, in the belief that many of

the financial hardships of the country, many of the periods of

depression, such as we are now passing through, would be reme-

died, when this system was once on its feet and in full opera-

tion, thus furnishing an elastic and safe currency which would

be unif.ormly distributed throughout the entire territory, and

putting an end to the financial difficulties which have from

time to tiYrie troubled us, so that the crops might be financed,

so that the ordinary small industries in the interior might

with equal readiness get their financial supplies, as could the

large people in the large centers, from the aggregations of cap-

ital there.

Now, in carving out these districts, the law did lay down -

and that's the end of my lecture on the law -- the proposition

that in cutting them out you should Five due regard to the con-

venience and course of business. Nb such limitation and no such

direction was given with reference to the location of the bank

In the district. Now I am not saying that those considerations

should be cast aside, but they were omitted from the law, and

for the obvious reason that one of the very prime purposes of

this law was to change the course or interfere with the unnat-

ural course in which money had been flowing in this country, and

get it distributed in its normal flow and in its normal loca-

tions, so that it is obvious that Congress had in mind that pur-

pose in the establishment of this act, and did not limit you in

the location of your banks in the districts in any sort of way.
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Now this work has been done, as I said at the outset. The

bank is in operation, the expenses of its organization have

been incurred; and yet Pittsburgh is here before it has been

run -- How many months, two or three? (Suggestion from Pitts-

burgh counsel: Two months.) -- wanting the thing upset, and

the work which you have done thus far cancelled, and the bank

re-established and moved from there. It seems to me it is an

unbecoming thing to ask at this juncture, but perhaps it is

Pittsburgh's right to ask it. Unless some serious prejudice to

the operation of this system can be shown by Pittsburgh, why

should not the test of time be awaited, to see if this location

is working hardship to anyone, because it is in the power of

the Board to correct any hardship or any wrong at any time when

it occurs, and not now, at the very inception of the business,

begin making, these changes. For what happens? You heard last

week that Baltimore must have the bank moved from Richmond up

there. You will see next week that some counties of New Jersey

want to get out of the Philadelphia district and into some

other. If Philadelphia lcses that end, she will want to gain

at some other point, and you will have to consider givinp. Pitts-

burgh certain territory in that district, or what not; so that

once you begin breaking into the system which you have estab-

lished, you have started a train of things which has no end.

Everything that may be suggested by local pride anywhere will

be brought to bear upon this Board, in order to shift and

change, and there will be no end to it. Now I admit that if, in

1
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the operation of the systeTri, you find any territory which is

punished, or any territory which is not well served, or any bank

which is not well located, it is your duty at any moment to

change it, but why break into this system until there is an op-

portunity to test out the workings of it?

And your work is not by any means done yet. There lie be-

fore you many troublesome problems to work out before you can

say that your system is established, a success -- a final suc-

cess. No doubt you have every day puzzling questions of one

sort and another come up in connection with the getting of this

system going smoothly and successfully, and you have them to

deal with, and what you want most of all is the hearty co-opera-

tion of the banks in the system 4M11 the member banks -- in the

working out of these problems. Now so far as your experience

goes thus far in this work, I think you will find that to quite

a flattering degree you have had that hearty ready assistance

from Cleveland banks and from the system there, far more so

than you have perhaps from Pittsburgh. Probably the proceedings

which ensued upon the first call for c,c)ld deposits in the re-

serve bank, among the banks of the Fourth District, are familiar

to this Board. Probably the responses from these two cities in

respect to your cotton and your gold propositions are matters

of knowledge to all of you, ahd the manner in which those things

were handled by the Cleveland banks, and the readiness and

heartiness of their responses in respect of them, I think com-

pare quite favorably with those of the banks of Pittsburgh, and

I will not go into details about it.
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It follows, of course, from what I have been saying, that

you can not, from mere figures, locate banks in reserve dis-

tricts. And, therefore, it is that I have not criticized, be-

yond the extent to which they are criticized in the brief, the

statistics presented by Pittsburgh. Cf course, New York, Bos-

ton and Chicago, from the very necessity of the thing, had to

be taken. Possibly the same is true of Philadelphia, though I

doubt if that be so in this district. But those cities in the

districts in which they are located were of such character that

of course you could not think of any other location for the

bank. But even that seems to be an alarming circumstance to

some of the special friends of this reserve act. I noticed re-

cently in the papers -- while I don't take much stock in those

things that Representative Glass and Senator Gore were afraid

a couple of the money devils had gotten into the saddle in Chi-

cago and were not operating the bank there in the interest of

the people. It only illustrates the fact of the underlying view

which was had of this system, and what it was going to do, --

.that it was not a system for congested centers, but was a sys-

tem for debentralization and for getting the money flowing about

among the people.

Now .I think I do not like to speak of those things very

much, and I shall not go much into it -- but I think one of the

most persuasive things to the Organization Committee, which led

to its selection of Cleveland as a location for this bank as

against Pittsburgh, was what I may perhaps call the atmosphere
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In which this bank was to be launched. That involves  not only

the present state of statistics; it involves past history, both

of banking business and of government, out of whicki grows the

atmosphere in which this bank is to be placed. Now if anybody

had asked, -- Where will we put this bank in the Fourth Dis-

trict, constituted as it is? Shall it be Pittsburgh?--I think

the natural feeling would be to answer, -- No, if there is any

other suitable place for it, and for this very reason, that its

political history, its banking history, as appearing in the pub-

lic records in the past, does not create the atmosphere in which

one would choose to put a bank which is to be the center of this

district, where the money of the district must go, and to which

the entire district must look. I do not say this out of any en-

mity to Pittsburgh. It is probably her misfortune rather than

her fault. But those things are a matter of history, a matter

of public knowledge, and I haven't the slightest doubt that it

was the character of Cleveland's growth, of its civic advance-

ment, of the conservatism and steadiness of its banking busin-

ess, that influenced the Crganization Committee in its favor.

1 The records of her national banks in your department here will

show her as being absolutely free from the slightest scandal

or failure during all those years. The conservatism of its

growth, as well as its speed, and all these matters, I have no

doubt, were very strong factors in inducing the Organization

Committee to select Cleveland as a place of the proper atmos-

phere in which this bank should be put, if there were no other
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reasons to militate against it.

Now, as I say, the growth of Cleveland banks has been

steady and conservative. Although counsel has made the state-

ment here, admitting that Pittsburgh banks do get deposits in

from all over the country by offering certain inducements to

get this money to flow up hill to Pittsburgh, he says the same

is true of Cleveland. I challenge that assertion as not being

borne out by the record of the testimony taken before the Or-

ganization Committee. There can be found in the testimony tak-

en before the Committee evidence of the admitted fact on the

part of Pittsburgh of the manner in which deposits have hither-

to been drawn in from the country, even outside of the business

range of the Pittsburgh banks. Cleveland banks do pay some in-

terest on deposits, but not at all of the sort, nor do they of-

fer inducements of the sort, as I read the testimony, which

Pittsburgh has offered. Indeed, I have heard it said that

there is one hank there which has deposits from every State in

the United States, drawn in by this process. Whether that is

true, I don't know.

Another thing, though not of much importance: In speaking,

of the capital stock of banks, we have an institution in Cleve-

land which has deposits of nearly sixty millions, which hasn't

a dollar of capital stock. That is our Society of Savings,

which perhaps contains the largest aggregation of deposits of

any institution in the State, but figures not at all in the col-

umn of capital stocks which are set out in the statements.

So much for the past. At present the comparisons by which
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it is sought to give Pittsburgh its great supremacy, which is

the topic of the talk we have heard this morning, is the metro-

politan district of Pittsburgh, as compared with Cleveland. The

situation is a little curious in that respect, and I took Some

pains to look at the Census report from which these figures are

taken, and I found that the so-called metropolitan district of

Pittsburgh contained over 400ICCC acres Some good mathemati.

clan may put that into square miles: OP OM of which 370,CCC odd were

outside of Pittsburgh; and that the so-called metropolitan dis-

trict of Cleveland contained a trifle over 100,CCC acres, of

which 75,CCC or 76,CCC were outside the city limits; so that

the area of the districts under comparison is enormously out of

proportion, in the first place, and obviously the so-called

metropolitan district of Pittsburgh takes in practically all the

territory of Pennsylvania, that is, the territory of Pennsyl-

vania outside of the corporate limits. Cleveland does not. It

so happens that Cleveland on its immediate fringe, keeping with-

in the ten-mile rule adopted by the census report, does not have

manufacturing communities. But for the purposes for which we

are looking at this question, it is surrounded by a fringe of

manufacturing cities all within banking range of Cleveland, all

of wham have their banking connections with Cleveland, which

would make the scale -- I haventt stopped to figure it out

but certainly would represent an aggregate of business, I be-

lieve, quite as large as that of Pittsburgh's metropolitan dis-

trict, if not larger. And so far as the cities themselves are

concerned, there is very little difference in the figures at  
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present, although the prospects of the future are quite differ-

ent. You take Akron, with its enormous rubber industries, which

is south, and the fringe of a dozen cities of that kind, which

are within the banking district of Cleveland, and not within the

so-called metropolitan district, which is made the subject of

these comparison; so that they are not of very much value in

that respect, if you are to determine solely upon questions of

statistics which I think you will not do.

Now as to building: I picked up a Sunday paper last week

which contained Dun's report of building for the year 1914. I

found Cleveland's expenditures by the report, which is a matter

of public knowledge, public record -- it is not a thing which

requires testimony -- something over twenty-seven millions;

Pittsburgh, eighteen millions.

In 1850, Cleveland was the forty-third State in the United

States; Pittsburgh the thirteenth or fourteenth, -- I am not

sure which. In 1910, Cleveland had came up to the sixth; Pitts-

burgh had advanced to the eighth. And at the rate of relative

growth, when our next census comes, Cleveland will have over a

million of nopulation in comparison with a very much lesser num-

ber at Pittsburgh. And it is to be noted that Pittsburgh, in

the decade ending in 191C, took within its limits the large city

of Allegheny, just across the river, while Cleveland has had

very little addition to population from annexation in that period.

Now as to the stability of growth, there was handed me by a

friend a little communication which perhaps expresses better than

I can the thought upon that subject:
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"In Cleveland there is centered the greatest variety of

industries, and diversified products of any city in the

United States, and these products are shipped to every
4

civilized country in the world.

"The failure of a wide demand for any one or a number of

products made in Cleveland, does not seriously disturb the

general industrial condition, as no one or series of products,

dominates the industrial condition of the community.

"It establishes a well balanced community from an indus-

trial as well as a financial point of view. This is evidenced

by the fact that Cleveland exchange is always acceptable any-

where; so so, that it is only'second to New York and

Chicago. In this respect, the conditions in Pittsburgh are and

have been for years decidedly the opposite.

"These are conditions that create a normal and natural

channel of trade that ensures a great future- growth.

- "On the other hand, Pittsburgh is the center of one great

industry, an which its very industrial existence depends. When

a wave of depression comes in the steel* industry, the city be-

and I think that anybody who will compare Pittsburgh and Cleve-

land today will strikingly See the difference in the fluctuations

which come from depressed conditions in the city of Pittsburgh..

The steadiness of Clbveland's business and Of its growth, the

lack of periods of great inflation and of depression, which are

unknown there, tend towards creating a condition in which a bank

of this character, to which the people look, should be placed.
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Now some comparative figures are set out in the brief, and

I wont stop to talk about them, except to say that in the last

ten-year period, 1904 to 1913, the latest time to which definite

date could be obtained, the value of manufactures in Cleveland

increased 95.1 per cent; in Pittsburgh, 11.1 per cent. Deposits

in banks, Cleveland, 66.1 per cent; Pittsburgh 36.2 Der cent.

That matter is easily explained, and the future prospects of these

two cities are easily understood, when you remember that Pitts-

burgh at the time of the organization of the steel corporation

did have a position of preeminence in the metal trade that has

departed since that time. The enormous plant at Gary, the

enormous plant at Duluth, the enormous increases in the plants

of the South, the doubling up of the plants at Loraine and

of Cleveland, in this same district, have distributed the manu-

facture of steel, so that never again will it be said that Pitts-

burgh is the center of that trade. She is not geographically

located for it. Other provisions have been made so that Pitts-

burgh is now one of the manufacturing centers of the country and

not the manufacturing center. So that for the future, looking

to the surroundings in which this bank will be placed, every pros-

pect is that not only was the decision correct for the conditions

existing now, but will be so more and more as time goes on.

Now one or two other points remain that I want to speak of.

I see my associates looking viciously at me, so I will hurry on.

There are other things to be considered besides those of

which I have spoken. One is convenience of the district, for

the district at large, not of Pittsburgh. The bank is not to
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be put at Pittsburgh, as is urged in the brief, because Pitts-

burgh will want to borrow most of its money. That is not the

purpose of locating a reserve bank. I find in the brief filed

on Pittsburgh that it will probably be the heaviest borrower

in the district, and therefore it will be more useful to have it

there. That would not be proper. The bank should be located

for the convenience of the entire district, and a very great

part of the district is Ohio. It is not only a manufacturing

community, but very largely an agricultural community, and scat-

tered all through it are various little manufacturing towns,

and places such as Columbus and Chillicothe, and other manufac-

turing centers, aside from the little fringe around Cleveland,

which extend all over the State, that need banking facilities,

as do the farming communities, for the movement of their crops,

so that they, as well as the large borrowers of Pittsburgh, will

have to be considered in the location of this bank.

Now there are tabulated in this brief, and I will not stop

to read it, because I assum9 of coursem that you gentlemen read

these briefs, a compilation of the time in which Cleveland may

be reached, as compared with Pittsburgh, from all other towns

In the district, and mail service from those places. It begins

on page seven of the brief. I haven't the time to go over it

in detail, and refer you to the brief. There is not a place in

the district that is out of communication with Cleveland so

that a letter deposited on one day will not be there for the

next day's business.

AC:7 •
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Then, too, the Course of trade: that is discussed also

-in the brief. Of course, When the country was originally de-

veloped, the development began upon the Atlantic seaboard and

worked west. It got up through New York and up the coast,.whicb

was the highway at first, also over the Alleghenies and by Pitts-

burgh, then up to the lake and on west. But the country has

grown and filled up and developed, until an enormous commerce

has grown up from North to South, particularly through the Mid die

}West. So that we not only have the trunk lines reaching from the

Atlantic seaboard to the Test, but as soon as you get within the

limits of Ohio and go on East, you strike, every few miles, lines

of railroads from the lake ports to the South, connecting of

Great Lakes and the south seaboard, Baltimore, and what not, and

ultimately .New Orleans. So that it cannot be said in this day

; that the commerce of this district is to the east and to the west.

It is in both directions. And every large city in Ohio, begin-

ning at Ashtabula, and going on to Fairport and Cleveland, and

on all through the State, has, I should say, a dozen lijes, of

'railway. A very large part of this agricultural trade and of the!

trade of these smaller manufacturers of whom I spoke, is from

north to south over these lines of road, and that is discussed

also at greater length in the brief.

But it is said that we are not geographicallywell located,

but that we are perched up on the head of the Lake, which shuts

off more or less from commerce,. and that they are located some-

-hat  near the center of the district. Not only in a geographi-

cal sense is it.. true that . the Lake is our northern boundary.
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What is the Lake except a great source of commerce, of which

an enormous quantity passes back and forth into the Fourth _Dis-

trict, and of which, so far as the Fourth District is concerned,

Cleveland is the natural gateway, and through which it largely

passes? There is more trade produced and brought into and out

of the district from that highway, I venture to say, than from an

other direction or equal portion of the boundary of that district.

I do not need to speak of what we all know of the commerce

of the Northwest through the Great Lakes, the enormous quantity

of timber which comes down, the enormous quantity of ore, and

the general merchandise all through the months of navigation,

a large part of the production of which is financed at Cleveland.

Practically all of the shipping is financed at Cleveland, so

that Cleveland is the clearing house for substantially that mass

of commerce which comes in in that way. So that so far as the

commerce of the district is concerned, we are not an the northern

edge, while Pittsburgh is in the extreme corner. It is more con-

venient for Pennsylvania companies, but not so the rest of the

district, and there is one thing which is often arerlooked, and

which was overlooked -- and by the way, counsel ventured to make

a curious statement, that no one came into the district from the

Lake. He forgets that the Lake boats carry thirty millions of

people a year on their lines.

Wm. Watson Smith. You misunderstood me.

Mx. S. H. Tolles. There is an enormous passenger traffic

through the lakes. But I misunderstood counsel.

Then there is the Canadian trade. It appears from statis-

tics -- and I see the same thingin government reportsr-pub,--
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lished in last Sunday's newspaper, that the Canadian business
so

is largely imports, very little exports,/that the balance of

trade is very largely against her all the time. Heretofore

that has been advanced from England. She is said to have bor-

rowed three hundred and fifty millions in 1912, and two hundred

and fifty millions in 1913, to finance those balances against

her, and under present circumstances, and that is what brings

the thing more forcibly to mind just now; that source of supply

is cut off, and she is obliged to finance in this country those

purchases which she makes.

Now it i true as a matter of fact that out of this fourth

District comes a very large proportion of the coal, for in-

stance, which carries on our industries. A very, very large

part of that is settled for at Cleveland. So much has this

commerce increased that a very large part of the very large

Cleveland institutions, which I wont stop to mention, coal,

oil, and other manufactures, have close affiliations or re-

lations with Canadian business of like sort, either by branch

houses or other arrangement, so that there is an enormous com-

merce of that character out of the Fourth District, of which,

Cleveland has, I believe, far the greater share. So that a

great deal of Canadian exchange originates there and is largely

financed from that city. I was told the other day by one of

our bankers that there was a single item in their bank of

03D0,000, to the credit of a Canadianfirm.

At any rate, the commerce is large, and Cleveland is the

natural gateway and clearance place for it, so that it brings ..
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the Lake brings -- Cleveland into the commercial center, it

bring quite as easy of access as Pittsburgh, in a geographical

sense, in the center of this district, and makes an appropriate

-glace for the location of this bank.

Now I have undertaken to touch upon all the points which

are involved in the decision of this organization committee,

so that I might not be charged with simply standing up and ad-

vertising Cleveland. I have undertaken to show that her present

business conditions, business history, and the banking history,

make her furnish an entirely suitable atmosphere for the loca-

tion of this bank, and that her trade position, in connection

with the commerce of that district is such as to make her the

logical and reasonable location for the reserve bank. I thank

you, gentlemen, for your attention
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ARGUMENT OF MR. NEWTON D. BAKER,

OF COUNSEL FOR THE CITY OF CLEVELAND.

Gentlemen of the Board, I do not want to take up much

of your time, but I should like to make one or two observations

on the larger aspects of the case from the Cleveland viewroint,

There are one or two things that probably I can say that may

be helpful. First, with regard to the petitions that are filed

here. As I understand it, they are to be taken into considera-

tion by the Board. That seems to me to be a referendum--

trying to determine this question by a referendum--in which

only those are permitted to vote whose favorable attitude has

been previously determined. They have gone about the district

and got the banks that are favorable to sign petitions of this

kind, but the chairman of that meeting is not putting the

negative of the question. He is not asking those who enter-

tain an opposite view to express that. Our complaint is that

that evidence is not entirely informinR to this committee, and

that no part of this proceeding involved the count of noses,

that the positive noses were counted and the negative noses

were not.

Now may i turn to another thought? This is not the

place for testimony, and I am not going to try to testify
.

But I know the city of Pittsburgh very well. I have many

cordial relationships there, and if I may say that very

tenderly to my friends of Pittsburgh, the great 
difficulty
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is thit the city has a statistical imagination. It is trying

to present 2ittsburgh in bookkeeping terms, and to present

Pittsburgh to the world as a balance sheet. That is exactly

what this Organization Board could not do. It would have been

very easy for Congress, when it was drawing this law, to

designate cities in which reserve banks should be put. All

the sta,istics that can be extracted from the Bureau of

Statistics of the United States were as available to the

congressional committee having this matter in hand as they are

to the gentlemen of Pittsburgh or the 6,1141emen of eleveland,

and if the thing was, in the vi-'w of the legislative body, to

have been determined by a cont of the population or the

amount of bank balances, or the amo nt of deposits, and capital

stock and surplus, it would have been an exceedingly easy

thing for the congressional committee to have proposed a scheme

by which that should be determined. Population might have

counted three, and bank clerings might have counted two, and

so on. It might have been as mathematical US the Pittsburgh

imagination. But that is exactly what Con .re s was not try—

ing to do. Congress was trying to launch anew scheme. It

was trying to find a way to allay the public distress of the

whole banking system of the United States. There were all

sorts of terrifying and inflaming phrases current in the

public mouth about the bank businesu of the United. States and
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the money trust and the centralization of money with particular

persons and in particular places. And Congress, in the largest

possible way, was attempting to capture the imagination of the

country by liberating it from the terror of that misconception.

And so they put into the hands of an Organization Committee

the largest possible discretion. They didn't tell them that

it must be done by this, that or the other rule. They gave them

practically unlimited discretion, and then the Oommittee did the

thing that your body cannot do; they went around over the

country and they talked with men of affairs, and they examined

the public press of the various cities to which they went.

They got what my friend, Mr. Tolles (of counsel for the city

of Cleveland), has called the "atmosphere" of each place, that

subtle psychological envelope that makes things possible or im-

possible because of the public attittC f men towards it. As

a result of it, this Or6anization Committee decided that Cleve-

land was a better place for this bank than Pittsburgh. I ven-

ture to say this, if I can say it without affront to my friends

from Pittsburgh, that if the common man of the street in that

district had been told that the Government of the United States

was going to try to establish an agency upon which the plain

people of the country could rely to preserve an uncontrolled and

elastic currency system in the country, and asked, -- Mere do

you think it ought to be, -- his instant reply would have been, --

Cleveland. Not because Cleveland has a larger population; Athens

only had thirty or forty thousand people when it was

the greatest place in the world,
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numbers do not count, not because of any bank balance, but

because there is a set of public men which is not only hospitable

to new ventures and hopeful of this experiment on the part of

the Government, but an attitude of the public mind which is not

so restless, which has not been disturbed, and is not now dis-

turbed, by the same sort of evil thinking that afflicts--I say

it with great kindness towards my friends of Pittsburgh, because

I cannot make them feel how much I am interested in the working

out of the Pittsburgh experiment--the public mind, the atmosphere;

of that city.

C3eveland is a curious place. I have lived there some

twelve or fifteen years, and I have seen it modified as a

civilization in a way that I think I should have great difficul-

ty in conveying to you in words, but which, if you lived in

Cleveland, you would realize. Then I went to Cleveland twelve

Or fifteen years ago, there was the same attitude of the public

mind towards bankers and banks that there is in most places in

America towards lawyers and the law. The class was in disrepute.

But during the twelve or fifteen years there has been this chang

on the part of the banks and people that in all the public

affdirs of that community, in the financial operations of the

city, in the relations that ought to exist between governwental

agencies of one kind and another, the banks of Cleveland have

accepted a kind of trusteeship for the public interest, and are

aiding, by counsel and advice, to preserve the public credit
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and to guide along wise channels public finance, and that has

been so far accepted by the people of that city that for the

Mayor of Cleveland to be seen in the company of bankers no

longer implies that there is some scheme on foot to sell the

city! It means that there is a helpful cooperation coming,

however, between public officers and men who have vindicated

their right to be trusted. That is perfectly characteristic

of the Cleveland district, and so when

to Cleveland, they found it was a city

so much growth in an industrial way as

this Reserve Board care

which had not had quite

Pittsburgh has had, but

they found that it is a city that has grown more rapidly than

Pittsburgh, a city of more diversified industry, a city that

is not weighed down by the predominance of one industry, but a

city in which there has been a tremendous advance made in the

solution of the problems which have been regarded as the gravest

menace to the integrity of our American institutions. It is a

city now in which public service problems, problem of public

service corporations, no lonL3r need to trouble. It is a city

in which there are few, if any, labor disturbances of any sort.

The relations between capital and labor have been established

on a cooperative basis. It is a city in which enormous numbers

of our foreign-born people have eons to live. Seventy-five

per cent of the people that live there are foreign-born, or the

children of foreign-born parents. Yet so law-abiding are they,

so enthused with the American spirit, that even in these tense
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times of international strife, there is not even a street

parade.

Now, this attitude of mind is a thing this Organization

Committee felt, and properly felt, and they decided it had a

growth greater than Pittsburgh, and they selected the city

of Cleveland. And now it is done. The Committee has decided

that. And in the argument which is addressed to you, they

ask you to undo that, to put this bank on wheels and roll it

out of Cleveland and roll it into Pittsburgh, and leave it there

until somebody agitates you enough to roll it out of Pittsburgh

and put it into Cincinnati.

In this argument there is not one sentence of argument

about the inconvenience resulting since the avenue was opened.

There might have been supplementary evidence if it turned out

that the lines were not sufficiently facile to enable banking

business to be done. They might be asking for a branch bank

in Pittsburgh. Not one sentence on the bubject. They adhere

to the original record. By reason of the bookkeeping ability,

by reason of the columns of figures shown, indicating that

what has been done ought to be undone, and the effect of it,-

if you were to yield to that, if you were to be persuaded in

that regard, it would mean that the bank should be changed

from Cleveland to Pittsburgh,- a thing, I think, unwholesome toi

the public imagination itself. It would give an air of in-

stability to the bank. It would be an admission that nothing

is fixed and determined about it. It would make people

fr
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distrust the permanence of the thing, and with the country in

its present situation, with the hope burning high in every

heart that the work the gentlemen are doing is going to have

an immediate and permanent effect in the country, to undo what

has been done, to change what has been regarded as fixed, to

make temporary and fleeting what we have come to accept as settled,

would give everybody the feeling: that the hope of relief from

the Board must be deferred until further settling and unsettling

could be provided for.

when this question was first mentioned, the city of

Cleveland took this view, an. it stands by it now. We said

this Board is to have the benefit of all the information we can

give it, not material only, but spiritual, if I may use that

word in this connection, and when its decision is known and

made known, then we are going to stand by that decision! Mien

the determination is made, our coats are going to come off,

and we are going to try to make a success of the enterprise,

wherever it is! We invite our friends from Pittsburgh to

emulate that spirit. We adhere to that today. From the begin-

ning of the discussion of the question of a reserve bank, the

attitude of the banks of Cleveland has been helpful, construc-

tive and hospitable. There is no other city where a bank has

been established where a stronger spirit of cooperation has

existed. And Cleveland is in that attitude. We believe it to

be a place where the bank will find itself in an environmentof

helpfulness and cooperation, and having it remain there will
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give an additional idea of the solidity of t:ae, institution

which Congress tried to establish with its law, and left to

you gentlemen to complete.
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ARGUMENT IN 11:]BUTTAL BY MR. WILLIAM WATSON E.:1TH,

COUNSEL FOR THE CITY OF PITTSBURGH.

Gentlemen, when I hear an argument, either in court or

before a commission, I always think it fortunate that we have

a body that can decide, because we will never get an agreement

of counsel as to the merits or demerits of a proposition' My

friends from Cleveland look at Cleveland through rosy glasses,

and I have been really impressed with the eloquence with which

that view has been portrayed to you, as if it were almost the

acme of perfection. And I am not here to say a word against

Cleveland, and I suppose we look at Pittsburgh through our

rosy gl a as. So it is up to you to decide. But it is fortunate

that there are membqrs of this Board who are familiar with both

cities.

As far as being the center of education, and of art, and

of proper civic ideals, we are not at all afraid to submit

Pittsburgh to any test which Cleveland may present.

I wont attempt to go over all the points in which I will

be obliged to disagree with the gentlemen. There are two or

three small matters that I want to speak of.

Reference has been made to these bank petitions. In

Pennsylvania, out of 306 banks, 304 have signed. In Ohio,

out of 378 banks, 107 have signed. In Kentucky, out of 73

banks, 57 have signed. In West Virginia, out of 9 banks, 8

have signed.

As to this question of a congested financial center, gentle—
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men, you must know that neither 2ittsburg nor Cleveland has

ever been a financial center in the speculative sense. The

stock market of either Pittsburgh or Cleveland is a very small

thing. It amounts to very little. Neither of these centers

has been a speculative center, and nobody has advanced that

argument, to my knowledge, until today. In fact, they are

both industrial centers of a kind, Cleveland being much small-

er than Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh money has never been used for

speculation. It has been used for the business of that great

metropolis. The pay roll of Pittsburgh require a million dollars

a day in hard cash, more than three times as much as in Cleve-

land. That is why we think this reserve bank should be placed

there, because, other things being equal, we think it ought

to be placed where the money is needed, not for speculation,

but for commerce.

As to Pittsburgh's growth: She is in her subufils almost

a completed city. You cannot tell when you leave Uilkinsburg

by anything on the ground. It is a compact city of over a

million of people. And that is where the growth of Pittsburgh

has been, because the city has almost been filled up. To show

the comparison of growth, it is an incontroverted and introvert-

ible fact that the tonnage of the 2ittsburgh district has in-

creased one hundred per cent in the last eight years. That

11 standard of Pittsburgh's growth.

Now I wont go ove anything else at all except this one

matter: I think my friend Mr. Tolles, must have been mistaken
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with his lead pencil when he mode _io calculation to show that

the metropolitan area of Cleveland was 100,000 Lorcs and l'itts—

burgh 400,000. The figures we have given on page five of our

brief are taken froll the United States Census.

Lix. S. H. Tollos, of Counsel for the City of Cleveland:

That iz where I got mine.

Mr. ii1liam Wat;:on Smith, of Counsel for the City of Pitts—

burgh: And I wo -ld like the case to rest on this comparison.

I say it is right. It is a comparison of the Pittsburgh and

Cleveland metropolitan districts, — Vol. 10, page 945.

S. H. Tolle: There is a sep rate chapter devoted to

the metropolitan district of Cleveland and of 2ittsburch, in

this report of 1909.

Mr. William :!atson SrAth: Thi.,4 report says 700,000 acres

in Pittsburgh, 400,000 outside the city.

Mr. S. H. Tolles: I am not referring to that.

Mr. William atson Smith: I am refel•ring to it. And they

arc goilig not on a. proportion of four to one in area, but on

the same area exactly, if I understand the figures.

Mr. S. H. Tolles: I think I have that report here.

William 7iatson Smith: It needs to be looked at.

The Governor of the Board: Is there anything else?

Mr. William Watson Smith: I think there is nothing.

The Governor of the Board: The 134x:rd will take the matter

under advisement and advise you of its decision.

(Thereupon the hearing was adjourneft.)
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BEFORE THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

IN THE MATTER OF PETITION OF MEMBER BANKS 02 NORTHERN NEW JERSEY

FOR CHANGE IN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LILITS OF FEDERAL RESERVE DIS—

TRICTS NUMBERS 2 AND 3.

Washington, D. C.

January 200 1915.

0 0

Reported by
Rexford L. Holmes,

Shorthand Reporter,
322 Southern Building;

Washington, D. C.
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BEFORE THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD .

In the matter, of
2ETITION OF :EMBER BLNKS OF NORTHERN 11E7 JERSEY FOR CHANGE  IN
THE GEOGRAITIOAL LIMITS OF PEDeELL RESERVE DISTRICTS NUMBERS

2 and 3.

hon. Chas. H. Harnlin, Governor of the Board: Gentlemen,

ce are ready to hear this petition now. I suppose the banks

of northern New Jersey, being the moving parties, would have

the riit to open and close, and I would sw;(7est, if it is

agreeable to you, that the openin7 take a half hour, with the

right of the other parties to reply, and they will reply, for,

say, an hour, then they may have the right to close for half

an hour; then they may have the right to close for half an

horr;and if then, at the end of that

sires to sum up for not excee0in7 fire

very glad to giv't them the opportlnity

representatives of the New Jersey banks will open the case, we

shall be glad to hear them.

-ARGUMENT BY MR. U-ALTER M. •VAN DUSEN, CHAIRMAN OP THE 7EW
JERSEY BANKERS ASSOCIATION, NET:1Ln-, NET JERSEY.

Gentlemen of the Board: As I said a few moments ago
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(referring o statement made before the hearing 1er7Dn), we are

here simply as bankers and business men to put a proposition

before you which we feel is simply a buSiness proposition, We

feel that it affects very materially the conduct of our busi-

ness, and would also like to point 'out that the condition in

this petition before you in different from the other cases

which you have had. This is not a contest between cities; it

is simply a feeling on our part that we have been placed in an

unnatural district, and it is simply our request that we be

placed in our natural district. It is different from the other

cases of counties or districts that want to be changed which

will come before you.later,in that --

The Governor of the Board: (interrupting): Excuse me

just a moment. I forgot to state that the Secretary of the

Treasury, owing to an unexpected emergency, is unable to be

here this morning, but of course, the entire arguments will be

taken stenographically, and he will go over them carefully.

Mr. Van Dusen (continuing): As I was saying, none of the

other cases that will come before you later of the co,Inties that

desire changes are as closely related to the Federal reserve

city as is northern New Jersey. YTe therefore feel that there

should he no confusion in this ease as compared to the others.

70 have not sem any official statement of the reasons that

Promrted the Organitation Uoigamittee to assign us to the Phila-

delphia district. Our friends in Philadelphia knew that it was

done so as to equalize the districts, but at that we hardty
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understand why places several hundred miles distant from New

York Gity, like Buffalo and Syracuse and Rochester, and the

entire western part of the State, were put in the New York City

district, and the communities--the important communities--

contiguous to New York Uity were not put in that district,

communities that are very closely related both in a business

way and in a financial way, to New York.

I am going to run over just a few of the points of close

contact between the banks of our section and New York city.

They are set out in some detail in our brief, and I am not at

this time going into detail about those, because I know that

you gentlemen will give very careful consideration to the facts

that we have put in the brief.

I would like to mention one point before going into that,

and that is in regard to the wishes of the northern New Jersey

banks. We have filed with your Board petitions signed by one

hundred and twenty-three of the member banks located in the

district which we asked to have changed. The capital and sur-

plus of those banks signing is something over thirty-one million

dollars; their deposits are over one hundred and fifty-six

million dollars. The petitions were not signed by nine banks

in that district, the capital and surplus of those not signing

being a trifle over a million dollars, and their deposits a

little over five million dollars. The nine banks that did not

sign were banks located along the dividing line of the district,
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most of them being up on the Delaware River, which is served

by the Belvedere -Division of The Pennsylvania Railroad Company;

and their trains ran down to Trenton, and there prhe close con-

nections with Philadelphia trains. I7any of those banks stated

to us that they were half way between, and it was immaterial to

them. None of them positively refused; none of them opposed

our efforts; and these petitioners did not at any time solicit

banks.

Orginally we asked the banks of northern New Jersey if

they desired us to present a case for the change for them, and

most of them replied in the affirmative. We then sent out pe-

titions without any solicitation.

Originally the Organization Committee took a poll of the

banks of The country as to the reserve city they desired to be

affiliated with. The poll shows that of New Jersey one hundred

. and eighty-eight banks voted. This is in the entire state. Of

those, one hundred and twenty-two voted for New York, and sixty-

five for Philadelphia. That is almost the exact proportion of

member banks lying in the northern part of the State, and in

, the southern part of the State, and while we have not access to

the poll, of course, to know what banks voted for particular

cities, yet the proportion shows very clearly that the banks of

northern New Jersey voted for New York, and those of southern

New Jersey for Philadelphia,--their natural districts.

Those of you gentlemen who are familar with the geography

  ; of_New_Jersey--know -that- the-State-naTrowa irt-Lth-e-middie
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about at Trenton. It is/very thinly populated section across

the State right there, and there is a very clear division of

the connections of the State right there, northern New Jersey

being contiguous to i:ew York, and having the bulk of their

business with them, and southern New Jersey being very close

to Philadelphia, with excellent communications, and having most

of their business with Philadelphia.

I might also mention tliat at the preliminary hearings

Philadelphia never asked ror northern New Jersey as part of•
their District, and I am very sure that our friends at Phila-

delphia were fully as much surprised as we were at finding they

had had northern Eew Jersey given to them.

I do not want you gentlemen to think that we are attacking

the Organization Committee. That is the farthest from our

thoughts. But we feel that they laid dawn certain principles

to guide then which were not followed out in this particular

case. We feel that that was probably due to a lack of realiza-

tion on their part or the intimate relations between our section

of the State and of New York City. They laid down certain

principals that I would like to call to your attention. This

is from the Secretary of the Treasury's report, in which he

prints the decision of the Organization Committee of April 2,

1914. They say:

"Among the many factors which governed the committee in
determining the respective districts and the selection of
the cities which have been chosen were:
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"First. The ability of the member banks within the dis-
trict to rrovide the minimum caritai of /1,000,000 re-
ouired for the Federal Reserve bank, on the basis of six
per cent of the capital stock and surplus of member banks
within the district.

"Second. The mercantile, industrial, and financial con-
nections existing in each district and the relations between
the various portions of The district and the city selected
for the location of the Federal Reserve bank.

"Third. The probable ability of the Federal Reserve bank
in each district, after organization and after the provi-
sions of the Federal Reserve Act shall have gone into effect
to meet the legitimate demands of business, whether normal
or abnormal, in accordance with the spirit and rrovisions
of the Federal Reserve Act.

"Fourth. The fair and equitable division of the available
capital for the Federal Reserve banks among the districts
created."

As I said, that has been the only point that we have heard

on which we feel they could have based this division, and as I

said before, we hardly understand why a point several hundred

miles away should be included in the New York diouricts, and

points like ours, two miles away, were not included in making

that equitable division.

They go on to say:

"Fifth. The general geographical situation of the district
transportation lines, and the facilities for sneedy communi-
cation between the Federal Reserve bank and all portions of
the district.

"Sixth. The population, area, and prevalent business ac-
tivities of the district, whether agricultural, manufacturin
mining, or commercial, its record of growth and development
in the past and its prospects for the future."

The guiding reasons in laying out the district were very

well summed up by Zrofessor Hicks. He said:
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"First. Geographical convenience, which involves trans-
portation facilities and rapid and easy communication with
all parts of the district.

"Second. Industrial and comEercial development and needs
of each section, which involves consideration of the
general movement of commodities and of business transactions
within the districts and the transfer of funds and en:changes
of credits ariAng therefrom.

"Third. The established custom and trend of business, as
developed by the present system of bank reserves and
checking accounts. In laying out the districts and estab-
lishing the headquarters for reserve banks, every effort
will be made to promote business convenience and normal
movements of trade and commerce."

Now you know without my quoting it, the provision of the

law which lays down that the districts shall be laid out "with

due regard to the convenience and customary course of business.

The framers of that law put in only one qualification, one guide-

post in the laying out of the districts. They made no other

qualifications except that one. They were very wise in putting

that qualification in. They saw clearly that banking business

follows the natural course of commercial business. It rises

out of -- grows out of -- the commercial business, and there-

fore they put in that guide-post for the laying out of the

districts, that one qualification, and we feel that the Organi-

zation Committee, probably through a lack of the intimate know-

ledge of our close communications with New York, did not appre-

ciate the closeness of those relations.

Now I am going to take just a few moments to point out to

you some of the points of relationship. A very good criterion

of the relationship of the banks to the commercial houses is
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the volume of checks which the banks handle on particular cities.

We find in our banks through New Jersey - northern New Jersey -

becoming more so the closer we )_;et to New York, that probably

it will run close to ninety per cent, and in many cases more

than that, of the checks, as compared with the two cities of

Philadelphia and New. York, that are on New York.

We have also obtained statistics from the railroads of

northern New Jersey, - from the principal trunk lines that run

through there. We asked them for the number of passengers that

they transported between New York and points in northern New

Jersey, or vice versa, The replies which we have received show

that over sixty million passengers a year are transported

between northern New Jersey and Eew York oity, or vice versa

over trunk lines, and there are many of them running through the

Yi-rthern part of hew Jersey. L net-work of railroads tends

toward New York; they center at New York, and the facilities

for transportation there are very rapid. In fact, one of the

distinguished members of your board contributed very largely to

the facility of transportation between our Stz-te and New York

throur-h the tubes which are laid under the Hudson River; and

it rather surprised -as that after -nutting us three minuted

from New York in another capacity he aided in putting us three

hours from Philadelphia.

We have placed in the brief here beginning at page nine,

a statement of thp time that it takes to go from downtown
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:Tew York to various points, the rrincipal industrial canters

in northern New Jersey. 7:0 have contrasted that time with the

time that it takes to go from downtown New York to various

parts of ilew York uity itself, taking the entire confines of

the municipality there, and I hore that you will give consider-

ation to those when you come to consider this ratter. I am not

going to into all of them, but I would like to mention just

one or two. Of course in Jersey eity the banks there -- the

principal banks there -- can go to the principal reserve bank

in New York in five minutes. ifrom Newark, we can go from our
an

bank to the Federal Reserve Bank in New York in half/hour.

Twenty minutes is the time for the through train, whereas even

to go to uptown New York, Twenty-third Street, or. Fifty-ninth

Street, or One Hundred and Twenty-fifth street, those large

centers, takes considerably longer.

There is one peculiar situation in New Jersey also that

really is not true of any other section of the country, and

that is the tremendous number of commuters which we have living

out there, Who go into new York on business. If fact, I think

that a very large number of the banking officials and directors

of I:ew York live out in New Jersey, - a very considerable pro-

portion of them. That commuting element ties our section up to

New Iork as no other suburb and section is tied up to any other

city, because of the conjested nature of New York's Population.

They have got to get out into the country, -nd doing business
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in New York, it is natur-31 that their trr,de follows there very

largely, and many of those men 're connected with the local

banks in their towns. The Bo-rd -- the stockholders of the

local banks are almost - are very largely, -- in tl,ore corn-

mutin towns, made up of the New York business men, and that

tie is extremely close. Then, on account of the New York banker,

living out through northern New Jersey, they come into contact

and '-now the needs and requirements of New Jersey

Then there are sitivted in northern New Jersey a number

of very large industrial centers, some of the largest in the

Lamost all of those large industries have New York

in fact, I do not know any considerable industry in th

city of Newark that does not have a New York office. Frequently

a very large amount of their business, is handled from their

New York office, and in addition to that, many of them keen hew

York hank accounts, consequently we are in very close com

petition with the New York banks for the business

reople. That is one point where it would be extremely injurious

to us if a barrier is erected between us and our natural center.

are all having that used against us by the New York banks.

Their solicitors are rointino; out to them that the placing of

northern New Jersey banks in the Philadelphia district will

affect their handling of their business, and therefore

should transfer their business to New York, if they have not
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already done so.

The fact that so many of the New York bankers and the

directors of those banks live but there in rew Jersey, and

that they are connected with these rew Jersey industries, the

fact that so many of these industries keen a portion of their

bank accounts in 7ew York, the fact that so many of these in-

dustries are financed in rew York, and the fact that so many

of them borrow heavily through selling thedr paper on rew York

brokers, because the New York brokers have a peculiar knowledge

of the needs of northern :Tew Jersey and of their industries,

are all matters that should receive serious consideration.

The election of directors of the Philadelphia bank demon-

strated to us conclusively that it is impossible for us ever to

1,o-0 to elect a director from 'northern New Jersey in that bank.

The preponderance of banks against us in 2ennsylvania who were

naturally following state pride prevents this entirely. The

only representation which we can have is by the grace of the

Pedcral Reserve Board. -e cannot hope for any representation

of right. row you may say that the some thin c,: will be true

in Lew York. We admit that it is but it is not materi_al to
the

us in the case ofrow York bank, if we were at-cached to tlavt

district, because of the knowledge - the scute knowledge - of

New Jcrsey industries and conditions which I have just mentioned.

In fact, the New York bankers probably have a broader knowledge

and a 'pettier knowledge, generally s-oe9king, of our condition and
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needs, than any bankers in northern Thw Jcro, 1)33 -1-'1/4% of

-necessity, the proection and the imo7led_-:e of the northern

re77 Jersey banker is circumscribed to his own locality, because

there is no north :dew Jersey center of co,:....erce and industry

except rew York.

The forei.:n exchange business of course, of northern New

Jersey is uite extensive out of and through Jew York; the

foreign business, also the rurchrses rid sLles to foreign

countries are handled entirely through iew York concerns. The

shipment comes in, for instance, consigned to a :ewark house,

and the -Cowark banks is instructed almost invariably to turn the

papers over to a Hew Ye::: broker to handle. It is c:Itremely

• convenient to handle that business through :Jew York City.

Our friends in Philadelphia pointed oat that in our brief

.we underlined the word - the provision of the law - where it

says that due regard shall be given to convenience and the

course of business. Je underlined the word "shall". They came

back and 2-:id we ought to :iv° equal emphasis to the word "due",

"due" regard shall be given. 71e turned to 7ebster's diet-

ion:r:, and in that connection we found that• the definition

there of the word "due" was "adequate," and we are very, glad

that suggestion from them, because we feel that it simply

strengthens our case, that instead of the word "due" beinir

qualifying or limiting, it is governing and the essence of one

of our main contentions is that adequate consideration was not
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given to the customary course of business and of banhing.

• The state institutions in —OT Jersey are very strong and

active competitors of ours, and we :re on a pretty even basis

in our competition with them. They of course have freedom,

perfect freedom, to place their reserves in their nattral centers,

and we have got to Meet that competition, and should not be

placed at any disLdvantage in meet in.-  it.

There is another point, -rd a broader point, of View t

tahe in regard to the state institutions. It is the desire of

you gentlemen, I hnow, to get the state institutions in as

members of this system. To make this system its fullest success

requires the membership of that lar-,-e numoer of stron-: institu-

tions under statesystems - under state charters. :Tow fm my

knowledge Of those institutions, in our section of the state,

they will not consider joining the system with the handicaT, of

an unnatural district. That pcoitive statement hcs been re-

peatedly made.

Now we are seeking the success of this systcm just as sin-

cefely as you gentlemen are, and we simply ask that you give us

the fullest opportunity to develop it successfully, and we point
. •

out to you that in E4-etting. the cooperation of the str:te insti-

tutions, this has erected almost an impassable barrier to that.

Some of the other departments .of the Government recognize

the ordinary course of transactions there, for instance the

exch!m3e of Post Office Department -transfers; the Postmasters --
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the local postoasters -- transfer to the postmaster at Newark

their receipts, - their money order receipts.

One of th, b-,rhs in sending in that transfer to their

local rostmrsters sent a check to the postm ster at 7ewark re-

cently on 2hthdelphia, and the postmaster at Newark returned

it with a polite note stating that he could only accent Newark.

or New York: exchange, that Philadelphia e.7:change was not ac-

ceptable there. The same thing is true of the internal revenue

department, the head of the fifth district is located at Newark

and they refused to accept any checks except those drawh on

liewark or New York.

There are two gentlemen here from Hoboken, and Jersey City,

who would like to make a little special statement to you on

their behalf, and if they may at this time, it will only take

a very few minutes. Mr. Edwards, of the First National Banh

of Jersey City.

STATE17ENT OF TIR. E.I. ED7LRIG, PRESIDENT OF THE FIRST

rulTiorAL BANK, JERSEY CITY, N.J.

Uenticmen: I just want to read you r little brief that

I dug out of this as it relates to Hudson County, which is on

the border line of -:cw York, as you all ]mow, that part of

northern rew Jersey which is within the metropolitan district,

and I have ritten this so I will be able to -ive it to you

complete: (Reporter's note:- The following is a verbatim copy of
',dm,rd's argument, as read and submitted by him to the Board

in typewritten form.)
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ARGUMENT OF MR. F. I. Edwards , CASHIER AND DIRECTOR OF

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF JERSEY CITY

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD.

GENTLELFEIT :

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF JERSEY CITY, of which I am

Cashier and a Director, while agreeing with the able brief and

argument made by the New Jersey Bankers' Association in favor

of the inclusion of North Jersey in the territory of the Federal

Reserve Bank of New York, rather than in that of ihiladelphia,

desires to add a few words on behalf of the Banks in Hudson

County. je have a population of nearly 600,000, about one-

fifth of that of the State.

It may be that we were lax in failing to urge our cause

before the Organization Committee, but we relied on the full

knowledge possessed of the situation by one of the me.abers of

that Committee, the Honorable Secretary of the Treasury.

Hudson County, and especially Jersey City and Hoboken,

are really a part of the financial metropolitan district of New

York: four of our banks are members of the New York Clearing

House itself, and clear daily through that institution, as do

the banks within the City of New York. We can send a messenger

in less than five minutes frbm our bank to the Federal Reserve

Bank of New York; indeed we are nearer in time and distance

than nineteen-twentieths of the Banks in the Borough of Man-

hattan itself.

Our Bank, as its low number will show, came into the
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National Banking system immediately upon its organization and

established its course of dealing with the New York Banks. Our

reserves have always been kept in New York, never anyl.yhere else.

The great bulk of the checks drawn on our Bank are paid

through the New York. Clearing House.

From October 1, 1914 to January 15, 1915 (79 days) our

average daily New York exchange was 1.,019,646.95.

From January 2, 1915 to January 15, 1915 inclusive we paid

through the New York Clearing House 24,890 checks aggregating

$11,121,351.54, while during the same time from all other

sources, including our counter, we only paid 13,708 checks a-

mounting to $8,233,576.86.

:Then we require credit or currency we can obtain it from

New York City in lees than an hour.

Our North Jersey Banks esnerally do but little business

through ihiladelphia; this bank absolutely none at all.

By reason of our large daily draft on New York we are re-

quired to keep a large daily reserve there amounting on the aver-

age to over ,i2,000,000.

The reserve which we would require to keep in Philadelphia

would amount to 0350,000, and would be so much dead money as

this Bank has not been a borrower in many years.

The tendency in Northern New Jersey of late years has been

to the organization of State banks and Trust Companies, rather

than to National Banks. Quite recently one of our largest Banks

surrendered its federal charter and consolidated with a Trust

Company. I predict that if we are not transferred to the New
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York District, there will not be a National Bank left in Hudson

or Essex Counties in five years time.

Eany of our customers are large manufacturers having their

factories in New Jersey with their offices in New York; most of

these would leave us if we cleared our checks through lhiladel—

phia, involving from four to six days delay rather than through

New York, where the result is known the next day. Letters have

already been sent by New York Banks to many of these large

dealers calling their attention to these disadvantages and so—

liciting their business.

The Federal Reserve Act was passed to facilitate and not

to hamper banking, and the exchange of credits: the act says

that the districts shall be apportioned with due regard to the

convenience and customary course of business and shall not

necessarily be cotermin,‘us with any State or States.

The draftsmen of that act were shrewd business men know—

ing of just such situations as the one now before you; they

provided for the contingency.

The mere fact that the change would somewhat decrease the

capital and deposits of the Reserve Bank of khiladelphia should

not weigh a moment with your Board: the act seeks not the ag—

grandizement of any locality but the convenient and customary

course of business.

The whole matter resolves into a very narrow compass —

the Banks of Northern New Jersey and especially those of Essex

and Hudson Counties are not country banks or beehives for the

saving of money to be invested in the purchase of paper in

distant business centers, but active discount business banks
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having their main business with New York City, and turn over

over 25, to 30,L of their assets every day at the call of their

customers.

They are accustomed to the methods of New York and so are

their customers.

With rhiladelphia as their reserve city active banks would

simply have to put by 5;,L for a reserve for that city, where it

would be of no value and yield no income, and at the same time

keep up their reserves and deposits with the New York Banks

in order to cover the daily drafts of their customers. This

would be hoarding money.

Er. Rhoads in his brief for the Reserve Bank of 2hiladel—

phia, able banker as he is, appreciates the weakness of his

cause, and suggestsheveral palliatives which might be put in

operation. But he can make no promises that either the New

York or rhiladelphia Banks will accede thereto.

But the most naive suggestion made by Er. Rhoads is

that if the necessities of Northern New Jersey should require

it a Branch of the rhiladelphia Reserve Bank could be estab—

lished in Norther New Jersey. This begs the whole question.

IThy go to the expense and detail of a branch bank here, when we

have in New York a Reserve Bank which fulfills our requirements?

nr. Rhoads' appeal for delay has no merit. If the change

is to be made there is no time like the present, just as the

system is under way.

Respectfully submitted,
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I would like to submit that to the Board.

Ur. Walter U. Van Dusen: 7ith your permission, I would

also like to introduce

Bank of Hoboken.

W. Young, of the First National

ARGULIENT OF MR. W. 7. YOUNG, CASHIER OF THE FIRST

NATIONAL BANK OF HOBOKEN, NEW JERSEY.

Mr. 1. 7. Young: Gentlemen, I have written a short memo-

randum here with reference to our position in Hoboken and

Jersey City in connection with this subject which I will read

to you:

(Reporter's note: - The following is a verbatim copy of
Mr. Young's argument, as read and submitted by him to the
Board, in typewritten form.)
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ARGUMENT OF MR. W. W. YOUNG, ON 37HA1F OF MYEBER

BANES OF NORTHERN NEW JERSEY.

The Federal Reserve Board:-

In support of the able argument by the Chairman

of the Banking and Currency Committee of the New Jersey Bankers

Association, I wish to make an appeal to you in behalf of the

banks of Hudson County, and particularly the banks of Hoboken

and Jersey City, for a change of assignment from District §3,

in which the National banks of our County were placed by the

Federal Reserve Organization Committee, to District 12 (New York),

because Hudson County is New York from every business and bank-

ing standpoint, and we feel that in this connection we are in a

stronger position to object to our present assignment than banks

of any, other section of the country.

Since the days of civilization, ferries have

connected the City of New York with Hoboken and Jersey City, and

the completion of the McAdoo Tunnels has placed us within a few

minutes reach of the center of New York's financial district.

We have five (5) National banks in the two cities,

four (4) of whom are Clearing House members, having been affil-

iated with that institution for over a quarter of a century.

Bank representatives go to New York from our County four or five

times daily, and attempting to transact the volume of business

done with New York, in Philadelphia will not only radically

change business methods, but will result in a loss of accounts
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evidenced by the fact that at present many of the New York bank-

ins institutions are soliciting business in this county on the

grounds that better and quicker service can be had with New York

City banks than with Hudson County banks clearing through Phila-

delphia.

When our National banks applied for membership in and

assented to the provisions of the Federal Reserve Act, they did

so under the impression that the Districts would be apportioned

with due regard to the convenience and customary course of busi-

ness, and with that idea in mind, they feel that the Committee's

action in placing them in a district remote from that in which

their business has always been conducted, will work hardship,

and result in increased expenses and certain loss of business.

Indulging in figures will result in repetition of

data compiled by the Banking :4 Currency Committee, as set forth

in their brief, but the importance of this question to our New

York Clearing House banks cannot be too strongly emphasized.

';le can go to Federal Reserve Bank in New York in a

matter of minutes, but to the Federal Reserve Bank in Philadel-

phia it means hours, and should it be necessary to rediscount

paper with Philadelphia, this very difference in time will make

it next to impossible to secure the accommodation on the day

that it is needed.

Your answer to these objections may be that a branch

of Federal Reserve Bank 0 will be established sufficiently

near or even within Hudson County so that adequate service may

be given, but we believe this impracticable as it will create
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additional expense to be borne by the stockholders, who are

mtbst desirous of availing themselves of the facilities already

established in Federal Reserve Bank of ilew York.

Competition with state institutions has been and is

keen, but we feel that it is not the desire of the Federal Re—

serve Act to handicap the National banks in meeting this com—

petition or to hamper their usefulness in communities in which

they are located, but rather that the desire is unanimous with

the Board and the banking fraternity of the country to perfect

and organize the system so that the state institutions may be

induced to join the association, thereby fathering the best

interest, financial strength and credit protection of the

country.

To that end our member banks are most anxious to co—

operate with the new law, and trust that the rules and regula—

tions that are in future to govern them will permit them to do so.

We, therefore, earnestly request that a change in the

assignment of Hudson County be made to the Federal Reserve Bank

in New York on the grounds that this county is as much a part

of New York City as though it were within its confines.

Respectfully submitted,

First Nat'l Bank, Hoboken, N.J.

(Signed)W. 'it. Young, Cashier.

Approved:

Hudson County National Bank
Jersey City, N.J.

Second National Bank
Hoboken.
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Mr. Walter 11. Van Dusen: And La.. Rue, president of the

Second National Bank of Hoboken, would like to say a few words

in connection with this, if he may.

ARGUMENT OF flR. . . RUE, PRESIDENT OF THE SECOND

NATIONAL BANK OF HOBOKEN, NEW JERSEY.

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen: Whatever I might say would

be cumulative. 7e feel that it nas all been gone over very

thoroughly. I represent, as president, the Second National Bank

of Hoboken, organized in 1667 with a capital of one hundred and

eighty-five thousand dollars. We have now a surplus of three

hundred thousand dollars, and have been having dividends ever

since our organization. We are a busy little bank; we are eight

minutes from New York by the tube,-- not quite as close t
o New

York as the First National. We send our messenger there with

currency two or three times a week, to gladden the hearts of

our New York banks. We are building up a large manufacturing

center. Although many of our citizens have offices in New

York, they keep accounts with us. We represent five trust com-

panies and a savings bank which deposit with us. Their checks

are paid on the next day after deposit with us, in New York,

through the clearing house. It would be a great inconvenience

for us to be compelled to remain in the Philadelphia district.

I may say we have kept an account in Philadelphia ever since

we have started. I have been the president, and know we have

kept an account there for purposes of collection, and items in
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that direction, and this has facilitated our business, but if

we shall have to go into it as the act contemplates, it will be

a great hardship.

I thank you for having given me the opportunity of speaking

to you.

Hon. John Skelton 'Alliams, Comptroller of the Currency:

would like to ask Mr. Edwards a question. Mr. Edwards, I see

that you say here (referring to typewritten manuscript previous-

ly read by Mr. Edwards, and then submitted to the Board): "Many

of our customers are large manufacturers having their factories

in New Jersey with their offices in New York; most of these

would leave us if we cleared our checks through Philadelphia,

involving from four to six days' delay, rather than through

New York, where the result is known the next day." Evidently

in making that statement you are not looking forward to putting

the clearing system in operation by which checks would be clear-

ed through the federal reserve banks?

Mr. Edwards: How could we send them to New York if we are

in the Philadelphia Reserve District?

The Comptroller of the Currency: The idea is that checks

would be worth par in both New York and Philadelphia, in all

probability, or approximately -- practically par. It is expect-

ed there would be no difference between the cost of New York and

Philadelphia exchange in the language of the Federal Reserve Act.

Ur. Edwards: In Jersey City we have a tobacco factory, the

largest plant of the American Tobacco Company, as you know; we

have the American Sugar Refining Company, the largest plant they
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have; we have the Joseph Dixon Crucible Plant, -- the pencil

and crucible plant, the largest in this country; we have the

American Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company, the greatest dis-

tributor, probably, of tea in this country; we have, -- those

are the only ones I can think of quickly. Those accounts are

very, very large; those are the people who are being solicited,

to my personal knowledge, because I have letters from the banks

in New York which were sent to me by those companies.

The Comptroller of the Currency: J3ut you make out a dif-

ference of five days between New York and Philadelphia?

Mr. dwards: I send exchanges in the morning. It leaves

our bank at nine o'clock. I think you will recognize this. We

bill the sheet and send it to New York; it goes through the

clearing house at two o'clock. I have every check back that is

not good, or that is short, or anything the matter with it.

The Comptroller of the Currency: IA you mean on New York

City?

Mr. Edwards: I mean on Brooklyn; of course it is all New

York City now, but within a radius, I supposet of fifteen minutes

from the center, -- Is it not, pretty nearly? I have those

checks in the bank at two o'clock on the same day. They must

be back before three.

The Comptroller of the Currency: Where do the five or six

days come in?

Mr. Edwards: If we sent to Philadelphia it would take a

much longer time. 7e send to New York three or four times a
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day. Suppose we sent to Philadelphia at eleven or twelve o'clock,

or half of the day's business to Philadelphia. Philadelphia

would have to send those back to New York, would they not? If

they were New York checks, then the return would be made to

Philadelphia, and then returned back to us from Philadelphia.

Then we might be accused of not using due diligence. We might

be "stuck" for checks good on the day given us, and not good on

the day returned. It is a very grave question with us. We

have to send our stuff through as fast as it is possible to send

it through, for the convenience and welfare of the bank and the

customers. I might be mistaken in saying it would be four or

10 five days longer, but it would be several days.

The Comptroller of the Currency: On that principle, you

would have to send every check to every bank on which it is

drawn?

Mr. Edwards: Through New Jersey. We have correspondents

all through New Jersey.

The Comptroller of the Currency: You would not claim you

would have to make direct collections by sending checks to the

particular cities on which the checks are drawn, would you?

Mr. Edwards: I cannot understand how I will get checks

back that might be short or something the matter with them from

Philadelphia in time.

The Comptroller of the Currency: What percentage of bad

checks are there?

Mr. Edwards: You cannot figure out any percentage. One
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of ten thousand dollars is as bad as a thousand for ten dollars.

The Comptroller of the Currency: Probably would be one—

one—hundredths of one percent?

Mr. Edwards: Might be, but I doubt that. The First

National Bank of Jersey City is very conservative, and always

has been. 7e do not loan any money "on the street" in New

York, as they call it, but only to business men in Jersey City,

and then we keep our reserve in New York, and any more that

is there our reserve agent in New York loans. 7e do not know

the people in New York.

The Comptroller of the Currency: The only objection comes

10 in the matter of clearing checks, does it not?

•

Mr. Edwards: No, several things. You would be surprised —

The Comptroller of the Currency: 7hat are the other

things?

Hr. DAviards: Our being members of the clearing house

means much to us. You take the banks in Hudson County that

are members of the clearing house and those not, ana compare

the assets and deposits. 7e claim to give every possible con—

venience and speed in our bank that would be possible in New

York City.

The Comptroller of the Currency: As far as borrowing money

is concerned, it is immaterial to you?

Mr. Edwards: 7e try not to borrow money. Some day we

must, but we try not to. We never buy paper, because we feel

we do not know enough about it. Vie know the people in Jersey
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City and their needs, and loan them all we can. If we have

any surplus, we send it to jew York City, and they use it as

they please, subject to call.

The Comptroller of the Currency: Of course you have

relations with New York banks?

Mr. Edwards: 7e are turning over large deposits every

day, twenty-five to thirty percent, -- I think I can go a

little further than that and say from thirty-five to forty

per cent of our deposits every day, as you can see. I give

you an average of seventy-nine days of exchanges there in

which our average deposits are six and one-half millions. It

might reach to seven, but I doubt it very much. I mention

that fact purposely to show how vast our exchanges are, and

our demands, so that the reserve we must keep must necessarily

be large. You know that the fact of these banks clearing

through the clearing house in New York forces us to keep a

balance that will warrant our doing that, and we try to do It.

We can -- I can leave the bank, and I do not think I am stretch-.

ing it a particle when I say I can get there in five minutes;

I have done it hundreds of times, not to the Federal Reserve

Bank, but to banks in that vicinity. We are across the tube

at Exchange Place at the ferry just a half-minute from the

tube, and we land a block from Broadway on Cortland Street,

and it is about five blocks, so you can see for yourself, and

Mr. HcAdoo has made it possible for us to go across there in

two minutes. I think the running time is two minutes.
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Ur. Van Deusen: Three minutes.

Mr. Edwards (continuing): Three? I know it is a very short

time. It is a case of "On again, off again, Finnigan:"

ARGUMENT OF MR. rARKER S. 7ILLIAT1S, COUNSEL FOR THE FEDERAL

RESERVE BANK OF PHILADELPHIA, PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA.

Gentlemen, the nature of this proceeding is such that the

arguments can be handled much better by bankers than by coun-

sel. There are practical questions of convenience concerning

the operation of this system that counsel would be very bold to

preteno or claim that he could answer.

7e natually do not wish to put ourselves in a position of

opposition to this convention of the i;ew Jersey banks. This is not

a case similar to the proceedings held before you last week or the

week before, where there were rival claims of two cities to be

made reserve cities. It is merely the request of certain bankers

in our territory to be removed to a district where their conveniences

will be greater, and we entirely sympathize with all that they

say of the reasons which they adduce why they should be a part

of the iTew York district.

It would be impossible in view of the record of the pro-

ceedings, to maintain -- we could not if we wanted to -- that

asked for northern -Iew Jersey. are very glad to have northern

New Jersey, but we neither asked for it nor expected it in even

the larger district that M. Rue, representing _thiladelphia be-

fore the Organization ComfAttee, asked for on the basis of ten

districts throughout the country. It included southern New

Jersey south of a line drawn east of
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Trenton, and certain othe • cities in the smaller district

that he asked for, he asked for 2ennsylvania, southern New

Jersey, Delaware and the eastern shore of Maryland. Jo,: what

have got is of course obvious, -- the whole of New Jersey,

the whole of Deleware, and about two-thirds of 2ennszilvania,

and all of Iennsylvania east of the ;aleghenies, roughly.

1e have a compact district; it is the smallest of all, and well

adjusted, we think, to take care of its needs on the basis of

its resources and its industries. Now, to take away from us

these one hundred and thirty-two banks of northern New Jersey

would amount, roughly, to this: A reJaction in our subscribed

capital from 12,528,000 to 310,577,700, and in our deposits,

as of December 11, 1914, from q9,359,000 to )16,195,000.

Now, that might not be important on the basis of our seek-

ing an aggrandizement for OUT district, but it does seem to me

important on the basis of preserving an equitable division, and

not impairing our ability to take care of our needs. Of course

we are ready to admit the close financial and commercial rela-

tions between northern Eew Jersey and New York. It would be

impossible to controvert many of the statements in the -oeti-

tioner's brief on those points, and if the :natter of convenience

and of trend of business were the only ones that the Organiz-

tion Committee -- were the only factors the Organization Com-

mittee -- had to consider in apportioning the districts, there

seems to be no doubt whatever but northern New Jersey would

have been included, but there are other factors, and as Er. Van

To

6-•
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Dusen has read from the report, the two factors that seem to

be most in point, and to have afforded the rea ons which have

influenced the Organization Committee, were the ability of each

district -- the probable ability in future in normal and ab-

normal times -- to take care of its own needs, and secondly,

the equable divisions of the reserves throughout the country;

and it must have been as Mr. Van Deusen points out, there

Is no ground set forth as to why northern New Jersey was included.

It was not expected by those who appeared before the Organiza-

tion Committee that it would be included, but 8 consideration

of these factors referred to by the Organization Committee in

their report showed clearly it was such reasons as these that

overcame the natural division, L:nd ;c)t northern New ersey,

just as western Connnectiont, out of the district of New York

with which they are most closely assotiated.

I need not enlarge on the careful consideration given by

the Organization Committee to all these facts. Anyone who did

not at-iend the hearings, but who has the six or eight weeks

neces-Jary to read the stenographic reports of them, would have

any doubts as to the careful consideration of these various

questions eliminated. Our position is that vie think that no

territory so important as this should be removed from our dis-

trict without a corresponding territory supplying equivalent

capital and deposits being added, and we feel that should only

be done as an unavoidable necessity, because it would open wide,

taking territory at the expense of another district, a re-
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adjustment all over the country, and it is just a question

%ihether the actual inconvenience resulting to northern New

Jersey under the present apportionment is such as to justify

such a wholesale reapportionment of the twelve districts.

do not think our view is based on timidity. If we had either
including Pittsburg

the western part of Pennsylvania/or the territory including

Baltimore added, I suppose the first thing to be done by either
cities

of those/would be to take the reserve bank away from us! (Laugh.-

ter on the Daft of the Board.) But it is the idea of the

actual task involved and does the actual situation to-day

justify that?

Now, I feel an embarrassment in seeming to oppose the

statements on behalf of northern New Jersey, because I recog-

nize them all, and to oppose or belittle inconveniences which

they set forth would hardly seem in good taste, and yet it

seems to be justifiable. Now, as to how this apportionment

affect the close relations previously existing between
A

northern New Jersey and New York. I shall take very little

time all told on general discussion, but I would like to quote,

as stating the theory better than I could do it, Mr. Willis'

testimony in one of the hearings in New York. It is reported

bn page 141 of the stenographer's notes, and this is what he

says, on the general theory ,and effect of the apportionment:

"Under this bill ;here is nothing whatever to pre-
vent existing banks from going on keeping their funds with
correspondent banks in New York just as they have done here-
tofore. The bill distinctly authorizes them to keep such
funds with New York banks for a period of three years. x
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x x x Moreover, the bill further so reduces the amount
of reserve which is required of such banks that they can
continue to keep bulances with the New York correspondent
banks if they so desire after the end of the three year
period. In other words, under this bill, with the
greatly lessened required reserve that it presents, there
is absolutely no reason why existing relationships between
New York banks and banks all over the country should not
continue exactly as they do at the present time should it
prove that the Federal Reserve system does not take the
place or perform the functions now performed by the cor-
respondent banks in New York."

I submit that forecast has not yet been shown tole wrong.

Now, as to this question of credits: The Secretary of

the Treasury expressed himself on the subject at one of the
has

New York hearings and expressed the thought thaty/seeMed so clear

to me far better than I could do#.. In the course of the

testimony of Mr. Page, the Secretary of the Treasury said Ghis,

re7Jorted at page 206:

"The point I wanted to make with you is that the
regional bank is not primarily the judge. of-the credit,
because the paper comes up to it from the member bank.
Now the regional bank of course must have intelligence
enough to judge of the paper presented to it by the mem-
bc bank, and also must satisfy itself that the endorse-
ment of the men-her bank is itself good aside from the
paler that i•s. presented to it. So it is not so thorough-
ly important, I think, as you seem to feel it is, that the
regional bank itself shall have the same degree of intimate
knowledge of the makers of the paper as the -member bank
must inevitably and will always have, but of course the
larger knowledge it gets the better."

As to the time consumed in going from northern New 'Jer-

sey to New York, and vice versa, I do not wish to belittle

the difficulties that are set forth in going from northern

New Jersey to Philadelphia. I do not mean to belittle the
•

case of the bank officer of'Newton, Sussex County, who, start-

ing at 9:10 o'clock can only reach Philadelphia at three o'clock
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in the afternoon, which case is quite pathetic, if he wants to

get there in time to transact business in office hours, but

it '6eellx that the nature Of the business between these member

banks and the reserve bank is very rarely likely to be such

as to make these personal visits so necessary, and the important

feature seems to be, as has been mentioned in -various instahces,,

in the hearings, the ability to mail a letter in the afternoon

from the member bank, which will reach the reserve bank the

next morning, and vice versa. Of course there a.Le occasiens

*len it would be very desirable, and I am sure I speak for Mr.

lihmlob“ I say we shall be glad to keep open a little while

longer on the days when our friend from Sussex County will want

to make his visits to Philaueiphia. But I think the occasions

will be rare when that will be necessary.

Now, I have said moire in this general way than I was

justified in saying, because I think the question ou'tht to be

reduced to essentials, and I au only discussing the matter on

the theory that we think such a great change is involved that

the actual inconvenience should be aifted and deter...lined as

clearly as possible, before that great change throughout the

ountry should be undertaken.

Now, the whole matter of the hardship to northern New

Jersey, it seems to me, would depend upon this essential

feature. Will the required deposits of reserves in Philadel-

phia under the new system, and the deposit balances they will

Still find it necessary to maintain in New York in order to con-
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tinue their relations there and maintain their present facili-

ties, result in tying up so much money and cutting it out from

loaning purposes as to lose earnings and lessen their efficiency?

, The petitioners in their brief state that they have main-

tained balances in Philadelphia to avail themselves of the free

collection charges as compared wiLh the charges imposed by New

York. Nob, I think it is appropriate, as those balances were

fairly large, to r@fer to the nature of that free service to

Philadelphia as testified to -- as stated by Mr. Rue -- at the

Philadelphia hearing. He explained i better than I can do.

The matter as under discussion with regard to these collection

charges as compared with Philadelphia's practice of collecting

checks free. The Secretary of the Treasury said, "But you

collect checks free, I believe?" To -Which Mr. Rue replied,

page 1,045:

"Only nominally free, Mr. Secretary, for this reason.
Philadelphia has an arrangement which I think is unique.
We do not, like other cities, allow interest on check as
soon as it reaches our banks, whether it be on San Fran-
cisco, Galveston, or Jacksonville, Florida. But Philadel-
phia banks have arranged a schedule of time allowance
based on actual experience, and if a bank from out of town
sends us a aleck, say on Jacksonville, Florida, or San
Francisco, a time allowance is mace on that check until
the bank receiving it can get the actual returns back, and
interest is not allowed until that time is consumed."

Mr. Rue further stated on the next page:

"Of CoUe e do not want to give secrets av:ay as to
our methods of doing business, but you know people in this
country hate to pay 4 direct charge. They will stand an
indirect charge where they will object strenuously to a
direct charge.xxxx

(Page 1047) "By such plans as I stated a time allow-
ance is made and in many cases they require a free balance
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from country banks. We do not allow interest on all of
those balances, but not only take that time allowance but
require a balance to be retained with us without interest.
And if that does not work out profitably, all the larger
banks keep an analysis department and at theead of each
month we know how an account stands, and even after all
these devices I have described to you if our banks come out
losers, we charge to the bank the expense of operating and
the actual loss, so they do not get free exchange."

Now, quite large balances were maintained by the New

,Jersey banks. This testimony is a matter of record, and it

seems a matter appropriae to refer to.

We computed on the basis of deposits referred to on

. October 31st just to show what difference was made on the

'basis of the deposits of northern New Jersey reported to the

Comptroller of the Currency October 31, just before the act
the deposits

vent into effect.On/ ehe banks of northern New Jersey reported

the reserves that they would have been required to deposit in

Philadelphia would be $2,857,745, that is, on the basis of de-

pposits auounting to,. I think, one hundred, and fifty-three

million odd dollars.Ailbut fourteen of. the one hundred and

'thirty banks kept deposits in Philadelphia, and of the

$1'661 9 0,000 deposits, 2/12 of the new reserves with which they

had to open their reserve account in Philadelphia to last a

year, would a,Aount to $2,3,;7 1 745. On that day ,hwactually

reported deposits in Philadelphia of over four million and a

half dollars. Nov, it does not seem a great hardship to corn-

ply th the requireia3nt of keeping 42,800,000, as copared

with their actual deposits voluntarily me.intained there to get

this free collection system as described by Mr. Rue. The,
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increases required would be such that it would be eighteen months

before they would be required to keep larger deposits in 2hila-

delphia than they actually kept before the act went into ef-

fect. Now, again, I am not minimizing their inconveniences

and objections at all. But it does seem that all the objec-

tions to which they refer would be eliminated, or practically

all, if they can continue without inconvenience maintaining

their deposit accounts in New York. Our feeling is that we

quite agree with the idea that it is necessary, if such a change

is to be made, that it be made at once; but our feeling is that

sufficient time has not elapseC, to demonstrate that these ap-

prehensions are justified. Of course it is provoking to dis-

cover a line coming between you and a district you expected

to be joined with, but it has been done and much would be in-

volved in making this propose change; and although our sug-
an

gestion may be "naive" as to establishinqemhacrEe bank in Newark,

it seems that is a function the act makes landatory, and that

would take care of every possible remaining objection.

If our sug(jestioll as to the ability of maintaining balances

in New York would not meet the situation -- Jersey City seems

the most extreme case possible. Vie have the metropolis of Cam-

den at the end of our Earket Street ferry, and at the end of

the possible tube some day, and we would be very unimaginative

if we could not see what it meant to Jersey City, which is the

same as New York for all business purposes, to have a real

change made which would affect its relations. Our contention
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,isthat even as to Jei.sej Citil hile not as convenient naturally

to have their reserves in PhileLdelphia, it will not result in

such tremendous 1nterfernce in their business rela,ieas acid

prestige as to make 1.0su V r>rar g am() un s

earnings -- very many of their accounts. And, therefore, we

have to Lake this position of opposing the northern New Jersey

Ipetition politely, -- not at all bitterly, unless there is added

to us territory which will give us an, equivalent amount of

capital and deposits for those we should lose if northern New

Jesey is taken away from us. If not, our ability to take care

of our needs is likely to be impaired. Now if we are given

.aore terri,ory, that will be at the expense of an aujoining

district, and it will wish td) be made whole, and will claim

very naturally to be kept,in the sameposition, and we think

that involves too great a change GO make until the act and the

new system have been given a trial, until we find that their

apprehensions are justified, or such hardships are imminent as

should be corrected, and of course in such case they will be

corrected, and vie still do not think the hardships expected

will materialize sufficiently to justify „Lie change asked for.

If hardships 3.- ist and 'inconveniences continue, then we would

sugest that a trial be .lade of the branch bank that is at9pr-

izud, arid I cannot see ho; it could fail to remove even the dregs

of the inconveniences, which we think it will. Now I shall.

not atGeupt to take the hour that vas allotted to me, because

the nature of our answer is such as I have indicated, and I
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think the facts that have been presented are just the things

• 
that this Board --- I mean the gentlemen from northern Eew

JeI.sey -- will wish to consider those facts in connection

with the actual operation of the system, which this Board

is better able to determine than any counsel or even any

banker.

I thank you very much for your kind attention.

•
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The Governor of the Board: Have you any reply?

7alter II. Van Deusen: How much time have I? I do not

• think I will take very long.

•

The Governor of the Board: We are getting so many com-

plications here I should say about twenty minutes, adding all

the time together.

Mr. Van Deusen: I think that will be sufficient. I made

some notes in regard to the Philadelphia -- our friend's-brief

filed by Philadelphia, and they really have introduced nothing

new, so to save time, I will follow these notes rather closely.

As to the point that they make, that it will be necessary

to re-adjust the districts, probably, which may involve all

of the districts all over the country, I disagree with them

entirely there. I do not think -- I think this is a very

simple proposition, and can be solved by just this one change,

without involving any other changes in any other districts,

and it can be made more easily now than before the Act has

gone more fully into operation. If you put into operation

the clearing house functions, as coml)letely as some of you

gentlemen I know desire to do, that will involve a very great

machinery, and after such a change goes into effect it would

be much ha-2der than it is now, while only a portion of the

machinery is in operation. Therefore this change should be

made at once.

Now our friends from Philadelphia state that they should

be compensated if any change is made. A study of the figures,
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I know they are dry things, but if you will consider this just

a minute, it will show that they are in error in their con-

tention that if the northern part of New Jersey be removed

from their district, it leaves them as they stated with a

subscribed capital of )10,577,000. Now, that is larger than

the subscribed capital of eight of the other banks even after

that change is made. I take these

round numbers - from the report of

figures -- I only want to giw

the Organization Committee,

as given in the report of the Secretary of the

will just hurry through them:

Boston -- you will remember those figures

Treasury. I

were ten million

five hundred thousand odd dollars, -- Boston, ::39,900,000; Rich-

mond 06,300,000; Atlanta, 4,600,000; St. Louis, ,i4,900,000;

Minneapolis, $400,700,000; Kansas City $5,500,000; Dallas,

$5,500,000; San Francisco, :7,800,000; and the remaining three

districts, that is Cleveland, with a capital of a trifle over

twelve million dollars, a little over a million and a half

more than what Philadelphia would be; Chicago, twelve million

dollars almost five hundred thousand dollars, -- or a little

less than two million dollars more than that ; New York, with

twenty million six hundred thousand odd dollars, but of course

the larger figures for New York are due to the large number

of big banks located in that city. But we do not feel that

is any good reason why northern New Jersey should be placed in

an unnatural district. The simple fact that it would enlarge

New York somewhat and even when we consider as I pointed out

to you, the banks in the northwest part of New York, several
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hundred miles away, are in that district, and our friends from

Philadelphia, -- hr. 7illiams says -- points out one feature

in the report of the Organization Com-qittee. The principles

that guided them is that which he feels governed them in

apportioning this district, and that is that it was their

desire that the banks might meet the legitimate demands for

business, whether normal or abnorlal, in accordance with the

provisions of the 2ederal Reserve Act.

At several conferences that we had down in Philadelphia,--

I know it was stated to us down there thL't they felt there was

not a very great borrowing demand in the district. Some of

the banks in Philadelphia made this statement that there was

not a very great borrowing demand in the district, and they

thought that the Philadelphia district would probably be one of

the strongest with in itself, and therefore one of the first

to be called upon to help other districts. Now I think that

will be borne out by the figures. I have, of course, unfor-

tunately not access to the official reports of the banks, and

cannot give exact figures, but the published report of the

Comptroller covering October 31 shows total borrowings, both

bills re-discounted and bill3payable, in the third district, --

or the Philadelphia District, of a little under seven million

dollars. _hat is the entire district. In New Jersey the total

borrowings for the entire state were 3,600,000, including

bills payable and bills reducible, -- in other words, about

one-half of the total borrowings of the entire district. Now

I think it is safe to assume that because of the important
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industrial centers in northern New Jersey, a considerable por-

tion of that borrowing was done in that section. I know I

went over the only detailed reports of the banks accessible

to me, and I know that they reported 0946,500 in bills payable,

or in that one city alone, one-third of the total borrowings

of New Jersey, and e bout one-seventh of the total borrowings

of the district. Therefore, we contend that instead of weak,-

ening the Philadelphia district, it wo-e_ld if anything strength-

en it, by removing from it northern New Jersey, -- an active

borrowing community. The nature of the business of northern

New Jersey, the nature of manufacturing and industrial centers

there, make pretty heavy demands on us in the fourth district,

and there are no other sections of the Philadelphia district

that are extensive borrowers, and they would be very amply

able to take care of all of the rest of their district. And

we therefore do not feel that you should be confused by that

issue, but should consider o-ir petition solely on the ground

of the injustice and the inconvenience to which we are subjected,

The other points of the 2hiladelphia reply are really

minor points, and do not need any extended argument.

They contend that our suggestion as to inconvenience and

disturbance are not well founded, but all of their arguments

in reply seem to be based on the facts that are up to the

present time suppositions.

For instance, the oollection feature. Now personally, I
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• have always been a very enthusiastic supporter of that clause

of the bill, but you gentlemen know better than I do the

tremendous difficulties of that problem, and you know that

there are many people heartily interested in this system who

are even opposing the federal reserve banks taking checks

outside of their own districts, and we have a circular from

the Phil'adelphia Federal Reserve Bank very recently that

rather disturbed us because of some of the questions which

were asked, -- the line of th)ught shown in those questions.

Thoe questions tended to show that there was a possibility,

if not a probability, that checks of one district would not

be taken by another at absolute par. Of course you under-

stand that as closely related as we are to New York, that would

be absolutely fatal to the national banks that are in com-

petition with the state institutions, and the very fact that

there is a radical severance of the ordinary lines of com-

mercial business cannot help but cause friction and incon-

venience and loss.
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Then as to the point that Mr. Uilliarls made in regard t

the personal contact: Now I would like to look at that from a

little broader point of view than he took in his sttement. I

feel that these federal reserve hanks, - and I am sure that you

will agree with me in this, are something more than credit

dispensers; something more than currency dispensers; they are

leaders in their districts; they are rut there to solidify the

• banking of their districts; and with the new rules for bank

examination, they have wonderful Possibilities as counsels and

• s guides to the banks in the district. They can led and mold

the banking opinion There; they can, by their constant watch-

fulness, lead the banks along conservative lines. NO177 that can

be done best, as you know, by a rersonal contact. If the federal

reserve bank is in Thiladelphia, 7entlemen down there do not

see our people from northern 17ew Jersey very often. They do

not get that close personal touch, 1:now7ed:e ahd close contact

with them that will give their advice we If they go

to advicing them in a critical time, or if they feel that a

bank is doing things - not wrong, but things that rc injudi-

clogs, if they have that close personal relationship that would

naturally come from constant association, they will have much

weight, and would understand the thin:, better.

I think, - I do not want to minimize the importance of per-

sonal contact, in the matter of crdditc. I do not think we can

make loans satisfactorily over the telephone, and in fact, I can
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see places in smaller communities where it mi-ht be very in-

jurious if an officerttere called up over the telephone to make'

loan, and it got out. It might be misconstrued, and injure

ti)e bank, rnd this would be true even in the case of the larger

uanks, if we Chould take any quanity of notes by mail, and

they were lost. very few are, however; it is a remote con-

tingency, but ,',ossibly it would cause very serious inconvenience.

70 can t-:-e them in and explain each note much more satisfactorily

than to suprly printed statements and such things; and the

federal reserve banks are going to go into the credits to a

considerable extent; I think you gentlemen already have plans

for credit departments in these banks. I knaw we have a]reddy

received inquires from some of the federal reserve banks as to

credits, letters from them showing tilat there in-

vestigation of credits, and that they are not simply to be taker

on the simple endorsement of the bank.

Now in regf.,rd to that maintaining of balances in New York:

As to the difference between the fifteen percent reserve-- the

old reserve-- and the new one, they point ()pi, we could maintain

the other three Der cent in Uew York and Still maintain con-

siderable balances there. That is ture, but that would really

involve renalizing the banks of northern flew Jersey as comrr-red

with banks of other rants of the district. 5ome of the d.is-

tinguished financial officers of the Governmenu have frequently

-- have recently called attention to the fact that the reduced

reserve requirements -are an answer to those banks. we complaine
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of loss of interest due to the regional banks not paying in-

terest on deposits. Our friends from Phiiadelrhia rractically

say these benefits can be availed of by all banks of Their dis,-

trict except Those of northern Bew Jersey. why should we be ex-

cepted and rut to that additional cost and expense, except in

zomretition with non-member banks. It looks likepenalizing us.

The balances That have buen carried in Philadelphia have not

been cash balances, but almost entirely collection accounts,

and the bulk Of them have been in Transit. They were not true

reserve.

Mr. Parker Williams: They were reported as reserves

were they not?

Mr. van Deusen: Yes, legally they could be carried as

reserve but this new act hes come down to the real essence of

a reserve. They have recognized the fact that the old reserves

were very frequently not true reserves; under the old law, we

could carry our eatire bank reserve in :)a.11 rranscisco, which

is extremely illogical, and one of the features olr this law is

to .bring the banks eventually to doing practically all of their

bu'Aness with the federal reserve banks, with their reserve

centers, and doing practically all of their business with them.

And again the checks, for instance, the checks that they

draw on the federal reserve bank in Philadelphia are not at

absolute par in New York.

Now there are some very considerable state institutions
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over there, - a laumber or large ones, so lar7c that they ,do not

.carry accounts in other banks. Now our check given to them --

,and ye have to remit Ghem very large amounts of money -- our

checks on Philadelphia are not acceptable to them, absolutely

not, because they would have to send those checks to a bank in

, Philadelphia for collection, involving a loss of some days be-

fore they actually get the money, - in other words before they

could use it. Our checks might be taken by a national bank

in hew York, and could be deposited in the federal reserve bank

in Lew York uity, but there are so many large st to institu-

tions there and so many large concerns doing business with

those st—te institutions, - brokerage and banking houses,

and they would not receive a check on Fhiladelphia at absolute

1 pointed one phase of that out to you in regard to

the Post Office and Internnl Ilevenue Dep?,rtments.

;nd then as to the collection of items, it is not so

much the collection of -u.rle item, which is very im-nortant in

itself, I admit, but because of the delay in 7Dresentation.

For instance, in sending, - we have a very large volume of

checks on new York City,41 and in sending those checks -Go new

York by way of Philadelphia, we would delay the presentation,

even if one a day, and if anything happened,to the maker of

one of those checks, we would probably under the law be accused
•A.

of lack of due dili,7ence.

The Comptroller of the Currency: Do you send them out
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by messenger and. get them in the same ni7dit?

Mr. Vrn Denson: xes, we in i.:ewark send a messen7er every

afternoon.

The uen-Iptrolor of he Uu.r]..ency: Could you not continue

to do that?

Mr. van Deusen: Yes, if we chose to maintain extra

balances in liew York, which, as Philadelphia pointed out,

we could do on the extra three percent, which would not be

sufficient however.

The Comptroller of the ;iir-fency: Is it necessary to re-

tin large balances on New Yokk in order to get the benefit

of that relation?

Mr. Van Deusen: Yes.

The Conitroller of the uurrency: Thy?

Mr. Van Deusen: They are not handling those checks for

• New York and it is a constant elcrense to handle those checks.

The Oomptroller of the Currency: You mean on New York City?

Mr. Vn 13ensen: The clerical help, etc, would be an

e7pense.

The uomrtrolier of the Uurrency: T do not see where

that comes in; certainly not very much e.72ense be in-

volved..

Mr. van Deusen: - Not very much, but considerable.

The Oomptroller of the .itirrency: 7ould it be a hard-

ship on you to collect New York checks by direct remittance,

as at present, nd send all others to the ThiladelPhia bank?
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Mr.. Van Deusen: /es.

The Comptroller of the Onrrency: How?

Mr. Van Deusan: Because of the extra balances that we

would have to maintain there.

The Comptorller of the uurrency: That is the only trouble,

-- extra balances?

-r. van Deusen: Yes, then there is also what I wanted

to point out,- what I intended to Point out, was the fact df

the return on the items. It is important, as Yr. Edwards

pointed out, to know,- especially in the case of large checks

to know promptly if those- are not paid, and because it is

frequently necessary to catch the balance in order that they can

be charged back to the balance of the man depositing them. Then

for instance, a check on our section where we have so many

transactions with New York, surposing a case of a check of

a manufacttring account to a custom house broker, that broker

was a manufacturer lin Paterson. They would not clear that

transaction until they knoy they check is good. if he deposits

that in a I:ew York bank, and it sends to Philadelphia,- they

put it in a federal reserve bank in New York and they send to

Philadelphia, and they send to Paterson, they still take a

couple of days at the quickest, and possibly more, and to '-et

the knowledge it is -ocid will double that time. ow the de-

reciter of that check in a Lew York bank--they derosit in a

New York federal reserve bank, and they send it to 2aterson,
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gets the advice back in fully One-half the time thct would be

othen -i3e required, and thoce trans77ctions re very freQuent

on account of OUT close relation-
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ship with that City.

The Comptroller of the Currency: Is the principal objec-

tion the requirement you may be called on to keep additional

balances in New York as well as Philadelphia?

Mr. Van Deusen: No, our principal objection is the fact

that it is a severance of our. customary course of business.

The Comptroller of the. Currency: Is it a severance? Does

it involve that?

Mr. Van Deusen: Yes.

The Comptroller of the Currency: How?

Mr. Van Deusen: In numerous ways that we have pointed

out, in the carrying of our reserves in an unnatural district,

and we feel that a strict compliance with the law would in-

volve that.

The Comptroller of the 'Currency: You will continue to

carry accounts in New York if you dhoose to do it?

Mr. Van Deusen: But we are penalized as against other

member banks.

The Comptroller of the Currency: To the extent you may

be required to carry balances there at interest which you would

not carry otherwise at interest if the bank was it New York.

You say you would still carry balances?

Mr. Van Deusen: I do not -think so.

The Comptroller, of the Currency: Would you keep all fed-

eral reserve balances in New York:?

Mr. Van Deusen:: Yee.

The Comptroller of the Currency: At once?
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Mt. Van Deusen:

Ttre Comptroller

ter three years, but

Mr. Van Deusen:

The Comptroller

ized because you are

carry anyhow.

Mr. Van Deuson:

of the thing.

The Comptroller

Mr. Van Deusen:

Yes.

of the Currency: Of course you must a -

at once?

Probably not.

of the Currency: Then you are not penal-

carrying balances in New York, which you

We are speaking of the ultimate workings

of the Currency: Three years hence?

And know that we must keep our reserves

in cash or in the federal bank.

The Comptroller of the Currency: Then you look forward

to three years hence, When you have all balances in New York

banks, and no other accounts with New York banks?

Mr. Van Deusen: I feel we will do all our business with

the federal- reserve bank.

The Comptroller of the Currency: Only then it will be

applicable, this hardship?

Mr. Van Deusen: Yes.

The Comptroller of the Currency: Only at the end of

three years?

Mr. Van Deusen: But the change can be made more easily

now.

The Comptroller of the Currency: Yes, but the only hard-

ship will be at the end of that time.
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Mr. Van Deusen: Yes.

The Comptroller of the Currency: But you would keep

your balances there if the federal reserve bank were in New

York? You would continue to keep your accounts in New York,

would you not?

Mr. Van Deusen: How soon will you put into effect the

clearing house function of the Act?

•The Comptroller of the Currency: Suppose that eiould.

be put into effect at once?

Mr. Van Deusen: If placed in our normal district, We

would undoubtedly, -- most of the banks would undoubtedly- --

keep up the other balances with the federal reserve bank.

The Comptroller of the Currency:. And not with their

New York correspondents?

Mr. Van Deusen: And not with their New York correspond-

ents.

The Comptroller of the Currency: That is interesting to

know.

Mr. Van Deusen: I think that would undoubtedly occur.

know that would be my feeling.

The Comptroller of the Currency: You could keep your

balances in the federal reserve bank if you chose, if Philo,-

dolPhia exchange were on a par with New York?

Mr. Van Deusen: But Philadelphia exchange would never

be on an absolute par with New York.

The Comptroller of the Currency: That is begging the

question, is it not?
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Mr. Van ,Deusen: If we sent a check to one of the large

state institutions there, in payment of a sum owing to them,

or involving a transfer, they would not take it at absolute

par. They would not accept . a check on a non-member clearing

house bank, located, up-town, for instance, at par, -- up-town

In New York. For instance, --- I do not want to mention names

of banks, but you know two or three of the large state banks

and trust companies, some of the oldest in New York City, and

suppose we sent a check to one of them on an up-town non-mem-

ber of the New York clearing house. They would not accept it

at . par.

The Comptroller of the Currency: If the national banks

would take at par, if you wanted to pay a state bank you could

give a check on a national bank if you chose.

MT. Van Deusen: That goes back to our keeping balances

there.

The Comptroller of the Curteency: But there would be=

great hardship if the exchange were on an absolute parity be-

tween Philadelphia and New York?

Mr. Van Dausen: That's impossible to assume.

The Comptroller of the Currency: I know, but suppose it

were possible.

Mt. Van Deusen: I do not think it is.

The Comptroller of the Currency: But you do not answer

the question.

Mt. Van Deusent No, that is only one phase of it. I

think this has got to be looked at in the broader -- a broader
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point of view. I think that personal intercourse between

the member bank and the non—member bank is of very great

importance, and one little feature was brought
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to my attention just a.day or so ago. You are putting,

think, your office is puttin7.the national bank examiners un-

der the neaf. of a chief examiner in the district, with his

headquarters in the federal reserve city. Now your examin-

ers' office there have done their real work in northern New

Jersey in being able to catch crooks who have been driven aa

out of New York City; they have been able to do that by their

location in New York City, and their close touch with condi-

tions there. They tell me it has been very common, When

crooks have been driven out of New York City; they have been

able to do. that by their location in New York City, and their

close touch with conditions there. They tell me it has been

very common, when crooks have been driven out of New York,

for them to come over to the banks in New Jersey, and they em-

phasize the value of that New York contact.

The Comptroller of the Currency, When they drive them out

of New Jersey, where do they go?

Mr. Van Deusen: T jail.

The Comptroller of the Currency: That is the next step,

is it, from New Jersey? (Lauzhter.)

Mr. Van Deusen: No, but we sent one of them just recent-

ly. There is a case in point, and that contact is of very

great benefit certainly -- is an illustration and with regard

to the branch bank there I feel that their suggestion of a

bran dh is a concession of all of our contentions. If our

contentions are not true, there is no necessity for any

brandh. If our contentions are true, and they so locate a
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a branch, they have suggested it be placed in 1:eaark. Why New—

ark for the branch you would. naturally have located in the

financial center of the community? Now the financial and com-

mercial center of northern New Jersey -- in other words the

proper location for a branch is New York City. There is

no other financial and commercial center of northern New Jer-

sey, so if you locate your brandh in the proper place, you

would have to put it in New York City, and the whole thing

can be simplified by simply turning us over to our proper and

natural district, and we certainly ask that that will be done

for the very good reasons that we have given you, and we feel
A

that it can be done at once, much better than later.

We thank you, gentlemen.

The Governor of the Board: A recuest has been made by one

of the Board that a county map of northern New Jersey, showing

on the meee the banks of New Jersey now in the clearing house,

be prepared.

Mr. Edwards: It can only be in three cities in Jersey

County: Hoboken, Jersey City and Bayonne. In Jersey City,

the First ITational Bank and the Hudson County Bank, and the

Third National Bank, and the Mechanics Trust Company, in Bay-

onne. Those three cities are the only part of Eudson County

which take almost all cur Hudson County in the metropolitan

district, that can join the clearing house. That anaors

the question, does it?

The Governor of the Board: That answers it.

Mr. Van Deusen: I prepared ten maps that got from the
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Geological Survey here, prepared with a red ink line drawn

across it Where we ask for a change. Those are large maps,

and Dr. Willis, I believe, has those in his possession. They

were sent to him at the eee:..e time as our brief.

ARGUMENT OF MR. ? OF NEW BRUNSWICK,
NEW JERSEY.

Gentlemen of the Board: Yr. Williams raised the ques-

tion -- I do not know Whether he is satisfied in his mind as

to Whether we should penalize New Jersey. I come from New

Brunswick, and I can not see Where we will have any occasion

to use the national reserve banks. That is the measure of

damage in the first year to our institution? Twenty-four

hundred dollars, money worth four per cent, for the sixty

per cent we have deposited in the national reserve bank. We

must maintain our balances in New York, because their payment

must come through New York. We have kept accounts in Phila-

clelljhia for many years for collection purposes, but we have

never drawn against thee to satisfy the demand of custom, but

simply to transfer balances to our reserve institution in New

York Where used for distribution. We do not borrow any money.

The Comptroller of the Currency: Whidh is your bank?

Mr. : The National Bank of New Jersey. We

think very highly of the Philadelphia institutions, and our

relations with them have been very pleasant, and I want to Eviir

that i. where we are penalized by reason of the lose of money

and interest.

The Comptroller of the Currency: You would lose it in

the New York bank?
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Mr. No, indeed.

A.;

The Comptroller of the Currency: I mean the federal re-

serve bank in New York. They would pay no interest.

Mr. : Very true, but we have no occasion to •

have deposits in New York.

The Comptroller of the Currency: You would not?

There would be no occasion for it.

The Comptroller of the Currency:. You would expect to•

close them up?

Mr. : Yes.

The Comptroller of the Currency: At the end of three

years?

Mr. :• •At once, if we could get the clearing

features.

The Comptroller of the Currency: If you could get the

clearing features?

Mr. : Yes, sir. Now we have a state institu-

tion in our town, and I am sure they will take advantage of

this situation if we are penalized. We have some large in-

dustries in New Brunswick, and clear about twenty-five or thir-

ty million diecks drawn all over the United States. They will

get that business, and New York has been soliciting that bus-

iness already from us. We have lost two accounts on that ba-

sis.

Mr. Parker S. Williams: I shall merely rely on the dis-

cussion in our answer .of various points referred to by Mr.

Van Deusen and these other gentlemen in this hearing. Mr.
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Ehoads wishes to say a word to the Board, and I am very glad

to have him do so, to equalize my position against such an

array of opposing counsel.

ARGUMENT OF MR. CHARLES J. PEOADS, GOVERNOR OF THE FED-ERAL RESERVE BANK OF PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA.

Gentlemen of the Board: I do not wish to seem to op-

pose the situation of the northern New Jersey banks. I mere-

ly would suggest that some of the points which they have rais-

ed are capable of being handled without the difficulty that I

think they contemplate. Arrangements could be made to send

checks to the federal reserve bank in New York, -- direct

from Newark to any other point in northern New Jersey, for

credit to the account of the sending bank through the books

eff the Philadelphia reserve bank. That is a detail easily

handled.

Mr. Walter H. Van Deusen: Are you going to collect

checks outside of your own district? Has that been settled?

Mr. Phoads: I do not see how we can fail to do it. We

have to do it. The law is mandatory. It looks to me that

way. It has been stated by some of these gentlemen if they

had their account with the federal reserve bank in New York

they could close out all other New York accounts. I would

question whether that would happen, beeause they must handle

non-member cheoks, and must keep some channels open to do that.

I can see no difficulty in re-arranging the clearing system,

if afterwards the district should be re-defined. It is a mere'
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detail of bookkeeping, and we are all the time changing our

method of routing checks, and that could easily be done.

Regarding the reduction of our capital, I think it should

bear some proportion to our line of deposits, and I think the

Comptroller of the Currency has brought that matter before the

country in his last report.

In dealing with the amount of borrowings in banks in Dis-

trict No. 5, Mr. Van Deusen alluded to direct borrowings or re-

discounts, taking no account of emergency currency, which should

figure in this calculation, and the emergency currency taken out

in our district should be added to the amount of borrowings of

banks in District No. 5. I think that will be found quite a sub-

40 stantial sum. In our circular 9f inquiry, Where Mr. Van Deusen

S

suggested some of the questions that puzzled him as to What is to

be done outside the district, we merely wished to call attention

to the fact that you can not get away from time anddistance in

such problems, and time, and distance between New York and Phila-

delphia are minimized, Whereas time and distance between New

York and San Francisco are at the extreme.

As to the penalty of carrying large reserves, which we sug-

gest is possible for them to do without reducing their present

borrowing facilities the amount of your reserves, after all,

is determined by the character df your deposits rather than by

mere statutory limitations. Any banker knows one bank can run

on a five per cent reserve on all time deposits, and another

must carry twenty .per cent reserve if he has a rapid turn-over...

I merely suggest these thoughts, and thank you for the
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privilege of speaking to you, gentlemen of the Board.

The Governor of the Board: Gentlemen, we take the case

under advisement, and will duly notify you of our conclusion

in the matter.

(Whereupon the hearing was adjourned.)
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BEFORE THP FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

PETITION OF CERTAIN COUNTIES OF THE STAT7 OF YcEST VIRGINIA TO BE

TRASFERRED FRO1: THE FIFTH FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT TO

THE FOURTH FEDERAL 7.ESERVE DISTRICT.

Waallinzton, D, C.

f

January 27, 1915.

Reported by.
Rexford L, Helmez,
Shorthand Reportor„

522.. Southern 'Building,
_Wadhinzton, D.. C.
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(The hearing was convened at 11:12 o'clock a. m., with the

following members of the Board present: Charles 3. Hamlin, the

Governor of the Board, F. A. Delano, P. G. Harding, Paul M.

':;arburg, and A. C.

Hon. Charles S. Hamlin the Governor of the BoL?,rd: Gentlemen,

the Board will be very glad to hear you now on your petition.

Ur. Charles N. Kimball, of Sistersville, 7est Virginia,

representing the petitioning counties: Gentlemen, I appear

before you representing these petitioners. There are three of

the petitioning banks present in person, represented by their

officers. 7Te are here before you representing no great large

community or no considerable financial interests. 7e are

representing t-;-ro small counties up in West Virginia and five

national banks, these being 311 of the national banks in those

two counties. 7e are not here to complain of the location of

any reserve bank, but we are here asking to be transferred from

one reserve district to another. ,e are asking to be trans—

ferred to a district with which we have always been accustom—

ed to do business, and. in which we believe 2 due re-.ard to the

course of business in our district de—ands that we be placed.

Now, I have with me o map which you see here, which will

show to you the location of the counties in which these petition—

ing banks are located. (Exhibits map to the Board.) 1ebster

and Tyler Counties, in which these petitioning banks are located,

are shown on this map shaded yellow; they are in the extreme
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northwestern portion of the Fifth -u,istrict. 7:ebster County ad-

joins Pennsylvania. The northern bounamy line of :ebster County

is also the southern boundary line of the Fourth District; the

western boundary of 7ebster and Tyler Counties is the Ohio River.,

The dividing line between jest Virginia and Ohio is also the

western boundary line of the Fourth District. Those two counties

have always been intimately connected with the Panhandle Counties.

7e are virtually Panhandle Counties, although not within the

Panhandle. The red lines here (indicating on map) show the rail

roads running from Sistersville, by which we are connected with

7ashington and Richmond. The blue lines are the connecting

lines with Cleveland, Ohio.

Mile we are standing (The members of the Board, together

with counsel, were standing 111) to examine the map counsel was

explaining), to make it brief, the distance from Sistersville,

which is the furthermost point from Cleveland by the shortest

route, is 1:.2 miles; by the shortest route to Richmond it is

517 miles. A letter posted at Sistersville after banking hours

will not reach Richmond until after banking hours the succeeding

day. It is in Cleveland before banking hours the following

morning. The distance and means of communication are such that

a traveler can leave Sistersville, go to Cleveland, and return,

in the same tiAe that it would take a letter to go from Sisters

vile to Richmond. The time and distance is on or about the

ratio nf one to three. The distance is about three ties as

great to Richmond as to Cleveland. The tie taken in travel is

1, •
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about three times as great to Richmond as to Cleveland. The

railroad fare to Cleveland is one-third less than the railroad fare

to Richmond. The same ratio applies to long-distance telephone.

The long-distance telephone rate from Sistersville to Richmond

is three dollars for three minutes, and one dollar per minute

for each additional minute; while to Cleveland it is one dollar

for three minutes, and thirty cents for each additional minute.

The same ratio applies to telegrams. To Cleveland we have a

twenty-five cent rate for ten words, and two cents for each

additional word; to Richmond a telegram rate of fifty cents for

ten words, and three cents for each additimal word.

Now, briefly, that sums up the location with relation to

distance and time of connection between the two points.

Now we base our petition for change from the Fifth District

to the Fourth District, first, upon the fact of our near proximity

to Cleveland, and the Cleveland district; sJ,c.:nd, upon our great

distance, comparatively speaking, and the difficulty of communica-

tion, between our district and the Richmond district; third,

upon the fact that our business interests and commercial con-

nections have always been and arc with the cities and towns and

banks in the Fourth District; fourth, upon the fact that "due

regardto the convenience and customary course of business" de-

mands that petitioners be placed in the Fourth District; and fifth,

upon the proposition that the Federal Reserve Act was passed

in aid of trade, and not in restraint of trade, and upon the

fact that that Act expressly declares that tAo districts shall

be apportioned with due regard to the convenience and customary
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course of busines.

Now, gentlemen, -lest Virginia is a small State, and proba-

bly extends over a greater proportion of territory in proportion

to its area than any other State in the Union. It has an ex-

treme east and west width of 270 miles, and extends north and

south 250 miles. Its northern extremity extends twenty-five

miles north of the latitude of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; its 
south-

ern extremity extends to

Richmond, Virginia. Its

about fifteen miles east

ern longitude extends to

city of Columbus, so rou

a latitude fifty miles south of that of

eastern longitude extends to a point

of the city of Richmond, and its west-

a longitude telaty miles east of the

see we are pretty largely distributed

over the face of the map, although we are a small State, some-

thing like a few hundred over twenty-four thousand square miles.

Now, we have been placed in the Richmond District. 7ie believe

we should be placed in the Fourth District. Our means of com-

munication and our busines:-,, we believe, demand that we shoud

be placed in that district.

Now, in looking over the proceedings before your honorable

body, I have noticed that the Richmond brief at no time and in

no place had in mind taking in any part of 7est Virginia in

the Fifth District other than the southern part of 7est Virginia;

but the entire State has been placed in the Fourth District, with

the exception of Hancock, Brook, Ohio, and Llarshall Counties,

a
the four counties whose boundries show are actually Panhandle

Counties. Now, the two counties of 7ebster and Tyler are in
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the Ohio River County. T:le are virtually Panhandle Counties,

and not four counties in the Fourth District; and Wheeling, the

largest city of the State, and the industrial center of the

northern portion of ':Test Virginial is only thirty-seven miles

from New Martinsville, and forty Zrom Sistersville, and is the

city with which we are commercially closely connected. Pitts-

burgh is 116 miles away. Three of the petitioning banks are

located in Tyler County, three of them in Sistersville; no,

four are in Tyler County, and three of them are in Sistersville,

represented here in person by their officers. One of them is

at laddlebourne, the county seat, ten miles back in the county.

The other petitioning bank is located at Hew Martinsville,

which is thirty-seven miles from 7heeling. 77e are in the same

senatorial district with idarshall County, and politically,

corailercially, and geographically, we belong with the Panhandle

Counties between the Ohio River valley and the Richmond district.

ie have the range of hills or mountains called the Ohio River

Hills and the Blue Ridge and Allegheney Eountains. 7e have

no means or lines of communicating with the eastward portion

of the United States from the West Virginia District except

where a streL:m cleaves or cuts the ranges, and you will notice

our railroads running east and west in West Virginia, all run

up the Little Kanawha, up the Large Kanawha, and down the Big

Sandy in the southern end. Our most usual means of reaching

Richmond and the manner in which mail is sent is either to

':Iheeling and out the Baltimore and Ohio east to 7Iashington and
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to Parkersburg, or over the Baltimore and Ohio to 7ashington,

or it is possible for the traveler to go to Point Pleasant and

out to Charleston, and take the Chesapeake and Ohio to Richmond

east to Huntington, and take the 'Norfolk and 7estern to Richmond,

but those routes are so long nd so much time is required to make

such a journey that that route is impracticable.

Now, in starting to ":fashington or Richmond from Sisters—

ville or New Martinsville, it is necessary to take the Ohio

River route and go north to Wheeling 47 miles, and there change

cars or to take the Ohio River south to Parkersburg, and change

cars and go east.

The running tiiie I have given you, gentlemen, that is

necessary, or the time that it takes to reach Richmond, is the

actual running time. It is not the actual time that it would

take o letter totravel that distance, for the reason that there

are several hours lost in making connections either at Parkers—

burg or at 1heeling, to the Cleveland district. 'Ye go directly

north to 7heeling. 1e have five trains each day to 7heoling.

7e have threr lines of railroad running from -,fheeling to

Cleveland, -- the Baltimore and. Ohio, the 7heeling and Lake

Erie, and the Pennsylvania; or we can go from Sistersville or

New :_artinsville to Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, 116 miles away,

and we have the Pennsylvania Railrwd, end the Wheeling and

Lake Erie, and several other routes, to _;.() to Cleveland, which

is probably the most convenient way for a traveler to go, but

the mail I understand goes to 'aeeling and is sent out over
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these lines to Cleveland, so that so far as distance in miles

is concerned, the position of -)istersville, rew

and these )etitioning banks demands that they be placed in the

Cleveland district.

So far as the distance in hours and minutes is concerned.,

the same demand is made, because the actual running ti-e, the

actual time taken in going from. Sistersville to Cleveland by

mail or by a traveler is actually one-third that that it takes

the same traveler or mail to go from -3istersville to Richmond.

In other words, it tekes from to 7 hours to go from

Sistersville to Cleveland, while to Richmond 17 hours is the

shortest actual running time that the distance can be made in,

and that is the actual running time, and not the actual time it

would take because of the several hours that would be lost in

making connections at Parkersburg or at Theeling.

From Sistersville to Cleveland via Theeling and the 7:hee1-

ing and Lake :]rd.e is but 99 miles; that would be going from

Sistersville to Theeling and out this road here (indicating on

map), which is but 99 miles with running time of 7-1-to 8 hours.

Sistersville to Cleveland via Theeling and the Pennsylvania

Railroad is 182 miles, or 711ours. Sistefsville to Cleveland,

via Theeling and the Balti tore and Ohio Railroad, is 209

miles, six hours and forty-five minutes; Sistel-sville to

Cleveland, via Pittsburgh and the Pennsylvania Railroad, is

264 miles; 7:1-- hours to 101- hours. To Richmond by way of Pitts-

burgh and the Baltimore and Ohio to reach Richmond by Parkers)-

7.
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burg is 522 miles, with an ctual running time of 17 hours;

to Richmond by way of 7heeling, the distance is 517 miles, with

an actual running time of 172- hours. One can also go to Parkers-

burg and 7ashington, and thence to Richmond, with the distance

of 534 miles, or running time of 18 hours, while the distance

by way of the Zleasant, and Kanawha, and the Chesapeake and

Ohio, is 551 miles, or a distance of sixteen hours and twenty-

three minutes. By way of Huntington, Kanawha, and the Norfolk

and Western is 729 miles, or a running time of over twenty

three hours, -- twenty-three hours and fifty-eight minutes.

But those, -- as I have stated, -- those routes are solong that

they are entirely impracticable.

The Governor of the Board: liay I ask, would you be sub-

jected to the same disadvantage, in your opinion, if 7ashington

or Baltimore had been designated? Are they about as unfavorably

situated?

Mr. Kimball: No, sir; they are not. 7ashington would

have been preferable, and Baltimore would have been also, be-

cause our banks carry as it is, -- but I will touch on the

business relations in a moment.

The Governor of the Board: 7e11, I mean, with regard to

Cleveland and 2ittsburg, -- would they be nearer than 7ashing-

ton or Baltimore?

Hr. Kimball: Yes, sir.

The Governor of the Board: So that what you say would

apply equally to 71ashington and baltimore?
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Mr. Kimball: Not to an entirely equal degree.

The Governor of the Board: Not to an equal degree?

Mr. Kimball: No, sir; because Baltimore would be just as

much nearer to us than Balti:aore is to -:iashington, rather than

Richmond.

The Governor of the Board: Yes.

Mr. Kimball: There would be just that difference on this

end.

The Governor of the Board: That I want to get at is this:

'ilould this petition have been filed by you if either Washington

or Baltilore had been designated? -Tould you still feel your

proper place was in the Fourth District?

Mr. Kimball: Mr. Jackson, what would you say?

Mr. A. C. Jackson, President of the First National Bank,

Sistersville, lest Virginia: Yes; I believe it would. 7e

believed o'Ar business connections are such that we all voted

for Pittsburgh as a reserve point, for the reserve bank, and

our vote was unanimously for Pittsburgh as opposed to Cleveland,

but Cleveland is much more satisfactory than either 7ashington

or Baltimore would be, for the reason that --

The Governor of the Board (to Mr. Kimball): I did not

want to interrupt you --

Mr. Jackson (continuing): -- our busines: is of a nature

that we are more in touch with Pittsburgh than Cleveland. 7e

are in the oil and gas business, and they are also, so we are

very closely connected, and for twenty years we have kept our

9

A
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principal reserves in Pittsburgh. 7e have very intimate relations

with those banks.

Lir. Kimball: Now, just answering your question, or touch-

ing on that phase or feature of it, the business relations of

the Ohio Valley, and particularly of these two counties, are

almost identical with those of the 7heeling and Pittsburgh dis-

trict, and to a certain extent with those of the Cleveland dis-

trict. Our business in the Ohio Valley here has been almost

exclusively with -- connected with -- the oil and gas busi
ness,

and also with the manufacture of glass, and steel mills. 
Those

are the industries in the Ohio Valley. They are the same in-

dustries upon which the banking business of 7heeling depends,

and also that of Pittsburgh, and to a great extent that of 
Cleve-

land. littsburgh has been the head of the oil and gas business

for many years. Sistersville, 'Test Virginia, has been the head

of the oil and gas business in the State of -jest Virginia ever

since oil and gas have been found in that State. Our banking

has been done in 7!heeling and Pittsburgh, because of the sim-

ilarity of the business in which _the two sections have been

engaged. In the Wheeling district and wheeling the industries

are oil and gas production, glass manufacture, and the manu-

facture of steel and of piping, and those are the same industries

that we have in our own section, in these two counties in which

these banks are located.

0
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All of these companies, all of the oil companies

that produce oil, -- cqd 1 think that I am correct in 9aying

-- maintain their head offices in Pittsburg, Pennsyl-

vania; a few of them have their riLia, offices in Cleveland,

Ohio; a,nd all of these companies pay their rentals to the

farmers on their leases in checks on Pittsburg banks and

on the Wheeling bnhs, and those checks may go tIlro,Igh our

their royalties are paid in like manne

oil is purchased by the pipe line companies, it is raid for

by checks on the Pittsburg banks.

ii. Jackson The books for the oil companies are kept

in Pittsburg. 'Men we sell oil, toy wive Pittsburg to get

our balcnces, so the books are kept there, and also a large

• Pittsburg, 7heeling, an. Cleveland, comes from our

or is transported by Dire line to those cities.

lamball Sore of the largest, -- or Vie 1-rgest --

gas pumping station in the world is located in 'ebstor r7o7nty,

and the gas that supplies -- as 7/.. Jackson has stcted --

the gas that surplies Cleveland and Pittsburg is largely rro-

th'ced in these two counties. gas not produced theve

at least passes throllih our counties in being trancrorted to

these two cdtiec, cn6 tIle direction of our business is ll

toward Pittsburg and toward the Cleveland Oistrict.

I Shall not attempt this morning to tol7ch on the

banking questions, or Jo; these banks would be -c!,-rticularly
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affected by carrying their reserves at IlidImond instead of at

Cleveland, because I assume that Ln the rgUments that have

already taken 'place before you those questions -five been

- pretty well threshed out, an .d woul.d apply perhaps to these

well s to the banks for 'ich the argnmonts have

- already been made..

Tow,as:showing the line of buSiness:we have, in btr-

printed.brief)therc appeors a st terieut of the business of

certain period with those banks -showi'ng the buisi 1058 of

these .bans with the Pittsbnrg district, - in comrarlson with.

the 'deb:mond dittriet, .durin9; .the

petitioning banks have kept an account of their itcps, ond

cory ofthis•with you •this•mornin.

Thrir th.e .*.o,Oh.of Janury.10th to the .3d banT:s

had only twelve items oh -the Fifth District outside of 7cst,

Virginia, •The items -- the other items

on the Fifth District, -- all items of Teb . ter, Earrison, Tyler,

and.PleasantS•Covnties including-the tWo.petitioning banhs

with ;t11. tWb - a'cijo.iTlitis. counties, -- we-ha.d.-517 items, amount

ing to The items from all other West Virginia,

points in the Fifth:District,• we.had 135 items, or.

row that madc.a -total on the Fifth' District of

66 items, amounting to 22,928.'. riut it must he remembered

that only twelve of those'Atems, amonntinp: to 13, are in

the Fifth District outside of the State of Test Virginia,

and that 517 of them were from the two retiticning counties

and two cC.joining counties now in tlIc Fol,rth District. Trie
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brn1:s hnd 569 items, 7.1th ,::155 00C -- _35,Z37.05, on the

Fourtl, District. T-17J)at shows in, a measure the trend ef

business, our "duo course of b-usiness" in this section,

ond e t nk if act is to be followed, w7lich states

that the ban:_s aro to be located with "due retard. to the

convenience L..nd customary coure of business", ti,Lt ten the

customary course of our business in this section demands that

we shall be rlc.ced in. t1e Fourth Distric

rrew, as I have sb' te0 in my opening remarks, we h:ve

no com-51-7!nt to make vihatever Ath regard to tho location

of tile reserve brn,:s. It is rarely a business onestien with

us as to which district our business demands that we be

placed in, and we think that the orainary course of our

business, 1,ot1i nest and present, shows that we ore clocr,

allied with th.e Fourth District, and therefore that we

should be placed in that district.

If you gentlemen have Lny cuestions to ask we will do

our best to answer 'them, but we think this briefly states

our case, ond the map shows our location geograrhically.

The figures I have given you, and the figures appearing in

our brief here, shcw ec.,Lelr,sive?: where the bulk of o'Ir

15iness would indicate we should be placed.

Dr. A. C. Miller, a :ember of the Board: 11,70 riny of

these other counties in the western section of 7:est VirP:inia

showna disposition to join you?

7 *r t-rict I am, aware of.

Ir. riller: Is not the argument you have made al7licab1e
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also .71ca02t-s •CoUny?

• lamball: It might be ,,Tolicable to 'lc_cants Comaty.

7.110 Governor of tile Board: Till you jUst point ,out

other counties?

Mr. Lamball: Here they are ng on the _p14

saae would arrilfzqso to these.

Mr. Jackson: -There is only one .national bank in

nmball: In several counties.

r. Jachson: The, rresident of that ban:: called me uo

the other evening an inquired about -our case before the

Federal Reserve Ew_ rd, cnd sail they would be vcry glad to

be placed in the Folirth :District also but had not started

any proceeding.

Yen. 2aill 7. a.rbur, a7.1.ember of the ,-.110 -Y. 'y did

they not join you?

• :ambc..11: 7e did not ask them, beccuse 7Tobster nd

Tyler Counties L.re, close to:3etiler, OOc1 o diO_ not r2.0k them.

Dr, :Tiller: Ll-e the industries in Pleas ants County of

Dr. 7iller: Lnd only one nationdj:b.',

P., G. 1:7_tding,_a 'ember of t10 BoLra: In Case,

-a. brLnch iS established at rarkersburf. how about it tcn

17.r. Jachon: k.arhersburgis forty-seven riles away.
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7e are the saMe distance from :arhersbur as from Wheelingi

ClilaVoland 7,'eUld be more conveni.ent for

thrIn Chza-leston.

JacIlIson: wo-uld.be more. convonient.

":,7e,',ave to r_,:obver two lines qf railroad

to et to Charleston. e counties

ached the ouestion about the counties of 7est Virginia in

tho Fourth District, of ..7cst Virginie is in the Fifth

District c=cert these fol3r counties 'mere, running from

tiese re the four Panhandle Counties, virtually. Geo3rc-oh-

uradb: part of the Panhandle as

River. Our industries are c.-zactly the sPme t :0 are closely

connocted by rcilrocd tele-rhone

tho configuration of tl'e country. 7est

rough State.

TieGovernor of the BOTd. ;That is the outline of West

Virginia rnd Virgini

Yr. Firi1j 11 7est - Virginia runs 1,cre (indicating on

map). TJu. is,n-ryland; tht comes in here; this is

Virginia line, and the Ohio River is here (indic,tinc,- on map).

The Governor of the Board:

Dr. Mier: It runs up there in the Panhandle, does it

1-im1Dc11: Yes. This redline, 1-71"ich is the Baltimore

end Ohio R,ilroad (indic is elso the boundary

lino of T::est Vircinic. I can not see now; it runic here (in-
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dicating).

r2hc Gove-oror of V:e is the lire between

kTiginia and rest Virg.nia (indiccti7.3 on map)?

ma

Trimbrall; Yes, air; no, here• it is (indicating bi

The Governol- of the Board: Oh, yes.

r. Himball: It comes down here; tli.s is the rarylcnd.

Tine here (indicating en-Map). But all of 7est Virginia

in the Fifth District, with the exception of those four

Counties there and we just as much a pf,•rtHof that 7-1n-.

handle as those counties themselves. The Ohio River here

is

(indicating on map) is very rough a few miles back, and

mountainous, and as I said no railroads run through crcept

along the bed.of stream. It is impossible for them to get

through

Some gentleman' sired ine if the arguments we have

vanced - would be eQually true as regards the other counties

we ,have mentioned. .They would be true as to Plbasants County,•

1)1.t not to rood or the other countits-seuth, becuse 1;1:ay re

on the main line of the 3LltimO-oe :Ind Ohio east. arc on

'Lie of the Baltimore tad Ohio running* from 7anawha up

the Ohio River to Pittsbl7rg, Lad the BLltimore and Ohio east

runs out as shown by this line here, and, the Lanawha, and

Ches reche and Ohio and those lines there.

Dr. Taller: What is the approximate capital of

banks re7)resented?

r. ::irnbcll I M glad you asked that question. This

the
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transfer c n,be made without 'throwing out of balance the

.,carital of the reserve bank at.Richmond. The combined capital

and undivided profits of Jcs. e five banks is 531,000. 7.4eir

aubscrirtion to the reserve bfInk at -Richmond is. something ,over.

c.1:51 000.

The Governor of the Board: Are there any other onestions?

!:r. Kimball: Lector, is there anything. else, or Mr.

Jackson, that you would like me to sreah about?

Dr. G. B. West, President of the People's rational Banl:,

Sistersville, 7est Virginia (residing at 3464 Macomb Street,

Cleveland Park, :Lohinp:ton, D. C.): I think there is nothing
;

else.

Yr. Jackson: I think not. I believe you have covered

the ground verythororghly.

The Governor of the Board.: I have a letter from 7r. Hun

ton (referring to 17r. Eppa HuntOn, counsel representing the

Reserve Bank for the Fifth District, of Richmond, Virginia).

Perhaps he has advised you. SIM •••

Mr. Kimball: Tis raltner did.

The Governor of the Board (continuing) -- tht he will

not be here, and that he will simply file a brief.

Yr. Tamball: I feel like epologiinr: to the Board because

I have not rerhqps been more logical, or rresentcd this matter

in a clearer manner, but I feel somewhat handicapned by the

fact that we are rather overshadowed in this case by the

great iffoortance of the other cases that you -.entlemen have

heard; but this case is as important to us --to ttese five
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TowI desire to file with you gentlemen, — I have only.

to cones here, -- of the statement of the last to of ttiese

five banks, showing the items on tile Fourth District and on

the Vifth District, vs well as the tables ho' ng the

tances and time of connection.

The Governor of the Bord Viii you send c copy to tie

counsel on the other

-r. Kimball: I will d.o,o. I would like tohave a cory

made for each member of t.be Board, and you will have them to

That is all right; keep those

• then, and mail Vein to uc.

Er. Kimball:

The uovernor of the 3oard: Gentlemen, we all take this

under consideration, and advise

Kimball: 7ould you core to have that map, gentlemen?

The cxovernor of the Board: I thinh we would like to have

7e can return it, you know.

Mr. Eimball: Gentlemen, I would like you to keep in

mind this point, in considering this transfer, and. that i,

the identity of the business it our business, of the locliti

that our banks .,re situated in with the business of the Fourth

listrict. The business that we rre engao:ed in is almost ex-

elusively the oil and gas bpsiness. Cur business in Sisters-

ville in years -oast, -- I think I will be correct in saying --
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has been dependent ell-elusively on the oil and'gas business.

Jackson: In fact, there would never have been any

• banks there had it not been for the oil and as business.

Mr. Kimball: We have four b:72-17-7s there. One is a state

bank. Sistersville has .only four thorsand inhabitants. The

capital stock of each of our four banks is C375,000, so you

must see there has been a considerable business trere, con-

siderin,7 the size of the town, to warrant the establishment

of those four banks.

Mr. Jackson: The deposits in the four banks are about --

over two and one-half million.

Mr. Ylmball: And understand this is due almost e7clurrive-

ly to the oil and gas business, the rentals the people receive,

the payment of royalties, and money in payment for the oil.

The oil is purchased by the Standard companies, rnd as we

have said to you, their offices are in 7ittsbrrg, and rryments

are always made in checks on Pittsburg banks, and I would

like to add to that I have said, that, according to the Comp-

troller's report, none of our banks, I believe, carries any

accounts in Richmond.

The r.3-overnor of the Board: Vone of them?

r.r. Walter R. Reitz, Cashier, of the nrmers and Producers

national Bank, Sisternrille, 'West virginia: One snail account

is carried in Baltimore. That is the point where we believe

we will be handicaprea. We wi]l recoi-nt tre Yeeeral Reserve

Bank in Richmond for a number of items, end have nothing

the -ri-rth District; all our itemswill oe on the Fourth

on
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District unless they corect items on the Vifth Distri.ct, and

thct w-ould take four days.

Mr. .Kimball: I would like to cil attention to this

map.

Hon. Y. A. Delano, a ilember of the Board: Is that in

your map?

r. Kimball:, IT°, thiap Showing the location of

banks carrying accounts with the Richmond banks and trust

comr nios. now tPis is rest Virginia here (indicating on

map), and _ere is tne Panha-idle, and our two counties are

located there (indicating). Pow that will 0:ive you 0;entlemon

c./1 idea of the b nl:s carrying accounts.

The uovernor of the Board: What is the =Der of that

reference, the Senate Document?

Tr. Kimball: It is Document 485, the location of fed-

eral reserve district banI:E.

The Uovernor of the Board: We have the same information;

I wanted to look thrt ur.

Yr. himball: I will be very Tlad to leave this with you.

How, there is another mal, I desire to call your attention

to also, and that i C map of the vote taken on the location

Of the reserve bank. Our counties are located right there

(indicating .on mar).

.The Governor of the Board: We will carefully consider

all this, and will advise you later.
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